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Because of the symbolic and financial value many Euro-Canadians 

attached to First Nations objects, "art" proved an avenue for 

communicating First Nations-related social, political and 

economic issues 

The objects produced or displayed between 1922 and 1961 

operated through the projects 1 describe in the intertwined 

transfomative processes of identity construction and boundary 

marking among individual First Nations groups and within Canadian 

national identity. Through these projects, important steps were 

taken in forrnulating two major characteristics of the post-1960 

period: 1, a burgeoning market in Northwest Coast objects 

constructed as "traditional;" and 2. First Nations activism for 

land claims and self-determination using "traditionw and "artn as 

a platform in activism for land claims and self-determination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

House posts carved by Charlie James and erected in Stanley 

Park as touristic syrnbols of Vancouver (figure 1) once served as 

props i n  Edward Curtisls fictionalized Kwakwaka'wakw romance - In 

the Land of the ~eadhunters .' Before that, they stood in the 

house of Tsa-wee-nok of Kingcorne ~nlet, powerful symbols 

inherited through the Kwakwaka'wakw ceremonial cycle that 

referred to a mythical time when the boundaries between spirit 

and human realms were fluid - a time, not coincidentally, when 
the founding ancestors of lineage groups received gifts of 

access to resource sites and other foms of spiritual and 

terrestrial wealtho3 ~t each moment, in each context, the 

meanings projected through the house posts by the various 

patrons had distinctive resonances to their respective 

audiences. There is not one over-arching narrative that 

satisfactorily explains and encapsulates the meanings the 

objects of the Northwest coast4 have had. 

1 . Bill Holm and George Irving Quimby, Edward S. Curtis in 
the Land of the War Canoes: A Pioneer Cinematographer in the 
Pacific Northwest, Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre 1980. 

2 . Phi1 Nuytten, The Totem Carvers: Charlie James, Ellen Neel 
and Mungo Martin, Vancouver: Panorama Publications 1982, p.29. 

3 . Marjorie M. Halpin, Totem Poles: An Illustrated Guide, 
Vancouver and London: University of British Columbia Museum of 
Anthropology Museum Note Number 3 1981, p . 8 ,  

4 . Following the definition put forward by Wayne Suttles, the 
Northwest Coast "culture area...includes the north Pacific Coast 
of North America f r o m  the Copper River delta on the Gulf of Alaska 
to the Winchuk River near the Oregon-California border, extending 
inland to the Chugach and Saint Elias ranges of Alaska, the Coast 



In this dissertation, 1 chart the conflicting and shifting 

assertions of meaning f o r  Northwest Coast objects in Canada 

through a series of representational projects implemented 

between 1922 and 1961. In January 1922, Canadian authorities 

with the Department of Indian Affairs prosecuted participants in 

the Cranmer potlatch of late 1921. The Cranmer prosecutions 

represent the severest implementation of the federal 

governmentls potlatch ban and have become a symbol of the 

systentatic attack on First Nations institutions carried out by 

Canadian goverment authorities. In 1961, Canadian parliament 

approved the f ederal enfranchisement of Firs t Nations people, 

thus signaling a theoretical end to the era of assimilation in 

Canada. These events bookend a period perceived in most art 

historical texts as the "Dark Ages of Northwest Coast art.lV5 In 

contrast, 1 argue that the functions Northwest Coast objects 

Mountains of British Columbia, and the Cascade Region of 
Washington and Oregon." (Wayne Suttles, NIntroduction," in Wayne 
Suttles, editor, Handbook of North American Indians: Volume 7: 
Northwest Coast, Washington: Smithsonian 1990, p. 1. ) The First 
Nations language groups of British Columbia referred to under this 
rubric include f r o m  north to south: Haida, Tsimshian, Nisgala, 
Gitxsan (Gitksan) , Haisla, Heiltsuk, Nuxalk, ûweekeno, 
Kwakwaka'wakw, Nuu-chah-nulth, Ditidaht, and the Salishan-speaking 
(Salish) Halkomelem, Squamish, and Straits Salish (Homalco, 
Klahoose, Sliammon, Comox, Qualicum, Se1 shalt, Sne-Nay-Mm, 
Squamish, Quwutsunl , Sto: 10, Semiahmoo, Tsleil-Waututh, Musqueam, 
Tswassen, T ' Sou-ke, Esquimalt, Songhees, Saanich, and Coquitlarn) 
(From " First Nations of British Columbia, " Vancouver: University 
of British Columbia Museum of Anthropology Map Project March 5, 
1996, n.p.) 

5 . Anthropologist Wilson Duf f, for one, identified the 
artistic climax of the northern Northwest Coast as occurring 
between 1850 and 1880 and among the Kwakwaka'wakw between 1890 and 
1920 . (Wilson Duff, 'Tontexts of Northwest Coast Art," in 
Vancouver Art s aller^, Arts of the Raven: Masterworks of the 
Northwest Coast Indian, Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery 1965.) 
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played in this e r a  were complex and multifaceted. This period 

is further important to subsequent developments in Northwest 

Coast art history. 

Neither s o l e l y  and simply vestiges of an irretrievable past 

nor symbolic markers of ancestral encounters with the spirit 

world, the objects produced or displayed between 1922 and 1961 

operated significantly through the projects 1 describe in the 

intertwined transfomative processes of identity construction 

and boundary marking among individual First Nations groups and 

within Canadian national identity. Through these projects, 

important steps were taken in formulating two major 

characteristics of the post-1960 period: 1. a burgeoning market 

in Northwest Coast objects constructed as "traditional;" and 2. 

First Nations activism for land claims and self-determination 

using "traditionw and "art" as a platform for such assertions. 

1 will be focusing my discussion of this period on public 

uses of Northwest Coast objects by conflicting groups for the 

furtherance of their particular agendas, whether these are First 

Nations groups, or whether they are local, provincial, or 

federal governments or institutions. My view is from a 

different position in the viewing circle around Northwest Coast 

objects. 1 will also be producing a narrative and selecting a 

canon to illustrate it, but with a set of different agendas, 

including arguing f o r  the political use of objects rather than 

aesthetic or  authenticity judgements. 



1. "Fatal  Impact: gw The Tropes of Decline and Revival 

A common academic perception has emerged since the 1950s 

that sees the history of Northwest Coast art as a nineteenth 

century climax (often referred to, following European art 

historical models, as the "classicN period), an early twentieth 

century decline and mid-twentieth century renaissance. The 

period following the First World War is deemed in this paradigm 

as the lowest ebb of the peoples of the coast: swamped by the 

influence of white assimilation, the people left directionless, 

confused and sick with newly-introduced diseases, the 

communities and their modes of symbolic expression being for al1 

intents and purposes dead. This was a time, according to 

Margaret Blackman, when a visitor on the Northwest Coast, "would 

have to go to a museum to see an example of good Northwest Coast 

Indian artN6 (emphasis mine) . As recently as 1993, Peter 
Macnair, curator at the Royal British Columbia Museum, suggested 

that among the arts of the Northwest Coast, 5..the classic 

forms either disappeared altogether or were replaced by 

substitute styles."' An artistic hierarchy was set up in which 

products outside the discursive poles of "tradition" and 

6 .  Edwin S. Hall, Margaret B. Blaclanan, and Vincent Rickard, 
Northwest Coast Indian Graphies: An Introduction to Silk Screen 
Prints, Vancouver: Douglas and MacIntyre 1981, p.45. 

7 . Peter Macnair, "Trends in Northwest Coast Indian Art 1880- 
1959: Decline and Expansion," in Canadian Museum of Civilization, 
In the Shadow of the Sun: Perspectives on Contemporary Native Artr 
Ottawa: Canadian Ethnology Service Mercury Series Paper 124 1993, 
p.51. 



"authenticityn were categorized, in Macnair's words, as 

"... consistently well-finished charming souvenirs ..." that 
" . . . lack the vitality of the older school. In the same recent 

anthology, Martine Reid concurs, suggesting that "post-classicN 

Northwest Coast art "...bas become a pseudo-language shared and 

produced by an elite because the created objects no longer 

signify potent cultural messages. They merely reproduce or 

imitate past objects and concepts that are not culturally 

relevant to the present society. Art has lost its sign value.ng 

In the "revivaln view, projects aimed at communicating the 

value of First Nations art to a general non-Native Canadian 

audience were made possible in the 1950s and 1960s through a 

greater allocation of public funds. Within this context of 

institutional interest, the idea of a mid-century renaissance, 

what Halpin referred to as an "enthusiastic revi~al,~'~ began to 

ernerge, In 1967 a cross-country network of artists ranging in 

style and geographic origin from George Clutesi on the west 

Coast of Vancouver Island to Norval Morrisseau in Ontario was 

f o m e d  through preparations for the Indian Pavilion at Expo ' 67 
in ~ontreal." Also in 1967, Bill Reid, Henry Hunt, and other 

8 . Ibid, p.57 . 
9 . Martine Reid, "In Search of Thinas Past, Remembered, 

Retraced, and Reinvented, " in Shadow of the s&, p. 76. H&, 
Reid uses a semiotic framework based on an underlying paradigm of 
precontact height and contact contamination effectively refuted in 
Bennetta Jules-Rosette, The Messages of Tourist Art, 1984, p.219. 

'O. Halpin, Totem Poles, p.2. 

". Tom Hill, "Indian Art in Canada: A n  Historical 
Perspective," in Norval Morrisseau and the Rnergence of the Image 



contemporary Northwest Coast artists received recognition 

through their display next to the work of Charles Edenshaw (who 

died in 1920) l2 and other, mostly anonymous, masters of the 

wclassic" nineteenth and early twentieth century Northwest Coast 

formline style" at the Arts of the Raven exhibition at the 

Vancouver Art Gallery. " In 1968, with two-thirds of its 

funding coming from government grants and other donations, the 

'Ksan Historic Indian Village Association proudly opened its 

museum, reconstructed village and accompanying Kitanmax School 

15 of Northwest Coast Indian Art. Popular support of First 

Nations art al1 across Canada was fuelling, according to the new 

Makers, Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario 1985, pp.20-21. 

12. Bill Hoh, "Will the Real Charles Edenshaw Please Stand 
Up? : The Problem of Attribution in Northwest Coast Indian Art, in 
Donald Abbott, editor, The World as Sham as 
in Honour of Wilson D u f r  

- - - - -- -- a Knife: A n  Antholoqy 
- - -  . Victoria : British Columbia Provincial 

Museum 1981, p.177. 

". The tenu formline and the systern of representation it 
alludes to was most systematically defined by Bill Holm in 
Northwest Coast Art: An Analysis of Fom, ~eatt le:  University of 
Washington Press 1965. H o l m  in turn had considerable influence on . . .  - 

the direction followed in the Arts of the Raven show. Holm 
himself called Northwest Coast Art; An Analysis of Fom "a turning 
point. . .which became a primer for the artists struqqling for an 
understanding of their ancestors' art. (Bill  oh; - " A r t ,  " in 
Suttles, Handbook, p . 630. ) 

l4 . This show had signif icant influence on the perception of 
Northwest Coast objects over the next decade. Writing in 1975, 
for example, Marjorie Halpin dated the consideration of Northwest 
Coast objects as art specificaily to the Arts of the Raven exhibit 
(Marjorie Halpin, "The Uses of Collections, " in University of 
British Columbia Museum of Anthropology, Northwest Coast Ïni 
Artifacts from the H. R. MacMillan ~ollecr - ions in the Museum of 
Anthropology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press 1975, p. 43. ) 

1s . 'Ksan Association, ' Ksan, Hazelton, B.C., Hazelton, B.C. : 

'Ksan Association 1970, pp.12-24. 
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"revivalN myth, the re-emergence of "traditional" Northwest 

Coast art. 

Both Expo '67 and the Jkts of the Raven shows received 

substantial amounts of governrnent and corporate money as part of 

the centennial celebration.16 One Mght therefore suggest that 

the expansion of Canada's cultural infrastructure in the 1960s 

and 1970s through a combination of increased public spending and 

publidprivate sector cooperation stimulated the "revival;' that 

n . . .museun- and goverment-supported pro j ects for the 
restoration or recreation of 'traditionalr objects that the 

Indians had largely ceased producingnl' were successful . ' Ksan 

and the Kitenmaax art school have been called "satellite 

museums, part of the f ederal government s cultural 

"democratization and decentralization" programme announced in 

16 . Schafer and Fortier report that several million federal 
dollars were allocated to national and international artistic 
events, including Expo ' 6 7 ,  which were seen as an adjunct to the 
Centennial Celebrations. (Paul D. Schafer and Andre Fortier, 
Review of Federal Policies for the Arts in Canada (1944-19881, 
Ottawa: Canadian Conference of the Arts 1989.) Both qovernmental 
and corporate sponsors were acknowledged in the inside covers of 
the Arts of the Raven catalogue. These included the Canada 
Council, the Centennial Commission, the Vancouver Foundation, BC 
Tel, Canadian Forest Products, Japan External Trade Organization, 
and MacMillan-Bloedel. 

17 Wayne Suttles and Aldona Jonaitis, "History of Research in 
Ethnology, in Suttles, Handbook, p. 82. 

1s George Woodcock writes of 'Ksan as one of the "programs 
of dissemination that were artistically and ethnographically 
educative without having any identifiable political intentn begun 
by the Trudeau administration in the late 1960s. (George 
Woodcock, Strange Bedfellows: The State and the Arts in Canada, 
Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre 1985, p. 105. ) 



1968, l9 itself an institutional premonition of Canadar s symbolic 

shift to official state multiculturalism in 1971 and the 

acknowledgernent of non-Faglish and non-French contributions to 

Canadian national "culture. 

Exhibitions in public institutions further appear to have 

encouraged the private acquisitions of contemporary F i r s t  

Nations art. In connecting the impact of large exhibitions on a 

new audience following 1967, Tom Hill, in his history of Native 

Canadian art, commented that: "...exhibitions of material 

culture and contemporary art further enhanced and popularized 

the ethnic identity for the consumer. Whether out of genuine 

appreciation, guilt over past sins, or a need to acquire 

something Canadian, the art-buying public chose to look at the 

new art emerging from Indian communities as a significant 

statement from a fellow Canadiangw2' A n  example of the 

- 

19. The "democratization and decentralizationw was announced 
by Secretary of State Gerard Pelletier at a seminar organized by 
the Canadian Conference of the Arts and the United States 
Associated Council of Arts in 1969. The objectives of the 
programme as a state cultural policy were to spread cultural 
institutions and the management of cultural industries outside of 
Ottawa and central Canada and at the same t h e  foster cultural 
pluralism in Canada and both federal-provincial and international 
cooperation in the promotion of Canadian arts. (See Schafer and 
Fortier, Review of Federal Policies for the Arts in Canada. ) 

20 . In announcing multiculturalism as state policy on October 
8, 1971, then Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau stated: "The palicy 1 
am announcing today accepts the contention of the other cultural 
communities that they, too, are essential elements in Canada and 
deserve government assistance in order to contribute to regional 
and national life in ways that derive from their heritage and yet 

21. Hill, "Indian Art in CanadaN, pp.20-21. 



principles of state capitalism applied to "cultural products, "22 

public funding in essence bolstered a burgeoning private market. 

In this view, state sponsorship of First Nations production 

through displays in public cultural institutions allowed for 

widespread public exposure. The Cultural Affairs Division 

within the Department of Indian Affairs was established in 1967 

and was responsible for publishing articles, producing 

exhibitions, establishing a permanent collection and undertaking 

a series of market evaluations on the work of several First 

Nations artists . 23 
My dissertation shifts the focus of this narrative away 

from a celebration of the public institutional support for a 

"revivaln of First Nations arts. Even the strongest proponents 

of the "renaissance" myth admit that certain groups never ceased 

producing ceremonial objectsa4 and the question of why the state 

2 2 Federal Cult 
Brief s and Hearinqs, 
Canada, p.5. 

ural Pol 
Ottawa: 

icy 
Min 

Review Committee, Summary of 
.istry of Supply and Services 

". Bill HoIolm singles out the Kwakwaka wakw (Kwakiutl) as 
continuing the production of ceremonial ob j ects (Hoim, "Art, 
p. 630) , which is supported by other texts examining the open 
flaunting of the potlatch ban by the Kwakwakarwakw (see, for 
example, Douglas Cole and Ira Chaikin, An Iron H a n d  Upon  the 
People: The Law Against the Potlatch on the Northwest Coast, 
Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre and Seattle: 
University of Washington Press 1990.) The Gitxsan, as reported by 
Barbeau, continued to erect and potlatch poles into the 1940s. 
Spirit dancing among the Coast Salish peoples of southern 
Vancouver Island was documented by Duff in the 1940s and Nuu-chah- 
nulth individuals like Ron Hamilton and Joe David have challenged 
the suggestion that ceremonialism died out among the Nuu-chah- 
nulth. The supposition that First Nations ceremonies have had to 
have been revived needs closer, more critical exaxuination, 



would first openly ban the raison-d'être of ceremonial First 

Nations objects in British Columbia and then later invest public 

funds in the production of the same kinds of objects needs 

addressing. Both the pre-1950 narrative of "cultural death" and 

the post-1950 assertion of "dedine and revivaln have been 

openly contested by First Nations carvers and painters. In 

1948, Kwakwaka'wakw Ellen Neel firmly stated: 

This point of mine which 1 shall  endeavour to 
illustrate deals with an idea that the native art 
is a dead art and that efforts should be confined 
to preservation of the old work. To me, this 
idea is one of the great fallacies where the art 
of my people is concerned. For if our art is 
dead, then it is fit only to be mummified, packed 
into mortuary boxes and tucked away into museums. 
Whereas to me it is a living symbol..., And our 
art must continue to live, 
part and parce1 of US, but 
factor in combining the bes 

for-not only is it 
it can be a powerful 
t of the Indian 

culture into the fabric of a truly Canadian art 
f orm. 

, . .if the a 
rightful pl 
must be a 1 
Indian arti 

.rt of my people is to take its 
ace alongside other Canadian art, it 
iving medium of expression. W e ,  the 
sts must be allowed to create! We 

must be allowed to use new and modern techniques; 
new and modern tools; new and modern 
materials .... 1 do not mean that we should discard 
the old, only t ha t  w e  be allowed t o  use the 
new. 2 5 

In 1983, another Kwakwakatwakw carver, Tony Hunt, pointing 

to the less than altruistic intentions of museum curators, also 

suggested through his own experiences that the nrevivalu 

narrative was false: 

It was in the seventies that museum curators 

2 5 E l l e n  Neel, in H. B. Hawthorn, editor, Re~ort of 
Conference on ~ative Indian Affairs, ~ictoriai ~ritish Columbia 
Indian Arts and Welfare Society 1948, p. 12. 



recognized Northwest Coast art both as public 
relations and promotion for their own museums and 
as promotion of themselves. Before that, during 
the fifties and sixties, curators and 
ethnologists had a low profile. Mungo Martin who 
taught and raised me (and with whom I moved to 
Victoria in 1952) - to Say to him there was a 
"revivaln or "renaissancen would be ridiculous. 
He carved al1 his life, my father, myself, others 
like Willie Seaweed, who was one of the finest 
artists of his time. There was no revival. 26 

First Nations political leader George Manuel and writer 

Michael Postums implied in 1974 that both "deathn and nrevivaln 

views were colonialist in nature, aimed at denigrating the 

social and political accomplishments of First Nations people 

from the advent of a European presence in British Columbia: 

The renaissance of today is the fruit of the 
accumulated labour of our grandfathers, If it 
appears that we are only now awakening and 
discovering a new strength, it is because the 
current climate of political, social and economic 
forces is allowing what was always beneath the 
surface to emerge into the light of day. 

Above all, the appearance that we are only now 
coming alive is an illusion created by the press 
and public institutions, who have for  so long 
warped, distorted, and falsified the story 0% our 
resistance, 27 

It is significant that Manuel, once president of the North 

American Indian Brotherhood, tied the concept of wcultural 

renaissancew to larger social developments. It is precisely 

this kind of wider self-conscious contextualization that is 

2 6 . Tony Hunt and JO-Anne Birnie Danzker, "Personal 
Perspectives, in Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver: Art and 
Artists 1931-1983, Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery 1983, p.266. 

2 7 . George Manuel and Michael Postums, The Fourth World: An 
Indian Reality, Don Mills, Ontario: Collier-Macmillan Canada 1974, 
pp. 69-70, 



rnissing in Northwest Coast art history and that this 

dissertation seeks to address. 

In explaining this absence, Aïdona Jonaitis underlines 

"certain central assumpti~ns~~~~ behind some of the early 

anthropology of the Northwest Coast. It has been commonly 

assumed "...that Native people had, prior to contact, lived in 

unified, cohesive communities and shared common values; that the 

inherent perfection of their culture disintegrated.as the 

overwhelming forces of the dominant society caused first a 

decline and then the disappearance of their traditions, 

including art; that on the northern Northwest Coast in 

particular, the loss of artistic cornpetence was reversed only 

when individuals from outside the cultures rediscovered earlier 

stylistic conventions.w2g Jonaitis then warns that "... by 
depicting Native peoples as succumbing to the forces of 

acculturation, such representations implicitly grant ... the 
dominant society a cultural hegemony over those it col~nized.~~~ 

Nelson Graburn adds that "-..even though Fourth World 

peoples may cal1 themselves nations.,. they have neither the 

autonomy nor the institutionalized power to define their own 

national symbols, arts, and culture."" Booud by the paternalism 

2 8 . Aldona Jonaitis, "Traders of Tradition: The History of 
Haida Art," Robert Davidson: Eagle of the Dam, Ed. Ian M. Thom, 
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993, p.3.  

". Ibid, pp.3-4. 

Ibid, p.4 .  

31 . Graburn, "The Fourth World and E'ourth World Art," 
Shadow of the Sun p.2. 



of the Indian Act, First Nations peoples have been represented 

through the inter-related institutionalized discourses of 

anthropology, museums, and art history. Valda Blundell argues 

that "...certain representations encoded in anthropological 

discourse recur in the media.,.because anthropology has been 

constructed in the West as the primary producer of knowledge 

about so-called 'primitivef peoples." Anthropologists and their 

texts constitute...'accredited sourcesf and 'primary definers' 

of social phenornena regarding native Canadianson" There is a 

continuum of representation of First Nations arts that also 

reflects a wide range of interests and concerns in non-Native 

society. While anthropologists, like social reformers, were 

frequently sympathetic with the peoples and societies they were 

studying, their work, as part of this larger totality, was often 

compromised. 

The representation of First Nations societies is and has 

been disputed territory. The notions of decline, revival, and 

continuity are thus strategic interventions in the understanding 

of First Nations peoples and their position in Canadian society. 

They are statements from a complex polyphony asserting, 

negotiating, and disputing the various representations and 

counter-representations of Northwest Coast art and, through it, 

of First Nations peoples. I agree with Jonaitisr argument that 

these assumptions of purity and disintegration in First Nations 

"'. Valda Blundell, "Speaking the Art of Canadar s Native 
Peoples: Anthropological Discourse and the Media," Australian 
Canadian Studies, 7: 1 (l989), p.25. 



culture have created absences in the discourses of art through 

discussions centred solely on wclassic" form and iconography. 1 

want to investigate production and public engagement through the 

arts and not quality as inappropriately determined by outsiders. 

Following H o m i  Bhabha's connection between stereotyping and 

colonialist discourse, 1 argue that the institutionalization of 

Northwest Coast objects in Canadian displays between 1922 and 

1961 produced First Nations peoples as a visible and knowable 

~ t h e r . ~ ~  Part of a larger narrative about First Nations 

societies, the discourse produced a "concept of fixityn3' for 

Northwest Coast peoples in the location of their objects as part 

of the past. Masks, poles and other objects were thus 

constructed and contained within the state nculturen system. 

Bhabha, quoting Fanon, further argues that this enclosed, 

temporal fixity becomes for the colonized u...a continued agony 

rather than a total disappearance. The culture once living and 

open to the future, becomes closed, fixed in the colonial 

status, caught in the yolk [sic] of oppression.w35 

Temporal enclosure contributed to intellectual paternalism. 

For example, written material promoting the erection of the 

Charlie James house posts in Stanley Park in 1925 made no 

mention of the fact that James was still alive at the the. He 

. Homi K. Bhabha, "The Other Question: Stereotype, 
Discrimination and the Discourse of Coloniali~rn,~ in Homi K. 
Bhabha, The Location of Culture, London and ~ e w -  York: Routledge 
1994, pp.70-71. 

. Ibid, p.71. 

35 . k a n t z  Fanon, quoted in - Ibid, p.78, 
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frequently visited Vancouver and was known to local curio 

dealers, 36 Instead, the house posts were specificall y discussed 

as objects of antiquity, fixed in the past and thereby denying 

contemporary First Nations peoples in general, and James in 

particular, a voice in how these objects were constructed for 

Euro-Canadian audiences. 

This intellectual paternalism confirmed administrative 

paternalism. Bhabha further explains that the stereotype is 

bolstered by a continua1 and repetitive chain of other 

37 stereotypes. In response to this chain of stereotypes that 

together constituted the general ideological understanding of a 

mythical "Indian problemn - that "the Indiann is superstitious, 
dirty, idle, and although creative, nonetheless a public burden 

- a chain of paternalistic governmental strategies could be 

formulated and justified. These included, among others, the 

introduction of Christianity and enforced education, govemment 

housing, employment, and preservation through the museum. Al1 

aimed at solving the "Indian problemN by instilling Anglo- 

Canadian values as a means of producinq docile subjects for 

Canada ' s political and economic systems . 
The emergence of institutions and of a discourse on 

Northwest Coast objects in Canada are not coincidental to, but 

rather integrally a part of the formulation of and response to 

what was commonly known as the "Indian problem." However, 

36 , Nuytten, The Totem Carvers, pp. 26-32. 

". Bhabha, "The Other Question, " p. 77. 



resistance to the concept of the "Indian problem" and to the 

solutions recommended for it was not passive. Disruption 

occurred at each link in this discursive chain, Because of non- 

Native interest in the house posts carved by James and other 

various forms of visual production, opportunities opened for 

other people to speak through the objects. Art became a 

pla t form for those opposed to the nature of goverment 

paternalism, Native and non-Native, and new representations were 

asserted, 



II. Assimilation, Museums , and Nationalist Appropriation 

The mythic tropes of decline and revival confirmed the 

authority of state institutions and those individuals that 

formulated the discourse of Northwest Coast objects from within 

them. Continuity and the appropriation of the revival concept 

could be used to stress or legitimize contemporary First Nations 

leadership and political claims. Making sense of the 

contradictions in the discourses around t h e s e  objects therefore 

calls for an understanding of the historical specificity of the 

discourses and their shifts, or as Nicholas Thomas puts it, of 

the "ruptures...that mark the ernergence and displacement of 

particular ways of constructing others and relating to thextP3' 

A t  the heart of these ruptures are the different ways of 

understanding, first, Northwest Coast societies, and, second, 

their relation to official Canadian "culture." As 

anthropologist Virginia Dominguez notes, culture is so 

significant socially because we so often make strategic social 

and political interventions by invoking it. 39 Dominguez further 

38 . Nicholas Thomas, Colonialismf s Culture : Anthropoloqy, 
Travel and Government, Princeton: Princeton University Press 1994, 
A 3 9  

39 . Virginia Dominguez, "Invoking Culture: The Messv Side of 
' Cultural ~olitics, ' " south Atlantic -Quarterl y ,  91 : 1   inter 
1992), p.20. Northrop Frye suggested: "Perhaps only intellectuals 
worry about cultural distinctiveness, and perhaps only because 
they have invented most of it themçelves." (Northrop Frye, 
"National Conciousness in Canadian Culture," in James Polk, 
editor, Divisions on a Ground: Essays on Canadian Culture, 
Toronto: Anansi 1982, p.42.) In the case of First Nations peoples 



asserts that culture is implicated in "nationalist visions, 

nationalist ideologies, and national identities ..., "'O This is 

exemplified in the state funding for Northwest Coast objects in 

the 1960s and, as 1 shall demonstrate, even earlier. In an 

argument that I believe is borne out by the development of 

Northwest Coast art discourse in British Columbia, Dominguez 

suggests that governments assert their Say over the shape of 

their populations' cultures because they link the idea of 

culture with respectability, unity and the minimization of 

divisiveness, a link critical to international perception of 

national images. 4 1 

The narratives for Northwest Coast "cu1ture* are thus 

unstable, at least in part, because of the contested nature of 

these same nationalist visions, ideologies, and identities. The 

very notion of wculturew itself is problematic because the term 

since Boas has commonly suggested "sameness and shared 

understanding' when applied to non-capitalist societies. 42 For 

Northwest Coast objects, discursive conf lict demonstrates that 

sameness cannot be assumed. 

For example, the idea of the passing of First Nations 

societies is the lingering effect of social evolutionary 

in Canada, however, cultural distinctiveness is important to 
asserting a historical presence and thus legitimacy for claims to 
an authority over land and resources that precedes the European 
presence and its institutional systems. 

4 0  . Dominguez, "Invoking Culture, " p. 21. 



ideologies popular among Euro-Americans in the late  nineteenth 

century and the belief in the expiration of so-called primitive 

cultures in the dynamism of a European-derived industrial 

modernity, the same underlying ideologies that informed 

assimilationist policies in both Canada and the United States 

prior to the Great Depression. While totem poles and other 

indigenous objects could be seen to symbolize a unique Canadian 

identity, in non-Native contexts they were specifically meant to 

refer to an imagined Canadian past, ta suggest what Canadian 

culture no longer was - although modern Canada had no place for 

the indigenous meanings behind the polesv original production. 4 3 

As Walter Benn Michaels argues in relation to the Native 

American as a nationalist trope in the United States, First 

Nations objects helped define Canada's uniqueness to other 

international industrial  nation^.'^ Marvin Cohodas writes: 

[t J he modernization paradigm operates here : with homogenized 

global capitalism and labor relations characterizing the modern 

present, 'culturesr that distinguish national identities are 

- 

4 3 . While the anti-industrial nostalgic tone of the 
"Vanishing American" paradigm implies a critical stance towards 
industrial rnodernity, Jackson Lears argues that such ideology 
"...unknowingly provided part of the psychological foundation 
for a streamlined liberal culture appropriate to twentieth 
century consumer capitalism ... by creating an 'evasive banality8 
of 'official culturer . . . .The common pattern of culture involved 
a denial of the conflicts in modern capitalist society, an 
affirmation of continuing harmony and progress." (Jackson Lears, 
No Place of Grace: Antimodernisrn and the Transformation of 
American Culture, 1880-1920, New York: Pantheon Books, 1981, 
pp. 4-17 . 

". Walter Benn Michaels, "The Vanishing Ameri~an,~ American 
Literary History, Volume 2, N u r n b e r  2, pp.220-241. 
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located in 'primitive' or 'traditional' past jeopardized by 

contact with (read: exploitation by) the modern west. "" There 

was thus discussion by the end of the First World War on 

promoting Northwest Coast objects as a positive aesthetic 

contribution to the Canadian present from the "Indian" past. 

The association between valorizing Northwest Coast objects 

as historical specimens to be salvaged and preserved in public 

museums and the out-right attack on First Nations social 

structures is dramatically exemplified in the potlatch ban. The 

ban began through an 1884 amendment to the Indian Act  and 

climaxed in the 1922 prosecution of Kwakwaka'wakw participants 

in the 1921 Cranmer potlatch at Village Island. The ban was 

part of the administrative policy of assimilation, or Anglo- 

conformity, in which First Nations social institutions were to 

be replaced by Victorian British institutional systems. The 

Cranmer potlatch trial not only resulted in the imprisonrnent of 

twenty-two Kwakwaka'wakw individuals, an informal plea bargain 

further led to the surrender of the potlatch paraphernalia of 

the Kwakwaka'wakw Lekwiltok, Mamalillikulla, and Nimpkish 

peoples to the coffers of the National Museum in Ottawa (see  

figure 21, the Royal Ontario Museum and New York' s Heye 

Foundat ion. 4 6 

4 5 . Marvin Cohodas, Basketweavers for t; 
Trade: Elizabeth and Louise Hic: 
Press 1997, p.48. 

--- -he California Curio 
- - _kox, Tuscon: University of Arizona 

4 6 . See Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People 
Daisy Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, Cape Mudge, 
Nu-Yum-Balees 1979. 

and 
o c *  : 
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As legal historian Tina Loo points out, the potlatch ban 

served an important function for Canada, still less than sixty 

years old in 1922: "Laws express the rules that limit and shape 

behaviour and expectation, but they are also expressions of 

ethical norms," writes Loo. "Thus, not only are we ruled by 

law, but law also embodies and articulates the broad ideas 

around which we are constituted as a society."" While Loo 

seems here to interpret the ethical norms promoted in public 

institutional spheres as reflections or expressions of already 

existing, shared values, the point is that both law and public 

policy are strategically designed to shape those values. This 

strategy was particularly important to a people attempting to 

forge a nation based specifically on British norms but 

necessarily reliant on non-British indigenous and immigrant 

labour. 4 8 

The replacement of indigenous values for the objects with 

European values reinforced a new social order which favoured 

British immigrants and which was simultaneously defined in 

4 7 . Tina Loo, "Dan Cranmer's Potlatch: Law as Coercion, 
Symbol and Rhetoric in British Columbia, 1884-1951," Canadian 
Historical Review, Volume LXVIII, Number 2, 1992, pp. 150-151. 

4 0 . A quarter of the three million immigrants to Canada 
between 1896 and 1914 were from the non-Anqlo-Celtic world. (Anaus - d 

McLaren, Our ûwn  Master Race: Eugenics in Canada, 1885-1945, 
Toronto: McClelland and Stewart 1990, R e g  Whitaker, Canadian 
Immigration Policy Since ~onfederation, Ottawa: canadian 
Historical Association Canada's Ethnic Groups Booklet 15 1991, 
Howard H. Palmer, 'Reluctant Hosts : Anglo-C-madian Views of - 
Multiculturalism in the Twentieth centÜry, " in Cultural Diversity 
and Canadian Education, Ottawa: Carleton University 1984, pp.21- 
40, 
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4 9  Canadian l a w .  T h e r e  is therefore an intersection b e t w e e n  the 

law as it constructs a collective social identity and the 

reification of Northwest Coast objects in constructing a 

collective social memory that confims that identity. " I t  is an 

irnplicit rule that participants in any social order must 

presuppose a shared memory.. . [and] control of a societyfs memory 
largely conditions the hierarchy of power, " writes Paul 

~onnerton.~' After the First World War, the construction of a 

national culture, a unified social memory, became increasingly 

important as the Canadian goverment asserted a political 

independence ultimately leading to a change in its status from a 

British colony or possession to an independent monarchy under 

the Statute of Westminster in 1931 ." AIthough officiais at the 

National Museum benefited from their reception of the masks and 

other objects of the Cranmer potlatch, the  Cranmer deal also 

served a larger purpose. 

4 9 . As British Columbia Premier Simon Fraser T o m e  announced 
in 1928: "We are anxious to keep this a British country. We w a n t  
British Columbia British and nothing else." (Quoted in Patricia E. 
Roy, "British Columbia's Fear of Asians 1900-1950," Histoire 
Social/Social History, Volume XIII, Number 25, p.  162. ) 

50 . Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press 1989, p.1.  

5 1 . Robert Bothwell, Ian Drummond, and John English, Canada, 
1900-1945, Toronto: University of Toronto Press 1987, pp.229-244. 



III. Objects, Society, and Resource O w n e r s h i p  on the Northwest 
C o a s t  

While the justification for the potlatch ban ranged from 

disease prevention to halting what was perceived to be a 

regressive "superstitiousw ceremony that imprisoned First 

Nations people in a spiraling cycle of impoverishment, what may 

have been closer to the point was Marius Barbeau's suggestion 

that the potlatch was "...in reality the old 'Indian chief' form 

of goverment and ... that it should not be tolerated by the white 
man ' s Government. . . . n5Z E'urthemore, throughout the coast, the 

potlatch systern was essential to economic and social management. 

Native lineages had controlled both real and incorporeal 

property, including the rights to salmon spawning strearns, 

lakes, trapping sites, patches of edible plants, stands of cedar 

trees, bird rookeries, stretches of coastline, winter village 

sites, and, according to Niblack and Swanton writing in 1890 and 

1905 respectively, halibut banks. 5 3 In other words, the access 

to the land and resources essential to the colonial development 

of British Columbia were already vested in indigenous lineage 

52 .  Marius Barbeau quoting Indian Agent Todd writing from 
Metlakatla in 1899 on "the principal objection amongst the 
Christianized Indians to the potlatch...", in C. M. Barbeau, "The 
Potlatch among the B.C. Indians and Section 149 of the Indian 
Act," Ottawa: Unpublished 1934 (Canadian Museum of Civilization 
11007.13, B12, F2, VII-X-46M), p. 49. 

53 . Margaret B. Blackman, "Haida: Traditional Culture, " in 
Handbook, p.248. Aïthough Blackman reports that Masset Haida 
stated in the 1970s that halibut banks were named but not owned 
(Ibid, p.249), I think it's important that in the era of the 
potlatch ban, published accounts reported the ownership of this 
resource by lineages. 



systems. Although clan and lineage hierarchy, descent, and 

rituals that celebrated or validated the transfer of rights 

varied from group to group, individual ranking within the 

lineages was generally accomplished through the inherited rights 

to a repository of names, dances, songs, stories and crest 

figures displayed and validated at potlatch and feast 

occa~ions.~' The highest ranking members of the lineage were 

also lineage trustees, responsible for the management of the 

lineage-owned resources both real and incorporeal. 5 5 

The integral relationship between this kinship system, 

cerernonial objects, and resource utilization was succinctly 

summarized by Delgamuukw (Ken Muldoe) in the 1987 filing of the 

Gitxsan-Wetfsuwetfen suit in the British Columbia Supreme Court 

(which also demonstrates the on-going political currency of the 

5 4 .  The 
properties.. 
lineages and 

crests . and 
, in ca 

were "the most important incorporeal line "... were the identifying symbols of the 
.ses where an individual claimed exclusive 

! age 

riqht 
to a crest, it was indicative of individual rank within the 

- 

lineage. (Ibid, p.249.) These crests were camed on totem poles, 
household u G i l s ,  boxes, and feast dishes, al1 of which were the 
focus of museum collecting beginning in the 1870s (Douglas Cole, 
Captured Heritage: The Scramble for Northwest Coast Artifacts, 
Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre 1985), and tattoos and 
body painting. (Blachan, "Haida, " p.249. ) 

5 5 .  Ibid, pp.248-249. This general summary here is based on 
Haida society as described by Blachan. For other groups in 
British Columbia see (al1 in Suttles, Handbook) : Marjorie M. 
Halpin and Margaret Seguin, "Tsimshian Peoples: Southern 
Tsimshian, Coast Tsimshian, Nishga, and Gitksan,  pp.267-284; 
Charles Hamori-Torok, "Haisla, " pp . 306-311; Suzanne F. Hilton, 
"Haihais, Bella-Bella, and Oowekeeno, " pp. 312-322; Dorothy 1. D. 
Kennedy and Randall T. Bouchard, "Bella Coola," pp.323-339; Helen 
Codere, "Kwakiutl: Traditional Culture," pp.359-377; Eugene Arima 
and John Dewhirst, "Nootkans of Vancouver Island," pp.391-411; 
Dorothy 1. D. Kennedy and Randall T. Bouchard, "Northern Coast 
Salish, pp. 441-452; and Wayne Suttles, "Central Coast Salish, " 
pp.453-475. 



potlatch system among certain First Nations leaders) : 

My power is carried in rny House1s histories, 
songs, dances, and crests. It is recreated at 
the Feast when the histories are told, the sonas 
and dances performed, and the crests displayed: 
With the wealth that cornes frorn respectful use of 
the territory, the House feeds the name of the 
Chief in the Feast Hall. In this way, the law, 
the Chief, the territory, and the Feast become 
one. The unity of the Chiefrs authority and his 
House1s are witnessed and thus affirmed by the 
other Chiefs at the Feast. 5 6 

On the central coast, indigenous Kwakwaka'wakw social 

structure differs in that kinship is bilateral rather than 

strictly matrilineal. However, as in the north, rights to both 

corporeal and incorporeal resources also resided in kin groups. 

Each of the thirty autonomous Kwakwaka'wakw groups commonly 

called tribes consisted of several corporate kin groups termed 

numayms and claims to resource areas were frequently hereditary 

57 and based on numaym membership. As the potlatch centres on 

First Nations ownership of the very resources that non-Natives 

coveted, the state attempted to circumvent resistance to its own 

authority through prohibition of the potlatch. Clearly then, the 

notion that a revival is false put forward by Neel, Hunt, Manuel 

and others can be interpreted as confirming the authority and 

rights constituted in these indigenous systems. This assertion 

is rooted in the earlier refusals to discontinue potlatching and 

56.  Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, The Spirit in the Land: The 
ûpening Statement of the Gitksan and Wet'suwetven Hereditary 
Chiefs in the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Gabriola, B.C. : 
Reflections 1989, pp.7-8. 

5 7 .  Helen Codere, "Kwakiutl; Traditional Culture, in 
Suttles, Handbook, pp. 359 and 364. 



its consequent construction of localized indigenous authority 

structures and resource ownership. Objects became powerful 

symbols in the larger conflict over resources and authority. 

In addition, the competitive destruction of property 

associated with the late nineteenth century Kwakwaka'wakw was 

exaggerated and constructed as a threat to the 

Christian/bourgeois system of private property. Anthropologist 

Helen Codere argues that population decline among the 

Kwakwaka'wakw in the last quarter of the nineteenth century led 

to empty numaym positions. This coincided with changes in 

settlement patterns as tribes congregated around the new trading 

posts and cannery toms. Participation in the colonial economy 

in conjunction with these social changes resulted in the 

elaboration of the potlatch as a means of sorting out multiple 

claims to the numaym positions. This elaborated f o m  of the 

potlatch was the focus of the intensified state hostility 

towards Northwest Coast ceremony around the First World War. 

One result was the Cranmer potlatch prosecutions in 1922.'' 

In short, the policy of encouraging settlement and 

industrial development centred on land expropriations9 and while 

this served the economic interests of the province's Euro- 

Canadian industrial and commercial sectors, it directly 

contradicted the interests of First Nations peoples, since, in 

5 9 . Jacques Simard, "White Ghosts, Red Shaâows: The Reduction 
of American Natives, " in James A. Clifton, editor, The Invented 
Indian : Cultural Fictions and Government Policies, New Brunswick, 
USA: Transaction Publishers 1990, p.352. 



their view, their system of managing access to land and 

resources had been banned without their consent or even 

participation in the decision-making- First Nations in British 

Columbia rnounted organized resistance to assimilation and Anglo- 

conformity, the allocation of reserve land, and the limited 

definition of aboriginal rights, but these failed to immediately 

influence govermental policy. First Nations resistance 

organizations included the Nishga Land Committee, the Indian 

Rights Association, the Interior T r i b e s  of British Columbia and 

the Allied Tribes of British Columbia, Al1 were formed between 

1900 and 1916 and were active up until the ban on land claims 

instituted in a 1927 amendment to the Indian Act, 60 

The federal goverment demonstrated its disdain for First 

Nations interests through a series of patriarchal amendments to 

the Indian Act between 1913 and 1927 that gave Indian Agents 

more leverage in enforcing the potlatch ban and that stripped 

First Nations peoples not only of the rights to hire legal 

counsel and lobby for land claims, but also of the right to sel1 

totem poles and other "heritagen objects without the consent of 

the Department of Indian Aff airs. 61 Canadian "culturalw 

agencies also undertook a number of important programmes that 

reconfigured meaning for Northwest Coast objects. P o l e s  were 

turned towards the nation's rail lines and erected in civic 

6 0 .  Paul Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics: The Indian 
Land Question, 1849-1989, Vancouver: University of British 
Columbia Press 1992, pp-84-113. 

61 . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.278. 
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parks.  A t  the same time, masks and other painted and carved 

objectç were exhibited at the National Gallery and written about 

as part of an earlier heritage. These activities enclosed 

targeted First Nations peoples within a temporal construction 

that barred their participation in contemporary decision-making. 

By extension, state paternalism was necessary to ensure their 

"evolution" from enclosure in the past to the rights and 

obligations of "modernw Canadian citizenship. 6 2 

62 Because F i r s t  Nations peoples had been allocated status 
as wards of the state through the Indian Act, they did not have at  
that time the rights of citizenship. (See, for example, John 
Leslie and Ron Maguire, editors, T h e  Kistorical Developxnent of the 
Indian Act ,  Ottawa: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 1978, and 
Tennant, Aboriainal Peo~les and P o l i t i c s . )  



W. Display as Recontextualizatioon 

Reversing the common assumption that early artifact 

collections are useful  in reconstructing "transformations of 

material culture," Thomas argues that rather than "preserving* 

the concepts or intentions of its makers, the meaning of objects 

shifts in their new museum context. 6 3 Display strategies in the 

1920s, therefore, can be seen as affirming the specific modes of 

authority responsible for managing the nation's economic 

development . 
There is thus a fundamental contradiction in the function 

of totem poles and other objects within indigenous lineage and 

Euro-Canadian museum sys tems . 64 ".. . [O] bjects are not what they 
were made to be but what they have becorne," writes Thomas, 65 

drawing attention to what he calls a "promiscuity of the 

o b j e ~ t " ~ ~  in which meaning is externally impressed by the 

63. Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects : Exchange, Material 
Culture and Colonialism in the Pacific, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press 1991, p.5. 

6 4  . Halpin, for example, outlined in 1975 two fundamental 
categories in which Northwest Coast objects can be considered: 
art, which she dated to the aesthetic appreciation of ceremonial 
objects in a gallery context at the 1967kts of the Raven show, 
and anthropology, which she described as "the attempt of Western 
people, using the tools of science and scholarship, to understand 
other cultures in their own t e m .  Thus, the imposition of our 
category of 'art'...can...be seen as antithetical to the purposes 
of anthropology . " (Halpin, "The Uses of Collections, " p. 45. ) 
Other, earlier examples of discursive disagreement might include 
the differing application of the te- "handicraft" and "industryW 
in relation to First Nations objects. 

65 . Nicholas Thomas, Entangled Objects, p. 4 .  

66 . Ibid. 
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context in which the object is presented and received- In this 

sense, then, meaning is not static. Objects are valued and used 

not for what they are as material forms but for the meanings 

applied to them. These meanings are not only changing through 

constant re-negotiation, but also drastically changed when, for 

example, removed from an indigenous context to a Euro-Canadian 

museum. 

Anthropologist Michael Taussig, who draws a comparison 

between the fetish and the state a s  instruments of power for 

selected elites, suggests the display or utilization of the 

fetish is in itself a demonstration of power over the forces it 

represents. " One can put this as well into the context of 

modern Canadian nationalism as it emerged from an earlier 

British colonialisrn, where the display of indigenous "fetishe~,~ 

was part of the formation of a new collective, "uniquely 

Canadiann social memory that celebrated the supersession of an 

indigenous past by a modem, European present. Aïthough the 

context shifts, the function of the fetish at a fundamental 

level continues and " . . . t h e  representation acquires n p t  j u s t  the 

power of the represented, but power over it as ~ e 1 1 " ~ ~  (emphasis 

Taussig) . 
One key issue for this dissertation, then, is generally how 

things become, and specifically how Northwest Coast things have 

become Tanadian." This is where a history o f  objects, what 

- - 

67 Taussig, "Malefi~ium,~ pp.111-140. 

60 . Ibid, p.126. - 



6 9 Kopytoff calls a biography of things, becomes useful because 

it fleshes out the issues t ha t  are a t  stake in t h e  becoming, in 

the movernent of meaning around a thing or a set of things. It 

brings into account the idea of multiple audiences and multiple 

makers of meaning, where a society is not an autonomous group, 

but rather a collection of competing groups. In this light, 

knowing who makes "culturefn whose interests this "culturew 

serves, and who represents other "cultures" is crucial to 

understanding the conflicting assertions of meaning for objects 

- t o  understanding what and how objects become. 

For example, after the Second World War, the federal 

government abandoned the Anglo-conformity of the era of the 

potlatch ban as the paradigm for national culture. Assimilation 

was replaced with integration and the notion that non-British 

social groups could simultaneously hold on to aspects of t h e i r  

"nativeN modes of expression and still be considered "good 

Canadians. Furthemore, inf luential politicians, like Les ter 

- -- -- 

6 9 . "Biographies of things," writes Igor Kopytoff, %an make 
salient what might otherwise remain obscure. For example, in 
situations of culture contact, they can show what anthropologists 
have so often stressed: that what is significant about the 
adoption of alien objects - as of alien ideas - is not the fact 
that they are adopted, but the way they are culturally redefined 
and put to use. " (Igor Kopytoff, "The Cultural Biography of 
Things: Commoditization as pro ces^,^ in Arjun Appadurai, editor, 
The Social L i f e  of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1986, p. 67.  ) 

'O. Paul Litt traces this to the effect of the Royal 
Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and 
Sciences (the Massey Commission) which sat from 1949 to 1951. The 
findings of the Massey Commission u...showed that Canadian 
cultural development would have to corne to tenns not jus t  with 
biculturalism, but multiculturalism as well." (Paul Litt, The - 
Muses, the Masses, and the Massey Commission, Toronto : University 



Pearson and Brooke Claxton, argued that if Canada were to 

f u l f i l l  a significant international political role in the post- 

war era, it would be in the goverment's interest to promote 

Canadian identity through "culturen both domestically and 

internationally. 71 

In British Columbia, the University of British Columbia and 

the provincial goverment joined together with a number of 

private corporations and their executives to form the Totem Pole 

Preservation Committee in the early 1950s. The objective of the 

committee was not only to salvage and preserve totem poles, as 

was the intention of earlier projects in the 1920s, but to use 

museum collections in conjunction with living "traditional" pole 

carvers to establish a carver-training program and resurrect 

Northwest Coast "art." Indeed, this was the begfnning of 

Halpin' s "enthusiastic revival . n72 TsimshiadHaida historian 

Marcia Crosby succinctly puts this development into the context 

of the cultural politics of the era of the Massey Commission, 

suggesting that the recognition of First Nations culture in 

British Columbia was "...part of a larjer strategy to focus on 

culture as the rneans for creating a federalist ideology that 

both contained and encouraged regional diversity. n 73  

of Toronto Press 1992, p.113.) 

71 . Ibid, p.17 . 
7 2 .  Halpin, Totem Poles, p. 2. 

' . Marcia Crosby, Indian Art/Aboriqinal Title, Vancouver: 
University of British Coliimhia Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis 



Both the Cranmer potlatch prosecutions and the activities 

of the Totem Pole Preservation Committee of the 1950s were tied 

to efforts at "modernizingN British Columbia. They, however, 

Eollowed quite different strategies- The potlatch ban was 

assirnilationist, justified by a social evolutionary vision of 

Canadian society that privileged a particularly British world 

view. The activities of the Totem Pole Preservation Committee 

in theory recognized non-British contributions to national 

culture and allowed for the public expression of non-British 

foms of identity. They both also implicitly supported a 

predominantly non-Native social and econornic order through their 

refusal or failure to recognize the contemporary currency of the 

function of F i r s t  Nations objects in the lineage and potlatch 

systems. Taken together, they also support Thomas' view of the 

use of culture: "In effect, modernity itself can be understood 

as a colonialist project that both the societies interna1 to 

Western nations, and those they possessed, administered and 

refomed elsewhere were understood as objects to be surveyed, 

regulated and sanitized,,.. n 74  

However, Thomas continues by arguing that: 

. .At is essential at the same time to recognize 
that goverment is not a unitary work but 
heterogenous and partial, and moreover that the 
meanings engendered by hegemonic codes and 
narratives do not exist in hennetic domains but 
are placed at risk, revalued and distorted 
through being enacted and experienced. In 
colonial encounters, marked not on ly  by struggle 
but also by misrecognition and by disingenuous 
cornpliance, the risks are very real indeed. It 

-- 

7 4  . Thomas, Colonialismt s Culture, pp. 4-5. 



is vital, then, to make explicit the efforts to 
govern that are present in particular fields of 
colonial representation, without ever assu$ng 
that this goverment is stable and secure. 

In an example of governmental instability from one of the 

projects sponsored by the Totem Pole Preservation Committee, the 

notion of the poles as "artn championed by committee member 

Wilson Duff was altered by negotiations in the Gitxsan village 

of Kitwancool [now Gitanyow) . In return for the "permanent 

preservationu of three poles (figure 3) between 1958 and 1961 in 

the provincial museum in Victoria, the people of Gitanyow 

secured a contract for the recording, translation, and 

publication of the histories, territories, and laws of  the 

Gitanyow through the Provincial Museum. 76  This was a move that 

forced the implicit recognition of Gitanyow claims to lands that 

at the the were being opened to industrial exploitation through 

the Crown distribution of timber harvest licenses to private 

corporations like MacMillan-Bloedel. 77 

7 5 . Ibid. 

". Wilson Duf f, editor, Histories, Territories, and Laws of 
the Kitwancool, Victoria: British Columbia Provincial Museum 
Anthropology in British Columbia M e m o i r  Number 4, 1959:. As will - - - - 

be discussed in chapter eight, there are grounds for the 
University of British Columbia's dispute over the provincial 
museum's c l a h  to jurisdiction over the poles. The contract 
published in the 1959 memoir, however, does state that the 
agreement for the poles relocation and replication is specifically 
between the provincial museum and the people of Gitanyow. (See 
Ibid, pp. 3-4. ) 

7 7 . Walter G. Hardwick, Geography of the Forest Industry in 
Coastal British Columbia, Vancouver: Canadian Association of 
Geographers Occasional Papers in Geography N u m b e r  5 1963, p.22, 
and John Bradbury, "British Columbia: Metropolis and Hinterland in 
Microcosm, in L. D. McCann, editor, A Geoqraphy of Canada: 
Heartland and Hinterland, Scarborough: Prentice-Hall 1982, pp. 349- 
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While certain exhibitions of the inter-war years may share 

with post-war exhibitions a hidden or even unconscious 

colonialist intent to reaffirm a social order that privileges 

one group over another, the suggestion that a people are 

undergohg a social and artistic "renaissance" was radically 

different from the notion of complete social collapse. Thus, 

the Cranmer potlatch prosecutions of 1922 and the Gitanyow 

project, which was cornpleted in 1961 are symbolic markers of a 

significant "episode of changew in the conception of national 

"culturew in Canada. 1961 was also the year of the federal 

enfranchisement, which shares with the Gitanyow salvage pro jec t  

and Duffts b e l i e f  in totem poles as "art," a recognition of a 

position for First Nations peoples in modern Canadian society. 

The unbending demands of Anglo-conformity were now tempered by a 

limited and still ethnocentric acknowledgement of the 

possibility for social difference. Important to this broad 

shift are transformations in national policy models, including 

the move from laissez-faire  t o  Keynsian economic theory and from 

evolutionism to cultural pluralism as the paradigm for national 

social structure, 



V. Accumulated Labours 

The dissertation therefore opens in 1922 and closes in 

1961, tracing through these years t h e  use of Northwest Coast 

objects as tropes in the emergence of Canada's national culture 

through a series of representational projects that articulate 

some of the dif ferent positions on the meaning and uses of 

Northwest Coast objects, and that are part of the larger 

struggle detedning a social position for First Nations peoples 

within Canadian society. This is a rich period in many ways. 1 

am not disputing the notion of decline directly through the 

recitation of what did survive - the spirit dance masks of the 

Coast Salish groups, 78 the syncretistic gravestones that appear 

among the northern groups," the masks and poles of the 

Kwakwaka'wakw, or what Joe David cal ls  the 'rebel masksr of the 

NUU-chah-nulth . Rather, I am examining the negotiation of 

meaning around objects used specifically in public projects to 

7 8 .  The Duff Papers at the University of B r i t i s h  Columbia 
Museum of Anthropology contain anthropologist Wilson Duff's 
documentation of Salish spirit dancing in the late 1940s. 

". See, for example, Ronald W. Hawker. In the Wav of the 

B. Blackman, "Totems to Tombstones: Culture Change as ~iewéd 
through the Haida Mortuary Cornplex, " Ethnology 12 (1973) , pp. 47- 
56. 

'O. David reports the use of apple boxes and other 
temporary, cheap and easily accessible materials to construct 
wolf masks during the potlatch ban. The idea, according to 
David, was to make masks that could be quickly discarded with 
little material loss to the owner in case of a government raid. 
(Joe David, Fine Arts 369 lecture, Department of Fine Arts, 
University of British Columbia, January 1994. ) 
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highlight the symbolic uses of such objects during this period. 

And while fomalism and iconography have been the strongest 

currents in Northwest Coast art discourses, this form of 

privilege has marginalized works from the period 1 am discussing 

and obscured the political relations they engender. My project 

is indeed partial. There are many ways of approaching this 

material. 1 do not intend to preclude these other methodologies 

as art historical tools and indeed 1 do use visual analysis when 

necessary to the discussion, but 1 use a documentary approach in 

order to foreground that which has generally been marginalized 

in these discourses. 

1 ernphasize the objects' uses in public projects for two 

reasons. First, the stories, songs, and other performances of 

objects used in potlatch ceremonies are considered the private 

property of lineage groups and the holders of specific positions 

within them. 1 have no status within this structure and do not 

want to transgress this concept of ownership. Second, 1 wanted 

to avoid the tendency to conceive of F i r s t  Nations cultures as 

isolated from interaction with non-Native societies. 1 argue . 

instead that this interaction was the occasion for an expansion 

of function and especially meaning in Northwest Coast object 

production. I also chose to limit myself to textual sources. 1 

wanted to rely not only on the objects but also on the 

publications, newspaper accounts, written ob j ectives, and 

unpublished memoranda and correspondence as a means of fleshing 

out the intentions of the the. Although oral history is always 

valuable, 1 felt that interviews would have complicated my 



reading of these sources, providing reminiscences f rom a 

perspective now forty or fifty years on. My strategy is to 

demonstrate what rich presence First Nations voices have in 

these archiva1 and published sources. I have thus chosen to 

emphasize textual history over ethnography. 

While it is well known. for example, that Mungo Martin and 

other carvers participated in rnuseum projects. these have never 

been examined within this larger, highly contested context of 

Canadian identity and national nculture.n This dissertation does 

not present a First Nations perspective. Some might argue 

against confining the dissertation to British Columbia territory 

in the view that the artistic and spiritual communities 

transcend borders and there is a constant flow of personnel and 

ideas across them. However, di f ferent gover&nt bureaucracies 

shape the experiences of peoples on either side of the borders. 

My project is to see how public display formed an opportunity 

for negotiation between local, provincial, and federal 

governments and First Nations peoples. This dissertation 

therefore explores the his tor ical  experiences and the shaping of 

artistic discourses concerning First Nations and its relation to 

Canadian identity specifically in British Columbia. 

By using archival sources, such as the Hawthorn and Duff 

Papers in the University of British Columbia Museum of 

Anthropology Archives, the Duff Papers at the Royal British 

Columbia Museum, the Sapir and Barbeau Correspondence files in 

the Canadian Museum of Civilization, correspondence and field 

reports available in microfilm through the Indian Affairs Black 
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Series, meeting minutes and scrapbooks of the Art Historical, 

and Scientific Association in the Vancouver City Archives, and 

the Duff, Raley and British Columbia Indian Art and Welfare 

Society papers in the Public Archives of British Columbia, 1 

also examine ideologies at the heart of some of Northwest Coast 

art history's past and current discursive parameters. 

The dissertation is structured as a chronological 

progression. Chapter 1 examines the 1921 Cranmer potlatch, the 

1922 prosecution and the transfer of ceremonial objects to the 

National Museum of Canada. Chapter 2 discusses the relocation 

of poles by an urban voluntary organization, the Vancouver Art, 

Historical and Scientific Association, from Kwakwakatwakw 

communities on the central cocst to Vancouver's Stanley Park 

between 1921 and 1925. Chapter 3 covers two federal 

institutional projects: the in s i t u  preservation of Gitxsan 

poles in the Skeena Valley from 1924 to 1928 and the creation of 

nationalist artistic affinities through the 1927-28 Exhibition 

of Canadian West Coast Art - Native and Modern. Chapters 4 and 

5 both focus on the interest in First Nations "artn as a 

promotional device in social reform lobbying between the wars. 

Chapter 4 looks at the activities of George Raley in the 1930s, 

while Alice Ravenhill and the British Columbia Indian Arts and 

Welfare Society, who promoted individual artists like Judith 

Morgan, George Clutesi, and Ellen Neel from 1939 through to the 

1950s, f o m  the content for Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides an 

analysis of the activities of individual First Nations artists 

Mathias Joe, Mungo Martin and George Clutesi between 1936 and 



1949. Chapter 7 examines the cooperative efforts of the 

University of British Coliimhia and the British Coliimbia 

Provincial Museum and the formation of the Totem Pole Carver 

Training Programme. Chapter 8 chronicles the institutional 

"renaissance" of the 1950s through the projects of the 

provincial Totem Pole Preservation Committee and its head 

carver, Mungo Martin? and culminating in the reassertion of 

totem poles as territorial markers by the residents of Gitanyow 

in 1958. 

My choice of the term "project" in describing these 

activities stems from Thomas's notion of the necessity for 

historical specificity in describing colonialist activities, 

highlighting both assertions made in favour of socially- 

privileged groups and the responses they stimulated from those 

in marginalized positions. Thomas writes: 

'Project' may be a deceptively simple word, 
but it has theoretical implications that 
differ significantly from the terms of 
reference commonly employed in historical, 
sociological or anthropological inquiry. It 
draws attention not towards a totality such as 
a culture, nor to a period that can be defined 
independently of people's perceptions and 
strategies, but rather to a socially 
transfomative endeavour that is localized, 
politicized and partial, yet also engendered 
by longer historical developments and ways of 
narrating them. . . . [I) n colonialist 
circumstances the interest in creating 
something new, on the part of settlers or a 
colonized population or both, is widespread; 
and even i,f resistance on the part of the 
colonized seems to entai1 merely a return to 
formal circumstances, of indigenous 
sovereignty and cultural autonomy, the 
struggle to recreate such conditions 



nevertheless engenders novel perceptions of 
identity, action and history; even what 
appears to be simply reactive or retrogressive 
thus amounts to a projectgl to a whole 
transformative endeavour. 

Contrary to primitivist constructions of "traditional" 

Northwest Coast societies as unchanging, the concept of power 

and its visual manifestation as transfodng and transformative 

was not alien to Northwest Coast political leaders. That 

objects may be misrepresented for economic or social gain in 

indigenous contexts is recognized and lixuited by the potlatch 

and lineage systems, where individual and group rights to recite 

certain histories and display associated images have been both 

controlled and disputed. The recognition of a complex 

multiplicity of meaning as well as the utility of objects to 

assert political objectives that emerge in the projects 1 

describe do not, in other words, necessarily represent some sort 

of radical conceptual break resulting solely from the 

circumstances created by Euro-Canadian colonialism, although 

colonialism created contexts for new shifts in meaning. That 

First Nations people have participated in the transformative 

expansion of rneaning for Northwest Coast objects in an attempt 

to assert their own power should surprise no one. 

Transformation has been long celebrated within their own private 

and public spaces. 8 2 

O*. Marj orie Halpin, "The Structure of Tsimshian Totemism, @ 

in Jay Miller and Carol M. Eastman, editors, me Tsimshian and 
Their Neiahbors of the North Pacif ic  Coast, Seattle: ~niversity 



of Brit ish Columbia Press 1984, p.35. 



The Cranmer P o t l a t c h  and Halliday Display 

The race has waned and left but tales of 
ghosts, 
That hover in the world like fading smoke 
About the lodges: gone are the dusty folk 
That once were cunning with the thong and snare 
And mighty with the paddle and the bow; 
They lured the silver saimon from his lair, 
They drove the buffalo in trampling hosts, 
And gambled in the tepees until dam, 
But now their vaunted prowess al1 is gone, 
Gone like a moose-track in the April snow. 
But al1 the land is murmurous with the cal1 
Of their wild names that haunt the lovely 
glens 
Where lonely water falls, or where the street 
Sounds al1 day with the tramp of myriad feet; 

Duncan Campbell Scott, "Indian Place Names, " 
originallypublished in New World Lyrics and 
Ballads, 1905 .' 

Although Reverend George Raley would write in 1935 of the 

objects of the Northwest Coast as "Canada's first contribution to 

the world of artrtP2 they had not long been considered as such. 

The objects' transformation to "art" in Euro-Canada's public 

understanding was gradual, prompted through a number of projects 

with sometimes conflicting objectives and motives. And before 

they were seen as "art," they were presented in non-Native public 

displays as "antiquity." Duncan Campbell Scott wrote in 1905, 

summarising public sentiment and the basis for public policy in 

his poem "Indian Place Names," that "[tlhe race has waned ... now 

1 . Glenn Clever, Duncan Campbell Scott; Selected Poetry, 
Ottawa: The Teciunseh Press, 1974, p.36, 

2 . George H. Raley, "Canadian Indian Art and Industries: An 
Economic Problem of Today," The Journal of the Royal Society of 
Arts - 83 September 1935, p.993. 



their vaunted prowess al1 is qone. #" 

Because ceremonial objects contributed to the constmction 

of status and the hierarchial organization of access to resources 

through the potlatch system, the reconfiguration of meaning for 

the objects as "antiquity," as part of the past, effectively 

denied the continuing importance of indigenous political 

structures. Although not al1 Euro-Canadian projects centred on 

First Nations objects had this denial as their primary objective, 

an important early display associated with the Cranmer potlatch 

prosecutions did so explicitly. 

The potlatch ban of the late nineteenth and first half of 

the twentieth century was part of a larger policy of assimilating 

First Nations peoples. The repression of ceremonialism 

discouraged participation in traditional rites and, at least in 

theory, thus subverted indigenous modes of leadership. This 

opened the way to the inculcation of British social customs and 

values through other strategies, such as Christianization and 

enforced education. The reconfiguration of objects previously 

associated with the potlatch as objects of "antiquity" served two 

purposes: first, it paralleled the overtly repressive strategies 

of the potlatch ban by suggesting that the objects no longer held 

a viable role in First Nations societies; and, second, the 

objects could be appropriated and presented as part of a mythical 

Canadian past now useful  in symbolizing Canadian identity. While 

normally the connection between the repression of ceremonialisrn 

and the appropriation and presentation of the objects as Canadian 

3 . Clever, Duncan Campbell Scott, p.36. 
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was obscured by the fact that officials from different arms of 

the state were responsible for different aspects of the process, 

William Halliday, Indian Agent based in Alert Bay, both 

prosecuted and adjudicated the potlatch ban and then catalogued 

and displayed seized objects before shipping them to the National 

Museum in Ottawa. The distance between repression and 

appropriation was never closer than in the Cranmer potlatch 

prosecutions, the subject of this chapter. 

11. The Kwakwaharwakw Potïatch and lts Persecution 

The research efforts and collecting activities of Franz Boas 

and the most oppressive implementation of the Canadian 

governmentts potlatch ban focused on the same group of people, 

the Kwakwakatwakw - commonly referred to prior to the 1980s as 

the ~wakiutl.' While the potlatch had technically been 

prohibited since 1884, initial prosecution attempts were largely 

unsuc~essful.~ The Kwakwaka'wakw in particular were perceived as 

openly resistant to both the ban and the introduction of 

Christianity and were thus targeted in renewed attempts to stamp 

4 . Boas made twelve field trips to the Northwest Coast. He 
worked exclusively with the Kwakwaka'wakw on five of these and in 
part with them on three further trips. He also worked with the 
Kwakwaka'wakw at the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, 
in New York in 1903 when George Hunt assisted him with exhibits at 
the American Museum of Natural History and. in 1931 when Boas and 
Dan Cranmer worked on a Kwakwala language project. (Helen Codere, 
wIntroduction,N in Franz Boas, Kwakiutl Ethnography, Ed. Helen 
Codere, Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1966, 
p.xxxi.) 

5 . The earliest form of the legislated ban was not clear 
enough in its definition of the potlatch. The first successful 
prosecution was not until 1896. (Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand 
Upon the People, pp.36-44.) 
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6 out the potlatch following the First World War. Duncan Campbell 

Scott, who had written "Indian Place Names" in 1905, rose to the 

position of Deputy Superintendent of the Department of Indian 

7 Affairs in 1913. He introduced amendments to the Indian Act in 

1914 and 1918 to expand the definition of the potlatch and 

facilitate the successful prosecution of potlatch participants. 0 

These led directly to the arrest, conviction and imprisonment of 

participants in a potlatch hosted by Dan Cranmer at Village 

Island in 1921.' 

Arguments both for and against the potlatch were often made 

in economic tems.1° George Blenkinsop, an agent with the Indian 

Reserve Allotment Commission, suggested in 1874 that " [t] hese 

6 . Ibid, p. 63. - 
7 . Ibid, p.92. 

8 . The most important of these, tabled in the House of Cornons 
by the Minister of the Interior Arthur Meighen in 1918, made the 
offence of potlatching a summary offence and thus allowed the 
Indian Agent to act simultaneously as prosecutor and judge. (Ibid, - 
p.102.) 

9 . A number of successful prosecutions preceded the Cranmer 
case. What distinguishes the Cranmer case, then, is partly the 
number of people charged and partly the plea bargain discussed in 
detail below. 

10 . As Marjorie Halpin summarizes: "There have been many 
explanations for the ritual occasion that involved potlatch 
giftgiving - that it converted wealth into prestige through the 
principles of conspicuous demonstration (the giver deriving social 
prestige through the size of his gifts); that it served as an 
economic investment through the redistribution of resources between 
groups owning territories of different and variable productivity; 
that it maintained society by reinforcing social bonds between 
family groups; and that, through the rivalry of aggressive 
giftgiving, 'fighting with property' was substituted for Tighting 
with weapons.' The scholarly debate [like the popular debate] has 
gone on for decades and likely will continue." (Halpin, Totem 
Poles, p.10.) 
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people are the richest in every respect in British Columbia and 

were a proper disposal made of their immense gains they could 

furnish themselves with every comfort they could possibly wish 

for. "11 As Helen Codere demonstrates, the Kwakwakafwakw 

participated enthusiastically in the colonial economy. 

"...Kwakiutl economic achievement was motivated by potlatching 

and sustained and increased potlatching," writes Codere. "The 

'stream of wealthl of which the Kwakiutl speak was at once the 

measure of their successful integration with the new and 

expanding economy and the motive for their success."'2 "The lack 

of fprogressiveness,v" concludes Codere, 'was not a lack of 

industriousness, but a failure to be industrious for the right 

reasons, in the context of the values of the whites."13 The 

economic argument against the potlatch was more deeply rooted in 

a disjunction between the potlatch's social functionand the 

authority presumed necessary by officials like Scott and Indian 

Agent William Halliday of the Kwawkewlth Agency for the 

development of Canadian capitalism. 

The potlatch was seen by Scott, Halliday and a number of 

other officials as a symbol of Kwakwakalwakw resistance to their 

1 I . Quoted in Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, 
p.15. 

12. Helen Codere, Fighting with Property: A Study of Kwakiutl 
Potlatching and Warfare 1792-1930, New York: J. J. Augustin, 1951, 
p.127. Codere quotes "Kwakiutl statements on fighting with 
property" in the potlatch system: When 1 was young 1 have seen 
streams of blood shed in war .  But since that time the white man 
came and stopped up that stream of blood with wealth." (Ibid, - 
p.129.) 

13 . Ibid, p.10. - 
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authority and therefore "the great stumbling block in the way of 

progress. "14 Barbeau quotes Mrs. S .  Cook, "an educated and 

shrewd Indian woman:"" that "[tlhe Kwakiutl will not own 

allegiance to the government as long as the potlatch prevails: it 

excludes al1 other fonns of go~ernment."'~ Indeed, the various 

ceremonies referred to under the term potlatch validated the 

hierarchical ranking of groups and individuals, ordering both 

social relations and the access to and exchange of resources, 

both natural and supernatural. 

The Kwakwakalwakw consisted of thirty autonomous groups 

(termed "tribes" by Codere) when the potlatch ban was first 

introduced. Each group had its territory, winter village, and 

several sites occupied seasonally, and each consisted of several 

corporate kin groups, anglicized as numaym or nmayma. l7 The 

numaym was a social division that traced its crests back to a 

supernatural ancestor. Through its lineage history, each numap 

had claims to physical property, such as house and food resource 

sites, and to crests and titles which existed in a multitude of 

forms, from designs on house fronts, poles, posts, and feast 

dishes to privileges such as the use of certain betrothal 
18 ceremonies, songs, house names, and titles. The properties were 

14. William Halliday, quoted in Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand 
Upon the People, p.95. 

15 . Barbeau, "The Potlatch among the B.C. Indians," p.49. 

16. Ibid, p.59. 

17 . Codere, "Kwakiutl," in Suttles, Handbook, p.359. 



" . . . not mere names, titles and privileges . . . [ , ] "lg but rather 

related to a corpus of ancestral myths and therefore "spiritual 

goods, representing essential spiritual qualities of founders and 

ultimately of al1 ancestors. 8820 

Myths, writes Halpin: 

... tell of a 2rimordial age before the world 
became as it is now, a time when finite 
divisions between humans, animals, and 
spirits had not yet been created and beings 
could transform themselves from one form to 
another - humans could become animals by 
putting on skins, animals could become hiim;ins 
by taking them off, humans could marry 
animals and spirit beings. Al1 realms of 
existence (water, earth, sky, and the land of 
the dead) were interconnected by beings who 
could pass among them. It was a t h e  when 
everything was possible, when al1 boundaries 
were f l u i d  and forms were plastic; a t h e  
when the fundamental opposites of life - 
natural/supernatural, man/woman, lif e/death, 
human/animal, hunter/hunted, eater/eaten - 
were interchangeable aspects of each other. 
It was a time when cosmic power accelerated 
the natural processes of change into miracles 
of transformation. It was a t h e  now lost 
but remembered. It was a world now gone, but 
one that people recreated in art and ritual. 
Through ceremonial and artistic re-enactment 
of their heritage, through dance, song, and 
ritual acting, people maintained continuity 
with their genesis. 2 1 

The celebration of interconnectedness, of the fluidity of 

boundaries, allowed for the acceptance of the possibility of 

trans-generational transfers of power associated with names and 

titles. The recreation of myth time was an act that 

19 . Irving Goldman, The Mouth of Heaven: An Introduction to 
Kwakiutl Religious Thouqht, New York: John Whiley and Sons, 1975, 
p.25. 

2 O . Ibid, p.26. - 
2 1 . Halpin, Totem Poles, p. 8. 



metaphorically validated the contemporary leadership structure 

through the re-enactment of mythical histories. An important 

aspect of potlatching then was the negotiation of social 

positions, prestige, and authority, the relations' they 

constructed, and the right of access to resources they generated. 

With recitations of lineage histories and the transfer of social 

positions, the potlatch was additionally important in expressing 

and mediating conflict resulting from contradictory claims. 

Because of a gender distinction between how the 

characteristics that contributed to status w e r e  conveyed, the 

alliance bëtween lineage groups through marriage was extremely 

important to consolidating and expanding both collective and 

individual spiritual and terrestrial ~ e a l t h . ~ ~  Halliday in 

particular objected to traditional Kwakwaka'wakw marriage 

ceremonies, because they were arranged between numayms to 

facilitate the transfer of important ceremonial rights, sometimes 

pairing an older man with a much younger woman. Halliday saw 

Kwakwaka'wakw weddings and potlatches as closely connected and 

2 2 . Goldman writes: "Basic rank defines a position held in the 
name of a lineage, and is linked with the particular name hown as 
the 'house name.' Al1 other names held by a person convey special 
ritual privileges, and represent various ancestral and supernatural 
beings. ûnly the house name, which carries the special privileges 
of distributing property and the office of chief, reifies directly 
a lineage ancestor. Since all lineage ancestors were men, al1 
ancestral house names are masculine. Thus though women inherit 
basic rank names through primogeniture, they act as temporary 
conveyors of a purely male line....The system of descent is dual. 
Basic rank through male names is but part of the cargo of 
supernatural treasures carried d o m  the generations by chiefs. 
Another part is acquired only through marriage and is a matrilineal 
contribution to a man's children. Each line transmits its own type 
of powers, and makes its own contribution to the totality of 
status. (Goldman, Mouth of Heaven, p. 51. ) 



believed that if such marriage ceremonies could be stopped, 

"...the potlatch would lose its chief feede~"'~ 

Halliday was at least partially correct. Charles Nowell 

described his relationship to his father-in-law (Lagius) in 

potlatch te-, demonstrating how following potlatch etiquette 

was essential, at least in certain families, to being a "good" 

Kwakwakalwakw individual: 

Any t h e  1 feel like giving a feast or a 
potlatch after 1 was married, 1 get my own 
money and give it to Lagius, and he give it 
back to me to give a feast or a potlatch. 
This for the honour of my children, and most 
times he add some of his own money to make it 
more. And when 1 give the feast or potlatch, 
1 Say the money comes from him. After my 
child was born 1 did this, and every time a 
child of mine comes to the time when the baby 
begins to eat, 1 do this. Any t h e  the child 
begins to play and gets hurt, I give money to 
Lagius and he gives it back to me, and 1 give 
it away to wipe the blood of the childls 
wounds. A good son-in-law w o u l d  do this to 
the wifers father. . , . 2 4 

It is thus impossible to disengage any of the ceremonial 

privileges, myths, names, and crests from the overall structure 

of Kwakwakalwakw society in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Social status engendered in potlatching was 

based on Kwakwakalwakw perceptions of both the structure and 

inter-relationship of human, natural, and supernatural realms. 

Part of this included the management of resources and territories 

according to the n u m a p  system, which in theory reflected a 

- -- 

2 3 . William Halliday, quoted in Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand 
Upon the People, p.81. 

2 4 .  Charles Nowell, in Clellan Ford, Smoke From The i r  F i r e s :  
The Life of a Kwakiutl Chief, Archon B o o k s ,  1968, p.156. 
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cosmic order. 

The person identified as most responsible for the organized 

objection by Christianized Kwakwakalwakw to potlatching in Alert 

Bay in 1921 was described in a confidential letter to Barbeau as 

'...a very clever woman, who is a lieutenant of the Church, This 

woman has no high position in the potlatch, but she is in high 

power with the Church. It is quite apparent that if the Indians 

abandon the potlatch and go into the Church, she would be a 

leader among them."25 State assimilation efforts and the 

refutation of the potlatch system made by some Christian converts 

created serious conflict with those who continued to assert rank 

through potlatching, since the violation of the chiefly hierarchy 

was perceived, at least by non-Christianized members of the 

chiefly classes, as a disruption of the natural as well as social 

order. 2 6 

Despite Halliday's rnoralistic objections and the in-roads of 

evangelical Christianity, the establishment of permanent European 

settlements in British Columbia 

potlatching . 27 The introduction 

may have accelerated 

of trade goods and wage labour 

25. Barbeau, "The Potlatch, " 
26 . Goldman, Mouth of Heaven, p . 4 8 .  

2 7 .  In 1849, the Hudson's Bay Company established a coal mine 
and trading post at Fort Rupert on Beaver Harbour. Four tribes 
settled at the site making Fort Rupert the largest Kwakwaka'wakw 
settlement, a centre of ceremonial activity until its eclipse by 
the establishment of the salmon cannery at Alert Bay on Queen 
Charlotte Strait in 1870, and beginning a long tradition of 
resettlement and tribal amalgamation. Alert Bay, with its Anglican 
mission, sawmill, residential and industrial schools, and 
Kwawkewlth Indian Agency office was also at the centre of the many 
of the social and economic changes introduced i n  the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. (Ibid, p. 363. ) - 
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in combination enabled more people to hold larger potlatches. In 

conjunction with population depletion due to the spread of 

infectious diseases, there were empty numaym positions, which 

encouraged "... a flexible and opportunistic use of every possible 
means of f illing the positions and using them in potlatching. "*' 
Drucker and Heizer even report that the "...introduction of the 

element of outwitting the agent gave an added zes t .  It is quite 

clear that the potlatch became even more esteemed and cherished, 

acquiring overtones of defiance of the unwelcome authority of the 

agent, defiance of the laws of white civilization that the 

Indians felt  were closing in on th en^."^^ And as Scott tabled 

amendments to facilitate the enforcement of the potlatch ban, 

many Kwakwaka'wakw continued to assert their right to a 

cervonial  system because it reproduced their authority. The 

Cranmer potlatch then, "the largest ever recorded on the 

Coastr "'O was a climactic confrontation between two holders of 

authoritative positions and two modes of constructing authority. 

III. The Cranmer Potlatch 

The Cranmer potlatch was part of the marriage ceremonial 

cycle for which Halliday had expressed such dislike and included 

28 . Philip Drucker and Robert F. Heizer, To Make My Name Good: 
A Reexamination of the Southern Kwakiutl Potlatch, Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1967, p.31. 

Ibid, pp. 33-34. - 
Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, p.119. 
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the transfer of rights to Winter Ceremonial dances." As Chaikin 

and Cole point out, " [t] he potlatch was . . .Emma Cranmer1 s 

' repurchase, ' 32 followed by (Dan) Cranmer1 s distribution of the 
goods received from his wife and her family as well as more of 

his ~ w n . " ~ ~  With at least three hundred guests, the festivities 

lasted five days. The first two days consisted of Dan Cranmer's 

repayment of earlier loans and the transfer of property from Emma 

Cranmer's side. This included Billy Assu's payment of $2000 in 

blankets and gift of the rights to a xwexwe (pwee-qwee in Sewid- 

Smith's transcription) dance and names. Hanuse, acting for Emma 

Cranmer, gave Dan Cranmer canoes, furniture and other goods. In 

addition, a copper3' changed hands several times before ending up 

as Dan Cranmer's property along with $3000 cash. He also 

received sewing machines, bracelets and money. At the conclusion 

31 . Goldman, Mouth of Heaven, p. 80. 

32. After the initial marriage had been sealed by the 
distribution of gifts, which "... functioned as a payment to the 
members of the [grooml's village who had accompanied him to witness 
the marriage .... The parents of the bride ... sought to amass as much 
wealth as possible. The young couple also accumulated property 
with the assistance of the groom's father and turned it over to the 
girl's parents. Three or four years after the wedding, when the 
bride' s family had acquired enough wealth, they brought it in 
canoes to the groom's family. An important part of this property 
was a copper, referred to as the 'mast of the canoe,' which was 
given to the groom. The groom later distributed the property in a 
potlatch to those tribes who had corne to witness the transaction. 
the amount thus paid by the bride's father was many times the 
amount originally received by him at the wedding; he attempted to 
return as much as he could for by his liberality he gained prestige 
and honour." (Ford, Smoke Front Their Fires, pp.37-38.) 

3 3 . Cole and Chaikin, A n  Iron Hand Upon the People, p.119. 

34 . Copper shields were important symbols of wealth displayed, 
transferred or sometimes broken in Kwakwaka'wakw potlatches. 
(Ibid, pp. 150-151. ) 



of t h i s  paying back, Herbert Martin danced the hamatsa and James 

Knox the qrominoqa. 35 

T h e  next section, what Cole and Chaikin refer to as 

Cranmer's "giving away," is described by Dan Cranmer himself i n  

A n  Iron Hand Upon the People: 

'1 s ta r ted  giving out the property," he 
(Cranmer) recalled. "First the canoes, " 
twenty four of them, "some big ones. " He 
gave pool tables  t o  two chiefs. Such large 
g i f t s  cas t  high honour upon Cranmer and 
incurred a deep obligation upon the 
recipients t o  match the gesture i n  future. 
'It r ea l ly  hurt them," commented Cranmer; 
"They said it was the same as breaking a 
copper," another display of unsparing wealth. 
Assu received a gas boat and $50 cash, Three 
more gas boats were given away and another 
pool table. Dresses, shawls and bracelets  
went t o  the women, sweaters and s h i r t s  to  the 
young people. For the children, small 
change: "1 threw it away for  the kids to 
get, " Cranmer reraembered. Then came 
blankets, gas l ights ,  violins, guitars ,  
basins, glasses, washtubs, teapots, boxes, 
three hundred oak trunks, sewing machines, 
gramophones, bedsteads, bureau,  and more 
cash. Finally on Christmas Day, the  f i f t h  
and l a s t  day of the ceremony, came the sacks 
of f lour ,  (Angermann recorded "about 400" 
sacks, Cranmer recalled 1000 a t  three dollars  
each. ) Moses Alfred handed them dom to  
car r ie rs  Kenneth Hunt, Johnson Cook, and 
Peter and James Knox, while Sam Scow calied 
out the  recipients . "Everyone admits, " said 
Cranmer, Yhat  t h i s  was the biggest yet . ''36 

Daisy Sewid-Smith, i n  Prosecution or Persecution (1979), 

transcribed her recording of Mecha (Herbert Martin, brother t o  

35 Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, p. 119. 

36 . Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand üpon the People, pp. 119- 
120. Although unidentified in  the main text of Cole and Chaikinfs 
book, the l ikely source for th i s  is the 1975 film: Potlatch! : A 
St r i c t  Law Bids U s  Dance, 16  mm, 53 Mn. Aïert Bay: Ufmista 
Cultural Society, 1975, c i ted in Cole and Chaikin s bibliography 
(Ibid, p.222.) 
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artist Mungo Martin), an important participant, describing the 

potlatch and the activities involved, in particular the transfer 

of the rights to the ceremonial names and dances: 

You will now listen to what happened to Pul- 
na-Qwa-Lus Walkus (Dan Cranmer) when he Num- 
bun-gil-ha-lud (To do everything together. 
Feasting and Potlatching were usually held 
separately but because of the continual 
threat of imprisonment it was done together) . 
In that great thing he did. When Zoh-la-lee- 
tlee-louq (the late Emma Cranmer) completed 
their marriage contract at Village Island.... 

They invited the Kwakiutl (Fort Rupert), 
invited the Mamalillikulla (Village Island), 
Tla-wee-jees (Turnour Island), Da-naoq-douk 
(New Vancouver) , the four clans of the Ja- 
wah-da-nooq (Kingcorne Inlet). They al1 came 
to Village Island .... Zoh-la-lee-tlee-louq 
(Emma Cranmer) asked me to go to Hamatsa, so 
I went. The people were al1 gathered at the 
house of Hanuse at Village Island. The 
dancing began. 1 went out to dance when they 
sang for me. 1 danced and then everybody 
danced. It was finished. The dancing was 
finished for the night. Next day we danced 
al1 day and night. Yeh-koo-cla-lus (F .mr~  
Cranmer's other name) completed her marriage 
contract to Gwa-gwa-duk-ka-la (Dan Cranmer). 
She gave as part of her dowry to him the 
Qwee-Qwee dance (the Qwee-Qwee dance was 
given as part of her dowry by Chief Billy 
Assu of Cape Mudge) . Jooq-jay-sah (Harry 
Glendale) was in one mask and his younger 
brother Km-kah-kaw-weed (George Glendale) 
was in the other. Somebody would yell, 
Wooee! and they were the people that got 
arrested.. ..lithout our knowledge Kenneth 
Hunt was writing names down....Little did we 
know that we were going to be arrested. Gwim- 
kah-ness (Sam Matilpi) was paying his 
security. High-yahlth-kin (John Whomock) 
was speaking. His wife was the Potlatch 
recorder. She was recording securities given 
to the women .... Recording as they were given 
something. They gave things away. Gwa-gwa- 
duk-ka-la (Dan Cranmer) gave trunks, pots, 
pans. Gave away al1 kinds of things. ...That 
is what you cal1 Num-bun-gil-ha-la (at the 



same t h e )  what he didoo.. 37 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police sergeant Donald Angermann 

investigated and charged the principals involved. In the trial, 

Halliday shared the bench with A. M. Wastell. W. Murray of the 

McTaggart and Ellis law f i n  represented the-defense. 38 

Historian Tina Loo outlines the three 'logics of disputet in the 

Kwakwaka ' wakw def ence. First, they invoked tradition, suggesting 

that they stood outside Canadian law and could not be 

legitimately prosecuted. 3g Second, they drew analogies between 

their ceremony and those practised by the Euopeans. The most 

obvious choice for this was Christmas, which, like the potlatch, 

was a social and spiritual ceremony, l inking the present with the 

4 0  past and celebrated with gi f  t-giving. Finally, and most 

disingenuously, they argued that the potlatch was an economic 

transaction and in accordance with Canadian laws of obligation." 

In the end, Halliday would have none of the complicated 

arguments against prosecution and the defence altered the four 

initial pleas to guilty after hearing the strength of Angermann's 

case. They then presented an agreement to no longer potlatch 

signed by the defendants and some fifty others. Angermann would 

not accept such a compromise, claiming that several accused had 

already signed similar agreements and were now before the court 

3 7 . Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, pp.55-57. 

3 8 . Loo, "Dan Cranmer's Potlatch," pp.159-160. 

39. Ibid, - 
4 0 . Ibid. - 
4 1 . Ibid. 



again Instead, Angennann suggested 

good faith,"43 namely the surrender of 

al1 members of the Kwawkewlth agency. 
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"more tangible evidence of 

potlatch paraphernalia by 

The decision that now lay 

with some three hundred audience members present at the Cranmer 

potlatch was either to go to prison during a time that would 

infringe on the beginning of fishing season, thus presenting a 

severe financial test for heads of families (and a possible 

burden for the government) or surrender the physical embodiments 

of the encounters of their ancestors with the supernatural world 

(abjects symbolic of contemporary prestige and status), ta  quit 

entirely the public practice of transferring, perpetuating, 

celebrating and legitimizing the powers gained through these 

ancestral encounters, and to assist Euro-Canadian authorities in 

suppressing this practice among al1 their neighbours and family. 

By March 31, al1 the decisions had corne in. The Lekwiltok of 

Quadra Island, the Mamalillikulla of Village Island and the 

Nimpkish of Alert Bay surrendered their coppers and dancing gear. 

'1 guess it was like paying a fine so that they would not go to 

prison," said Ack-koo (Agnes Alfred). "They paid with their 

4 2 .  For example, Johnny Bagwany and Ned Harris had been given 
suspended sentences in 1914. Cessahollis of Kingcorne I n l e t  was 
also given a suspended sentence the following year, Likiosa 
(Johnnie Seaweed) and Kwosteetsas (Japanese Charlie) received the 
minimum penalty in 1919, but were released after their enplayers, 
B.C. Packers, provided bail bonds for $1000 each. The posting of 
two Royal Canadian Mounted Police officers in Alert Bay late in 
1919 resulted in eight imprisonments at Burnaby's Oakalla Prison 
over the next two years, including Charles Nowell who was released 
on probation after- six weeks. (~ole and Chaikin, An I ron Hand Upon 
the People, pp.108-118 ,) 

4 3 . Loo, "Dan Cranmer's Potlatch, " p.120. 



mas ks . "" 
Seven offenders refused to pay this price: Jim Hall of 

Karlakwees  and s ix  more from Fort Rupert. Angermann pressed 

charges in April against a further seventeen present at the 

Cranmer potlatch and three active in potlatches on Harbledown 

Island the previous January and February. Five were given 

suspended sentences for playing minor roles or signing the 

agreement. Of the remaining fifteen, al1  opted for the Oakalla 

Prison Farm i n  Burnaby, Vancouver's immediate municipal neighbour 

to the east. Of the twenty-two that Angermann accompanied south 

on April 10, 1922, twenty-one had been given two month sentences, 

with Nimpkish Charlie Hunt receiving s ix  months for his second 

conviction, 4 5 

Emma Cranmer, as a member of the Nimpkish band, had 

submitted her paraphernalia and signed the agreement. 

Nonetheless, she was "in a prison of her own for she blamed 

herself for what happened and continüally wept over it."46 "Emma 

tried to offer herself to go in the place of the women arrested, 

but she was refused," writes Sewid-Smith. "She took it upon 

herself to see to the needs of the prisoners out of her own 

earnings from the  cannery. She followed them to Vancouver. She 

supplied their needs and waited for their release...and she paid 

4 4 . Quoted in Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, p . 4 7 .  

4 5  . Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, pp.108- 
118. 

4 6 . Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, p. 4. 
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for al1 t h e i r  expenses. . . [, J "" which included providing food, 

and covering s t r e e t  car faxes, restaurant and hote l  b i l l s ,  and 

t h e  steamship t i c k e t s  back t o  Alert ~ a y . "  Despite Emma 

Cranmer s dignif ied and responsible actions, an event aimed at 

t r ans fe r r ing  s p i r i t u a l  and t e r r e s t r i a l  property between l ineage 

groups and cementing t h e  soc i a l  posi t ion of the  pa r t i c ipan t s  

involved had turned into a public catastrophe. 

IV. The Eialliday Display 

The surrendered pot la tch  regalia and coppers w e r e  put on 

exhibit a t  the Aïert  Bay  par ish  hal l  for an admission pr ice  of 

twenty five cents. Halliday charged admission i n  order t o  cover 

t he  price of the  hall ,"  but it seems par t i cu la r ly  i r o n i c  given 

t h a t  Aler t  Bay was a cannery town i n  the hear t  of Kwakwaka'wakw 

t e r r i t o r y  and therefore at the  heart of the  pot latching 

controversy: one wonders exact ly  who made up the paying audience. 

Two photographs, one of which is a t t r ibu ted  t o  Halliday 

hirnself in the Royal British Columbia Museum's (RBCM) Visual 

Archives, i l l u s t r a t e  how h i s  display of the  seized objec ts  

exemplified Nicholas Thomas's a s se r t ion  t h a t  colonial  au tho r i t i e s  

viewed colonized soc i e t i e s  as "objects t o  be surveyed, regulated 

and s a n i t i ~ e d . " ~ ~  In  Hal l iday 's  photograph, an unnamed man 

i den t i f i ed  as  a "paid orator" f r o m  the Cranmer potlatch poses i n  

4 7 . - Ibid, pp.4-6. 

". Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon The People, p. 122. 

4 9 . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.71. 

'O. Thomas, Colonialism' s Culture, p. 4. 
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front of a white sheet in the parish hall (figure 2). He w e a r s  a 

crest-displaying carved headdress and a button blanket, both 

normally w o r n  on ceremonial occasions. He holds his coppers i n  

hand slightly away from his body to the front, so the camera 

audience c m  see, and two masks lie by his feet. The  mask on his 

right is a. thunderbird headdress and on his left, a wolf, both of 

which appear in the Winter ceremonials Perhaps intended by 

Halliday as a record for posterity of the last t h e  such regalia 

was actually won, this representation is strikingly cloquent. 

Although dressed in the symbolic references to the myth-time 

origins of his numap,  symbols that served to pelpetuate 

ancestral powers, the sanitized absence of the enacting songs, 

lineage myths, ritualized dance and gesture, the very anonymity 

of the individual photographed, displaces and disempowers both 

the objects and the human histories they refer to. While the 

photograph is silent concerning indigenous views of the potlatch, 

its practices and paraphernalia, it speaks volumes of Euro- 

Canadian intentions to recontextualize potlatch objects within a 

Euro-Canadian environment as touristic/anthropological 

representations of the past. This silence on indigenous views is 

significant in the context in which the photograph was taken and 

the regalia seized. The photograph, its posture and process, 

constitute an intennediary step in which meaning for the 

paraphernalia was reconf igured, transformed from sacred tool for 

the reaffirmation of a cosmic and social structure to a signifier 

of a past now beyond retrieval. While both Kwakwaka'wakw and 

5 1 . Goldman, Mouth of Heaven, p. 107. 
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Euro-Canadian understandings of these objects shared a historical 

orientation, one celebrated the role of the past in the present 

and the other distanced the past from the present. 

The second photograph, by Reverend V.S. Lord, is of 

Halliday's display inside the church h a l l  (figure 3 ) .  Piled on 

the benches are the various masks and props, including masks of 

the various supernatural birds of the sky: Huxwhukw and crooked 
52 beak masks of the hamatsa dances. In this photograph, the 

displacement is carried one step further than Halliday's "paid 

orator" image. Al1 connection to contemporary life is erased 

with the absence of the owners. In this sterile space, the masks 

lie as if decapitated. Severed from the enlivening body of 

ritual, they are now only trophy heads - a premonition of the 
objects' new life in the National Museum. "Dancing robes and 

masks without dancers," writes Ki-ke-in (Ron Hamilton) in his 

recent poem "Box of Darkness. " 'Symbols without spirits ."" 
The two photographs further share the same "indeterminate 

terrainM5' that Annie Coombes argues was uncomfortably occupied 

by early twentieth century anthropology, "...at pains to j u s t i f y  

5 2 .  Bill Holm, Smoky-Top: The Art and Times of Willie Seaweed, 
Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 1983, pp.94-117. 

53. Ki-ke-in (Ron Hamilton) r "Box of Darkness, In Celebration 
of Our Survival; The First Nations of British coldia, Eds. Doreen 
Jensen and Cheryl Brooks, Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press, 1991, p. 63. Hamilton makes a point sjdlar to Martine 
Reid's notion of 'a sign without a signifier," although Hamilton is 
writing of the masksr relocation to the museum and attributes the 
loss of meaning to non-Native anthropologists and curators. 

54 . Annie E. Coombes, Reinventing Africa: Museums, Material 
Culture and Popular Imagination in Late Victorian and Edwardian 
England, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1994, p.214. 



its existence on a broadly based popular educational level, a 

rigorous scientific level and on a practical level as the 

helprnate of the  tat te."'^ Since colonized societies and the 

objects they produced were necessarily destroyed by the process 

of colonization, it was the duty of those at the forefront of 

modernity's intrusion into the societies of the "less advanced" 

to vigorously record what colonialism displaced. The photographs 

lent scientific support to Kalliday~s actions, providing a visual 

record of the objects he seized. While the objects themselves 

were trophies partly symbolic of Hallidayrs success in his anti- 

potlatch campaign, their new metaphorical significance lay in 

allusions to the displacement of indigenous traditions by Western 

modernity and their "altruistic" preservation within the spaces 

of modern science through the photographs and then later their 

storage on museum shelves. 

Halliday had been instructed by his superiors to ship al1 

the material to the National Museum in Ottawa, but before 

finishing crating, he sold thirty-five pieces for $291 to the 

American collector George Heye, founder of New York's Museum of 
56 the American Indian. It is curious t ha t  Heye, from New York, 

would have been in Alert Bay at such a fortuitous moment, in the 

middle of winter. It is a possibility that he was informed by 

somebody with inside knowledge in British Columbia. Halliday 

received a reprimand for this, especially because he sold the 

material to an American collector. " . . . [Tl he Department is at a 

56 . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.251. 



loss to understand your action in disposing of them without 

authority, more especially in view of the fact that they are to 

be taken to the United States, when they should have remained in 

a Canadian museum, '' wrote J. D. McLean, Scott's assistant, to 

Halliday in September 1922. "Your explanation as to obtaining a 

good value for them is not considered sufficient to justify this 

unwarranted action. 1 presume, however, that the articles are 

now beyond recall, but on no consideration are you to dispose of 

any of the rest . . . "" The remaining seventeen cases, not 

including the coppers (figure 4), were appraised in Ottawa by 

museum anthropologist Edward Sapir at $1456. Many 

anthropologists, including Harlan 1. Smith and Edward Sapir of 

the National Museum of Canada, Franz Boas of the Anerican Museum 

of Natural History, C. F. Newcombe from the Provincial Museum in 

Victoria, and John Swanton of the Smithsonian, were outspoken in 

their opposition to the potlatch ban, arguing against the 

economic and moral implications of such a legislation. 58 

However, part of Sapirls job was to appraise the objects and then 

receive them for storage and display at the museum in Ottawa. 

Caught in Coombes' "indeterminate terrain," Sapir and the others 

found themselves in the "...ambivalent position as sirnultaneously 

critic and advocate of government policies. . . "" 
Sapir's valuation was deemed entirely inadequate by the 

surrendering families, but no compensation at al1 was paia for 

57 . Quoted in Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, p.75. 

58 . See Barbeau, "The Potlat~h.~ 

". Coombes, Reinventing Africa, pp. 111-112. 
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60 the coppers. Sapir himself, perhaps aiming to depress the 

prices of the objects given his more limited financial resources 

than those of private collectors like Heye, said that he 

considered his own total "a very moderate figure from the 

standpoint of an ethnological rnuse~m"~~ and Halliday responded to 

Kwakwaka'wakw dissatisfaction in his recollections as Indian 

Agent, Potlatch and Totem, suggesting that any argument over 

value rested simply on differences in opinion and the market 

demands for older objects. He wrote: Yome of the things for 

which good prices were paid, the ordinary individual would not 

consider worth anything at all, while some of the things were 

more or less new and though in many instances were much better 

looking, they only brought fair to low prices, as to those 

learned in the antiquities of the Indians they had little 

historic value. "62 

At the core this contradictory mix of historical and 

financial valuation was not simply a difierence in opinion rooted 

in market conditions, but the governmental policy of assimilating 

First Nations. Based on this intent, the implementation of the 

anti-potlatch sections of the Indian Act affected First Nations 

object production and its display in a number of ways. First, 

state officials denied the valuation system of Kwakwaka'wakw 

60 . Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, pp.122-23. 

61 . Edward Sapir to Duncan Campbell Scott, January 29, 1923, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization Sapir Correspondence Box 429, 
File 58. 

62. W. M. Halliday, Potlatch and Totem and the Recollections 
of an Indian Agent, London and Toronto: J.M. Dent, 1935, pp.192- 
193. 
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society by refusing any appraisal based on potlatch economics or 

symbolism. Instead, they provided their own appraiser i n  

anthropologist Sapir, who, as seems clear from Halliday's 

recollections, in turn valued the potlatch objects on the 

criteria of the curio/museum commodity market. The seemihgly 

contradictory roles that Euro-Canadian authorities could play 

within this framework of valuation is fusther demonstrated by 

Halliday, who on one hand enforced assimilationist state policy 

in his position as Indian Agent, and on the other dealt the 

seized objects on the commodity market through his sale of goods 

to Heye. 

Second, this signalled the active participation of state 

officials in the reconfiguration of these objects. While the 

National Museum had been collecting such objects since its 

inception, nowhere are the political implications of this 

reconfiguration so clear nor so active as in Hallidayrs 

exhibition. What Halliday explicitly demonstrated was that the 

conditions of display, in particular the motivation informing the 

display, controlled the acceptance or denial of the ideological 

value of these objects. Integral with the social systems of the 

Northwest Coast, these potlatch ceremonies controlled the display 

of the objects and generated the production and acceptance of 

social position as validated by a cosmic order. By refusing this 

ceremonial context, the general effect was the denial of the 

social positions it generated within First Nations communities. 

Halliday's display forcibly demonstrated Euro-Canadian ability to 

appropriate F i r s t  Nations possessions, whether masks, land, or 
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labour. The fact that he could easily sel1 some of them 

emphasized that what was most at stake was control, implicitly 

negating any concept of land or resource ownership associated 

with such status. Further, the physical movement of objects from 

First Nations to state hands, from British Columbia to Ottawa, 

was a potent symbol of the movement of First Nations peoples from 

autonomy to subjugation and dependence. In this movement, the 

objects took on a different metonymic relationship. Whereas in a 

First Nations potlatch, they could be symbolic of the inheritance 

of bath tangible and intangible property, in the Euro-Canadian 

museum they could by metonyms for the peoples as well as the 

lands brought under Euro-Canadian control . 
The reconf iguration of indigenous obj ects and the potlatch 

thus contributed to the creation of a new social position for 

First Nations people within Canada. As either art or antiquity, 

objects still retained commercial value. First Nations 

individuals could continue to produce the objects, but only as 

another commodity. First Nations had produced objects for 

commodity-exchange at the very least since initial European 

contact. As commodities, these objects propelled an active and 

beneficial (especially for the Euro-Canadian dealers) market. 

But the Halliday display asserted that the symbolic value 

invested in both the object and its owner through potlatching was 

now vestigial. This worked to secure their status as a new 

labour class and, in conjunction with the potlatch ban, to 

maintain Anglo-Celtic political hegemony by asserting a new l a w  

of the land. A i l  this occurred at a t h e  when non-British 



immigration was perceived as a threat as well to the interests of 

Canada's primarily British bourgeoisie. 63 

Both a poet and an administrator, Indian Affairs Deputy 

Superintendent Duncan Campbell Scott took a persona1 interest in 

the objects. Sapir forwarded a list of the objects seized and 

shipped to Ottawa directly to Scott in October 1922, complete 

with indications of which objects were selected by the National 

Museum. Ce T. Currelly of the Royal Ontario Museum had contacted 

Scott prior to the objects' arriva1 requesting examples for the 

"other large Museum of canada, "64 so it seems Halliday's charge 

of the objects having "little historic value" was not shared by 

Currelly, Sapir or Scott. By January 1923, Sapir had further 

divided the newly indexed collection into three groups: the first 

for the National Museum, the second for the Ontario Museum, and 

the third containing, in Sapirls words to Scott, "those that we 

- - 

6 3 . Through the 1920s, a number of government actions attacked 
deviation from the concept of a core British Canadian identity. 
The federal government enacted the 1923 Chinese Immigration Act to 
virtually halt Chinese immigration until after the Second World 
lar. The imposition of mandatory schooling saw the burning of nine 
schools in British Columbia between 1923 and 1925 and the 
provincial governmentqs invocation of the Infants Act beginning in 
1929 to seize Doukhobor children as wards of the state. (John P. S. 
McLaren, "'New Canadians' or 'Slaves of Satan?'? The Law and the 
Education of Doukhobor Children, 1911-1935," Unpublished Document 
November 1994. ) In an order in council .  the federal government also 
prohibited the entry of Doukhobors, Mennonites, and Hutterites 
because of the "..,peculiar customs, habits, modes of l i f e  and 
method of holding property, and because of their probable inability 
to become readily assimilated or to assume'the duties and 
responsibilities of Canadian citizenship within a reasonable t h e  - 
after their entry." (Quoted in Knowles, Stranqers at Our Gates, 
p.lOO.) 

64 . Duncan Campbell Scott to Edward Sapir, October 9, 1922, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization Sapir Correspondence Box 429, 
File -58. 
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suggest putting aside for your own use. Al1 the masks were 

valued and invoiced at a total of $74 and sent to Scott at the 

end of February 1923,~~ where they began their new life as 

trophies in his Department of Indian Affairs office. 

Scott was careful in departmental correspondence and took 

pains to make sure the material he requested personally was 

properly invoiced and certified "that the prices charged are fair 

and just, to meet the requirements of the Auditor-Generalrs 

~ffice."~' A bird mask with four interchangeable mouth-pieces6' 

owned by J. Kalokwami was added to Scott's request at which t h e  

Scott had a voucher issued immediately. However, Cole states that 

some Kwakwaka'wakw do not  remember receiving compensation. Henry 

Bell, for one, insisted that he packed six masks to Halliday's 

boat, although Cole suggests only three were inventoried6' and in 

the list sent to Scott from Sapir now available through the 

6 5 . Edward Sapir to Duncan Campbell Scott, January 29, 1923, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization Sapir Correspondence Box 429, 
File 58. 

6 6 . Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.254. 

61 . Duncan Campbell Scott to Edward Sapir, March 17, 1923, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence Box 429, 
File 58. 

6 8 Given this description, it is more likely that this was an 
echo or Sopali mask. Called "dialogue masksN by Hawthorn, these 
". . xarried on a light banter and humorous conversation with each 
other and with the spectators.. . .Some of these Sopali masks, and 
al1 of the echo masks, were fitted with sets of wooden mouthpieces 
representing different characters.' (Audrey Hawthorn, Art of the 
Kwakiutl Indians and Other Northwest Coast Tribes, Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1967, p.283 . )  

69. Cole, Captured Heritage, p.253. 
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Canadian Museum of Civilization archives only two are re~orded.'~ 

There seem to be a number of discrepancies associated with the 

inventory. At points, extras are included, while at others, 

objects are identifieci as "not found," There were still other 

objects for which ownership was in cioubt, 

There appears to be no uncertainty concerning the coppers. 

Quite çimply, no payment was ever made, Sapir asked Scott about 

this in May 1923, i nqu i r ing  whether "the purchase of the Coppers 

is still pendingoo.or would you instruct me to consider them as 

already the property of the Victoria Memorial ~ u s e u m ? ~ ~ '  He went 

on to suggest assembling data on the coppers, presumably through 

interviews with their former owners, although it is hard to 

imagine why they would CO-operate in such a matter. Sapir's 

ultimate goal was the publication of an associated bulletin, 

Scott hardly acknowledged this in his secretaryrs responding 

letter, ending the correspondence with the ambiguous statement 

that he "would be glad to discuss the matter.. .personally. , ."'' 
with Sapir. In the end, Scott must have felt that adequate 

compensation had already been issued, 

Scott exemplifies the ideology of social progress in the 

1920s throughout Euro-Canadian society. The notions of a "fatal 

'O. "List of potlatch paraphernalia surrendered at Alert Bay 
and shipped to Ottawa," from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir 
Correspondence Box 429, File 58. 

' ,  Edward Sapir to Duncan Campbell Scottr May 14, 1923, from 
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence Box 429, File 
58. 

7 2 . Secretary to the Deputy to Edward Sapir, May 16, 1923, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence Box 429, 
File 58. 
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impact" and the disappearance of First Nations soc ie t ies  in the 

evolution towards European modernism simultaneously appeared in 

both Euro-Canadian artistic expression and government strategy. 

The nostalgic tone of the myth of the "Vanishing American" in 

Scott's poetry contributed to Department of Indian Affairs policy 

under h i s  direction. Scott actively suppressed First Nations 

ceremonies while poetically implying that the people themselves 

were gone, their landscape now empty and ripe for development, 

their history now available to legitimate ~uropean presence. 

Yet, although social progress informed the discourses of 

Canadian art and law, its influence was also unstable; its 

acceptance increasingly uncertain i n  Ottawa's growing post-World 

War 1 independence from London. There were growing 

contradictions in Euro-Canada's approach to First Nations 

peoples. Even Scott was clearly interested in First Nations 

societies and their modes of creative expression. As Stan 

Dragland writes in his literary history Floating Voice, a 

"... difficult puzzle ... is...how to reconcile Scott's attractive 

and apparently humane poems and stories about Indians...with the 

dreadful legacy of his administration of Indian Affairs? The 

short solution to Draglandls puzzle is that in further analysis 

there is no contradiction. Scott was only interested in First 

Nations societies as something of the romanticized past, rather 

than of the contested present. His literary construction echoed 

his administrative policy by reinforcing the image of colonia l  

Stan Dragland, Floating Voice: Duncan Campbell Scott and 
the Literature of Treaty 9, Concord, Ontario: Anasi, 1994, p.5. 



displacement. 

Scott's own ambivalence - his desire to study, celebrate and 
simultaneously suffocate indigenous ways in order to control them 

or to keep them in the past - mirror larger conflicts in the 
process of Canada's colonization and the projects of construction 

that supported it. Scott's activities therefore affirm Thomas's 

argument that "[c]olonizers have also frequently been divided by 

strategic interests and differing visions of the civilizing 

mission; ... frequently split ... between impulses to define new 
lands as vacant spaces for European achievement, and a will to 

define and collect and map the cultures which already possessed 

them; and in the definition of colonizerst identities, which had 

to reconcile the civility and values of home with the raw novelty 

of sites of settlement.'"' 

s-ry 

Prosecutions for potlatching continued through the late 

1920s. Other groups, notably the Nuu-chah-nulth of Vancouver 

Island and the Gitksan of the upper Skeena River valley, also saw 

convictions. Agent G. C. Mortimer charged Gitxsan potlatchers 

John Smith and Tom Campbell in 1931. Smith received a one month 

suspended sentence while Campbell received three months later 

suspended on the condition that he no longer participate in such 

events. Mortimer's reasoning for the harsher sentence for 

Campbell was that he was the 'I.W.W. type,"75 referring to the 

7 4 . Thomas, Colonialisrn's Culture, pp.2-3. 

7 5 . Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, p. 125. 



International Woodworkers Union, one of the labour unions to gain 

prominence with the rise of socialism in British Columbia 

immediately after the First World War and again in the Great 

Depression, when over 18,000 men in the province were housed in 

relief camps. 7 6 

The Cranmer potlatch has corne to epitomize the enforcement 

of the potlatch ban. mile Halliday and others proclaimed the 
passing of the potlatch with the Cranmer arrests, this was far 

from the truth. Upon his release, Mecha (Herbert Martin) gave a 

grease p~tlatch'~ at the oolichan fishery in Knight Inlet "...so 

that 1 may, as we use to do in ancient times, cleanse those that 

were put in prison with me.. ."7B and then distributed almost four 

thousand gallons of oolichan oil from Blunden Harbour to Alert 

Bay to Newitti. 7 9 

T h e r e  are numerous other stories of how many people on the 

coast either adapted the potlatch after 1922 splitting, for 

example, the giving and dancing portions of t h e  celebrations i n  

order  to circumvent the  restrictions of t h e  Indian Act, or  simply 

holding smaller potlatches in hidden or more remote locations. 6 0 

Drucker and Heizer stressed that potlatching continued despite 

76 . Margaret Ormsby, British Columbia: A History, Toronto: 
Macmillan, 1958, pp.439-469. 

77 . Boas reports that ". . .grease feasts are given in order to 
destroy the prestige of the rival,. ." (Boas, Kwakiutl Ethnography, 
p.96.) 

". Sewid-Smith, Persecution or Prosecution, p. 63. 

79 . Cole and Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People, p.122. 

80. Drucker and Heizer, To Make My Name Good, p.33. 



administrative pressures against it and attributed lulls in 

potlatch activities in the 1930s to economic reasons like the 

Great Depression and the fishermenvs strike of 1936." The ban 

did not destroy the potlatch. The production o f  objects for the 

potlatch continued and even contributed to the creative 

development of three of the now best known Kwakwaka'wakw artists 

in the 1930s and 1940s: Charlie James, Willie Seaweed and Mungo 

 arti in." Because of socio-political chasm enforced through the 

Indian Act and its various amendments, the meanings about 

Northwest Coast objects constructed in museum contexts differed 

significantly from those constructed in potlatch settings. 

When First Nations ceremonies involved Euro-Canadian 

dignitaries, the threatening and supposedly regressive nature of 

the potlatch or any other First Nations event dissipated, 

replaced in public conception by a sense of quaint, colourful 

nostalgia. The potlatch and the objects used in it were not the 

issue. Goverment officials were instead more interested in 

assuming control over when these kinds of ceremonies could be 

held and what the intent behind them was to be. The harsher 

result of the ban was the attempted replacement of Northwest 

Coast social structure and its methods for controlling and 

acknowledging social status and resource ownership with British 

modes of authority, which in turn was part of a larger programme 

aimed at expropriating and securing the continental land base for 

development and providing a pliant labour force. Convenient by- 

". - Ibid, p.147. 

82.  See Nuytten, The Totem Carvers, and Bill Holm, Smoky-Top. 
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products of the potlatch ban were the encouragement of conversion 

to Christianity and the intensifying conmioditization of Northwest 

Coast ceremonial objects. 

Of course, a vibrant market for F i r s t  Nations objects 

already existed; this commodity value may have even saved such 

objects from large-scale destruction. A number of people 

participated in the curio market while engaged the enforcement of 

the potlatch ban. Hallidayws sale of goods to Heye after the 

Lekwiltok, Mamalillikulla and Nimpkish had turned over their 

paraphernalia is one example. Powell collected for the American 

Museum of Natural Iiistory8' and Angermann turned up at a meeting 

of the Vancouver Art, Historical and Scientific Association in 

1926, only four years after the Cranmer prosecutions, with $250 

84 worth of Alert Bay objects for sale. And for Scott, whose real 

passion, Titley suggests, was the arts, so that his position as 

deputy superintendent was "...a mere source of in~ome,"'~ the 

shipment of seized paraphernalia to Ottawa must have been a day 

when passion and income coincided. 

Hallidayls display, an overt example of how Euro-Canadian 

displays contributed to the displacement of indigenous systems, 

was the first in a series of public displays following the 

8 3 . Aïdona Jonaitis, From the Land of the Totem Poles : The 
Northwest Coast Indian Art Collection at the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York: American Museum of Natural History and 
Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 1991, p.71-73. 

8 4 . Art, Historical, and Scientific Association of Vancouver 
Directors' Meeting, May 4, 1926, CAV Add. Mss. 336. 

85. Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and 
the Administration of Indian Affairs, Vancouver: University of 
British Columbia Press, 1986, p.204. 
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Cranmer prosecutions that valued objects associated w i t h  the 

rituals so ardently opposed by officials w i t h  the Department of 

Indian Affairs. Federal projects after 1922 reconfigured these 

objects as a quaint aspect of Canada% past, asserting Canadian 

praprietary rights in the face of American and other foreign 

museums and continuing the efforts of  s tate  o f f i c ia l s  to control 

both the meanings of the objects and the contexts in which these 

meanings could be constructed. Halliday seizing and displaying 

the Cranmer potlatch objects, like Scott simultaneously 

negotiating Treaty 9 in northern Ontario and writing poetically 

"...the race has waned . . . ,"86 also clearly exemplifies the 

proximity between appropriation and repression. 

86 . Dragland, Floatinq Voice. 
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Totem P o l e s  in Stanley Park 

Assimilation strategies and the removal of potlatch 

paraphernalia and totem poles to museums on the eastern side of 

the continent al1 seemed to confirm that the past uses for such 

objects no longer continued. Instead, the objects could now be 

used in the construction of a local identity important to the 

promotion of tourism, immigration and investment. By the 1920s, 

after four decades of the collecting activities of museums and 

curio shops, of tourist steamship lines running the Inside 

Passage from Olympia to Skagway, totem poles had become a 

pervasive, primitivist symbol closely associated with the 

1 region. At the same t h e  that Scott's intensiiied 

implementation of the potlatch ban and the National Museum's 

involvement in the relocation of the seized Cranmer objects 

represented a heightened interest in the regulation of these 

objects at  a federal level, civic leaders throughout the Pacific 

Northwest recognized the utility of the totem pole in advertising 

the success and identity of their new centres. Totem poles in a 

city setting also suggested how l i f e  on the coast  had 

"progressed" from primitive village to urban modernity. With 

c h i c  growth, more municipal agencies began to explore the 

possibilities of purchasing and re-erecting crest poles and house 

posts. 

Vancouver had rapidly ascended to the position of western 

1 Cole, Captured Heritaqe. 
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Canada's commercial hub by the 1920s.~ A construction boom, the 

expansion of commercial services, and an active social life al1 

added to Vancouverls identity as the modern heart of the 

northwestern section of the continent (despite or through its 

rivalry with neighbouring Seattle) . The first local, permanent 

memorialization of totem poles outside either museum or 

indigenous contexts in Canada thus occurred in Vancouver, where 

the placement of "antique" Kwakwaka'wakw totem poles in Stanley 

Park, across Coal Harbour from the Canadian Pacific Railway 

station and at the Burrard Narrows entrance into the harbour, 

made a highly visible modern/primitive juxtaposition near the 

heart of the city. 

However, this project was additionally significant because 

of Squamish resistance to initial plans for a full, reconstructed 

Kwakwaka'wakw village and their demands for the acknowledgement 

of a living Squamish presence in the park. It also contributed 

to the regulated federal control of totem poles and other 

Northwest Coast objects by provoking Ottawa's decision to 

designate totem poles a Canadian heritage resource in order to 

prevent other cities from following Vancouver's example. 

'. John Oliver, the province's Liberal premier, had built his 
administration on the expansion of British Columbia's road network 
emanating outward from Vancouver. Through the early 1920s, the 
provincial revenues rose through the sale of motor and liquor 
licenses. The recently-completed South Okanagan irrigation project 
spurred on increases in fruit revenues, the fisheries and lumber 
industries were booming through geographic and technological 
expansion and diversification, (Diane Newell, Tanaled Webs of - - 

~istory: Indians and the Law in Canada's ~acific Coast Fisheries, 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993, p.98, and Hardwick, 
Geography of the Forest Industry, pp. 1-15. ) 



1. T o t e m  P o l e s  in Stanley Park 

Even before the erection of totem poles in Vancouver, 

Stanley park3 had historical importance for local residents. It 

was charted by Spanish explorers in the 1790s and was believed to 

be where George Vancouver met with local Squamish (Halkomelem 

4 Salishan-speaking) peoples. It had been declared a Gowernment 

Reserve in 1859 when wax between Britain and the United States 

appeared imminent and was the site of five small logging 

operations from the 1860s to the 1880s. One of the earliest 

monuments in Stanley Park was an imitation classical temple made 

of cedar and fir, popularly known as Lumbermanls Arch (figure S), 

that had been originally erected in 1912 at Pender and Hamilton 

Streets (figure 6) as a tribute to the visiting Duke and Duchess 

of Connaught and then moved the following year to Stanley parkO5 

- 

3 . Originally Government Reserve land, the 1000 acres of 
parkland was, with the 1886 announcement of Port Moody as the 
terminus for the transcontinental Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), 
considered too far removed from the original t o m  of Granville 
(centred to the east along Burrard Inlet in what is now the cityrs 
Gastown neighbourhood) to be of any value. Steele believes that 
the City Councills petition for the creation of the park when the 
area lacked adequate docks, roads, schools, and health facilities 
was part of a ploy to ensure low land prices until the CPR amended 
its location of the terminus to Vancouver to the West and adjacent 
to the park land, thus guaranteeing high profits for the landowners 
between Granville and the park. Stanley Park was officially opened 
in September 1888. (Mike Steele, Stanley Park, Surrey: Heritage 
House Publishing, 1993, pp. 12-15. ) 

. While the area north of Point Grey is generally identified 
as Squamish territory, Wayne Suttles suggests that Capilano, 
Mission, Seymour Creek, False Creek and Lumbermanls Arch may have 
been Musqueam (who are Downriver Halkomelem) prior to 1850. 
(~uttles,- "Central Coast Salish, " Handbook, p. 455. ) This confusion 
is exacerbated by the forceable removal of XwayXway residents fxom 
Lumbermanls Ar& in the late  1880s and the consequ&t probable 
movement of people along kinship lines both north and south. 

'. Steele, Stanley Park, pp. 47-50. 
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The new site for Lumberman's Arch was located on top of a 

large shell midden excavated around the turn of the centurye6 It 

had also been home to an historic Salish village, XwayXway. 7 

XwayXwayVs residents had been relocated during the small pox 

epidemic between 1888 and 1890, shortly after Stanley Park's 

official 1887 opening. Most of the houses, including a central 

lodge called "Tay H~Y,"' were burnt to the ground. The three 

surviving houses were bought for $25 each and razed in 1900.~ 

Prior to the relocation of Lumberman's Arch, Stanley Park 

had been left a natural reserve. Grandiose plans for the park's 

development were drawn up in the two years preceding the First 

World War, although not al1 the cityts residents agreed on the 

direction this development should follow or even if the c i t y  

should develop the park at all. As Robert A, J. MacDonald 

argues, the public debate that erupted oves plans for the park 

was divided along class lines and played out in the realm of 

public "culture," where the "upper stratum sought to foster art, 

music, science, and intellectual discourse as a means to counter 

the c i t y '  s 'busy commercialism. ' " ' 0  The re-erection of 

7 . XwayXway, variously spelt whoi-whoi, sxwaysway, sxwayxwey, 
xwexwe or qwee-qwee, is an important cleansing ceremony among the 
Salish peoples, normally the ritual property of a kin group,- 
performed by two or more young men wearing distinctive costumes and 
masks . (Suttles, "Central Coast Salish, " Handbook, p. 468. ) 

8 . This likely an anglicized variant of XwayXway. 

9 . Steele, Stanley Park, pp.47-50. 

10 . Robert A, J. MacDonald, Makina Vancouver: Class, Status, 
and Social Boundaries, ~ancouvér: ~niversit~ of ~ritish-~olumbia 
Press, 1996, p.166. 
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Lumbermanls Arch, a monument imitating classical fonn in local 

materials, resulted from local support of the City Beautiful 

movement just prior to the First World War, which advocated the 

taming of the park." 

The focus for Vancouver's City Beautiful Movement became 

Coal Harbour, in close proxhity to the growing city centre and 

plagued by a deteriorating bridge and foul-smelling tidal flats. 

The Vancouver Board of Park Commissioners hired respected British 

park designer Thomas Mawson to propose improvements in 1912. 

Although ultimately hampered by compromises between disagreeing 

civic groups, Mawsonfs plan, with its proposed changes to Stanley 

Park, " nonetheless put Coal Harbour and the surrounding 
periphery at the centre of the city's attention and led to the 

creation of playing fields and the erection of a number of 

monuments. The movement continued in spirit after the First 

World War, when the Art, Historical and Scientific Association, a 

group described by MacDonald as "more British than the business 

community as a whole,"13 proposed the erection of more "historie" 

monuments in Stanley Park on the peninsula at the north side of 

Coal Harbour . 
With its rnembership interested in the creative expression of 

. Ibid, p.169. - 
12 . "Mawson offered three plans: one to retain a tree-fringed 

waterline on the north side of a lagoon at the park entrance; 
another, far more utilitarian than the first, to create playgrounds 
for children and playing fields for adults by filling the upper end 
of Coal Harbour; and a third, designed in the 'Grand Manner, ' to 
feature three majestic neoclassical builàings surrounding a - 
circular pond. At the centre was to be a statue atop a 'great 
shaft.'" (Ibid, - p.170.) 

13. - Ibid, p.168. 
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both British Colinnbiams past and present, the Art, Historical and 

Scientific Association of Vancouver (AHSAV) maintained a social 

darwinist understanding of Vancouver' s culture. When the 

organization was founded in 1894, for example, the distinction 

between art as something European and antiquity as something 

"Indian" was clear. Its constitution proposed that the primary 

objectives of the association wexe: 

To form a collection of paintings and works of art as a 
nucleus of an Art Gallery; 
To hold from t h e  to t h e  a Loan Exhibition of paintings and 

works of art; 
To folm a Museum of Antiquities, especially of the 
remains of Indian life in British Columbia and 
Arnerica. . , 1 4  

Through the organizationls incorporation under the Benevolent 

Societies Act in 1901 and its absorption into the cityls 

political system as a quasi-municipal institution in 1903, the 

local separation between past and present, between "Indian" and 

"modern," was suggested. 

Given the convention combining tourism and the equation of 

appropriated First Nations "art" with Europe's past, it was thus 

easy to propose in 1921, without thought t o  any possible 

conf licts with contemporary Firs t Nations peoples, that the AHSAV 

obtain and re-erect "...an original Indian village and Hudson Bay 

Trading Post in Stanley ~ark."" A committee was appointed to 

sort out any funding problems and arrange the ways and means with 

various connected public bodies and the Hudson's Bay Company. 

1 4  . Art, Historical, and Scientific Association of Vancouver 
Constitution 1894 (CAV Add. MSS. 336) 

15 . Minutes from AHSAV Annual Meeting, January 25, 1921 (CAV 
Add. E S .  336). 
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Funding was of course a major focus for the committee, but the 

association enthusiastically instigated the planning procedures 

confident that "...the scheme, if successfully carried out, would 

be a great attraction to Stanley Park and of great educational 

value in illustrating Indian and other early life."16 

By Januaty 1923, two freestanding poleç and two house posts 

(figure 7) purchased through an association member, Mrs. 

17 Schooley, for $764 arrived in Vancouver. The two house posts 

were carved by Charlie James (Yakutlas) l8 (figure 8) and 

originally belonged to Tsaweenok of Kingcorne Inlet# where they 

served as interior supports for a house cross-beam. l9 Both house 

posts depict a thunderbird with outstretched wings supported by a 

grizzly bear of equal size holding a 

hirthermore, along with a replica of 

smaller f male figure. 

the Wakius pole, Edward 

16 . Ibid. - 
17 . AHSAV Annual Meeting Minutes, 

336) . Januaxy 1923, ( C m  Add. MSS. 

10 . Charlie James was born Charles Jameson in Port Townsend, 
Washington around 1867. His father, Thomas Jameson, was an Anglo- 
American sawmill operator. His mother, 'Kugwisi' la'opa, was 
Kwakwaka'wakw frorn Fort Rupert. She àied when J&S was ten years 
old and he was raised by his materna1 granbther in Victoria and 
Fort Rupert. When he was Young, an accidental shotgun discharge 
left him with only the thumb and the major part of h i s  forefinger 
on his left hand. This physical impairment prevented his 
participation in the forestry and fishing industries and he was 
thus one of the few full-time KwakwakaVwab carvers, producing 
canoes and poles, masks and other work for both the potlatch system 
and the curio market. Around 1895, he married Sara Nina in a 
Kwakwakavwakw ceremony in Fort Rupert. Sara Nina had four sons 
from a previous marriage to 'Ya~~nukwalas,~ (known to Euro- 
Canadians simply as Martin) inchding-~erbert and Spruce Martin, 
important participants in the Cranmer potlatch, and Mungo Martin, 
who James taught how to came. (Nuytten, The Totem Carvers, pp.13- 
15.) 
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Curt is  used the house posts  a s  set  props i n  h i s  1914 f i lm In  the 

Land of the H e a d h u n t e r ~ . ~ ~  

One of the two free-standing poles was a l so  carved by James 

and belonged t o  Kingcorne I n l e t  chief,  Sisaxog l a s  (also s p e l t  - 
Sisa-kaulas) (figure 9) , although Nuytten reports t ha t  it 

or ig ina l ly  stood i n  f ron t  of a large  communal house i n  Aïert 
2 1 Bay. The pole r e l a t e s  t o  the s to ry  of se-widZ2 and contains s i x  

f igures from top to  bottom: Qolus, "with her folded wings, . . . the 

sister of Thunderbird. . . [; ] "23 Chief Tla-Wunum-Qolus, an 

20 . Of the three poles used fo r  Curtis' outside set  on Deer 
Island, two are  now a t  the University of B r i t i s h  Columbiars Museum 
of Anthropology. The t h i r d  may or  may not be i n  Stanley Park. 
Holm and Quimby suggest t h a t  the pole i n  the Curtis film was a copy 
of the one n o w  i n  the park: "Whether it exists  today is not known, 
but it was a magnificent one, inspired by the great Raven pole of 
Wakyas, the f i r s t  fu l ly  carved ta11 pole a t  Alert bay, which now 
stands extensively restored i n  Vancouverls Stanley Park. The Raven 
f ronta l  pole a t  Deer Island was probably made for  the film (it 
doesnwt appear i n  any photographs of Fort Rupert o r  other 
v i l lages) ,  and it seems to  be newly carved and painted i n  C u r t i s l  
pictures." T h e  two house posts appear i n  a nimiber of in te r io r  
shots i n  the film as w e l l .  Citing the Hunt ledgers given t o  George 
Hunt, Holm and Quimby believe they were purchased on June 16, 1913 
by George H u n t  for  Curtis for  $90.50 and $75.00 i n  Fort R u ~ e r t .  
(holm G d  Quimby, Edward S. Curtis. ) Nuytten reports thata Ëllen 
Neel, James' granddaughter and a well-recognized carver i n  her own 
right, had said that  the owner of the house posts ".. .lived i n  
Aïert Bay and refused t o  s e l 1  the poles, but offered t o  rent them 
out instead ... Ellen laughed as she related how 'Old --' had boasted 
fo r  years of the fine bargain he had made. He not only got the 
agreed 
James 
p.29. 
of the 
nok. ) 

2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 

rental  payment, but also a brand new paint job by Charlie 
- paid for  by the f i lm maker . " (Nuytten, Totem Carvers, 
Although Nuytten confesses that  he cannot remember the name 
house postsv owner, presimiably he is referring to  Tsa-wee- 

Ibid. - 
The story of S e - w i d  is repeated i n  Ibid, p.30 .  - 
S.  W. A. Gunn, A Complete Guide t o  the Totem Poles i n  

Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C., Vancouver: W. E. G. MacDonald, 1965, 
p. 19. Transcribed as Qolos by Goldman, this figure is sometimes 
described as the brother of Thunderbird. (Goldman, The Mouth of 
Heaven, p.76.) 
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ancestral f igure;  Killer Whale; Sea-Otter m...shown eating a sea 

egg. . . "*' OZ sea urdi in ,  25 which Gunn w r i t e s  ". . . w a s  t h e  symbol of 

f e r t i l i t y  and. . .usually represented a t  nup t i a l  ceremonies 1; m26 

Sea Bear; and a human head, "the open mouth representing a r i v a l  

who had spoken against tS isaxo ' las t  - and who had been 'pushed - 
d o m v  - t o  the  bottom of the pole."*' 

T h e  second free-standing pole  (figure 1 0 )  belonged t o  Wakius 

(var ious ly  spelt Wakyas, Wakiash, or Wakias), was carved by 

Yurhwayu, and r a i s e d  as the cen t r a l  f r o n t  post of a communal 

house in Aler t  Bay i n  1899 a f t e r  the potlatch d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 350 

blankets .  I t  is  reputed to be the  f i r s t ,  f u l l y  carved, large 

pole e rec ted  i n  Alert B ~ J '  and was also fu r the r  immortalized i n  

a painting by Emily Carr. The seven f i gu re s  from top t o  bottom 

aare: Thunderbird, K i l l e r  Whale, Wolf, an ances t ra l  f i gu re  called 
30 Nan-wa-kawie (The Wise one) , 29 Huk-Huk o r  Hoh-Hox, Grizzly Bear, 

and Raven, which o r i g ina l l y  had an enormous beak that served as 

". Gunn, Totem Poles, p.19. 

25. Nuytten, Totem Carvers, p.30. 

2 6 . Gunn supports this by s t a t i ng  
him with a small carved 'ses egg' as  a 
Poles, p.19.) 

that Ellen Neel presented 
wedding g i f t  . (Gunn, Totem 

2 7 .  Ibid, p.30. 

2 8 . Ibid, p. 15. - 
2 9 . "Great Ancestor of Chief Wakias. In 1893, a t  a grea t  

pot la tch , ,  ,on Turnour Island, Wakias dedicated a miniature mode1 of 
the  mythical Speakers Staff of the  Wise Man, Since then the pole 
has corne t o  be known as  Wakias' Talking St ick,  t e l l i n g  the legend 
of Nan-wa-kawie and his sons outwitting the Great Cannibal." (Ibid, - 
p.16.) 

'O, One of the  Kwakwakatwakw birds of heaven, it is more 
recently spelt huxwhukw - by B i l l  Holm. (Holm, Smoky-Top, p.94. ) 
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the entrance way to the Wakius house. The pole had been fitted 

to the facade of the original house in Alert Bay. Giant wings 

and a tail were also painted on the house front itself, 

connecting the pole to the house in an integrated composition 

that combined both two- and three-dimensional form. 31 

AHSAV temporarily erected the poles near Lumberman's Arch so 

... that visitors and tourists may have the opportunity of 
inspecting them.W32 The poles in their original context, like 

names, stories, and other crests, related to the hierarchial 

standing of individuals within the numaps. They were indicative 

of socio-economic rank as determined by the inheritance of rights 

to ceremonial prerogatives and negotiated through the potlatch 

system. This is clearly demonstrated in the inclusion of a 

potlatch rival in the lSisaxo'las' - pole. Boas wrote that house 

frontal poles were chiefly prerogatives that included figura1 

carvings relating to ancestral legends, '' as exemplified by the 
Nan-wa-kawie figure on the Wakius pole. He further reported that 

a "...totem pole with various carvings is described only once and 

this description was called forth by a totem pole standing in 

front of the house in which the tale was told."" The poles and 

house posts purchased for Stanley Park also included crests, like 

thunderbird, Qolus, and Huk-Huk or huxwhukw, - associated with the 

Winter Ceremonials. Boas states that these particular carvings 

3 1 . Gruin,  Totem Poles, pp.15-17. 

32. Ibid. 

3 3 . Franz Boas, Kwakiutl Culture as Reflected in Mytholoqy, 
New York; American Folklore Society, 1935, p.2 

34 . Ibid, p.2, 



were ' . . . a substitute for carved house dishes . 
Even moved within the Kwakwakalwakw communities, from 

Kingcome Inlet to the cannery tom of Alert Bay for example, they 

were still associated with a specific kin group through their 

attachent to the house structure of a ranking individual of a 

particular nmaym (figure Il) . As references to lineage 

histories, they asserted as well the place of origin of these 

individuals and numayms (perhaps even the relationship between 

numayms given the possibility of marriage references in the 

lSisaxovlasl - pole and the inclusion of crests associated with the 

Winter Ceremonials which were frequently transferred from father- 

in-law to son-in-law as part of the marriage ceremonies), 

creating some sense of order in the movement from peripheral, 

outlying villages to the centre of a new economic order at Alert 

Bay 36 

The re-location of the poles to Stanley Park thus separated 

3 5 Ibid, p.3. 

3 6 . Codere writes that "Fort Rupert maintained its central 
position until about 1900, when it was superseded by Alert Bay as 
the centre for the people of Queen Charlotte Strait. Alert Bay had 
its start in 1870, when two White men established a salmon cannery 
there and sought Indian labour. In 1877, Rev. A. J. Hall began to 
work at Fort Rupert but soon moved to Aïert Bay. By 1881 he had a 
school there and a home large enough to accommodate several young 
girls taught 'domestic duties' by his w i f e ,  and by 1888 he had 
built a sawmill to provide employment and lumber for single-family 
houses. In 1881 the federal government established a Kwawkewlth 
Agency at Fort Rupert, but this too moved to Alert Bay. In 1894 
the Department of Indian Affairs opened an industrial school for 
boys at Alert Bay .... Meanwhile, Mrs. Hall's program had grown into 
a residential school for girls .... The Kwakiutl were also becoming 
assimilated into the Canadian economy and dependent on money 
income. This development led to a period of great prosperity 
between 1900 and the Md-1920s. Wealth became widespread, 
primaril y because the old organization of production, knowledge of 
local resources, and industrious habits fit the new opportunities 
of fered. . . . " (Codere, "Kwakiutl, " Handbook, p. 365. ) 
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the objects from specific locational references that related to 

their role as indicators of rank in kinship groups validated 

within a specific ceremonial and territorial context. Within the 

European understanding of First Nations objects as something 

unique or distinctive from the past, the construction of meaning 

in the poles' even newer location in Stanley Park obscured the 

historie geographic and lineage meanings that would have been 

still apparent to most Kwakwakafwakw residents at the cannery 

t o m .  

Aïthough touristic in intention, the relocation of the poles 

was based on the same ideological understanding of Northwest 

Coast societies as part of the past evident in much of the 

anthropological writing from the time. In the popularized 

context of Stanley Park, the ideological distancing in terms of 

space and tinte had significant local implications. The 

conflation of different societies and linguistic groups into one 

"totem pole culture" exemplified by the crest poles of the 

"distant Kwakiutl8' of the central coast contributed to the 

erasure of physical reminders of the local Salish, who did not 

37 conventionally raise free-standing poles, and their claims to 

Stanley Park and other parts of the city. This temporal and 

spatial distance, akin to anthropologist Renato Rosaldo's 

37 . The most common form of Central Coast Salish monumental 
sculpture was the housepost depicting "... mythical creatures 
associated with family history, notable ancestors, events which 
displayed ancestorsl spirit powers, or magical privileges of the 
family. They faced into the large winter houses declaiming to 
occupants and guests a l i k e  the long history, wealth, and high 
status of the fa mil^.^ (LE. Michael Kew, Sculpture and Engravinq 
o f t h e  Central Coast Salish Indians, Vancouver: University of 
British Columbia Museum of Anthropology Museum Note Nimiber 9, 1980. 
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imperialist nostalgia where the colonial "innocent yearningU3' 

for an unaltered colonized society concealed the colonizer's 

" . . . complicity with of ten brutal domination"3g (like the razing 
of XwayXway) provided the groundwork for a pacific, artif icial 

history in which the "Indian" becomes a unique, geographic trope. 

Less history than geographic symbol, the poles now became 

the tangible manifestations of an imagined past in Vancouver's 

unified social memory, a past that legitimized the association 

and its existence and established a powerful colonial metaphor 

and justification for the "modernization" of British Columbia. 

The original intention of the association to place the poles in a 

village next to a reconstructed HBC post indicates an interest in 

inserting the First Nations presence within a tableau of Western 

historicity. The juxtaposition of the crest posts with the 

classical "civilized" style of Lumbennant s U c h  and with downtown 

Vancouver just across the bay accomplished this on its own. 

There were likely a number of reasons for Kwakwaka'wakw 

decisions to sel1 the poles, depending on the individuals and 

families involved. It was then easy to suggest, given the 

goverment suppression of the potlatch, that these sorts of 

objects no longer served a purpose within Kwakwakatwakw society, 

that their redundancy made them available for sale. However, 

although pressures related to Canadian colonialism, like 

Christianization, contributed to the sale of objects, as we have 

38 . Renato Rosaldo, "Imperialist Nostalgia," Representations, 
26 (Spring 1989), pp.116. 

3 9 . Ibid. 
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seen throughout the mid-twentieth century potlatching continued, 

often in a private, rather than public c~ntext.'~ Therefore, 

potlatch-related objects retained symbolic currency in certain 

First Nations circles. It is possible that certain individuals 

even re-channeled money from the sale of the poles and other 

objects back into the potlatches, or given some of the financial 

strains of the 1920s, into more pressing concerns, like boat 

purchases or, more simply, tying a family through a financially 

difficult winter. 4 I 

mrthermore, as Boas indicates, the recitation of the 

associated story was only done once and within a controlled 

4 2 context. The material manifestation of the prerogative can 

then be seen as secondary to the inherited r i g h t  to the 

prerogative and its validation through a potlatch, although such 

objects were indeed vital to acts of social reproduction, fixing 

relations of inheritance and hierarchy in material form. Codere 

reports that the "...Kwakiutl are also alleged to have...gone on 

paying for or trafficking in the coppers deposited in the 

4 O . Codere writes: "These 'private' potlatches were a 
relatively late development as a means of continuing potlatching in 
the face of the law. It is exceptionally interesting that a 
written record seems to have made 'private' potlatches possible, 
since one of the functions of publicity in this non-literate 
society had always been to make important transactions like 
potlatch distributions a matter of record before many witnesses." 
(Codere, Fighting With Property, p. 88. ) 

4 1 . Codere reports that "...Kwakiutl prosperity suffered a 
setback in the 1920s with the difficulty of financing power boats 
(introduced in 1911). Difficulties lasted through the Depression 
but prosperity was restored by the boom in the fishing industry 
during World War II. " (Codere, "Kwakiutl, " p. 364. ) 

4 2 - Boas, Kwakiutl Culture, p.2 
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ethnological collections of the museums of North America. "" 

Bill Holm, discussing Willie Seaweedrs sale of masks to Charles 

Newcombe and the Provincial Museum in 1914, argues that 

" [s ] elling masks, which represent noble prerogatives, t o  

outsiders might seem to be a strange act for a consemative chief 

steeped in the traditions of his  people. Yet it seems never to 

have been really troublesome for the Kwakwakalwakw. A fine mask 

was and is prized, especially if it is an heirloom, but it is the 

right to display it, derived from ancient tradition, that is 

jealously guarded. Outsiders will not c l a h  that privilege, and 

new masks can be made, t r 4 4  

For some individuals the location of objects was not as 

important as the right to the associated titles. In addition, 

there may have been prestige associated with the enshrinement of 

a family monument in an urban, non-Kwakwaka'wakw setting, thereby 

extending the awareness of individual and lineage accomplishments 

to outside the Kwakwakagwakw communities. Continuing to 

celebrate and validate crests within the underground 

Kwakwaka'wakw potlatches after 1922, some individuals may have 

then seen the sale of a pole as a chance to simultaneously gain 

economically and assert the importance of their particular numaym 

history. This is another example of the contestation and 

negotiation of meaning surrounding Northwest Coast objects in the 

twentieth century . 
AHSAV also demonstrated a certain level of prestige in their 

' . Codere, Fighting with Property, p. 88. 

4 4 . Holm, Smoky-Top, p.29. 
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re-erection of the poles. The display variation favoured by the 

association was brought on by the province's vast store of 

natural resources and its increasing regional economic power. 

There was no need to commission mode1 replicas, as Boas and 

Swanton had done for the American Museum of Natural History in 

New York. The association instead proposed to buy or simply 

reconstruct an entire village within the vast park land of 

Stanley Park. And while Aîdona Jonaitis suggests that the target 

audiences in New York for the hegemonic intentions of the 

American Museum of Natural History were specifically non-Anglo- 

Saxon  immigrant^,'^ the Vancouver association sought to constmct 

its life-size tableau in a place frequented by Vancouver's entire 

resident population and visible to anyone entering or leaving the 

city's main port. The poles of Stanley Park, erected by a sub- 

association of the municipality, were to become part of 

Vancouver's physical profile, as millions of visitors to 

Vancouver can now attest. 

II. Negotiations Between AHSAV and the Squamish Band 

The AHSAV Executive's minutes clearly indicate the 

4 5 . Boas and Swanton, writes Jonaitis, "...despite their 
conscious intentions to celebrate Indian art and promote the 
equality of al1 races, nevertheless ended up contributing to the 
design of an invented culture and reinforcing a process in which 
the display of Indian art functions in a larger context of major 
ideological significance that had less to do with Native Americans 
than with c o ~ i c a t i n g  the power, authority, and dominance of the 
elite class - largely to immigrant workers ." (Aldona Jonaitis, 
"Franz Boas, John Swanton, and the New Haida Sculpture at the 
American Museum of Natural Histor~,~, The Earlv Years of Native 
American Art History: The ~ o l i t i c s  of ~cholarshi~ and Collecting, 
Ed. Janet Catherine Berlo, Seattle and London: University of - 
Washington Press, 1992, p.23.) 



importance of obtaining unaltered structures. The original 

intention was to simply manufacture a facsimile ~illage,'~ but 

this was soon followed by the discussion of a more ambitious plan 

involving the purchase of the village of Alert Bay in January 

1924 (the s i te  only two years earlier of the Cranmer potlatch 

prosecutions), since at least one of the directors questioned the 

authenticity of the poles already purchased and argued the 

facsimile "village as proposed ... would be of no real value."" 

However, this was never realized. "It requires l i t t l e  effort of 

the imagination to satisfy the mind that no single, pure example 

could now be found standing, and in a fit condition to be removed 

and re-erectedrm4* wrote Reverend John Goodfellow of the 

association's attempts to remove the entire cannery t o m  to 

Stanley Park in 1925, 

The plan to erect a 'totem pole' village using the notorious 

Kwakwaka'wakw, whose public reputation as symbolic of the whole 

coaçt had been bolstered by Boas's studies, the Curtis film, and 

the Cranmer potlatch, was sunk  in 1925 by Squamish people. 

Andrew Paull, translatox for the McKenna-McBride Commission in 

Salish territories, current secretary of the Allied Indian Tribes 

of British Columbia and future president of the North American 

4 6 . Boas' field assistant, George Hunt, was willing to build 
the facsimile village for a salary of $150 a month. (AHSA. 
Directors' Meeting Minutes, March 22, 1923, CAV Add. MSS. 336.) 

4 7 . AHSAV Annual Meeting Minutes, January 1924,. (CAV Add. MSS . 
336). 

4 8  . John C. Goodfellow, The Totem Poles in Stanlev Park, 
Vancouver, Vancouver : The Art, Historical and scientific 
Association of Vancouver, n.d., p. 15. 
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Indian ~rotherhood,'~ called a meeting with Department of Indian 

Affairs agent C. C. Perry, and members of the AHSA. Indian 

50 village committee. After the rise of the pan-Indian political 

organizations, the circumstance now required a nonoNative 

committee to negotiate and accommodate. According to minutes of 

the meeting, Paul1 cited Squamish objections, stating that the 

proposed spot was where Chief Capilano had welcomed Captain 

Vancouver, so it therefore was significant to the Squamish people 

from this historical point, and ". . .it was here that the Squamish 
kept their best fighting men, Medicine men and the place where 

al1 the Tribal Dance masks were made; in fact, it was far the 

most important of al1 their village sites.8051 As it was Squamish 

land, they did not want a Kwakwaka'wakw village. They had no 

objections to a mixed village or to unattached poles, but they 

wanted the living Squamish to be recognized." It also se- 

that they leaked news of the meeting to the local media and the 

AKSAV funding drive dried up. The four poles already purchased 

were erected and then turned over to the care of the city's Parks 

Board. 53 

While the AHSAV members bickered among themselves over the 

'authenticityl of their purchases and proposals, the reference 

". Tennant, Aboriqinal Peoples and Politics, 
120. 

50 - AHSAV Directors' Meeting Minutes, October 
Add. MSS. 336) , 

pp.89, 94, and 

9, 192,5 (CA.. 

51 , Ibid. 

52 . Ibid. 

53. Ibid. 



a historical Squamish presence had more immediate implications. 

Through the 1920s there was a problem with squatters in Stanley 

Park, especially on Deadman's Island on the south side of 

Brockton Point. in Coal Harbour itself. At the same the, one 

resident, known popularly as 'Aunt Sally' still remained at the 

old XwayXway village site on the opposite side of the point, 

facing out towards Burrard Narrows. When the Parks  Board request 

for a lease to Deadman's Island was approved in January 1929, the 

park authorities sought eviction notices to clean the park of its 

'unwanted' residents. %unt Sally' was the only Stanley Park 

resident able to establish a legal right to live i n  the park 

since she was able to prove she had lived at XwayXway for more 

than sixteen years. Her property was subsequently purchased on 

behalf of the Parks  Board by philanthropist W.C. Shelley for 

$ 1 5 , 5 0 0 . ~ ~  

In the end, the village idea was never realized, although 

Vancouver Parks Board has since bought, comissioned and erected 

a number of other free-standing poles, moving them al1 south to 

Brockton Point in 1963." Ironically, given the construction of 

First Nations societies in the Stanley Park project as something 

of the past, 'Aunt Sally' legally claimed the right to live near 

Lumbeman's Arch and the newly-erected poles. In addition, the 

two house posts and one of the free-standing poles were carved by 

famed Kwakwakatwakw carver Charlie James who died eleven years 

after their erection in Stanley Park. AHSAV members, who wanted 

5 4 .  Steele, Stanley Park, pp.32 and 50-51. 

55 . Gunn, Totem Poles. p.13. 
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"...to make the mode1 Indian Village as much as possible l i k e  the 

original habitations of the Indians in very early days, 0'56 had 

erected poles carved by a l i v i n g ,  contempo1:ary carver. The AHSAV 

project is another contribution to the creation of a modernist 

paradox that "...a culture..." can "...appear to have disappeared 

while its m e m b e r s  continue to exist.. . [, J " ~ ~  a paradax that by 

its conceptual instability was destined to implode. 

The Stanley Park poles have since become major tourist 

fixtures and are closely identified with the city's identity. The 

thunderbirds by Charlie James in particular created an evocative 

image for the park. Of al1 the poles eventually erected in 

Stanley Park, Nuytten argues that these two 

... have corne to represent a typical northwest totem 
pole in the rninds of many people. These two poles have 
been used for decades by advertising agencies, 
television stations, tourist bureaus and postcard 
printers. Line drawing versions are found on drinking 
glasses, spoons, paperweights, keychains and the whole 
gamut of t o u r i s t  kitsch. It is ahost incredible the 
way that these particular poles have popped up in 
tourist bureau hand-outs -childrenWs school books. - -  - 

encyclopedias - European guide books - Indian loré and 
craft books and so on. 58 

Behind their touristic reputation, the poles also 

constituted a site in which the conflicting claims and agendas of 

56.  AHSAV Annual Meeting Minutes, January 1924, (CAV M d .  MÇS. 
336). 

57 . Rosalind C. Morris, New Worlds from Fraaments: Film, 
Ethnoqra~hv and the Re~resentati~ 

58 . Nuytten, Totem Carvers, p. 30. 
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Native and non-Native groups were negotiated in the 1920s. The 

Stanley Park project demonstrates the ways in which the poles 

represented historical visions used to legitimize claims to 

territory in a city rapidly expanding through non-Native 

immigration. The conflation of different First Nations groups 

into an ancient, homogenous "totem pole culture" symbolized by 

the material forms of the Kwakwaka'wakw, so recently the subject 

of federal disciplinary actions, as a means of promoting the 

industrial progress of the city was brought into question by the 

Squanish. The Squamish recognized the implications of ASHAV's 

imaginative display, and forced the organization to accommodate 

their concerns. What was at stake in these claims was partially 

illustrated in Shelleyls purchase of Aunt Sallyls land for the 

Parks Board: namely, land ownership and financial compensation 

for its loss. 



Northwest Coast "Artw as N a t i o n a l  Heritage: Tvo Federaï Pro jecm 
of the Late 1920s 

International interest in Northwest Coast ob j ects and the 

popularity of displays like Stanley Park's cultivated a 

realization among Euro-Canadians culminating after the Second 

World War, that the nation indeed possessed a "... resource as 
important to...Coastal British Columbia as the pyramids are to 

Egypt or the ruins of ancient Rome to modern Italy."' The  

depletion of a Canadian heritage resource had been a concern to 

sorne in the small intellectual community in British Columbia at 

least since the turn of the century. Douglas Cole quotes 

archaeologist Charles Hill-Tout, who in 1901 "... counted himself 
as 'one of those who never cease to regret1 at the passing of so 

many treasures to the United States and felt it 'a serious 

reflection upon the Provincer that anyone wishing to study the 

region's aborigines 'must go to New York to do it. lU2 

By the standards of Hill-Tout and his concerned colleagues 

in British Columbia, Ottawa's participation in museum collecting 

in the province must have seemed tardy. The National Museum was 

not established until 1910. However, after the First World War 

Ottawa's interest in the Northwest Coast heightened. The removal 

of the Cranmer potlatch paraphernalia to Ottawa bolstered the 

National Museum's collection significantly, and the museu's 

1 . Edward L. Keithahn, Monuments in Cedar, Ketchikan, Alaska: 
Roy Anderson, 1945, p. 128. 

2 . Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.228, 
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presence in British Columbia increased dramatically from 1924 to 

the beginning of the Great Depression in 1929. Two of the most 

important projects from this period, the in situ preservation of 

totem poles along the new Canadian National Railway (QJR) line in 

the Skeena Valley and an exhibition of traditional Northwest 

Coast objects alongside the modemist paintings of Emily Carr, 

A.Y. Jackson and a number of other well known American and 

Canadian contemporary artists, form the content of this chapter. 

In promoting Northwest Coast objects not only as antiquity, but 

also as art and heritage, Marius Barbeau played an important role 

in both National Museum projects. Continuing the construction of 

Northwest Coast objects as part of the past, these activities 

also furthered the federal government's interests by promoting 

tourism in the west. After the Cramer potlatch and the 

unsanctioned removal of poles to Stanley Park, the projects 

reaffirmed as well goverment control over the objects' location 

and rneaning. 

A comparison of these projects illustrates the ways in which 

the National Museum sought to balance its roles as scientific and 

educational resource and helpmate of the state. In addition to 

promoting Canadian business interests through touristic 

representations, the construction of F i r s t  Nations objects as art 

lent a sense of prestige to the museum's collection and therefore 

its activities. Coombes argues that at this t h e  the use of the 

term *curioW or ncuriousityn hindered "any effective educational 

use of ethnographic materialw3 and undermined the museumts 

3 . Coombes, Reinventing Africa, p. 113. 
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reputation as a knowledge-producing institution. While bath 

railway and gallery projects supported similar ideological 

constructions of First Nations objects within an evolutionary 

narrative and both projects were smaller, linked components of a 

broader based strategy to encourage industrial development, the 

West Coast exhibition was instrumental in bolstering the public 

perception of the National Museum, its specialist staff and its 

programmes by philosophically legitimizing the objec ts  contained 

within the museum's spaces. 

1. The T o t e m  P o l e  Preservation Project 

While there had been some piece-meal collecting done by 

Canadian museums prior to 1910, with the arriva1 of three million 

immigrants in Canada between 1896 and 1914,' both federal and 

provincial goverment resources were concentrated on more 

formative colonial issues, like expansion of the transportation 

infrastructure. Yet, increased immigration and industrial 

activity meant increases in the funding available to the state. 

By 1909, British Columbia's Provincial Museum was able to hire C. 

F. Newcombe to reorganize its ethnological collection and publish 

his Guide to the Anthropological Collection of the Provincial 

Museum. Goverment revenues more than doubled between 1909 and 

4 . McLaren, Our ûwn Master Race, pp.46-47. This growth is 
exemplif ied in Vancouver ' s emerging urbanism. As Ormsby reports, 
the combination of industrial and agricultural expansion and 
increased immigration during this period made Vancouver a 
commercial hub and propelled it from shanty t o m  to Canada's thifd 
largest city in the forty years following its founding in 1886. 
(Ormsby, British Columbia. ) 



1911.~ In 1911, the museum provided Newcombe with a $3000 

collecting budget/ Aïthough Newcombe paid specific attention to 

acquiring monumental poles for Victoria, this local collecting 

effort was short lived, collapsing along with the provincial 

economy, in 1913. 7 

Around the same the, Ottawa's role in assembling museum 

collections from British Columbia also took a significant turn. 

In 1910, the Victoria Memorial Museum, which would later become 

the National Museum of Canada, opened in the nation's capital. 

One of Boas's doctoral students from Columbia University, Edward 

Sapir, was hired as the first chief of the museumrs 

anthropological division. Sapir pursued a strong collecting 

policy and in moves that would directly contribute to the 

strengthening of the rnuseum's focus on British Columbia 

especially after the First World War, hired Harlan Smith, Marius 

Barbeau and Diamond Jenness. 

Cole calls Barbeau "...the most aggressive collectorn of the 

three. Born in 1883, Barbeau grew up in rural Quebec and enjoyed 

a privileged education, studying law at Laval University and then 

anthropology at Oxford under a Rhodes scholarship. Even while 

out on National Museum-funded fieldwork, Barbeau collected 

privately on the side for such cornpetitor institutions as the 

American Museum of Natural History and the Heye-owned Museum of 

the American Indian in New York as well as the Royal Ontario 

- -  - 

5 . Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.229. 
6 .  Ibid. 

7 . Ibid, pp.228-231. 
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8 Museum. He also wrote on the use of First Nations subjects and 

other nationalistic "folkw motifs as the basis for a modern, 

patriotic Canadian art,g an idea that echoes the concept of a 

mosaic for the post-assimilationist mode1 for modern Canada 

popularized by John Gibbon in the 1930s. 'O In 1927, the same 

year as the West Coast exhibition, Barbeau helped organize a 

festival of French-Canadian folksongs and dances at the Chateau 

Frontenac in Quebec City. Intensely proud of his 

accomplishments, Barbeau later wrote: "1 Say that 1 had a happy 

career...because I succeeded in what 1 thought 1 should do, and 1 

had the best judgment ... because 1 was a specialist in those 
subjects. 

The emergence of institutions of "culture" at both 

provincial and federal levels and their shared interest in 

assembling collections specifically frorn the Pacific Coast 

stimulated a competition over Northwest Coast objects as matters 

of provincial and federal patrimony. In the 1920s, the federal 

government dominated this informal competition as it sought to 

not only consolidate its authority in western Canada, but also to 

assemble a distinctive national identity for both domestic and 

'. Ibid, p.267. 

9 . See: Charles Marius Barbeau, "The Indians of the Prairies 
and the Rockies: A Theme for Modern Painters, The Universitv of - - - -  

Toronto Quarterly 1 : 2 (1932) , and "~ack~rounds in canadian A&, " 
Proceedinqs and Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, Third 
Series, 35, (1941). 

10 . John Murray Gibbon, Canadian Mosaic: The Making of a 
Northern Nation, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1938, p.vii. 

11 . Charles Marius Barbeau, "1 was a Pioneer," Oracle 44 
(1982), n.p. 



international consimiption. 

While the First World War interrupted American and Canadian 

collecting efforts alike, the interest in Northwest Coast objects 

as examples of Canadian heritage intensified after 1918. In this 

period, the objects were tied to the growing issues of C a n a d i a n  

political and cultural independence. The federal government 

demanded the international communityrs acknowledgment of Canadian 

nationhood by using the 1919 Treaty of Versailles and the 

creation of the League of Nations to assert a foreign policy 

12 independent from Britainrs. At the same the, national 

identity was still in flux during the 19209, with many unsure how 

Canada could simultaneously maintain its imperial connections and 

forge its own national path. 

This uncertafnty was exemplified in Anglo-Canada's response 

to First Nations societies and their objects. On one hand, 

government policy in the 1920s ruthlessly stressed Anglo- 

confomity, not only for First Nations peoples, but also for the 

8 00,000 non-Anglo-saxon i~nmigrants'~ who had corne through 

Minister of the In t e r io r  Clif ford Sifton's 1896 "open door. "14 

12 . Bothwell et al, Canada, 1900-1945, pp.229-239. 

13 . McLaren, Our Own Master Race, p. 46. 

1 4  . Clifford Sifton, Minister of the Interior from 1896 to 
1905, announced an "open doorw m g r a t i o n  policy that led to the 
immigration wave ending in 1913. While the federal government 
sought specifically British agricultural immigrants, their l a c k  of 
success forced the relaxation of ethnically-based immigration 
quotas. "Our desire," said Sifton in 1901, 'is to promote the 
immigration of farmers and farm labourers. We have not been 
disposed to exclude foreigners of any nationality who seemed likely 
to become successful agriculturali~ts.~ (Knowles, Stranqers at Our 
Gates, pp. 58-59. ) 
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British Columbia Premier Simon Fraser T o m e  announced in 1928 

that: "We want British Columbia British and nothing el~e."'~ On 

the other hand, Northwest Coast objects had already proven to be 

attractive Canadian symbols; symbols in which American and 

European museums had expressed an interest and over which 

officiais of the various levels of Canadian government therefore 

felt obliged to exert control. 

Rumours of the purchase and export of ffve Kwakwakalwakw 

poles in 1924 seems to have galvanized the resolve of the federal 

authorities. Further investigation led to the realization that 

these poles were to remain in Canada. Two of them had been 

promised to the Vancouver Parks commissioner and were destined 

for Stanley ~ a r k . "  Rebellious potlatchers and avaricious 

foreign museums were thus not the only threats to Ottawa's 

control over objects and their meanings. 

Charles Stewart, comxnissioner of the Department of the 

Interior, in a response to a plea for the poles' preservation 

from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, an international celebrity 

sympathetic with the reform of govemment policy towards First 

Nations and to whom Stewart must have felt obliged to write 

directly, equated the efforts of AHSAV with those of the foreign 

museums and announced the federal governmentls novel solution: 

It is true that prohibiting their export 
destroys the Indians1 best market and so 
helps protect the poles, but a number have 

15 . Quoted in Roy, "British Columbia's Fear of Asians, " p. 162. 

16 . William Halliday to J. D. McLean, December 8, 1921, f r o m  
Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10185, Volume 4086, File 
507787, 



lately been sold within Canada and placed in 
public or private parks where they present a 
more or less incongruous appearance. We have 
corne to the conclusion that the best method 
will be to try and re-awaken the interest and 
pride of the Indians in the remains of their 
former art and to enlist their cooperation in 
preserving the poles where they are. 17 

However, while members of the federal qovernment professed a 

desire to preserve the poles and reawaken an "interest and pride" 

in a Yormer artrn their reasons were more "utilitarian and 

pragmatic."18 In the mid-1920s, efforts had begun in Ottawa to 

tie reconfigured poles and other objects to "... a wider network 
of influence that extended across the country through 

educational, industrial and commercial interests."lg As art 

historia Ann Morrison argues, in this wide-ranging federal 

project, n...native artistic production was...lredeemed' as part 

of Canadian art history, and ... seen as an available source for 

decorative design motifs that could be used for the production of 

manufactured and industrial products, made entirely in Canada.u20 

While Morrison specifically connects the National Gallery's 1927 

Exhibition of West Coast Art - Native and Modern to the use of 
Northwest Coast objects as a source for commercial designs, this 

connection is farther reaching. It can be seen to include other 

l7 . Charles Stewart to Arthur Conan Doyle, August 29, 1924, 
front Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10185, Volume 4086, File 
507787, 

18 . Ann Morrison, Canadian Art and Cultural Appropriation: 
Emily Carr and the ~xhibition of West Coast Art - Native and 
Modern, Vancouver: University of British Columbia Unpublished 
Master of Arts Thesis, 1991, p. 94. 

19. Ibid, p.95. - 
20. Ibid, p.94. 
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federal projects, like the preservation scheme in the Skeena 

Valley and Harlan Smith's accompanying film, The Tsimshian 

Indians of the Skeena River of British Columbia, and the printing 

of a stamp bearing the image of a totem pole in 1925. A U  of 

these were intended to promote tourism along the CNR line leading 

through the Skeena Valley to its western terminus in Prince 

Rupert, also the northern-most, major Canadian port and, not 

coincidentally, a stop on the steamship line from Olympia, 

Washington to Skagway, Alaska. 

The preservation project began in the fa11 of 1924 with 

ethnologist Barbeau sent to survey poles in Kispiox, Hazelton, 

Hagwelget, Kitsegukla, and Kitwanga by a committee that included 

Scott in his capacity as Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 

Charles Camsell, Deputy Minister of Mines, J. B. Harkin, 

Commissioner of Canadian National Parks, and Barbeau's senior at 

the museum, Edward Sapir and Barbeau himself. The museumls 

Harlan 1. Smith was sent to the Skeena Valley the following year 

to supervise the preservation of poles beginning in Kitwanga. 

Al1 the costs were paid for by the Department of Indian Affairs 

and the Canadian National Railway provided materials and a 

special engineer, T. B. ~ampbell*' ("Totem Polew Campbell as 

was later referred to by the Victoria newspaper The British 

Colonist) . 22 

Of course, the CNR had a vested interest in the project 

given that its passenger line ran adjacent to the villages and 

- - - - - 

21 . Cole, Captured Heritaqe, pp.271-273. 

2 2 . The Daily Colonist, July 19, 1929, p.2.  
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poles in question. The Skeena line and its Pacific terminus, 

Prince Rupert, were originally built in 1913 by the British-owned 

Grand T m k  Pacific Railway. It went into receivership at the 

end of the F i r s t  World War and was taken over by the federal 

government in the autumn of 1919 .23 The federal governmentms 

ability to shape the patterns of tourism and development was an 

important motivation for the program. Kitwanga had been called 

by the Montreal Gazette "...the showplace of northern British 

Columbia and, next to Niagara Falls, the most photographed spot 

in  anad da."*^ Cole quotes Smith's assertions that %teps should 

be taken to Save in s i t u  or guard until that c m  be done totem 

poles at Kitwanga, the best on the C.N. line route or they will 

go as did those at Alert Bay, the best on the steamship line~."~' 

Smith's comments illustrate the polesr place in the competition 

for tourist attention between Ottawa and local municipalities, 

like Vancouver, and suggest that the poles had an important place 

in the central goverment's plans for the over-al1 development of 

the province, details of which were not shared with local 

2 3 . When the Grand Trunk Pacific f irst drew up plans for 
Prince Rupert and the Skeena rail line, they claimed Prince Rupert 
as the best natural harbour on the entire Pacific Coast. It was 
two days closes to the Orient than either Vancouver or San 
Francisco and thus gave the railway clah to the shostest round- 
the-world route between its train and steamship lines. Promotional 
material recounted glowing reports of the possibilities of fishing 
and logging industries along the coast and f a d n g  in the interior. 
Landscape architects Brett and Hall of Boston were hired to make 
Prince Rupert the most beautiful city in North America. (Phylis 
Bowman, Whistlinq Throuqh the Wind, Prince Rupert: P. Bowman, 
1980. ) 

2 4 . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.272. 

2 5 . Harlan Smith, quoted in Ibid, p.271. 
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government . 
The federal government was under considerable pressure to 

turn the now publicly-owned Company into a profitable enterprise, 

Tourism was one component of their plan to do soOZ6 The federal 

government saw the poles as an important attraction in the use of 

tourism and the development of the transportation infrastructure 

that comected northern British Columbia overland to Edmonton and 

the east and along the coast to Vancouver and the mainland United 

States in the south. hirchases of poles, such as AHSAV1s from 

Aiert Bay for Stanley Park and the first sale of a Gitxsan pole 

in 1923 (to New York's American Museum of Natural History), 27 

directly threatened the financial viability of the plan by 

relocating the attractions away from the steamship and train 

lines and thus funneling tourists away from the new regional 

development in the northwest. 

It was also important in this development scheme to secure 

government authority over land distribution and the utilization 

of natural resources. The potlatch ban served this objective in 

its attempt to erase indigenous modes of authority and resource 

control. The reconfiguration of the poles as touristic reminders 

of a "primitiven past contributed as well through increasing the 

commodity status of ceremonial objects. As touristic signposts, 

the poles were removed from fulfilling a function in contemporary 

life as territorial markers or as indica&rs of relevant 

leadership status. In this sense then, the federal display 

26 Bothwell et al, Canada 1900-1945, p.179. 

*' . Cole, Captured Heritage, , p. 272.  
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"with $5.00 worth of tools and $10.00 worth of plaster could 

out one of these plaques per day before breakfast for several 

~eeks."~~And while one of Smith's plaster casts made its way 

into Scott ' s departmental art collection, 'O the promotion of a 

contemporary arts industry was discussed only briefly and never 

in detail. Smith asked Scott, "Should I vigorously encourage 

manufacture and s a l e  as souvenirs of baskets, blankets, paddles, 

etc. and al1 such artistic things as they may make in the 

future?N31 Scott was uninterested in directing departmental 

resources to this kind of activity, although Smith's suggestions 

later influenced promotional activists like Aïice Ravenhill and 

George Raley in the 1930s and 1940s, as discussed in chapters 4 

and 5. 

As for the preservation of the poles themselves, " [t 1 he 

initial step was to gain the goodwill and consent of the Indian 

owners of the poles," wrote Smith in a 1926 project summary 

published in the National Museumrs Annual Report, "This was not 

easy, for  they were unfavourably disposed toward white men in 

general, and particularly toward Goverment of fi ci al^.^^' And 

while Smith failed to mention s p e c i f i c  legislation that might 

". Harlan 1. Smith to Duncan Campbell Scott, November 11, 
1925, from Indian Affairs, Black Series, RG 810, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2. 

30 . Collins to Scott, March 19, 1932. 

31 . Edward Sapir, quoting Harlan 1. Smith,  to Duncan Campbell 
Scott, June 15, 1925, from Indian Aifairs, Black Series, RG #IO, 
Volume 4086, File 507787-2. 

32 . Harlan 1. Smith, "Restoration of Totem Poles in British 
Columbia, " National Museum of Canada Annual Report for 1926, 
Ottawa: King's Printer, 1928. 
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have displeased the Gitxsan owners, he nonetheless listed a 

series of grievances some of which, he suggested, were "no doubt 

real, some imaginary . n33 

The white men had settled on their land and 
were pushing the Indians more and more to the 
wall; they had built canneries on the coast 
that were destroying al1 the fish; they were 
cutting al1 the best timber in the country so 
that within a few years none would remain for 
the Indian; they sold whisky in Government 
liquor stores and put the Indians in jail 
when they drank it. A few years ago, they 
had prohibited the erection of totem-poles; 
w h y  did they w i s h  now to preserve 

As Smith admitted himself, this was a difficult position to 

explain. "Much tact and patience were necessary to answer these 

and other objections the Indians raised to any interference with 

their poles, but in the end most of the difficulties were happily 

With permission from the pole owners, Smith hired labourers, 

found grave1 and hauled it to the sites, cut wood poles to 

reinforce damaged crest poles, obtained permission t o  relocate 

some of the poles next to the rail lines, and trinnned the tops of 

trees that may have obscured the view from passing trains 

(figures 12 through 14) . He also made plans for the erection of 

"show signs so tourists may have chance to see poles at each 

place where in sight of trainsw36 and labeled the restored 

3 3 Ibid. - 
3 4  . Ibid. 

35 Ibid. 

3 6 . Harlan 1. Smith field report, Kitwanga, July 22, 1925, 
p.  4, Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence, Box 
429, File 83. 
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37 poles. The field seasons of 1925 and 1926 saw the restoration 

of sixteen poles in the villages of Kispiox and Kitwanga, but 

Smith's optimism about the situation was short lived. 

Two incidents in 1926 contributed to the increasing 

difficulty of Smith's work and made legislation that in theory 

echoed the project's preservationist intentions and in practice 

ensured Ottawa's control appear al1 the more urgent. The first 

incident occurred in April 1926, when Wallis A. Olen of 

Clintonville, Wisconsin contacted first Harlan Smith and then 

Diamond Jenness, Edward Sapir's replacement as chief of the 

Anthropology Division at the National Museum, about purchasing a 

crest pole. Jenness then contacted Scott about the legality of 

shipping poles outside of Canada without governrnent 

38 authorization. Scott replied that n...unfortunately there is 

no legal authority preventing the shipping of these totem poles 

outside of Canada but 1 do not think it is advisable for Mr. Olen 

to be made aware of t h i ~ ? ~  

In the second incident, Chief Seamadaks (variously spelt 

Semideck or Semidec, and also featured in Smith's film, see 

figure 15) of Kitwanga, the village in which Harlan Smith was 

37 . Harlan 1. Smith field reports, Hazelton, June 15, 1925, 
pp.1-3 and Kitwanga, July 22, 1925, pp.1-5, Canadian Museum of 
Civilization, Sapir Correspondence, Box 429, File 83. 

38. Diamond Jenness to Duncan Campbell Scott, April 8 and 10, 
1926; Duncan Campbell Scott to Diamond Jenness, April 9, 1926, from 
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence, Box 432, 
File 34. 

3 9 . Duncan Campbell Scott to Diamond Jenness, April 9, 1926, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence, Box 
432, File 3 4 ,  
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working, sought to sel1 a pole for $330 and ten masks for an 

additional $70 to cover medical expenses. The North West Biscuit 

Company of Edmonton was the potential buyer and Scott's own 

direct correspondence to Seamadaks had little effect in 

dissuading hh." Jenness and Scott had drafted legislation by 

the end of the same month that extended government jurisdiction 

over the poles, making it illegal to taper in any way with any 

"Indian grave-house, carved grave-pole, totem-pole, carved house- 

post or large rock embellished with paintings or carvingsu" 

without government permission. In the various se-writes, Scott 

and Jenness worded the legislation specifically to include 

control of First Nations individuals under the a~nendment.'~ This 

gave the Department of Indian Affairs veto power over the sale of 

any pole on reserve land and thus, in tandem with the 

goverment's ability to declare sites and objects part of 

Canada's national heritage, the power to control the destination 

of al1 poles. Once again the authority of the Department of 

Indian Affairs under Scott's direction asserted itself and 

disempowered First Nations peoples. Cole remarks: 

Where enforceable, this prevented private 

4 0 Chief Seamadaks to Harian 1. Smith, October 7, 1926; 
Harlan 1. Smith to Duncan Campbell Scott, November 10, 1926 and 
July 21, 1926; Duncan Campbell Scott to Chief Searnadaks, November 
15, 1926; and Duncan Campbell Scott to North West Biscuit Company, 
July 22, 1926, from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, 
Volume 4086, File 507787-2, 

4 1 . Diamond Jemess to Duncan Campbell Scott, April 28, 1926; 
Duncan Campbell Scott to Diamond Jenness, April 26, 1926 and May 5, 
1926, from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir Correspondence, 
Box 432, File 3 4 .  

'*. Ibid. - 



sales, but did not seriously impede sales to 
public institutions. Nor did it affect 
exports. Indian Affairs policy - and National 
Museum advice - was that poles should be 
preserved in s i t u  where they were potential 
tourist attractions, but where they stood far 
of the travel routes, as at Cape Mudge or in 
the Nass valley, they should be in museums. 
If Canadian museums could not afford them - 
and in the 1930s few could - they should be 
allowed to be sold a b r ~ a d . ~ ~  

In both Seamadaks and Olen cases, the government halted 

initial sales. The Seamadaks pole would come back to haunt 

Scott, however, and is perhaps indicative of how Smith and the 

other workers associated with the Totem Pole Preservation 

Cormittee failed to gain the trust and cooperation they claimed 

in their correspondence. Seamadaks first refused to grant 

permission to touch his two poles in Kitwanga, the one village 

where Smith had had any semblance of success in the project. 

Furthemore, despite an ownership dispute interna1 to Kitwanga 

and rooted in the intricacies of the Gitxsan potlatch system, 

Seamadaks went ahead and sold the pole to the Hudson's Bay 

Company for add insult to injury, the removal 

of the pole was done under the supervision of the CNR engineer, 

T. B. Campbell, without the permission of the Department of 

4 5 Indian Affairs. Scott was forced to grant permission for the 

- 

4 3 . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.278. 

4 4 . Report of Royal Canadian Mounted Police Constable T.E.E. 
Greenfield, Kitwanga, October 10, 1928, and November 29, 1928 
(statement of Ada Fowler), from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # 
C-10186, Volume 4086, File 507787-2. 

45 . Edgar Hyde to Duncan Campbell Scott January 31, 1929, 
from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2. 
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pole's sale after the fact because of his own employeevs failure 

to notify the department. Scott and the c o d t t e e  w e r e  further 

caught in that if they had themselves bought the pole and 

preserved it on site, they would have been forced to pay not only 

for any new poles they wished to conserve, but also for the ones 

they had already fini~hed.'~ 

The amendment to control pole sales coincided with a second 

amendment to the Indian Act in 1927 aimed at blocking First 

Nations abilities to further claims to land within the judicial 

system. First Nations individuals and groups now had to gain 

written permission from the Department of Indian Affairs before 

hiring a solicitor. This effectively resulted in a ban on land 

claims activities and was in direct response to petitions made by 

the pan-Indian political organization the Allied Tribes of 

British Columbia under the leadership of Andrew Paul1 and Peter 

Kelly and the legal direction of Arthur E. OrMeara, an Ontario 

lawyer and Anglican minister associated with the primarily Euro- 

Canadian group, Friends of the Indians. The Allied Tribes were 

themselves responding to the reneging on the First Nations right 

to consent to or deny reserve cut-offs in the provincial-federal 

4 7 McKenna-McBride Agreement. Together, these amendments, along 

with the Cranmer potlatch prosecutions, represent a multi-pronged 

federal attack on indigenous leadership structures and an attempt 

at consolidating federal authority throughout the 1920s. One of 

4 6  . Duncan Campbell Scott to Edgar Hyde, January 9, 1929, from 
Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2, 

4 7 . Tenant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, p. 157. 
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the results of t h i s  was a heightened tension between Native and 

non-Native groups. 

When Smith and the crew moved on to Kitsegukla in 1927, they 

were handed a protest petition signed by fifteen Kitsegukla 

chiefs and forbidden to touch any of the poles. The blame for 

this came back to Tom Campbell of Hazelton (who, when later 

arrested for potlatching in 1931, was described by Agent Mortimer 

as the "I.W.W. typen). Campbell, whose portrait was painted by 

Langdon Kihn (figure 16) and included in the 1927 exhibition, 4 8 

refused to let Smith touch two of his poles, claiming they had 

been cut d o m  by provincial road crews and that he had not yet 

received compensation. The blame for this was laid by the local 

Indian Agent, Edgar Hyde, on "'...p ropaganda spread by Tom 

Campbell,' who alleged that the government intended to move 

villages and give the old ones to the railway 'and other such 

nonsense.'n49 In one letter, Hyde wrote that "Tom Campbell is one 

of the worst agitators in the Agency known as such to both 

Indians and Whites alike, he is very bitter towards the White 

people and any kind of government and gives vent to his feelings 

4 8 . W. Langdon EWm, an American, had twelve canvases, mostly 
portraits, included in the National Gallery's 1927 Exhibition of - 
Canadian West Coast Art Native and Modern. Kihn had gone to the 
Skeena in 1924 with Barbeau and stayed in Kitwancool for nine 
months . Morrison suggests that the-original impetus for the 
exhibition was Barbeau's idea to exhibit Kihn's paintings alongside 
Northwest Coast objects, an idea that was then expanded to include 
Canadian painters by Eric Brown and the gallery's board of 
trustees. (Morrison, Canadian Art and Cultural Appropriation, 
pp.12-28.) 

4 9  . Cole, Captured Heritage, p.275. 



when opportunity afford~.~~* Smith also 

troublemaker, citing other reasons for 

home brew, the unsettled land question, 

singled Campbell out as a 

the opposition: "tao much 

broken promises by an 

earlier photographer, white jealousy at not being hired for the 

work, a missionary' s opposition to preservation, and the Indians ' 
fear that the government would own the poles if it spent money 

preserving them. w51 

When the people in Kitsegukla heard of Seamadaks successful 

sale, a l 1  the poles in Kitsegukla went up for sale, 52 

Ironically, the collecting activities of committee member Barbeau 

undermined the ability of the committee to realize its 

objectives. In 1927, Barbeau was also collecting for the Royal 

Ontario Museum. He bought nearly $1000 wosth of objects more 

than the museum had budgeted as he was certain he could sel1 the 

surplus at a profit to Heye and the Museum of the American Indian 

in New York. 5 3 As Cole writes, Barbeau's career ",,,was now 

launched as a collecter in 'a purely personal' as well as 

off icial ca~acity. "54 When Barbeau offered $600 for a pole in 

the Nass River and was turned dom, he began negotiating an offer 

50 . Edgar Hyde to Duncan Campbell Scott, June 25, 1927, fxom 
Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2, 

Cole, Captured Heritage, p.275. 

52 .  Edgar Hyde to Duncan Campbell Scott, January 31, 1929, 
from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2, 

53 Cole, Captured Heritaqe, pp.268-269. 

Ibid, p.269. 
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for $1000 The price of each pole in Kitsegukla then went to 

$1000, a price deemed unacceptable by the federal Totem Pole 

Prese~ation Committee especially after  they had managed to 

preserve poles in Kitwanga and Kispiox without any payment at 

a11. 56 

Smith then moved down to Kitselas Canyon, a village not 

included in Barbeau's initial 1924 report. Barbeau was further 

opposed to the restoration of the poles at Kitselas, even though 

Smith noted that al1 fifteen poles could be seen from the rail 

line. Cole reports that Barbeau then sought to undermine Smith's 

work, perhaps in order to secure his own ability to deal 

independently in poles away from the villages in the 1924 survey, 

since Barbeau was actively acting as an agent in the sale of 

totem poles outside his capacity with the National Museum. s1 

As with the Kwakwaka'wakw, Gitxsan reasons for participation 

in the preservation programme or for se l l ing  their poles and 

other objects varied. Increasing financial difficulty, for 

example, contributed to certain sales. Barbeau was successful in 

freelance collecting in 1927 partly because of the "failure of 

the 1927 fisheryensB The sa le  of older poles may have been one 

strategy as well of funding a cycle of potlatches for a the next 

55 . Marius Barbeau to Duncan Campbell Scott, May 1, 1930, 
from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2. 

5 6 . G e  Ce Mortimer to Duncan Campbell Scott, December 3, 1930, 
from Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10186, Volume 4086, File 
507787-2, 

57 . Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.276. 

sa . Ibid, p.269. - 



generation of Gitxsan leaders. 

The non-Native perspective for the preservation can be 

glimpsed in Smith's film (figure 17), The Tsimshian Indians of 

the Skeena River of British Columbia, made during the 

preservation field work as one of Smith's responsibilities with 

the museurn and discussed in detail by Rosalind  orr ris.^^ The 

opening title reads "The Canadian National Railway speeds through 

the mountain walled valleys of British Columbia toward the land 

of the Tsimshian, where totem poles and costumed Indians recall 

the glories of a vanished past. u60 Morris, although apparently 

unaware of the film's relationship to Smith's work for the 

preservation committee, argues that the motif of travel in the 

film was a device intended to emphasize the distance of the 

Tsimshian from the film's non-Native audience. Travel in the 

film operated both spatially and temporally,61 a process 

physically replicated in train travel. Through the results of 

Smith's preservation efforts, traveling through the valley and 

along the preserved poles was akin to traveling back in t h e .  

What the project offered in terms of attracting visitors to the 

region, then, was a "trope of travel ... at one with those accounts 
of exploration and discovery that so entertained the previous 

generation. H62 Morris l s paradox of simultaneity, "the 

contradiction...of cultural disappearance and physical 

5 9 . Morris, New Worlds from Fragments, pp. 66-77. 
6 0 .  Ibid. 

61. Ibid, p. 69. 

62 . Ibid, p. 69. 
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~urvival,"~~ that disrupted the narrative of social evolution was 

mediated by the idea that the past could a c t i o n  within a 

modernist framework: as heritage resource or a commodity. It was 

for this reason that Scott and the rest of the committee in 

Ottawa could brook no challenges from Vancouver, Edmonton, or the 

American museums. The "inauthentic" erection of these wheritagen 

monuments outside their place of origin would undermine the 

ability to control the location and meaning of the objects and 

their usefulness in constructing a particular vision of "modernw 

Canada and as a resource for the railway and other tourism 

industries, 

Only two more poles were preserved following the disastrous 

1927 field season because owners were demanding $1000 for every 

pole on the reserve before consenting to preservation work. 64 

Cole suggests, I think shortsightedly, that the Gitxsan 

perspective relates primarily to the sharing of any economic 

benefit received by the railway. Even in 1927, this would only 

be a small benefit in comparison to the over-al1 value of the 

poles, with their connections to the ownership of inherited 

territories and resources - especially considering the scope of 
Euro-Canadian plans for the region between 1904 and the end of 

the 1920s. 

At this point, Gitxsan resistance differed from both 

Squamish and Kwakwaka'wakw examples discussed in previous 

chapters. With the Cranmer potlatch, land rights were not so 

-- 

6 3 , - Ibid, p.55. 

64 
, Cole, Captured Heritage, p.276-277. 
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explicitly at stake as with the Stanley Park and Skeena Valley 

projects. The suggestion made by government officials that their 

intention was to preserve the Gitxsan poles for future 

generations obscured their primary concern for the valleyls 

industrial development through the use of the poles as tourist 

attractions. Furthemore, the erection of Kwakwaka'wakw poles on 

land claimed by the Squamish was a kind of intrusion. On the 

other hand, much of the Gitxsan resistance can be related to the 

vibrant social significance the poles still served within the 

Gitxsan communities in conjunction with attempts by federal 

authorities to control Gitxsan political and social life (and 

that of the coastal peoples in general) through the potlatch ban, 

the prohibition of land clairns activities, and the prohibition of 

pole sales. While the demand for such substantial amounts for 

the poles may have been a symptom, the root problem was the 

duplicity of Euro-Canadian officials. The most common cornplaint 

from the Gitxsan villages was that if the government spent money 

on the poles, the Gitxsan themselves would no longer own them. 

State officials argued that they were simply keeping the owners' 

memories alive and yet repeatedly blocked sales they did not 

approve of. One b g h t  ask what the point of ownership is if the 

orner has lost the right of disposal, either through sale or 

transport. What did 'ownershipl mean, if anything, under this 

kind of definition? 

III. The National Gallery and the Exhibition of Canadian West 
Coast art - N a t i v e  and Modern 

The mediation of Morris's paradox of simultaneity was also 
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fashioned in the realm of Vine artmu The success of Canada's 

modernist contributions to the Colonial art exhibitions in London 

in the early 1920s led to French requests for a representative 

exhibition in Paris in March 1927. The French requests resulted 

in a show in part organized by Eric Brown, director of the 

National Gallery and held at the Musée du Jeu de Paume. It 

included modernist paintings by Brown's favoured Group of Çeven 

as well as others like Homer Watson, Maurice Cullen, Clarence 

Gagnon, Jock MacDonald, and James Morrice. The landscape content 

was of course inescapable and was supplemented by a selection of 

Northwest Coast sculpture6' and fabrics, contributed by National 

Museum director Collins on the suggestion of Duncan Campbell 

Scott, 66 again using his position in Indian Affairs to further 

his passion for the arts. A critic with Figaro Artistique noted 

that the Northwest Coast objects were ",..really unusual and 

handled with undeniable skill. They will interest the 

curious . ..." 67 Furthemore, the exhibition's inclusion of 

Northwest Coast objects was in line with the goverment's policy 

of using the indigenous products of British Columbia to advertise 

the country. 

65.  The National Museum's annual report of 1926-27 states that 
"nine of the best examples of British Columbia native carvings were 
lent to the National Gallery for exhibition a t  Paris, France, with 
the Wembley collection of Canadian paintings." 

6 6 Diamond Jenness to Duncan Campbell Scott, March 25., 1927, 
from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Jenness Correspondence, Box 
432, File 34, 

67 . Translated and quoted in Annual Report of the Board of 
Trustees for the Fiscal Year 1927-28, Ottawa: National Gallery 
Canada, 1928, p.14. 
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That Primitivism would play an important role in the self- 

definition of a new, essentially European, industrialized state 

exemplifies Daniel Miller's assertion that w[s]ince meaning is 

often defined through oppositions, dominant groups may often be 

found not only to construct material representations of their own 

interests, but also to project models of those which they define 

themselves in opposition And while this as an artistic 

strategy is most closely associated with Paris around the t h e  of 

the First World War, the specific use of Northwest Coast material 

in conjunction with the modernist treatment of the Canadian 

landscape distinguishes the project as distinctively Canadian. 

Modernism, especially with references to primivistic oppositions, 

signifies membership in an international capitalist industrial 

modernity. The premodern operates as the negative defining the 

positive space, as a geographic trope, and as the foundation on 

and over which the industrial state is built. To employ such a 

strategy in the cultural heart of France, claimed by the state as 

one of Canada's own founding societies, is also a coming-of-age 

statement. That Canada was asserting itself internationally as 

culturally distinct coincides with an important shift in its 

relationship with Britain and the British Empire. 6 9 

The domestic version of the Paris exhibit opened at the 

National Gallery in December 1927. In retrospect, it should have 

been an auspicious opening since it was the first t h e  the 

-- 

68 . Daniel Miller, "Primitive Art and the Necessity of 
Primitivism to Art, The Myth of Primitivism: ~ e r s ~ e c t h e s  on Art, 
Ed. Susan Hiller, London and New York: Routledge, 1991, p.58. 

6 9 . Bothwell et al, Canada, 19004945, pp.229-244. 
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National Gallery of Canada had put Canadian P i r s t  Nations -artw 

on display, let alone include a living First Nations painter with 

a selection of Canada's best known and most critically accepted 

modern artists. The Canadian West Coast Exhibition Native and 

~odern'~ under the cooperative direction of the Gallery's Eric 

Brown and National Museum ethnologist Barbeau collected together 

anonymous Northwest Coast ceremonial objects from the museum's 

shelves, objects borrowed from other Canadian institutions 

(especially the Royal Ontario Museum), works by the recentiy 

deceased Haida carver Charles Edenshaw and living Coast Tsimshian 

painter Frederick Alexie (a protege of Barbeau), and paintings by 

members of the Group of Seven, Langdon Kihn, Peggy Nichol and 

Emily Carr for a teleological statement about the development of 

Canadian art, Much of the exhibition's intention centred on 

creating a visual mosaic through combining ethnic streams into a 

contemporary expression, giving new painters an artificial 

historical pedigree for referencing; one that also said something 

about the spirit of the country. It was not as much about a 

Northwest Coast "artm as it was about the utility of First 

Nations objects and the landscape to the construction of a new, 

unique and wholly Canadian artistic style. 

Then again, perhaps it was sadly appropriate to the 

rnarginalized position of First Nations peoples that the opening 

-. - - . -- - .. . . . . 

7 O . This exhibition is also discussed in Diana Nemiroff, 
"Modernism, Nationalism and Beyond: A Critical History of 
Exhibitions of First Nations A& Land, Spirit, ~owe;: First 
Nations Art at the National Gallery of Canada, E d s .  Diana 
Nemiroff, Robert Houle, and Charlotte Townsend-Gault, Ottawa: 
~ational-  aller^ of canada, 1992, pp. 15-41. 
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was poorly advertised and even more poorly attended, despite the 

National Museum's 1927-28 Annual Report and its suggestion that 

the exhibit "proved so successful that it was shown later in 

Toronto and in MontreaLW7' "It was horrid," note Carr in her 

diary a t  the time, "No invitations were sent out except to a few 

artists and those in the building. Others were angry at getting 

no cards or notices except the eleventh hour general invitation 

that came too late to be taken.n72 

Carr criticized the general lack of recognition for her 

nationalistic paintings that she felt the poor organization and 

sparse attendance suggested. "Dominated by dead England and 

English traditions," she lamented, "they are decorating their 

tombstones while living things clamour to be fed. w73 And this 

she took personally, since she had woven her own sense of 

artistic self so tightly with the leaning, picturesque crest 

poles, tumbled old villages and forests of the coast. "[Tlhey 

al1 Say 1 have more of the spirit of the Indian than the 

others .... 1 loved the country and the people more than the others 

who have painted her. It was my own country, part of the West 

and me."" The inclusion of named F i r s t  Nations artists like 

Alexie and Edenshaw, apparently not noticed by Carr in the throes 

of her own anxieties, has since become an obscure, albeit 

7 1 . National Museum of Canada, Annual Report 1927-28, p. 

72. Emily 
Carr, Toronto - 
pp.11-12. 

. Ibid, - 
74. Ibid. 

Carr, Hundreds and Thousands; The Journals of Ehily 
and Vancouver: Clarke, Imin and Company, 1966, 

p.12. 

pp. 9-12, 
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telling, footnote in the history of Canadian art. Carr showed no 

recognition, empathy, or identification with the Northwest Coast 

artists exhibited with her, one of whom was still alive, and yet 

claimed to "understandu the peoples better than anyone else. The 

artistic avant-garde use of the local "premodernN was just as 

appropriative as the state-directed constructions of nationalist 

identity in projects like the Skeena preservation programme. 

In 1927, Canada's Diamond Jubilee seemed entirely the right 

time to install an exhibition in Ottawa with such historicist 

references and with such a bold inclusive statement about 

Canadian artistic identity. It now also seems a chillingly 

ironic choice for such an exhibit given the then recent adoptions 

of sections 140 and 141 of the Indian Act  and the suppression of 

both potlatching and land claims. Brown, Barbeau, painters like 

A. Y. Jackson and Edwin Holgate, Canada' s "worthwhiles, " in 

Carr's words, "people who really count and are shaping a nation 

[,]...al1 so big and broad, ...so proud of the bigness of their 

country, so anxious to probe its sou1 and understand itr u75 

sought a vehicle for expression in Northwest Coast subject matter 

and in doing so carved out an artistic metaphor for First Nations 

people that mirrored the federal goverment's assimilationist 

policies. "Enough ... remains of the old arts," wrote Brown in the 
catalogue preface, "to provide an invaluable mine of decorative 

design which is available to the student for a host of different 

purposes and possessing for the Canadian artist in particular the 

unique quality of being entirely national in its origin and 

' .  - Ibid. 
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The catalogue illustrates the mechanics of the exhibition's 

construction. Following Brown's preface, Barbeau sketches a 

brief introduction establishing the international stature of 

"West Coast Indian Art," then comments on basic concepts of 

content and function. The catalogue itself is then divided into 

two basic sections, seemingly along a loose chronological 

arrangement with the first providing part explanations of object 

categories, and the second listing, without explanation, the 

Euro-Canadian paintings of the Group of Seven and the others. 

The difference between the two parts is characteristic of the 

difference between art and anthropological exhibits, with 

anthropological displays designed to educate and art exhibits 

assuming prior knowledge appropriate to the connoisseur class. 

What makes this catalogue special is the juxtaposition of the two 

modes in a single work. 

The installation itself was more integrated, with paintings 

side by side with ceremonial objects thus implying both stylistic 

affinities and a hierarchy. The indigenous objects, although 

prominent, were arranged in display cases and in museum-like 

groupings that reinforced the sense of the Euro-Canadian 

depictions as something of the present and the "artifacts" as of 

the past. In this way, the exhibition's curatorial strategy 

privileged the modernist paintings. 

Affinities on the one hand contributed to the inspiration of 

76 . Eric Brown, in National Gallery of Canada, Exhibition of 
Canadian West ~ o a s t  Art - Native and ~Gdern, ~oronto: Art   aller^ 
of Toronto, 1928, p.3. 
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modernist painters and on the other legitimized the Northwest 

Coast objects as wart-" The exhibition c m  then be viewed within 

the context of early attempts at explaining and 

institutionalizing "primitive artu and draws immediate comparison 

77 with Franz Boasr Primitive Art, published the same year. Like 

Boas, Barbeau chose to emphasize the aesthetic refinement of the 

northern coastal groups, whose "... artists have left works of art 
that count among the outstanding creations of mankind in the 

sphere of plastic or decorative beauty. ''* However, Boas 

constructed the objects  as "art" in order to prove the "equality" 

or "civilizationw of the people who produced it, and thus his 

text operated on a metonymic level with objects standing for the 

originating nations. Boas does not seem to have been concerned 

with using the Native "premodernW to construct American 

nationalisrn. 

Brown and Barbeau and the way in which they utilize the 

objects of the Northwest Coast as a source of inspiration for 

modernist painters echoed the modernist wdiscoveryw of African 

and other non-Western arts in Europe just prior to the First 

World War. Marianna Torgovnick describes the process and its 

implications: 

A group without an 'artr and 'aesthetics' can be 
thought to lack 'culturer and 'political integrity;' it 
can then be 'discovered' and 'developedr by 'superior' 
groups, that is those with both 'artr and 'culture.' 
Any challenge to the designation of 'artr for African, 
Oceanic, and Native American pieces thus flirts 

". Franz Boas, Primitive Art, New York; Dover Publications, 
1955. 

7 8  . Barbeau, in National Gallery, West Coast Cataloque, p.80 .  



dangerously with modes of thought that  made the 
appropria7tgion of land from primitive peoples 
possible . 

Despite the shared strategies of equating beauty with art, 

an evolutionary hierarchy was more important to the structure of 

the West Coast catalogue entries than to Boas's Primitive Art, 

Within the object categories, a subtext of differing creative 

sophistication ranks both the objects and their producers. Haida 

mode1 poles with "...[ tlheir refined stylization coupled with a 

touch of feeling and realism, and the clever grouping of figures 

along the slender shafts, disclose the outstanding 

characteristics of Haida art at its be~t."'~ Tsimshian and Haida 

masks "[ais both varieties belong to the northern nations...are 

often from the hands of the best carvers. From the north to 

the south, the hierarchy steps lead downward. Thus, "the 

southern tribes, on the other hand (the Kwakiutl and the Nootka) 

could not boast of like refinement,w82 their style, ". . .is either 
a degenerate form of the northern art or, else, it represents an 

early stage, beyond which the southern West Coast tribes did not 

advance. 

Towards the end of the first catalogue listing, Edenshaw 

79 . Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, 
Modern Lives, Chicago and London: University of Chicago, 1990, 

80 . National Gallery, West Coast Catalogue, p .7 .  

''. Ibid, p-4-  - 
8 2 .  Ibid, p.4. - 
83 . Ibid, p.9. - 
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appears within an introduction to Haida argillite carvings, which 

according to the text, emerge after 1850, "... when the w h i t e  

strangers s h o w e d  their interest in native  souvenir^.^^' The best 

of the argillite poles are attributed to Edenshaw and his 

"faithful Tlingit slavem who "spent much of their lives in 

friendly rivalry, carving figures of al1 kinds .... Charles 

Edenshaw, a Haida carver (circa 1839-1920), lived and worked at 

Massett, Skidegate, Port Simpson and Kasaan. He was 

commissioned by Boas and the American Museum of Natural History 

through John Swanton to prepare a series of mode1 poles and 

houses which, as Jonaitis argues convincingly, became the 

stylistic paradigm for nclassicn Haida art. 87 Furthemore, Boas 

makes a number of references to Edenshaw in Primitive Art, either 

through illustrating Edenshawfs work or through discussing 

Edenshawfs explanations of specific imaged8 T h e  recognition of 

Edenshaw, while cursory at b e s t  in the catalogue, was essential 

given this kind of international attention. 

The last four entries of the first section cover the gradua1 

bleeding from one group to another. Bracelets, made from 

". Ibid, p.11. 

85. Ibid, p.11. The description of a cornpetition between 
~denshawand his 'faithful Tlingit slaven does not appear anywhere 
else in the literature, including, most importantly, Margaret B. 
Blaclanan,  During My Time: Florence Edenshaw Davidson, a Haida 
Woman, Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1982. 

86 . Holm, "Will the Real Charles Edenshaw Please Stand Up?" 
p.177. 

8 7 . Jonaitis, T r a n z  Boas, John Swanton, and the New Haida 
Sculpture, " pp. 22-61. 

BB . Boas, Primitive Art, pp. 158, 193, 201, 212, and 275. 
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hammered w~exican"e9 dollar coins, are singled out as an 

innovation of the nineteenth century. They are followed by the 

two paintings by Alexie (one of which had been purchased by A. Y. 

Jackson and then loaned to the exhibit), identified by Barbeau as 

".. .an old Tsimsyan half-breed [sic] of Port ~impson. 
Frederick Alexie (figure 18) was born in Port Simpson in 1853.91 

Alexie's father was part of a small group of Iroquois brought to 

the Pacific coast in the 1830s by the Hudson's Bay Company. His 

mother was a Coast Tsimshian, thus Alexie belonged to the 

gispawadwada clan of the Giludzar Tsimshian. According to 

Barbeau, he was trained as a halait carver responsible for the 

production of naxnox or secret society paraphernaliag2 but was 

described by Viola Garfield in a 1934 unpublished manuscript as 

"... a good natured, highly volatile and imaginative personw with 
"...little formal training in painting and drawing, either by 

white or native teachers..." and whose paintings "...are done in 

a stilted manner with very little regard for perspective .... n 93 

8 9 . National Gallery, West Coast Catalogue, p.13. 

90 . Ibid, p.13. 

See Marius Barbeau, "Frederick Alexie : A Primitive, " 
Canadian Review of Music and Art 3:11 and 12 (1945), pp.19-22. 
Barbeau received his information in a letter from William Benyon 
dated November 17, 1944 and now found in the Barbeau ~orthwest 
Coast Files at the Centre for the Study of Canadian Folklore, 
Canadian Museum of Civilization (Reference: B-F-159.4). Alexie is 
also discussed in: Ronald W. Hawker, "Rederick Alexie: Euro- 
Canadian Discussions of a First Nations Artist, " Canadian Journal 
of Native Studies, 11:2 (19911, pp.229-252, and Deidre (Tedds) 
Simmons, "History of Contemporary Canadian Indian Art, European 
Review of native American Studies 5: 1 (1991) . 

92. Ibid. - 
93. Viola Garfield, "Wood Carving and Painting, unpublished 



Barbeau mites: 

The two paintings by Fred IUexeeg4 [sic] 
might be placed among the primitives of 
Canadian art here exhibited. They are worth 
special notice. In European countries 
primitive paintings have been prized for 
their naivete, their charm and the historical 
perspective which they confer upon the 
development of art. In Canada this category 
has so far eluded search, if we except Indian 
art pure and simple. 95 

Barbeau later added: "The totem-like features and plastic 

treatment of the figures shown here belong partly to the art of 

the North West Coast Indians and partly to the conceptions of the 

white people within the fold of the church. This blend of two 

cultures...is a rare accident at the frontiers of two worlds- It 

makes his paintings and carvings exceptional, fascinating, 

significant. . . w96 

Through his inclusion of Alexie, Barbeau opens up a new 

facet to the narrative of social evolution. In this discussion, 

Alexie's paintings are used to mediate the m y t h  of cultural 

extinction and the physical survival of First Nations peoples by 

serving as stepping stone from the old to the new, from 

"primitivism" to "modernity." Alexie becomes the missing link, 

bridging the "Native pastn with the "Euro-Canadiann present. In 

-- 

manuscript, August-September 1934, p. 102. (This manuscript was 
forwarded to me by George MacDonald, Director of the Canadian 
Museum of Civilization, who identified the source for the paper as 
the University of Washington Archives.) 

9 4  . Alexie is variously spelt as Alexcee, Aiexei, Aïexee, or 
Alexie in both published texts and museum files. 

National Gallery, West Coast catalogue, p. 13. 

96 . Barbeau, "Rederick Alexie, " p. 21. 
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the catalogue text, there is no mistaking the tone and tense of 

most object descriptions. They are works from the past. Both 

tense and tone change in the examination of Alexie, who was part 

of the r e a h  of the present, and thus seemed an appropriate 

bridge to the next two entries for Carr. Carr's objects other 

than paintings in turn bridge the first section with the painting 

list of the second. 

The entries on Carr's hooked rugs and pottery begin with the 

statement: "Miss Carr has spent many years among the Indians and 

has succeeded in getting them to revive many of their native 

arts. While this endows Carr with an authority and influence 

that she did not possess, her relationship with the "Indians" is 

then legitirnized with the statement that "[slhe has received the 

name of Klee Wyck - (She who laughs) . This, of course, was a 

nickname and had nothing to do with the acquisition of a 

ceremonial name. Yet commercially, identification with the 

marginalized 'primitive' was good for Carr's modernist image, 

reinforcing her own position outside of the bourgeois status quo 

and firmly within Canada's new avant-garde; a position that 

Morrison argues Barbeau also supported by picking up "..-Carr's 

own statements about her 'discouragement over the u t t e r  lack of 

public interest' in her work in Victoria which resulted in Carr 

discontinuing after 1914. This was not, in fact, the case, since 

Carr had been painting and exhibiting since 1924, but the myth of 

'discoveryw was connected to a Cinderella syndrome in which the 

97 . National Gallery, West Coast catalogue, p.13. 

". Ibid, p.13. - 
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talented woman painter was rescued from oblivion by a member of 

the patriarchal elite, a myth in which both Carr and Barbeau 

participated. 

The exhibition was an important one. Not only did its 

strategy of affiliation legitimize the use of First Nations 

subjects as a Canadian theme and promote the contemporary Euro- 

Canadian artists working in this direction, it also raised the 

profile of Northwest Coast objects from the steamship boardwalk 

vendors and curio shops to the National Gallery. Barbeau's own 

interest in Alexie and his inclusion in the exhibit broke the 

paradigm of First Nations as past and Euro-Canadian as present 

and signaled a tentative but growing recognition of the 

possibility of contemporary First Nations art. 

Each of the important participants in these federal projects 

around Northwest Coast objects during the 1920s had specific, 

sornetimes conflicting, objectives in mind. Scott and the 

preservation cornmittee used the in s i t u  preservation project as 

part of a wider strategy for the highly centralized economic 

development of northwest British Columbia, writing legislation 

intended to guarantee Ottawa's control of objects and their 

rneanings in the construction of a national identity and touristic 

draw. Barbeau used his fieldwork to both accumulate documentary 

information on poles for his later, better known published works 

and supplemented his museum salary by negotiating independently 

99 . Morrison, Canadian Art and Cultural Appropriation, p. 65. 
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for the sale of the poles he documented to other institutions. 

While asserting his own ethnographie authority through both 

projects, he was also interested in the increasingly popular 

concept of the Canadian rnosai~,'~~ which sought to break d o m  the 

cultural hegemony of Anglo-Celtic Canada and make way for other 

ethnic contributions to the fabric of national "culture. "lol Carr 

tied her rising star to the marginalized status of First Nations 

arts as a means of reaffirming her own public image as a 

misunderstood, avant-garde painter aligned with the socially 

dom-trodden against a patriarchal elite - the same elite that 

ensured her commercial success through their "discoveryu of her 

work. 

The two projects also had different audiences in mind. The 

preservation project addressed railway tourists and the National 

Gallery show was for the Euro-Canadian "culturaln elite 

specifically in the main eastern cities of Ottawa, Toronto and 

Montreal. The preservation project, along with the efforts of 

competing municipal organizations like AHSAV in Vancouver, 

contributed to the public perception of First Nations objects as 

"Canadian" and built on the reconfiguration of rneaning for those 

objects so chillingly exemplified in the display of potlatch 

goods from the Cranmer potlatch. The understanding of Northwest 

Coast objects as, first, a national heritage, and second, an 

h i s t o r i c a l  Canadian art, was part of a colonialist method of 

100 . The mosaic was a term that gained widespread popularity 
in Canada with the 1937 publication of Gibbon's Canadian Mosaic, 
but the concept can be seen in development in Barbeau's writings 
from the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

101 . Gibbon, Canadian Mosaic. 
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disempowerment that transformed practices constructive of 

indigenous political power into practices suitable for touristic 

and nationalistic consumption. In this way, federal officials 

extended their control over First Nations people. 

However, Barbeau, with his interests in folk art and the 

Canadian mosaic, contributed to a new understanding of F i r s t  

Nations visual production through his participation in the 

National Gallery show. The fact that Alexie and Edenshaw were 

not only included but also named in the exhibition undennined the 

previously unrelenting e m p h a s i s  on First Nations objects as 

anonymous products of a distant past, an emphasis al1 too evident 

in the preservation project. The acknowledgment of individual 

First Nations artists opened the possibility of the contemporary 

expression of wIndiannessw in Euro-Canadian public spaces, This 

was something contrary to the ultimate goal of assimilation and 

perhaps even heralded assimilation's demise. 



The 'New D e a l s : '  George Raley and Depression-era Reform in 
British Columbia 

The Great Depression dramatically influenced the development 

of Native American touristic industries in both the United States 

and Canada. During the American presidential administration of 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, the social reform ideals of the 1920s 

became officially entrenched as public policy under the direction 

of John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affaits. In Canada, 

however, the impact of the Great Depression smothered any further 

major participation on behalf of governmental institutions in the 

collecting or display of Northwest Coast objects until after the 

Second World War. Not only did the Great Depression wreak 

economic havoc on First Nations communities, the cash-strapped 

federal government could no longer afford the legitimizing 

programmes of its museums. The perception with which many 

middle-class non-Native Canadians were left was that the state 

had abandoned its fiduciary responsibility. 

The vacuum in museum activity was f i l l e d  in Canada by 

missionaries and educators seeking ta extend the reconfiguration 

of First Nations objects to include the sale of contemporary 

"Indian art." This chapter examines how the economic crisis of 

the Great Depression fostered the use of First Nations objects as 

a primary resource in the social discourses centred on the 

welfare and education of First Nations people in the United 

States and then in Canada. Ultimately, this led to a shift in 

the promotion of Native American and First Nations art as a 
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product of the past to a concentration on promoting and managing 

it as an industry of the present - a strategy that had enormous 
influence on the shape of museum and other institutional 

activities from 1945 on. 

Mandatory industrial training for First Nations boys had 

been common in residential schools since the 1880s, emphasizing 

the role of resource-based wage labour in "modern" Canada. 1 

British Columbia's resource industries, like logging, mining, and 

salmon Eishing and processing, still provided adequate employment 

(and investment return) in the 1920s when Scott, the Department 

of Indian Affairs, and the Canadian National Railway took an 

active interest in British Columbia's totem poles. Since the pre- 

First World War collecting craze had passed, more money could be 

made on the boats or in the canneries, industries that seem to 

have intersected w e l l  with pre-colonial Kwakwaka'wakw economic 

pursuits anyway,2 than in labour-intensive souvenir carving. As 

with many of his policy decisions, it appeared that Scott 

preferred financially-prudent bureaucratie administration over 

the department's direct economic encouragement on the reserves. 

Titley suggests that his "parsimonious approach was a disaster"' 

when it came to such essential human issues as health care. The 

safety of individuals was sacrificed for the sake of a balanced 

account book, And so, although Scott was certainly interested in 

First Nations objects, he never deemed it necessary to promote 

their current production. For those in Ottawa, 'Indian artv was 

nothing more than inspiration for the creativity of %odern' 

1 . Titley, A Narrow Vision, pp-78-83, 

2 .  Codere, Fightinq w i t h  Property, pp .20-21. 
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artists. S c o t t  believed his own poetry, it seems - that "the 
race has waned and left but tales of ghosts,"' or, as Marius 

Barbeau wrote more bluntly, " [tl he art now belongs to the past ."5 

But the "Vanishing American" paradigm weakened in some 

circles in the 1920s and the Great Depression demonstrated how 

much of a failure it had been as the source of policy, both in 

Canada and the United States. Not only were First Nations 

peoples social "outcasts, "6 stated Diamond Jenness in 1934, 

"economically they are an en~umbrance."~ With the near financial 

collapse of the Canadian government and widespread unemployment 

after 1929, crisis conditions stimulated calls for sweeping 

systemic reform, suggesting that the Canadian government could 

relieve itself of an "encumbrance" by overhauling the Department 

of Indian Affairs. These calls were formulated in terms of state 

intervention for the sake of the economy and focused, in terms of 

'Indian' policy, on First Nations objects, something saleable 

because of their association with indigenous tradition and pre- 

modern heritage. The election of liberal governments in North 

America hastened the adoption of Keynesian theory in a state- 

managed economy and the rhetorical use of pluralism as a mode1 

for national intra-group cooperation. In both Canada and the 

United States this was a time of transition - a shift from 

. Titley, A Narrow Vision, p.202. 
4 . Duncan Campbell Scott, Vndian Place-Names," Powassanrs 

Drum: Poems of &cari campbell Scott, Eds. ~aymond Souster and 
Douglas Lochhead, Ottawa: Tecumseh Press, 1985, p.17. . Marius Barbeau, Totem Poles of the ~ i t k s & ,  Upper Skeena 
River, British Columbia, Ottawa: National Museum of Canada Bulletin 
Number 61, Anthropological Series, Number 12 1929, p. 1. 

". Diamond Jenness, quoted in Morrison, canadi& Art and 
Cultural Appropriation, p. 23. 

' Ibid, p.23. - 
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assimilation to integration, when the maintenance of indigenous 

heritage within the framework of state capitalism had become 

possible and desirable. 

Provincial lobbying activities centred on the arts in 

British Columbia after the on-set of the Great Depression took a 

tack quite different from Scott's earlier federalist policy 

directions. Social reformers called first for the provision of 

encouragement, opportunity and limited training for First Nations 

practi tioners, and second, the creation of "Indian-mindedness8' 

among the art-consdng general public. These programs, like 

George Raleyrs efforts at encouraging govemment support for the 

arts or the British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare Society's 

attempts at systematizing both art consumption and production, 

have been ignored in the academic discourses surrounding First 

Nations art. They were nonetheless important in pressuring 

different levels of government to create programmes that 

enshrined indigenous history as a continuing, positive force in 

modern life. In short, they heralded the proclamation of a 

cultural "renaissance0' in the provincial totem pole salvage and 

carver training programmes of the 1940s and 1950s. 

It was in this re-structuring phase that the political 

nature of contemporary First Nations public art became overt as 

its ability to attract public attention was recognized and 

utilized. Not only did the Great Depression affect the ways in 

which state off icials approached indigenous arts, it also 

indirectly expanded the public uses of these arts, including, for 

First Nations, resistance to the intent of the Indian Act. 



1. Social Reform in the United Sta tes  and the Vndian New Dealm 

The relocation and preservation of poles in Canada in the 

1920s were not isolated incidents. In addition to the collecting 

activities of the large municipal museums from New York and 

Chicago, a number of local efforts in Alaska focused on the 

preservation of Tlingit poles prior to the Great Depression. As 

early as 1890, a public park had been created around a cluster of 

poles at the village of Kiksadi, where the Russians had won 

8 control of Sitka in 1804. This park became the "Sitka National 

Monument" by executive order of President William Howard Taft in 

1910 in order to prevent vandalism. 9 

Another presidential proclamation in 1916 created the 

National Monument of Old Kasaan, a Haida village on Prince of 

Wales Island abandoned around the turn of the century.1° Aïaskan 

judge James Wickersham began a movement to preserve totem poles 

at Port Tongass in 1920, including most notably the so-called 

"Abraham Lincoln totem,"" a pole erected i n  1867 and containing 

a portrait of the American president as its top figure. l2 The 

same year James Gordon Steese, President of the Alaska Road 

Commission, was granted $200 to raise and repaint fallen poles at 

~itka. l3 

Between 1921 and 1938, organizations- and service clubs, like 

the Wrangel1 Chaxnber of Commerce and the Ketchikan American 

8 

9 
. Keithahn, Monuments in Cedar, p.119. 

10' 
Ibid, p.119. . Ibid, p.119. 

11 - . Marius Barbeau, Totem Poles, Volume 1, Ottawa: Canadian 
Museum of Civilization, 1990, pp. 403-404, 

12 . Keithahn, Monuments in Cedar, p.120. 
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Legion Post carried out sporadic restoration efforts. Walter 

Waters of Wrangell purchased and removed a number of poles from 

villages on the west coast to sit outside his Bear Totem Store in 

Wrangell. Waters' "preservation" activities included the use of 

rock salt to prevent dry rot, the removal of rotted wood, 

refilling of cavities with concrete, and repainting.14 Although 

none of these individual projects matched the scale of the Smith- 

supervised project in the Skeena Valley, collectively they 

illustrate a shared concern for totem poles specifically and 

First Nations "art" generally as a regional symbol and hence an 

attraction for tourists. 

These efforts in Alaska echoed earlier activities in the 

promotion of Native American arts in the Southwest. l5 In his 

detailed survey of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Robert Fay 

Schrader reports that the American goverment had been interested 

in promoting Native American arts and crafts as early as 1863. 16 

The interest, writes Schrader, initially stemmed from "...an 

increasing concern over the effects of industrialization on the 

quality of everyday life,. As the years passed, however, the 

". Ibid, p.120. ". Ibid, pp.120-122. 
15 - . Molly Mullin argues that the Southwest became the focal 

point of American cultural nationalists because it was where they 
",.were most apt to encounter Indians, [and because it] held 
promising possibilities for remapping the geography and 
aesthetics of American identity - away from Europe and from 
colonial New England - by virtue of monuments of comparable 
antiquity and landscapes, comodities, and people appearing 
startlingly unique. " (Molly M. Mullin, "The Patronage of 
Dif f erence : Making Indian Art 'Art, Not Ethnology, ' " The Traf f ic 
In Culture: Refiguring Art and Anthropoloqy, Eds. George E. 
Marcus and Fred R. Myers, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of - - - 
Calif-ornia Press, 1995, p. 169. ) . Robert Fay ~chrader, The Indian Arts and Crafts Board: 
An Aspect of New Deal Indian Policy, Albuquerque: University of 
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Indian Office came to emphasize the development of Indian crafts 

into manufacturing industries. Contrary to the popular emphasis 

on arts and crafts as an antidote to the effects of 

industrialization, the motivation behind the federal 

government's...role in Indian arts and crafts was a desire to 

industrialize the Indians."17 

Pueblo ceramics had gained notice with the westward 

expansion of Euro-America in the last third of the nineteenth 

century. The completion of the Santa Fe Railway in 1880 and the 

military defeat of the southern Plains people contributed to 

Santa Fe's reputation as a tourist destination. Marketing 

efforts by J. Walter Fewkes, Hewett and Chapman of the School of 

American Research, the Museum of New Mexico, the Museum of 

Northern Arizona, the Fred Harvey hotel chain, and individual 

traders like C. G. Wallace and Thomas Keam al1 helped establish 

craft production, most often for tourists, as an important 

economic pursuit in the Southwest. By the 1920s, the works of 

ceramicists like Nampeyo and Maria Martinez were commanding 

significant prices for their works based on historical or 

archaeological models, sustained at least in part by the 

institutional efforts of the School of American Research and the 

Santa Fe-based Indian Arts Ebnd,le However, good markets had 

also opened for basketry, Navajo textiles, si lver jewellery, 

Pueblo kachina carving, and easel painting. As an industry, 

- - - -- - 

New Mexico Press, 1983, 
17 . Ibid, p .3 .  
18 . J, J. Brody, Indian Painters and White Patrons, 

Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971, and "Puebla Fine 
Arts," Hanàbook: Volume 9: Southwest, Ed. Alfonso Ortiz, 
Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1979. 
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Southwest Native American art had shown great growth potential. 

Ruth Roessel, for example, cites the value of Navajo weaving 

alone in 1930 at $1,000, 000, up from its 1890 value of $30, 000.19 

The vitality of Pueblo and Navajo "cultures" as exemplified 

in the thriving crafts market was seen to contradict the m y t h  of 

the Vanishing American. It was here, suggests Brian Dippie, that 

the "revolutionary idea of Indian continuity and sur~ival"~~ was 

best represented. It was also here that the state could 

simultaneously address two of its primary functions, accumulation 

and legitimization. The ideas of the Arts and Crafts discourse 

and the growing anti-assimilationist sentiments of liberal Euro- 

American social reformers served as sources for a major national 

policy shift instigated by the inauguration of Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt in 1933, an event that increased the promotion of 

Tlingit and other Native American arts and set models for similar 

programmes in Canada. 

The fundamental idea behind Roosevelt's presidential 

platform, his so-called New Deal, was an increase in state 

participation in economic management as a way of combating the 

effects of the stock market crash and the consequent spiral of 

international responses impacting the American domestic economy. 

With the financial disarray of the Great Depression, increased 

state interventions helped facilitate American business, 

including the business of art, as well as soothe class and ethnic 

19 . Ruth Roessel, "Navajo Arts and Crafts, " Handbook of North 
American Indians : Volume 10: Southwest, Ed. Alfonso Ortiz, 
Washl-ngton: Smithsonian Institute, 1983. 

z O . Brian W. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes 

and United States Indian Policy, Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1982, p.285. 



divisions. The protectionism of the 1920s and early 1930s w a s  

replaced under Roosevelt with strategic social expenditures as 

part of a managed econorny - the birth of the welfare state in 

2 1 North America. The promotion of Native American arts was part 

of the wider programme of soothing ethnic divisions through the 

reform of the educational c~rricula.*~ The federal govemment in 

the United States encouraged art production in the schools as 

both a means of recognizing Native American  culture^'^ and of 

stimulating their economic independence. 

John Collier, one of the most outspoken of United States 

Indian policy opponents, was selected Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs immediately after Roosevelt~s election. In 1934, Collier 

announced the United States Bureau of Indian Affairs policy 

agenda as the economic rehabilitation of Native Americans, 

principally on their own lands; the organization of tribes for 

managing their own affairs;  and civil and cultural freedom and 

2 1 . Or, as Ellis W. Hawley, explains, one of the legacies of 
the New Deal n...was the rapid rise of an organizational economy, 
which brought with it large areas of 'private government,' new 
bureaucratie-scientific-professional values, and a persistent 
search for order and stability, primarily through the creation of 
ever larger associative and hierarchic structures, the infusing of 
these with a new set of managerial attitudes and group loyalties, 
and the use of the state, where necessary and expedient, to further 
the process .... The other major aspect of the...New Deal was the 
expansion and nationalization of social services, exemplified 
particularly in the Social Security Actr the work relief program, 
the housing and conservation activities, and the protective labour 
and rural rehabilitation measures. In one sense now, 'welfare 
capitalism,' comunity-centred welfare, and the patronage-oriented 
welfare were al1 giving way to a larger and broader 'welfare 
statism.' Yet again, significant as this change was, the patterns 
adopted worked in some respects to strengthen rather than displace 
existing institutions." (Ellis W. Hawley, "The New Deal and 
Business, The New Deal: The National ~evel, Eds. John Braeman, 
Robert H. Brernner, and David Brody, Columbus: Ohio State University - - 
Press, 1975, p.52 and 87.) 

2 2 . John Braeman, Robert H. Bremner, and David Br0dy8 
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opportunity for Native Americans. These objectives were more or 

less realized with the introduction of the Wheeler-Howard Indian 

Rights bill in 1934. Sometimes called the Indian Re-organization 

Act or the Indian New Deal, it suspended the allotment policy of 

the 1887 Dawes Act and instituted limited forms of self- 

goverment. It advocated the gradua1 phasing out of boarding 

schools and the incorporation of a spirit of cultural relativisrn 

23 in the school curriculum. A sub-section entitled "Special 

Education for Indians" declared it "to be the purpose and policy 

of Congress to promote the study of Indian civilization and 

preserve and develop the special cultural contributions and 

achievements of such civilization, including Indian arts, crafts, 

skills, and  tradition^."^' 

In the Indian New Deal, arts-related education and research 

and the infrastructure for marketing and distribution came 

together under state management. Not only did the state continue 

to encapsulate al1 aspects of Native American life within its 

bureaucracy, it sought to market Native American heritage for the 

first tirne. This strategy hinged itself on a new understanding of 

the American nation, one that at least rhetorically sought to 

include ethnic diversity as part of the American experience. 

American federal officials encouraged this diversity through 

education concentrating more directly on what was understood to 

be Native American "culture" and the cal1 to Euro-America for bi- 

cultural enjoyment through the consumption of Native American 

products. These efforts represented an attempt at bridging 

nIntroduction, New Deal, p. x. 
23. Dippie, The Vanishinq American, pp. 327-334. 



different segments of the United States and in this sense 

demonstrate a shift away from assimilation towards integration 

and the maintenance of ethnic identity within the context of 

loyalty to the American state. The ingredients for the American 

melting pot were now expected to maintain their distinctive 

flaveurs, rather than simply disappear into a homogenous stew 

dominated by the Anglo-saxon majority. Consequently, markets 

could open for unique lwury items produced within these 

ethnically-distinct pockets for consumption in the rest of 

"modern" America. 

This emphasis on the promotion of Native American "culture" 

would have significant influence on the development of Native 

American arts. In conjunction with act's creation of the Indian 

Arts and Crafts Board in 1935, it institutionalized the 

production of Native American arts. The Indian Arts ,and Crafts 

Board further realized state intervention in the business of 

"Indian art" in its attempts to manage the problems of 

production, marketing, distribution, and quality control . 
The board CO-operated directly in important exhibitions of 

Native American objects as fine art at the Golden Gate Exposition 

in San Francisco in 1939 and at the Museum of Modern Art in New 

York in 1941, Under the curatorial direction of Rene 

d'Harnoncourt, the General Manager of the Indian Arts and Crafts 

Board hired by Collier, and Frederic Douglas, curator of the 

Denver Art Museum, these exhibitions went a long way in 

establishing an understanding of this material as "art" and in 

promoting contemporary Native American artists like Hopi painter 

24 .  Quoted in Ibid, p.325. - 



Fred Kabotie. 

In southeast Alaska, the Indian New Deal resulted in a 

public works programme under the supervision of Frank Heintzelman 

of the Forestry Service, whose objectives were to "...salvage, 

re-carve and relocate at least a selection of the region's 

disintegrating totem poles into prescribed Totem ~arks."~~ The 

Civilian Conservation Corps made available $127,000 to hire 

2 6 Alaskan Natives for the project. Polly Miller reports: 

News of the undertaking first reached the 
public through the Indian Affairs newssheet, 
Ïndians at ~ o r k ,  which explained that old 
skilled native carvers were employed to give 
technical direction and to instruct younger 
Indians in the art, m o s t  of whom had no 
knowledge of it. Clusters of these poles 
' restored with faithful accuracy, ' now stand 
in public parks at Saxman, Totem Bight, and 
Klawock. 27 

The project contributed to a greater non-Native 

appreciation of the contemporary accomplishments of Native 

Americans. The Indian Art of the United States exhibition in New 

York in 1941, "aesthetically dominated by the arts of the 

2 9 Northwest Coast, "2e was especially inf luential. Sponsored by 

the United States National Museum and with contributions from the 

Royal Ontario Museum, d'Harnoncourt and Douglas established their 

mandate as the improvement of the reception and consumption of 

"Indian art" and the encouragement of the appreciation of Indian 

' Polly Miller, Lost Heritage of Alaska: The Adventure and 
Art of the Alaskan Coastal Indians, Cleveland and New York: World 
Publ&-shing Company, 1967, p . 253 . '". ~bid, p.262. 

". fbid,  p.262. 
fblij, p.253. ". Theexhibition is discussed in specific in: W. Jackson 

Rushing, "Marketing the Affinity of the Primitive and the Modern: 
Rene dy Harnoncourt and 'Indian Art of the United States, ' " The - 
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achievement under New Deal policy. Improving the reception of 

"Indian art8' involved re-iterating the mythic connection between 

Native Americans and the American landscape within a modern 

context. "Indian art from coast to coast actually recreates the 

land, America, in every one of its countless variations," wrote 

dVHanoncourt and Douglas. "...Indian art not only has a place 

but actually fills a concrete need in the United States today. 

Its close relationship to America, the land, and its unexplored 

wealth of forms offer a valuable contribution to Modern American 

art and life.'830 

While Canadians were slow to follow the example of the 

Indian New Deal, a regulated and controlled market for First 

Nations art seemed to address two important concerns for  social 

reformers in Canada. First, the promotion of First Nations 

heritage at least superficially encouraged a more inclusive 

attitude towards First Nations people and provided a focus around 

which other issues, such as health and welfare, could be 

discussed in the public realm. Second, the encouragement of the 

arts as a viable economic pursuit might provide some alleviation 

of the numbing poverty associated with reserve life in Canada and 

thus hasten the economic assimilation of First Nations people. 

Shortly after Collier's appointment as United States Indian 

Comrnissioner, reformers in Canada began citing American policy as 

a mode1 for new directions, a cal1 that would take First Nations 

art in British Columbia in a different, but related direction. 3 1 

Early Years of Native American Art History, pp.191-238. ". Frederic H. Douglas and Rene d'Harnoncourt, Indian Art of 
the United States, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1941, p.15. ". Very quickly the term New Deal became something of a 



If. Reverend George R a l e y  and The Cal1 for a Canadian New D e a l  

mile the early to mid-1920s saw an economic high in British 

Columbia, the financial collapse of October 1929 paralysed the 

provincial economy. With the international demand for primary 

products in severe decline, resource-oriented regions like 

British Columbia were the hardest hit .32 The building trade and 

lumber industries fell into disorganization, Reversals in the 

mining, lumbering, and fishing industries accompanied a glut in 

the world wheat market. By 1930, the Okanagan fruit industry 

suffered serious setbacks and western Canada's unemployed flooded 

Vancouver, already swollen with 7000 unemployed men, in search of 

a climate milder than the Prairie winter. In 1931, there were 

237 relief camps in British Columbia housing one-third of the 

political cliché in both the United States and Canada. T. W. L. 
MacDermot, writing in 1933, stated that the "principles of 
political organization and evoiution...constitute a real 
significance of the experiment for a studious Canada...[,]" 
including specifically its principle of unification. MacDennot 
writes: "The New Deal is based on a centralized, organic view of 
the national life, in which al1 its principal parts are to be 
organized and integrated for the common task of building a 
shattered society .... Canada is far from being a genuine national 
unity as yet, either in constitutional, economic, or political 
respects, and the utilization of this principle in al1 these 
respects could be of profound moment to the Dominion." (T. W. L, 
MacDemot, "The Significance for Canada of the American 'New Deal, ' 
in Michael Hom, The Dirty Thirties: Canadians in the Great 
De ression, Toronto: Copp Clark, 1972, p.486. ) Canadian Prime 
Mlnis -+-TI er . B. Bennett announced in 1935 the failure of laissez- 
faire capitalism and a reform package, instantly labelled a New 
Deal, in an unsuccessful bid for re-election. (Michael Bliss, 
~ i ~ h t  Honourable Men: The Descent of Canadian politics from - 
MacDonald to Mulroney, Toronto: Harper-~ollins, 1994, p.115,) 
British Columbia Premier T. Dufferin Pattullo also sought re- 
election in 1933 under a reform package he termed the "Little New 
Deal." (Margaret Ormsby, nT. Dufferin Pattullo and the Little New 
Deali2w The Dirty Thirties, pp. 620-634. ) . Michael Hom, The Great Depression of the 1930s in Canada, 
Ottawa: Canadian Historical Association Historical Booklet  Number 
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"relief men" in Canada. Accusations of government and relief 

mismanagement flew as the provincial deficit soared to $165 

million by 1933 and the ranks of the provincial unemployed 

numbered 100,000. 33 Onnsby describes Vancouver in the 1930s as a 

"shabby and battered city, more scarred by the depression than 

any other city in  anad da."^' The situation for First Nations in 

British Columbia was further aggravated by the already limited 

economic opportunities on rnost reserves, widespread racism, 

intra-Canadian emigration and the consequent increase in 

cornpetition for seasonal work, and an inequity in relief 

payments. 

Of course, the severity of this economic crisis was not 

limited to British Columbia. The response to the Great 

Depression became the central political question of the 1930s and 

has impacted government structure in North America since. The two 

options open to the Canadian government in 1930 have been 

characterized as the maintenance of the status quo policy of 

laissez-faire economics versus the adoption of a Keynesian state- 

managed economy in a guise similar to Roosevelt's comprehensive 

New Deal policy in the United States. For Canadians, the 

American New Deal not only served as a model, it also both 

legitimized social reform efforts and provided hope. American 

developments demonstrated that reform could indeed be 

successfully implemented. 

In British Columbia, Reverend George Raley (figure 19) was 

the first  to 'attempt to follow the Indian New Deal lead. George 

39, 1984, pp.4-7. 
3 3 m  OOrmsy, British Columbia, pp. 439-469. 
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Raley was barn in Barnsley, England in 1864 and came to Canada in 

1882. He was appointed Methodist missionary to the Haisla 

community of Kitamaat in 1893 where he printed and published the 

periodical Na-na-ha (Dam of the West Coast) from 1898 on. From 

1904 to 1914 he was the Superintendent of the Port Simpson 

District which included al1 the area north of Aïert Bay. In 

1906, he transferred to Port Simpson and in 1914 he became the 

principal at Coqualeetza in the Fraser Valley. He retired to 

Vancouver in 1934 and the bulk of his collection, assembled 

primarily in Kitamaat and Port Simpson during the collecting 

craze of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, went 

to the University of British Columbia in 1948. Raley passed away 

in 1958, 3 5 

As principal of the Coqualeetza Residential School in Sardis 

in the Fraser Valley, Raley was part of the system, but 

especially after his retirement in 1934 he also advocated reform 

of the Department of Indian Affairs and the way in which it 

managed t h e  "Indian problem." The Coqualeetza School itself was 

something of an anomaly, a Protestant missionary school in a 

Catholic zone that would count important future political leaders 

like George ~ a n u e 1 ~ ~  and Peter ~ e l l ~ ~ '  among its alumni. Raley, 

3 4 . Ibid, p. 469. 
35 - . UBC MQA Parallel Accession Files, 
36. Paul Tennant calls George Manuel ". . .the pre-eminent 

leader of the peoples of the interior. (Tennant, horiqinal 
Peoples and Politics, p. 125. ) He helped found the Aboriginal 
Native Rights Conmittee of the Interior Tribes of British Coliimbia 
in 1959, the North American Indian Brotherhood in 1960, and was an 
important member of the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia. . . 

(~bid, pp. 127-132, ) 
P An ordained Methodist and later United Church minister, 
Peter Kelly was a leader in the Allied Tribes of British Columbia 
and the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia. (Ibid, pp. 77, 94, - 
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like Collier, focused on reforming F i r s t  Nations education and 

combined this reform spirit with his own persona1 interest in 

First Nations heritage. 

Raley is important in a number of different ways. He was 

well known around Vancouver. His large, comprehensive collection 

of Northwest Coast material served for a time during the 1930s as 

Vancouver's de facto municipal museum and provided significant 

portions of the Northwest Coast collections at the Royal Ontario 

Museum and the University of British Columbia's Museum of 

Anthropology. He also exemplified a growing dissatisfaction with 

the management of Indian Affairs and articulated the ideological 

arguments and promotional strategies discussed by Canadian social 

reformers during the Great Depression. His actions further 

demonstrate the increasing dif f iculty of the independent, amateur 

and volunteer cultural organizations in realizing their 

objectives in the 1930s. In a cash-strapped society, these 

organizations looked to the state for reform leadership. 

However, the state was absorbed by deficit and welfare payments 

and instigated goverment restructuring initially only to solve 

its own financial crises . 

a. Raleyrs 'Ckmaàian Indian Arts a d  Crafts Boardn 

Raley combined writing with more practical activities in 

promoting provincial and national arts programs. He wrote texts 

centred on his vision of a "revival of Indian art and handicraft 

as a welfare m~vement,"~~ echoing the earlier calls of Harlan 

117-129.) 
38 . See G. H. Raley, "Important Considerations Involved in the 
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Smith in Ottawa in the 1920s and paralleling similar developments 

in the other provinces,3g and was the first major figure to 

attempt the implementation of a handicraft guild organization in 

the marketing of First Nations objects in British Columbia. Bis 

concern stemmed first from his intimate knowledge of reservation 

poverty and the social blockade it represented, and second from 

his dismay a t  the prejudice-driven unwillingness of Anglo-saxon 

Canada to bear what he saw as its paternalistic responsibility 

for the full economic assimilation of First Nations people. 

"[Alpart from Government and Church aid in medical, educational 

and missionary service ...," he wrote, "comparatively little has 
been expended on the economic problems of the 1ndiansmM4* He 

contributed his own collection for public displays and his 

activity with AHSAV saw the confluence of a number of 

circumstances in the promotion of individual artists,. something 

that would have to lie a t  the foundation of any successful 

revival or promotional programme. 

Raley began this line of pursuit in the early 1930s, at the 

height of the Great Depression. Influenced by Roosevelt's 

developing New Deal Policy in the United Statesr Raley was also 

aware of the contemporary state encouragement of arts and crafts 

associations and other cottage industries in Britain and 

conceived of adapting these programs as an economic solution for 

Canadian problems. His choice of words in discussing artr his 

Treatise on 'Canadian Indian Art and Ind~stries,~~ unpublished, 
nad. P A X  Raley Papers, HD R13 R13.3 (II). . See Gerald McMaster, "Tenuous Lines of Descent: Indian 
Art and C r a f t  of the ~eservation Period," In the Shadow of the 
S ~ n , ~ p p .  93-120. - . Ibid, p.2. 



aesthetic sensibilities, and his vision of art as a social tool 

al1 derived from well-established usages in the earlier Arts and 

Crafts discourse, 

For Raley, the arts were not simply a historical product, 

but they were also a solution to what he saw as the "Indian 

problem." Sometime in the 1930s, Raley summarized the plight of 

those producing ob j ects for sale cross-culturally within the 

imagery of Depression-era chaos. Choosing a female basket weaver 

as the symbol of the vulnerability of the curio producer, he 

wrote that : 

The basket-making woman is often seen on the 
streets of our villages, toms and cities 
with a clumsily wrapped bundle of baskets for 
sale. She naturally wants cash, sometimes 
difficult to get. Rather than not make a 
sale, she barters them for old, second-hand 
clothes and learns how to haggle. Now, in 
the eyes of an intending purchaser the goods 
are cheapened before they are sold and the 
Indian wornan is led to believe her goods are 
different from those of the whites and not 
worth cash, so she has to be content to swap 
them for food, old clothes or anything. It 
is not an unusual sight to see an aged Indian 
near a curbstone market or sitting on the 
sidewalk in al1 kinds of weather, or in some 
other public place, trying to effect a sale. 
It is neither profitable to the Indian nor 

creditable to Canadians. ... It would be very 
helpful to the women if this form of labour 
were organized. 'l 

Raley's solution was certainly confined by the colonial 

vision of First Nations people as lower class labourers. And in 

this sense, the reform he called for was limited,'* coming from 

Ibid, p.36. 
42: K ~ c h r a d e r  demonstrates, Raley had to be careful if he 

wanted to generate the general public's acceptance of his 
programmes. Similarly liberal reformers in the United States 
were dismissed by New Deal opponents as enforcing "aothing more 



within the system and its ideologies. The pressures he applied 

i n  h i s  promotion of change were structured by the bureaucracy of 

the Department of Indian Affairs. An example of this can be seen 

in Raley's attempts to confirm funding for an arts program 

through the Department of Indian Affairs in 1934. The nuances of 

art versus handicraft versus industry, as can be sensed in 

correspondence between Raley to Indian Agency officiais, took on 

an urgency during this period in the battleground for limited 

public funding . Cornpetition for attention stimulated semantic 

negotiation. Words like "art" or even "handicraft" ignited 

public interest, while "industrial arts" attracted public 

funding. Raley wrote to Indian Agent Daunt: 

The enclosed copy of the Department's 
letter ... dated Ottawa April 23rd, sta tes  the 
reason why the Department is not disposed to 
make a grant of $600.00 to continue the 
teaching of Indian pupils their native 
handicrafts such as weaving, basketry, etc. 

It is evident from the wording of the letter 
my recommendation did not carry weight 
enough, neither did 1 persuade the Department 
of the vital importance of the undertaking. 
I hope you will forgive me if 1 write at 
length to explain more fully the terms of rny 
letter which appear to be vague, to emphasize 
the need and renew the request for a grant. 

I was unfortunate using the term "handicraft 
arts." The meaning would have been obvious 
if 1 had used the term 'Indian industrial 
arts." However, the term "handicraft arts" 
generally expresses to me, when applied to 
the Indians of the Pacific Coast, the whole 
range of cultural activities and industries. 
In other words, the washing, carding, 
spinning, knitting, weaving, carving, and 
bead work, with symbolic Indian designs are 

or less than communisrn as practiced in Soviet Russia." (Schrader, 
The Indian Arts and Crafts Board, p.245.) 
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"Indian industrial arts. "'3 

Canadian social ref ormers thus f aced stif f opposition f rom 

both the general public and the aüministration. AIthough the 

Indian Arts and Crafts Board also worked to set up cooperative 

retail outlets for curios on or near reservations, the American 

goverment recognized the general public's resistance to the 

conception of Native American products as "art" and used the 

Board for marketing purposes. This is why the exhibitions it co- 

sponsored included sections on "Indian Art for Modem ~iving."~' 

Raley advocated a similar approach, but he first had to 

convince public bureaucrats who better understood the value of 

industrial training for a primarily resource-oriented province, 

especially since industrial training had been one of the goals of 

Indian Affairs since the 1890s. His option was to form an 

independent board without public financing, a difficult task 

during that era. 

In his public lectures and writing, Raley was careful to 

follow the wording of the Arts and Crafts discourse. He had 

assembled his own collection at the height of the movement's 

popularity; presumably, he found its rhetoric personally 

appealing. He suggested, for example, that the ". ..machine age 

is ... responsible for the decay of [Indian] handicraft~.~'~ His 

focus on both nature and healing in the arts are also reminiscent 

of the Arts and Crafts movement. He defined two kinds of "Indian 

arts and craftsrW both invalving "...the skilful adaptation and 

-- - 

43. George H. Raley to A. O. N. Daunt, Indian Agent, New 
Westminster, May 4, 1934, PABC Raley Papers. 

4 4 . Douglas and dlHanoncourt, Indian Art. 
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applicat ion t a  some purpose and use of knowledge acquired from 

nature, "'' one pre-historic - ' [n] atural art in its purity, 
before any extraneous or foreign influences ..." and the other 

his toric, having lost "realistic f eatures" and becoming 

"conventionalized through Asiatic, Russian, Spanish and other 

European contacts. 0047 He stated further that any revival of 

these arts "as a welfare movement...would give a new cultural 

activity with a sense of accomplishment and improve his [the 

"Indian' s"] social status  in the conmiunit y. ''48 

Raley, cognizant of (and perhaps at least partially in 

agreement with) open hostility towards traditional First Nations 

pursuits like the potlatch, framed his argument for the promotion 

of First Nations art within the concept of historical progression 

and state rhetoric of 'modernizing' First Nations people through 

assimilation. "Ignorantly by some, maliciously by others, an 

undercurrent of propaganda has been maintained to the effect that 

Indian youth revert to type ... upon their return home" from 
residential school. 'It is true the graduates of our schools 

have not  an easy time of it," writes Raley. "He has grown, the 

people of his village have not. He has advanced intellectually, 

the people of his village have been intellectually stationary. 

He finds a conflicting of ideals." But, Raley continues, 

applying the Arts and Crafts notion that the making of art 

produces better people, 'a revival of primitive arts" would 

lessen rather than increase "the danger of reversion to 

45 . Raley, "Important Considerations," p.9.  
4 6  . Ibid, D. 6. 

1bid; 
Ibid, 
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objectionable customs....Industries would help socialize the 

graduate, by a conmion activity, and re-establish the equilibrium 

between him and his family and the village gr~up."'~ 

In essence, Raley advocated the disappearance of the ancient 

social order through the commoditization of its visual trappings. 

This had been the goal of offering npre-vocational instruction in 

weaving, basket making, carving, art designs with Indian 

motif sMs0 at Coqualeetza School under Raleyl s principalship. 

Commoditization and the organization of its production on British 

models served as the two pillars of Raleyls argument that such 

"industries8' did not encourage "reversion to objectionable 

customs. " Raley even demonstrated an aimost prophetic 

understanding of how important a marketing tool Northwest Coast 

design might prove for Canadian business in citing the Prince of 

Walesv admonition that "Greater attention to the artistic side of 

industry or design in industry is essential if Our manufacturers 

are to develop their domestic and overseas market .'" 
Although his primary interest was expanding the Coqualeetza 

experiment into a national, state-funded organization, as the 

organization of guilds and other supportive associations was an 

integral part of the Arts and Crafts movement in Britain and 

Euro-America in the nineteenth century, Raley focused his efforts 

on duplicating and adapting the guild structure for the promotion 

of First Nations objects, particularly in British Columbia. 

b. Raley and Public Display in Vancouver 

. 4 9 . Ibid, p.10-ll 
'O. m d ,  p.  40. 



With his persona1 interest in collecting First Nations 

objects, one of the earliest rnoves Raley made after retiring to 

Vancouver was to arrange for his collection to be put on public 

display. This was part of his desire to encourage the 

understanding and aid of First Nations people. In a letter to 

Vancouver City Archivist J. S. Matthews in October 1934 outlining 

the history of his collection, Raley demonstrated an 

understanding of the ways in which the salvage paradigm 

constlucted value and authority in "ethnographie" collections: 

Most of the specimens are of ethnalagical 
value. Now, ethnology, as you are aware, is 
a view to understanding their modes of life, 
their customs, social organizations, 
ceremonials, psychology, religion; and in 
general terms, their cultural background. 
Only through this study can we appreciate the 
early life of the Indians of the North West 
Coast of the Pacific, and be fair to them.... 

The opportunity for first-hand information is 
passing quickly. We have imposed Our 
civilization upon their primitive culture, 
and are now dependent for our knowledge on 
the few remaining aged Indians, the 
scientific records, and museums. It follows 
that a collection such as M n e  is symbolic, 
on a modest scale, of the arts, handicrafts, 
ceremonies, social life, religion, culture of 
a race. In the specimens we read the life 
history of a vanishing race. 52 

According to a document written by J.S. Matthews in 1946, 

Mrs. Raley was negotiating the sale of Raley's collection for 

$3500 to George Heye of the Heye Foundation in 1934 to cover tax 

payments, the same 'foreign" individual and foundation that had 

purchased obj ects from Halliday' s Cranmer deal before their 

shipment to Ottawa. Instead, Matthews arranged for Victor 

". Ibid, p.23. 
52 - . G.H. Raley to G.S. Matthews, correspondence dated ûctober 
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Spencer, associated with Vancouver's David Spencer Department 

Store, to purchase the collection at the same price since 

"...enough ' s tuff l  has gone out of British Columbia 

already. . . . m53 Raley would provide for suitable display cases 

out of the $3500 for public display and Matthews arranged for the 

rotunda of the old Court House on Georgia Street as a the 

location for this personal museum. It was moved to the tenth 

floor of the newly constructed City Hall in 1937, presumably as 

part of the city museum intended in the start of AHSAV some forty 

years earlier. The collection later provided a sound basis for 

both the Vancouver Museum and the University of British 

Columbia's Museum of Anthropology, despite some cloudy 

disagreement between Spencer and Raley over the amount paid. 

While Raley's collection was intended as a cabinet, 

providing specimens in which we read "the history of a vanishing 

race," his interest was not limited simply to the display of his 

career's souvenirs. It is the fulfilment of one aspect of his 

fiduciary responsibility, an attitude that Virginia Dominguez 

summarized as part of "the discourse of an educated elite Euro- 

American community that grew to assume the value of museum 

collections and the 'civilized world'st duty to develop and 

maintain t h e ~ n . " ~ ~  His collection was significant in providing 

first a basis for the city collection and second further 

symbolically connecting the municipality to First Nations 

"antecedents" through the objectsv display in important public 

- 53 . J. S. Matthews, "A Shameful Repudiation, June 24th, 1945, 
va. 

54 . Virginia R. Daminguez, "The Marketing of Heritage," 
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and officia1 locales. It was the public extension of his private 

belief, or as Dominguez terms it, fear '. . . that we will no longer 
be able to get our hands on these objects, and that this would 

amount to an irretrievable loss of the means of preserving our 

own histori~ity."~~ The ardent belief in the progress of 

assimilation produced the salvage paradigm in collecting and 

display. Dominguez calls this a process of "two-fold 

displacement" where "...abjects are collected no longer because 

of their intrinsic value but as metonymy for the people who 

produced them. And the people who produced them are the objects 

of examination not because of their intrinsic value but because 

of their perceived contribution to our understanding of our own 

historical tra j ectory. "'' 
And yet Raley seems to have sought ta use this self- 

referential trajectory as a new beginning. He saw public display 

as a stimulus to sales. Probably due to his experience as an 

educator and Indian school administrator, Raley entertained a 

more active role for "art" in the economic development of First 

Nations people. For Raley, the art of the past then functioned 

symbolically in the manner of the two-fold displacement, and yet 

also opened a door of economic opportunity to the mainstream 

"Canadian" society of the present through the production of a 

unique, still metonymic, luxury product. Raley's vision is still 

very much mired in the British class system and its replication 

in Canada. He was, in essence, advocating arts and crafts as a 

product which First Nations, as a labour class, could produce for 

American Ethnoloqist 13: 3 (19861, p. 548. 
". Ibid. 
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the conswption of a European, presumably British, managerial 

elite. 

What distinguishes Raley then from other collectors and 

ethnologists of his t h e  was that, while he accepted the 

"invention of heritage," that is the formation of this new social 

memory and its implications for colonial self-legitimization, he 

pushed it further to an "invention of art" that was not limited 

to the assignment of value associated with the understanding of 

First Nations objects simply as historical heritage. The objects 

had as well a more practical value as a vehicle in his vision, no 

matter how short-sighted, of a fair and jus t  absorption for First 

Nations people in to  Euro-Canadian soc ie ty .  

There are thus two aspects to Raley's collection: 1) its 

assemblage and use within the Euro-Canadian community as historic 

metonym; and 2) its utility in the promotion of a contemporary 

commodity market. Since it was focused on curio production, his 

commoditization campaign was not intended as one of closure in 

the way Dominguez refers to ethnological collections where "the 

separation of objects from their users and the closure imposed on 

that separation by the act of sale left museums with objects 

whose relevance to the cultures they presumably embody is...a 

Euro-American in~ention."~' Although the value in the objects of 

the past was, as Dominguez notes, an unequivocally Euro-American 

invention, Raley, like d'Harnoncourt, hoped to manipulate this 

metonymic value to produce new value for newly produced objects 

imitating forms of the past. It is the desire for this 

56 

57 
. Ibid. . - Ibid, p.554, 
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manipulation that makes the commoditization programmes of the 

1930s, like Raley's proposals, so utterly distinct from the 

promotional programmes of the 1920s, like the National Museum 

projects and AHSAVVs Stanley Park village. This was another step 

in the transformation of the value of First Nations objects. 

Under state management in the 1920s, objects like crest poles 

were transformed into props for the construction of national 

identity and social memory. Raley was advocating the 

miniaturization and then commoditization of these props, albeit 

in the superficially altruistic hope of jump-starting an economic 

outlet for impoverished communities. 

c. The Royal Society of A r t s  Brief 

Raley outlined his own revitalization plan nationally in an 

address to the Royal Society of Arts in Toronto in 1934 during a 

trip aimed at drumming up support among a number of circles, 

including the Department of Indian Af fairs, musewns, and 

established craft associations. H e  had toyed with the basic 

ideas, particularly the use of the  school system t o  instil both 

skills and deçire, in his work at the Coqualeetza Residential 

School in Sardis and had been developing a national scheme over 

the previous two or three years. 

While praising the stewardship policies of the Canadian 

Department of Indian Af fairs, Raley called for a readjustment of 

policy based in part on the example of the United States' New 

Deal and aimed at the improvement of the economic status of First 

Nations people. He justified his choice of the arts as a focus 
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for this economic improvement based on four primary reasons: 1) 

the decline from the nineteenth century zenith was largely due to 

"...the mistaken zeal of the white man, who ovemhelmed primitive 

ideas and ideals with the so-called superiority of al1 things 

whitem"; 2) First Nations arts and crafts were distinctively 

Canadian and were ". ..Canadals first contribution to the world of 
art. . . '"59; 3) the discontentment found among First Nations 

graduates ". ..could be remedied by a revival of native arts and 

regional  industrie^"^^; and 4) such a revival would solve the 

economic problem, especially if it could be given "...a 

commercial value by means of a permanent market for 

tourists ... and...could also be linked with ordinary commercial 

industries and manufactures, and applied to many comodities of 

trade both ornamental and useful . Later in his addxess, he 

also pointed out that most First Nations people could not compete 

on equal tems with Euro-Canadians, so the arts would be a 

perfect beginning for economic revival as there would be no 

cornpetition from Euro-Canada. 

Raley notes that some older artisans were still living and 

young people continued to be inspired by the "...legends, 

symbols, and monuments of their forefathers. "62 In fact, in his 

follow-up draft, "Important Considerations Involved in the 

Treatise on Tanadian Indian Art and Industries," he detailed 

more precisely how many people were still producing what kinds of 

material in various First Nations communities throughout the 

". Raley, "Canadian Indian Art and Industries, " p. 992. ". Ibid, p.993. 
60 . Ibid, p.993. 
61. Ibid, p.993. 



province, suggesting at least twenty to twenty-five active 

quality carvers and citing the continuance of a number of 

different textile techniques. He also stressed in both papers 

the lack of opportunity on reserveç and called for incentives for 

work in the offer of financial reward, His plan therefore called 

for the stimulation of interest in the project for the elderly, 

the de-emphasis of distribution found in the potlatch system, the 

enlistment of anthropologists and ethnologists "...who know where 

there is real accomplishment and finished work to be found..,, tf 63 

and an educational campaign aimed at day and residential schools. 

In this sense, he advocated strategies followed by Dorothy Dunn 

active at the Indian School in Santa Fe from 1932 to 1937 and 

supported after 1934 by the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. 

However, Raley also called for the education of the Euro- 

Canadian public through variouç media outlets in an effort to 

create what he called "...Indian mindedness towards primitive 

Indian craf ts . "64 He further advocated securing the CO-operation 

of railway and steamship lines, suggesting the use of a 

demonstration car on the main rail transport lines. This could 

al1 be accomplished under the formation of the "Canadian Indian 

Handicraft Arts Association or Guild", which would be organized 

with an of f ic ia l  patron or patroness, a board of directors, an 

executive with chairman, secretary and treasurer, branches with 

committees for each province, and life, honourary and annual 

memberships. 6 5 

62. Ibid, p.993. 
63 - . Ibid, p. 996. - 
6 4 .  m, p.997. 
65. m d ,  p.997-1001. - 
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A fundamental objection raised to Raley's plan, cited by 

Raley himself,66 was that the program could be incorporated into 

the existing structure of the Canadian Handicrafts Guild. As 

Raley had argued previously that welfare support differed for 

Euro-Canadians and First Nations, he continued to suggest that 

the artistic situation was also unique and had to be handled by a 

second, albeit CO-operating, organization. Raley insisted that 

"Indian arts" be segregated from the mainstream so as to minimize 

competition and wrote briefs and resolutions calling for the 

preservation of these handicrafts, frequently citing the 

' dangerous ' example of the Japanese imitative mass-production of 

First Nations designd7 In addition, Raley had found the 

Guildts forays into First Nations object marketing and support 

feeble. In the Guild's efforts, "[tlhere was nothing to suggest 

Canada had in its borders a great zone of primitive culture. rr 68 

He also pointed out that a craft store opened by the Guild in 

Vancouver was thin in its exposure of First Nations work and 

closed due to its failure in turning a profit. Raley must have 

further felt that the necessary start-up funding for his 

comprehensive vision would corne from the Department of Indian 

Affairs. This governrnent support would dwarf any paltry amount 

available within the means of the Guild and therefore 

necessitated a distinct arts and crafts organization. 

His plan went beyond these two treatises to the actual 

writing of a resolution for the Canadian Indian Art and 

66 

67 
. Raley, "Important Considerations, p. 50. . The cal1 against the Japanese and their 'deviousl economic 

subversion of Canadian industries was oft-cited racist cliché in 
British Columbia between the wars. 
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Handicraft Guild, although if it was ever actually formed, its 

impact was minimal. It did not result in any broad marketing 

campaign or in any major commissions or sales for individual 

artists. Alice Ravenhill's British Columbia Indian Arts and 

Welfare Society, fonned only four years after Raleyr s Royal Arts 

Society address and following the guild-structure closely enough 

to indicate an awareness of, or at least a shared vision with, 

Raleyls intentions, was to have a much more significant impact. 

Raley himself nonetheless made a notable practical impact on 

Vancouver's own, already established voluntary historical 

society. 

III. s-ry 

While recent writers like Wayne Suttles and Aïdona Jonaitis 

point to the importance of post-World War II museum and 

goverment-supported projects in promoting contemporary artists 

'...for the restoration or recreation of rtraditionalf objects 

that the Indians had largely ceased producinq . . . [ , ] " 6 9  allocating 

sole responsibility to these public institutional programmes 

obscures three important facts. First, First Nations peoples 

continued to potlatch and to produce objects for use within the 

potlatch as well as for sale. Second, the Great Depression 

forced the discontinuation of govermental programmes begun in 

the 1920s, like the Skeena preservation project; in the 1930s, 

museum budgets were drastically reduced. Third, in the decade 

and a half that separated major public museum projects, social 

68 

6 9 
. Raley, "Important Considerations, " p. 50. . Wayne Suttles and Aldona Jonaitis, "History of Research in 
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reformers, like Raley, were actively lobbying for the creation of 

promotional programmes and organizations that would support the 

contemporary production of First Nations objects. Raley himself 

detailed how many people were still producing what kinds of 

material in the various First Nations communities throughout the 

province. T h e  rhetoric that Raley used helped re-shape the public 

understanding of First Nations objects as a living "art." Raley's 

ideas also seroed as a mode1 for h i s  more successful counterpart 

in Victoria, Alice Ravenhill and the British Columbia Indian Arts 

and Welfare Society,  as well as for the museum-based training and 

promotion projects that emerged i n  the late 1940s and early 

1950s. 

Ethnology, " Handbook, 



CHAPTER 5 

Alice Ravenhill and the BCMS 

Although Vancouver had achieved a reputation as British 

Columbia's commercial centre before the Great Depression, it was 

not where government policy decisions were made. From this 

standpoint alone, Raley's lobbying activities had a strike 

against them. Anyone seeking meaningful change had to somehow 

align themselves with the circles of political power in either 

Ottawa or Victoria, centres of government locked in a seemingly 

endless series of disputes over jurisdiction. Policy 

disagreements regarding Indian administration dated back to 

British Columbials entxance into Confederation. 1 

Reform of the system of education was a widespread concern 

in British ~olumbia~ and provided an avenue in which the 

provincial government could establish some semblance of control 

over the policy of Indian administration and the destiny of First 

3 Nations people in British Columbia. With education a provincial 

matter and the Department of Indian Affairs a federal ministry, 

the education of aboriginal children satisfied no one. Once 

1 

2 
- Terinant, Aboriginal People, pp. 39-52. . The Putnam-Weir Report released in 1925, for example, 

proposed a far-ranging series of reforms for education in British 
Columbia, some of which were implemented imxnediately and some of 
which took a decade for ixmlementation. (F. Henrv Johnson, A - 
History of Public ~ducatio; in British ~olumbia, -~ancouvek: 
University of British Columbia, 1964, pp.101-115,) . T i t l e y  writes: "Same of the more critical reinterpretations 
of Canadian educational history suggest that universal schooling 
made its appearance, not so much as an adjunct on onward marching 
democracy, but rather as an instrument of social control. Dominant 
groups perceived the school as an effective mechanism for fostering 
loyalty to the prevailing political, economic, and social order 
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again, because First Nations "art" was the one attribute of First 

Nations societies constructed in a positive light by public 

inst itutions like the museums, it proved to be a useful tool in 

generating non-Native public support for educational r e m  

efforts. The most successful reform lobby that promoted First 

Nations "art," and the focus of this chapter, occurred in 

Victoria and can be traced to the organizational efforts of ALice 

Ravenhill and the British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare 

Society (BCIAWS) between 1935 and 1948. In contrast with Raley, 

who wanted to use the educational system to encourage the 

production and consumption of First  Nations arts as a means of 

economic integration, Ravenhill sought to use the production and 

consumption of First Nations arts  to better the educational 

system, making it both more relevant and accessible to First 

Nations children. This s h i f t  i n  reform direction was a result of 

a shift in priorities among social reformers as the financial 

difficulties of the Great Depression waned towards the end of the 

1930s. 

1. Ravenhill and the Importance of the B C W S  

Ravenhill was instrumental in forming The Society for the 

Furtherance of British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare, later 

shortened to the British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare Society 

(BCIAWS), in December 1939 - January 1940. The BCIAWS is in turn 

significant because it followed the goals and corporate organ- 

ization for a voluntary association advocated by Raley i n  1935, 

among less advantaged groups . (Titley, A Narrow Vision, p. 92. ) 



blending by the mid-1940s with some of the objectives then being 

pursued by the Provincial Museum. The BCIAWS formed an 

important link in the transition of First Nations arts promotion 

from voluntary organizations in the 1930s to state institutions 

in the 1940s. Ultimately, the BCIAWS may have succeeded where 

Raley (at least in his association with AHSAV) failed partially 

because of its proximity to the provincial social elite in 

Victoria . 
Ravenhill was thus an important figure in the 

professionalization of the field of First Nations art, 

contributing to the definition of an occupation, "Indian artist," 

subsequently allocated professional status within public 

institutions of "culture0' in British Columbia in the 1950s. 

During the 1940s and 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  museums and universities sought to 

establish a monopoly over title and practice for selected 

"professional" practitioners and to exert control over entry and 

training. The BCIAWS played a significant role in the 

development of an infrastructure that would later link the three 

main components of a formalized art market in the 1950s: 

producers of objects, consumers of objects, and producers of 

knowledge about the objects. The BCIAWSs  utilization of museum 

collections and its participation in educational projects 

simultaneously informed producers and consumers about standards 

of performance, of form and materials, that served as the basis 

of promotion and marketing over the next three decades. This in 

essence established the ability of state officials to define the 

criteria for what constitutes "Indian" art and therefore who 



could be an "Indian" artist. By aligning itself with the 

Provincial Museum, the BCIAWS supported and legitimfzed state 

control over the social distribution of knowledge about First 

Nations objects, thus also contributing to the on-going attempt 

t o  deny indigenous modes of authority and leadership. 

1 Ravenhill and Educational Reform 

Alice Ravenhill was born in Snaresbrook in Essex, England 

in 1859 to an upper class family. On the periphery of Britain's 

royal web, Ravenhill was fluent in the intricacies of a social 

order accepted and reproduced by the Victorian English upper 

class. 4 "The stream of social life into which 1 was born has 

almost petered out," she lamented near the end of her life. And 

despite the problems created by Victorian industrialization, the 

problems that were the focus of her professional life, Ravenhill 

found what she saw as the positive attributes of her generation 

passing with that stream of Victorian social life, "With it has 

disappeared to a great degree the  atmosphere in which 1 was 

reared, with its sense of responsibility for the advantages 

enjoyed, of the paramount duty of serving others, of self-control 

and reticence, of dignified endurance of reverses, of respect for 

authority and law, of cheerful self-sacrifice, and of dogged 

perseverance to gain desired ends."= With this idealized British 

world view, she adapted her training and experience to the social 

welfare of British Columbian First Nations through the 

4 . Nice Ravenhill, Alice Ravenhill - The Memoixs o f  an 
Educational Pioneer, Toronto and Vancouver: J. M. Dent and Sons, 
1951, p.73, 
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realization of an association along the lines envisioned by her 

contemporary, Reverend George Raley . 
As a young wornan in England, Alice Ravenhill received a 

Council County Lectureship provided by the National Health 

Society and in Britain. She participated in a growing 

government-sponsored infrastructure intended to maintain healthy 

work and home living conditions, particularly among the lower 

classes, through the provision of education. This included both 

basic health practices and domestic technical training, and 

workplace inspection. The Industrial Revolution had established 

a path well w o m  by the last quarter of the nineteenth century 

and public services were beginning to catch up with many of the 

changes brought on by rapid urbanization and industrialization. 

Spurred on by an interest in unorthodox educational methods 

through her Council County lectureship, Ravenhill became involved 

as well in British educational reform. Through a succession of 

positions as secretary to the Royal British Nurses Association, 

lecturer to the Cooperative Society and the Womenls Cooperative 

Guild, and finally to the West Riding of Yorkshire County Council 

(described in her memoirs as "ranked among the most progressive 

of educational a~thorities"~), Ravenhill garnered enough official 

attention to be sent to the United States to research American 

methods of handling "home economics," the "...first systematic 

educational efforts to introduce girls to some of the fundamental 

problems connected with the home.. .'" and became instrumental in 
- - -  

S .  Ibid. 
6 -  . Ibid. 
7 - . Ibid. 
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the formation of a degree course in Social and Household Science 

at the University of London. 8 

Ravenhill emigrated to Canada in 1910, living first a t  

Shawnigan Lake on southern Vancouver Island before moving to 

Victoria, with a brief tenure as Director of Home Economics at 

the Utah State College front 1917 to 1919. She became involved 

with First Nations arts when she was approached by the provincial 

Womenvs Institutes in 1926 to provide guidance on the adaptation 

of First Nations designs t o  the making of hooked rugs, a craft  

pursuit Victoria resident Emily Carr had also been involved with 

at around the same t h e .  Ravenhill was, by her own admission, 

ignorant on the subject and turned to her neighbour W. A. 

Newcombe, a biologist with the Provincial Museum and son of C. F. 

Newcombe, the man primarily responsible for assembling the 

indigenous objects collection at the museum. By the ,the 

Ravenhill felt confident enough to talk about the subject, the 

interests of the Women's Institutes had turned elsewhere and she 

was left with a growing collection of First Nations-based 

needlework designs for sale through a commercial store in 

Victoria and a both steadily growing i n t e r e s t  in First Nations 

arts and concern over the failure of the federal system of 

education for First Nations children. 9 

Ravenhillls official involvement was instigated with the 

Provincial Museum's receipt of a Carnegie Fund grant for public 

lectures in 1934. These lectures covered a variety of natural 

8 . Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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history topics, 'O with Ravehill ' s primary responsibility the 

'Indian handicrafts of British Columbian for both adult and 

children's lectures. The attendance for such lectures, which 

provides an idea of the program's popularity, hovered around 300 

per lecture for children's classes and 80 for adult classes." 

This kind of program was becoming increasingly popular in museums 

throughout both the United States and Canada, Ravenhill's 

interest in unconventional educational techniques was 

particularly suited to the changing interests of museums. 

Malcolm Knowles suggests that accessibility was becoming an 

urgent concern for museums with previous museum-based educational 

programmes tending to "please the staff and reflect their 

professional interests rather than please the public and take 

into account their interests . "12 The public programs, stif f, 

formal, and organized according to acadernic principles were not 

bringing in the operating funds. "This view began to changerm 

continues Knowles, "...as a result of the economic pressure 

brought on by the depression of the 1930s,"13 although it had 

been a concern of the museums even earlier as indicated by Harlan 

Smith's sirnilar, popularized public lectures at the National 

Museum in the 1920s. 'As contributions from wealthy patrons 

IO , The tension created historically by a racial hierarchy 
that privileged European accomplishments is illustrated here in the 
assignment of First Nations material to the realm of natural. as 
opposed to human, history. . Francis Kermode, Re~0rt of the Provincial Museum of 

12 . Malcolm S. Knowles, A Historv of 1 

. Ibid. 
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diminished, museums became increasingly dependent upon public 

support. Accordingly, the Fcurriculumr of the museumç began to 

broaden. The Provincial Museum then took a more functionalist 

role. In this new curatorial attitude, it became a repository of 

knowledge that could be applied socially for the apparent benefit 

of the larger community. B y  1940, the Provincial Museum 

broadened its display strategy to include the construction of 

Thunderbird Park adjacent to its main building, making the 

museumls col lect ion of poles assembled primarily by Newcombe 

prior to the First World War a highly visible outdoor public 

landmark in the city's downtown centre, 

III. Ravenhill and the BCPM Publications 

In 1936, Ravenhill gave an introductory presentation to the 

Victoria Normal School on First Nations peoples in British 

Columbia, which turned out to be a stepping stone to a number of 

larger projects. '1 learned. ..that an eight weeks' course on our 

B.C. Indians had been recently included in the grade school 

curriculum, without any authentic guidance being provided for the 

teachers who had to give it," she wrote in her memoirs. "1 

ventured to take this up with the Provincial Department of 

Education and after some rnonths was entrusted with the difficult 

task of stimmarizing this unusually intricate subject in a 

bulletin limited to 30,000 words. To do this was a clear case of 

f 001s rush in. . . ' "15 Nonetheless, the result was The Native 

Tribes of British Columbia, published in 1938 primarily for each 
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grade school in the province but also including an extra run-off 

of a few hundred copies for sale to the general public. It was 

the first school text to examine specifically the First Nations 

of British Columbia and this in itself qualifies the book as a 

significant step. Furthemore, while Ravenhill culled the elder 

Newcombe's 1909 Guide to the Anthropological Collection in the 

Provincial Museum for photographs from the Northwest Coast, her 

book did not suffer from the same bias towards both the coast and 

carved coastal objects, normally thought of as men's arts, as did 

many of the later books on the same subject. Instead, she 

attempted to give a fuller idea of the "last c~ltures"'~ of the 

entire province, focusing as well on interior peoples and women's 

textile arts. 

Ravenhill's The Native Tribes of British Columbia outlined 

her position towards First Nations societies and their 

relationship to "modern" Canada. While this position is 

indistinguishable from much of either the popular or academic 

writing of the period, it significantly reinforced the strong 

hold exercised by the paternalistic sense of fiauciary 

responsibility held by Euro-Canadian people in al1 aspects of 

l i f e  related to First Nations people. She states unequivocally 

that "...these people were three thousand years behind the 

standard of European culture at the close of the eighteenth 

century"" and that their "backwardness, "lB following the ideas of 

Vic 

"1, Memoirs, D-211- 15 

16 
. Ravenhill, Memoirs, p. 211. . Alice Ravenhill, Native Tribes of B r i t i s h  Columbia, 

Victo-ria: C.R. Banfield, 1938, p. 10. 

-. ..- - - 

~avenhill, Native Tribes of B r i t i s h  Columbia, 
Banfield, 1938, p. 10. 

17. Ibid, 
18 - . Ibid. 
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Ravenhill's acquaintance, Diamond ~enness'~ of the National 

Museum of Canada, was due to the "physiographic formation of the 

~ontinent,"'~ the "unsuitability of flora and fauna f o r  

agriculture, "" and perhaps most tellingly, the First Nations 

peoplesl own lack of "mechanic  instinct^."^' This idea, made 

official by the Ministry of Educationls adaptation and widespread 

dissemination of the book as a school text, also sets up what 

Ravenhill calls Euro-Canada's "...deeper sense of responsibility 

towards backward races" and the desire, i f  not obligation, "...to 

make amends, when opportunity offers, for previous 

M~understandings."~~ The question of responsibility then led to 

Ravenhillls primary role in the formation of the BCIAWS. 

The BCIAWS and the Provincial Museum's obtainment of a 

Carnegie grant for Ravenhillls involvement in the mid-1930s 

formed an institutional intersection for educational reform 

interests in British Columbia. Ravenhill and the BCIAWS 

emphasized educational reform as an answer to the "Indian 

problem." Based on the American Indian New Deal model, their 

ideas of artistic promotion and the encouragement of cultural 

pride was intended to enable First Nations children to open the 

door to an Anglo-Canadian way of life. By the mid-1930s the 

Provincial Museum was producing materials and displays intended 

to complement the provincial school curricula. The museum was 

19. Jenness stayed with Ravenhill at her home at Shawnigan 
Lake on an early visit to Vancouver Island. (Ravenhill, Memoirs, 
p.181.) 

20. Ravenhill, Native Tribes, p.10 
2f. Ibid. 
22. Ibid. 
23. Ibid. 
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attempting to respond to what its administration perceived to be 

the needs of the society. The salvage paradigm, which guided the 

accumulation of objects for museum collections as contributions 

to scientific prosperity, was giving way to a recognition of a 

farther-reaching educational purpose for the museum. In addition 

to its participation in education-related projects with the 

BCIAWS, by the mid-1940s, the museum was thus also exhibiting, 

for example, selected works from childrenls Saturday morning art 

classes at the Vancouver Art Gallery and installing a panel 

series on "Indian life" in the provincial Legislative Buildings1 

rotunda. 2 4 

Contradicting Raley, Ravenhill asserted that the 

"...capacities expressed in these arts are to al1 appearance 

dormant, if not lost, by the survivors of a fomerly nuuerous 

people .... rr25 She further felt that "...the valuable qualities 

of accuracy, observation, and coordination of hand and eye in 

manual expression, with al1 that their exercise means to the 

individual and his value to t he  community, are apparently also in 

abeyan~e."~~ And although she acknowledged the "efforts ... being 
made in some Indian Residential Sch~ols...~~,~~ there is still the 

question of why Ravenhill was at al1 interested in First Nations 

arts, apart from aesthetic appreciation. Quoting Harlan Smith, 

who was promoting the same idea in Ottawa at various technical 

and industrial conferences, Ravenhill wrote that "[ IJ t  would seem 

2 4 . Report of the Provincial Museum of Natural History for the 
Year 1945, Victoria: Provincial Museum of Natural History, 1945, 

. Ravenhill, Native Tribes, p. 11. 
26. Ibid. 
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that the early Indian art of Canada might well serve as a 

suitable starting point for the manufacturers of distinctively 

Canadian designs . M28 
The crux of Ravenhill's cal1 for policy change was that 

Euro-Canada had not sufficiently understood and exploited the 

potential contributions First Nations peoples could make to the 

economy, or how much Euro-Canada could enjoy First Nations 

products. The line between assimilation, the replacement of 

indigenous identities with a British world view, and integration, 

where aspects of First Nations identities could be commoditized 

for the modern Canadian economy, was a subtle one. Despite 

tentative opposition to the Department of Indian Affairs policy, 

Ravenhill, like other social reformers, trusted the authority of 

state officiais, their ability to implement altruistic programs 

f o r  the governmentws wards and citizens, and their willingness to 

fulfill what liberal reformers saw as the goverment's moral 

obligations. In addition, she adhered to the myth of historical 

progress and the inherent superiority of British society. She 

writes : 

It seems timely to arouse greater interest in 
the people who preceded the present 
inhabitants of British Columbia, and to make 
known more widely to their fellow members of 
the British Empire the ingenuity with which 
these early pioneers overcame the 
difficulties of their surroundings. In a 
period when comfort and convenience are 
measured by ability to pay for their 
provision unrelated to the exercise of 
individual resourcefulness; when every detail 
of l i f e  is supplied on a large scale by 
mechanized methods; when distance is 

Ibid, - 
Ibid. - 



annihilated by modem devices of transport, 
the achievements of a people isolated for 
many centuries from contact with others are 
apt to be overlooked and depreciated. Yet it 
is these people who -broke the trail" in many 
unsuspected ways for theix successors, and 
while- doing so- exhibited qualities it is 
advisable to recall. 29 

Ravenhill had gained considerable power in shaping public 

thought about First Nations societies through these school- 

related projects. Although it may have seemed to non-lative 

Canadians that her objectives were altruistic, this material 

demonstrates some of the underlying ideological concerns of both 

Ravenhill and the BCIAWS. Ravenhill's vision, and that of the 

BCIAWS, remained paternalistic. While coloured by her own social 

reformist attitudes, Ravenhill s understanding was further 

bolstered by a textual reliance on a combination of relatively 

recent ethnology and anthropological theory (albeit from 

sometimes quite different streams of thought, as with Otis T. 

Mason, Franz Boas, Ruth Benedict, and Erna Gunther) , and from 
pioneer accounts and more localized anthropology (including Paul 

Kane, Captains Cook and Mayne, Father Morice, and C. F. 

Newcombe) . 
The main emphasis in much of these texts on the 

disappearance and anthropological salvage3* of First Nations 

29. Ibid. 
30 - . The temporal ranking of non-European societies in social 

evolutionist thinking and the prevalent view that non-industrial 
societies were doomed to extinction in the "naturaln progression 
from "primitivew to "modernn informed a Western scientific concem 
with "salvagingn the remnants of nprimitiven peoples within the 
spaces of anthropology and anthropological museums. This concern 
is discussed in detail in James Clifford, The Predicament of 
Culture : Twentieth Century Ethnoqraphy, titerature and Art, 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988. 
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peoples in combination with current optimism about the ''Changing 

Indian" forged an acceptance of the possibility of a revival in 

"modern" terms. The social reforment "Cornmon sense" solutions 

to the "Indian problem" entailed economic integration and proper 

preparatory training. Quality control strategies, such as the 

provision of museum examples, in combination with promotion of 

hand-crafted goods as a "modern" luxury item soon formed the 

BCIAWSFs main arts policy. 

The objectives of the BCIAWÇ as drafted by Ravenhill 

and her associates in 1939 were: 

1. To promote the welfare of the Indians, 
particularly those of British Columbia, by 
supporting a l l  movements directed towards an 
improvement in Indian Health, Education and 
Social Welfare. 

2. To bring to notice of the public, the 
innate merits and deep-rooted artistic 
talents of the Indian people by means of 
Exhibitions of their Arts and Crafts, 
Folklore, Music, Drama and Dance; and through 
Meetings, Conferences, Publications, Radio 
Broadcasts, Television and the Press. 

3. To arouse the Indians themselves to a 
realization of their true place in the social 
organization of this country. and to 
encourage them to work for, and to take 
advantage of, the opportunities which are 
offered under the revised Indian Act, and to 
prepare themselves for conmiunity service. 

4. To devote particular attention to the 
needs of the younger generation. of Indian 
people, and to work in their interest to 
remove the inequalities of opportunity which 
still present almost insurmountable handicaps 
to youhg Indians trying to enter the 
occupation of their choice. 31 

31 . The Society for the Furtherance of British Columbia Indian 
Arts and Welfare, Objects of the Society, Victoria: unpublished 
December 1939. (PAX BCIAWS Papers Add.Mss 2720) 
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The executive c o d t t e e  m e r s  included Major Bullock- 

Webster, Director of British Columbia School and Community Drama 

(and Ravenhill ' s successor as BCIAWS president) , Alma Russell, 
formerly of the B. C. Archives, representatives f rom the Victoria 

and Island Arts and Crafts Society, and Madame Sanderson-Maugin, 

whom Ravenhill calls '...invaluable for her...wide social 

connections which enabled her to secure for the young Society 

suf ficient funds to publish.. their first children's book in 

1940. Three influential new members joined the committee in 

1941: Willard E. Ireland, Provincial Archivist, Clifford Carl, 

director of the Provincial Museum, who immediately of fered the 

museum as the society's officia1 address, and A. E. Pickford, 

author of Food Plants Used by the Natives of British Columbia. 

By 1942, Lieutenant-Governor W. C. Woodward became the Society's 

honourary patron and a BCIAWS off-shoot was established in Oliver 

in 1941." Reverend J. C. Goodfellow, formerly with ASHAV and 

author of the first pamphlet on the Stanley Park poles, became 

the honourary president in 1942, and through 1943 "...a number of 

B. C . Indians became Honourary ~embers . "" 
The group is t y p i c a l  of a social reforming ideology popular 

at the time in British Columbia, emphasizing the use of study 

groups, cooperation, and citizenship education in an e f f o r t  to 

improve impoverished sections of Canadian ~ociety.~' It relied on 

models from England and the United States, as did the corporate 

32. Ravenhill, Memoirs, p.216. 
33. Ibid, pp.216-219. 
34 - . Ibid. 
35 . =don Selman, "The Adult Educator: Change Agent or 

Program Technician?" Canadian Journal of University Continuinq 
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structure suggested by Raley. It recognized the potential of the 

popular value of First Nations "art" and sought to gather the 

various ideological threads and display strategies that had been 

developing haltingly since AHSAV's first attempts in the early 

1920s in Stanley Park. Following earlier leads, tourism was 

3 6 singled out for its importance, but, not surprisingly given 

Ravenhill's background as an educator and the interests of the 

forming committee in general, the society concentrated initially 

on educational activities . 
The first publication of the organization was not about the 

Northwest Coast, but was rather a Christmas tale from the 

interior Okanagan Valley. The Tale of the Nativity was 

illustrated by children of the Inkameep Reserve in Oliver and 

based on legends performed by the students at the opening of the 

37 Provincial Museum's Thunderbird Park in 1942. A second 

Nativity book, illustrated by, Francois Batiste, who signed his 

name sis-h~-lk,~' and Meet Mr. Coyote, an illustrated story book 

Education 9:2 (1985) . - . In June 1948, a suggestion was put forward by the society 
for the sale of Native objects in national parks through the 
National Parks Service. (see wRecommendations of the B.C. Indian 
Arts and Welfare Society, " The Native Voice, June 1948, p.13) . 

37 . Anthony Walsh, "Introduction," The T a l e  of the Nativity 
as Told by the Indian Children of Inkameep, Victoria: Society for 
the Furtherance of British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare, 
194238 p . S .  . Ravenhill, Memoirs, pp.216-217. Batiste and classrnate 
Johnny Stalkia were singled out by Anthony Walsh as star students. 
Batiste had attended school in Santa Fe and had exhibitions 
arranged through Walsh and the Okanagan chapter of the BCIAWS at 
the Windemere Hotel, the Vancouver Art Gallery, and at an 
unspecified location in Victoria in the early 1940s. (PABC BCIAWS 
Papers Add.Mss 2720: Anthony Walsh to Elizabeth Newton, February 
18,1940; Brief Statement of the Efforts and Attainments Since 
Fonnation December 1939, Victoria: BCIAWS Unpublished, n. d., n .p. ; 
Arthur Lismer to Alice Ravenhill, May 28, 1940; and Alice Ravenhill 
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from the Indian Residential School at Lytton were also published 

by the society between 1941 and 1943. 

The image of cooperation and kindly paternalism suggested by 

the BCIAWS in its promotion of art and literature by First 

Nations children masked the horrific treatment the children 

themselves al1 too often faced. The policy of disrupting 

families by removing First Nations children to either residential 

schools or to Euro-Canadian foster families is alluded to Sis-hu- 

lkrs illustrations. In one (figure 2 0 ) ,  a simple line drawing 

depicts two of the three Wise Men as First Nations chiefs, thus 

suggesting these Biblical stories as part of a shared heritage. 

In another, the character of Joseph is transformed into Jesus's 

foster-f ather with whom, according to the caption, "The Child" 

spends a "Happy Boyhood." This goes to the heart of 

assimilationist educational policy in the 1920s and 1930s where 

Christianization through the adaptation of Euro-Christian 

traditions to a First Nations context, the disintegration of the 

extended family pattern, and the disruption of the relationship 

between generations were critical to the remolding of First 

Nations children as 'good" members of Canadian society . 39 
Sis-hu-lkls drawings are more a celebration of this policy 

than they are of his achievements or those of his schooimates. 

The emphasis on a "Happy Boyhood" with a -"Foster-Fathern is 

typical of the silences of the tirne. However, '[rlecent reports 

dealing with the residential schools focus on the horrendous 

- - - 

to Mildred Thornton, August 1941. ) 
39 . Ernie Crey, "The Children of Tomorrow's Great Potlatch," 

In Celebration of Our Survival, p.154. 
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physical and sexual abuse many native children suffered while in 

these institutions. Abuse of this nature follows its victims 

throughout their lives and colours their relationships with 

others," writes Ernie Crey in a point particularly relevant to 

the publications of the BCIAWS. "Those who have written about 

these institutions emphasize those aspects of the institutions 

designed to assimilate aboriginal ~hildren."~* With what is now 

known about the sometimes tragic consequences of assimilation 

through education, the transparent manipulation practised by 

these publications can sometimes seem obscenely ironic. 4 I 

Nonetheless, reformers like Ravenhill and Raley were adamant 

in their focus on constructing First Nations "art8' as part of 

Canadian "culture, " convinced that the f ailure exemplif ied by the 

relatively poor performance of First Nations chilciren in schools 

and the impoverishment on reserves was due to misdirected 

paternalism, rather that the concept of paternalism itself and 

the power imbalances it perpetuated. "Art" was a means of 

building support for refurbishing outdated institutions and re- 

writing outdated policy directions. 

Following the success of The Native Tribes of British 

Columbia, the Provincial Museum and the BCIAWS cooperated in the 

publication of Ravenhill ' s A Cornerstone of Canadian Culture : An 
Outline of the Arts and Crafts of the Indian Tribes of British 

Columbia. This work was first intended as a selection of wall 

40 Ibid. 
41 - Crey quotes a Salish elder, Henry Castle, whose 

w...classmates were caught speaking their language one day at 
Colqualeeza [where Raley was principal] . . . they had their mouths 
pried open and sewing needles àriven through their tongues into the 
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The exhibition was intended primarily to provide exposure for 

young F i r s t  Nations artists stil l  in school, like Batiste and 

Judith Morgan. However, a number of mature artists also gained 

considerable exposure through the exhibitions, including most 

notably George Clutesi and Ellen Neel. 

As museums had extended their contacts out to other museums 

and public institutions, objects and paintings in the annual 

exhibitions were sometimes selected for loan to institutions 

outside Victoria. Under the auspices of the BCIAWS and shipped 

through the Provincial Museum, a number of objects were sent in 

1943 to the Annual Exhibitions of the Royal Canadian Academy of 

Arts in Quebec and Montreal resulting in individual prizes for 

the basketry work of Mrs. Johnny Johnson of Kakawis and the 

student knitting of Madeline Charlie of St. Catherine's school in 

Duncan, as well as school prizes for Christie Indian School in 

Kakawis in design, and to Inkameep School in Oliver and Christie 

Indian School for applied ~ork.'~ In commemoration of the 

provincial enfranchisement of First Nations peoples in 1949, the 

provincial government bought five of Judith Morgan's paintings 

selected from the annual exhibit. The five, Morning Mist, 

Hamatcha Dance, Bear from Kitwancul, The Origin of the Wolf 

Society (figure 21), and The Inheritance Dance, w e r e  then shipped 

to Ottawa for a solo show at the National Museum funded by the 

Department of Indian Affairs, Typically, Morgan illustrated 

Gitxsan myths and ceremonies in an illusionist painting style and 

and McIntyre, . .? 1986, p.96. 
3 . Report of the Provincial Museum of Natural History for the 

Year 1943, Victoria: Provincial Museum of Natural History, 1943, 
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her work thus draws cornparisons with the Southwestern and 

southern Plains painting associated with Indian schools in New 

4 6  Mexico and Oklahoma in the 1920s and 1930s. Rather than 

adhering to the indigenous conventions of two-dimensional 

patterns built of flat black and red lines and shapes common to 

ceremonial painting from the Skeena Valley, Morgan typically 

illustrated Gitxsan myths with naturalistic compositions 

heightened through dramatic chiaroscuro - a potent synthesis that 

could have potentially challenged the use of First Nations' 

themes in the work of Carr and other non-Native painters who 

lacked the intimacy that Morgan would have had as a cultural 

insider, 

Morgan's paintings and other selected works from the annual 

exhibitions were also shown at the Philbrook Art Centre in Tulsa, 

Oklahoma and at the Portland Art Gallery in Portland,  rego on." 

The annual exhibits began to garner considerable attention for 

both the BCIAWS and young individual artists. And as Anthony 

Walsh pointed out in his introduction to The Tale of the 

Nativity, the artistic activity was al1 part of a larger agenda. 

Using First Nations art, it was possible to gain media attention, 

and "...by newspaper publicity and other means, our own citizens 

are gradually being awakened to their own responsibility to the 

Indian as an integral unit of Canadian national life."48 

As well as attracting public attention through the arts, 

4 6 See Brody, Indian Painters and White Patrons. . "Indian Girl's Paintinqs Have Been Purchased by the 
British Columbia G o v ê ~ e n t ,  " The Native Voice, August -1949, pp. l- 
2, and "Portland Art Museum Displays Young Native Art," The Native 
Voice, October 1947, p.11. 
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these organizations also submitted briefs directly to the 

government. The Okanagan Society for the Revival of Indian Arts 

and Crafts submitted a brief to the federal Codttee on 

Reconstruction and Re-establishment in 1943 entitled Native 

Canadians: A Plan for the Rehabilitation of Indians. The 

society's two fundamental proposals included a replacement Indian 

Act modeled on the American Bureau of Indian Affaixs New Deal 

policy and the establishment of a royal commission on Indian 

49  affairs. B o t h  the B C M S  and the Oliver off-shoot lobbied for 

enhanced educational opportunities. The Okanagan group argued in 

its 1943 brief for post-secondary education, suggesting that "the 

balance, judgement, and organizing ability of the leaders of the 

Native Brotherhood of B.C, with five thousand Indian members 

compare favorably with that of white executives" and that 

therefore 'there are apparently no more limits to an Indian's 

capabilities than there are to those of other races, when 

adequate educational facilities are pr~vided."'~ The BCIAWS also 

submitted a brief enti t led Sugqestions on the Encouragement of 
- - 

Arts and Crafts in the Indian Schools of British Columbia to the 

Department of Indian Affairs in 1942 and Ravenhill prepared a 

brief to the 1946-48 joint committee on the Indian Act for the 

BCIAWS , 

B y  the tirne the Second World War had ended, patriotic 

rhetoric aimed against European fascism and the eugenic 

- ". Walsh, -Introduction," The Tale of the Nativity, p. 6. 
4 9 
, The Okanagan Society for the Revival of Indian Arts and 

Craf ts, Native canadians : ~ - ~ l a n  for the Rehabilitation of Indians, 
Oliver, B.C.: unpublished nad., in University of British Columbia 
Special Collections. 
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principles of Nazi nationalism had brought racism into disrepute. 

"As a result of the atrocities comuitted during this war, the 

world community examined its collective consciencer' comments 

Wet'suwetlen/Carrier writer Shirley Joseph, "and in 1948 produced 

the United Nations Declaration of Human rights. The government 

of Canada, in standing with the world community as signator to 

the Declaration, was forced to examine its txeatment of 

aboriginal people. "51 The BCIAWS and other groups used the new 

post-war rhetoric of racial tolerance to cal1 for a re-adjustment 

in Canada's own domestic, racially based policies. Despite her 

own adherence to a social evolutionary understanding of so-called 

'primitive1 societies, Ravenhill nonetheless suggested, in terms 

particularly meaningful to a population now exposed to the 

realities of German death camps, "certain 'out of date' opinions 

are clung to tenaciously despite 'up to date1 science calling for 

their revision. Of these what is now described as the ldiscarded 

Myth of Racisml is responsible by its persistence for many 

misunderstandings among otherwise well intentioned Canadians and 

their enduring misjudgments of a people over whom Canada assumed 

jurisdiction nearly two centuries ago. "52 In spite of the 

widespread pre-war acceptance of eugenic theory in Canada, the 

state was now caught in a conflict between its wartime 

condemnation of such theory and practice in Europe and its own 

50 . Ibid, p . 5 ,  
51 - . Shirley Joseph, wAssimilation Tools: Then and New," In - 

Celaration of Our Survival, p. 65. ". Alice Ravenhill, Adâressed to the Royal Codssion of 
Senators and Members of the House of Commons Appointed to Inqui 
into Al1 Phases of the affairs of Canadian Indians in May and 
October 1946, in University of British Columbia Special 
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racist legacy in domestic policy. The BCIAWSVs most important 

contribution may have been representing the Anglo-Celtic middle 

class while at the same t h e  highlighting this contradiction. 

So while the role of the arts and of promotional 

organizations like the BCIAWS need to be understood within the 

context of conversations around the Indian Act and the on-going 

"Indian problem," the intersection of various concerns and 

organizations certainly resulted in greater attention for the 

arts and the emergence of a new category of contemporary Canadian 

artist, namely the "Indian" artist. By the late 1940s, the so- 

called "revival" seemed real enough to demand a marketing agency 

to ensure the equitable treatment of First Nations artists. It 

was at this point that the BCIAWS began to surpass Ravenhill's 

founding vision. Ravenhill and some of her contemporaries had 

advocated primarily the artistic training of younger children 

alongside the education of the private corporate sector about the 

commercial potential of First Nations designs, strategies that 

seem closely aligned to Dorothy DUM's work in Santa Fe and the 

emergence of the Santa Fe and "modern" southern Plains easel 

5 3 painting s t y l e s .  The apparent realization of an emerging, 

although fragile market for First Nations objects demanded an 

institutional infrastructure modeled on the professionalization 

of the parallel world of non-Native art, also beginning to emerge 

in Canada. The BCIAWS involvement in institutionalized marketing 

further coincided with a shift in adult education and other 

community-support programs from social reform to 

Collections, SPAM 571A. 
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professionalization, from the use of art as an exercise in self- 

help to the maintenance of supportive, professional 

infrastructure for art producers. 

A formal BCIAWS marketing strategy was first prepared in 

November 1948 by Josephine Godman, four years after Ravenhill's 

retirement to her new position as the societyvs president 

emeritus. The biggest impetus for this strategy was the 1948 

Conference on Native Indian Affairs held at the University of 

British Columbia in April 1948 and CO-sponsored by the BCIAWS and 

the Provincial Museum, although Godman had been actively 

addressing some of the issues considered in the proposa1 prior to 

the UBC meeting. At the conference, she cited sales through the 

association amounting to $3000 in 1947 with neither a shop nor 

advertising." Out of this emerged one of Godmant s biggest 

concerns, the fluctuation in quality of the material production 

available on the market. As an example, in 1947 she wrote: "Some 

of the dye in baskets have not stood up to sunshine very well and 

have faded. This has brought cornplaints from buyers .... ( W ) e  must 

keep the standard high for the best prices ."55 As a result, she 

acquired information on reliable dyes for vegetable fibers from 

the Technical Information Service in Ottawa and then obtained a 

selection directly from a specialty dye Company, making these 

available to any interested basket weavers through a small 

article in the Native Brotherhood's newspaper, The Native 

53 

54 
. Discussed in Brody, Indian Painters. . "The Conference on Native Indian Affairs Succes~ful,~ The - 

Native Voice, April 1948, p.2. ". "Nootka Basket Makers, " The Native Voice, October 1947, 
p.11. 
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Voice. 56 

The November 1948 marketing proposal was a response to the 

BCIAWS own cal1 for a coherent strategy to be submitted to the 

Department of Indian Affairs. In this proposal, Godman 

recommended the appointment of a teacher by the Department of 

Indian Affairs who ". . .could then visit the likely Reserves with 
a good exhibit of saleable articles and to show the difierence 

between those and the poor work, also to give patterns of 

saleable articles and a variety of  design^."'^ These patterns 

would be provided by the British Columbia Provincial Museum. 

Godman also reconmiended the establishment of small shops or 

stalls run by First Nations saleswomen. These shops would be 

supplied by a central supply depot which would in turn buy from 

communities with no established market. The combination of high 

quality maintenance, buying at low prices and operating with a 

low overhead would enable the BCIAWS to undercut the established 

craft shops which " . . .often sel1 rubbish at a high price."" 

W. The Conference on N a t i v e  Indian Affairs, UBC 

The event that both stands as the climax and summary of the 

arts-centred social reform path was the BCIAWS/UBC conference 

held in April 1948 and its Report of Conference on Native Indian 

Affairs at Acadia Camp, University of British Columbia, edited by 

H. B. (Hamy) Hawthorn, professor in the Anthropology Department 

- -- 

56 . Ibid. 
57 - . Report of Mrs. J. Godman on Marketing Activities submitted 

in November 1948 and read at the Annual Meeting of the British 
Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare Society, January 1949. (PABC 
BCIAWS Papers Add.Mss 2720 .) 
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at the University of British Columbia. The conference was divided 

into four sessions: (1) arts and handicrafts, chaired by BCIAWç 

president A. J. Tullis, and including speeches by A. E. Pickford, 

Mildred Valley Thornton, Ellen Neel, and Josephine Godman; (2) 

health and welfare, chaired by M. J. Smith, head of the UBC 

department of social work, with speeches by Andrew Paull, Mrs. D. 

Fraser of the Okanagan Society for Arts and Crafts, and the 

assistant director of welfare for the Provincial Ministry of 

Health and Welfare, Amy Laugh; (31 education, chaired by Hawthorn 

and with speeches by R. F. Daley, the provincial inspector of 

Indian Schools, Father J. L. Bradley, supervisor of Indian 

missions for the diocese of Victoria, George Raley as former 

principal of Coqualeetza School, and William Scow, then president 

of the Native Brotherhood; and (4) training of teachers and other 

professionals, chaired again by Hawthorn and including addresses 

by Anthony Walsh, who had been with the BCIAWS, but was 

identified in the conference publication as ''a specialist in 

teaching Indian children," R. S. Tennant, regional superintendent 

of Indian Medical Services, and W. S. Barclay, medical 

superintendent of Coqualeetza Hospital. Events accompanying the 

conference included an exhibition of art works by Emily Carr 

along with the work of such First Nations artists as Judith 

Morgan, George Ciutesi, Leslie John, and Ellen Neel, an 

exhibition of children's art from the Inkameep School and the 

Alberni and Christie Residential Schools, an exhibition of 

literature, the display of antique pieces from private 

5 8 .  Ibid. 



collections, and a display of neeàlework by Ravenhill. 

This juxtaposition of differing interests and exhibitions 

demonstrates how art became the rallying point for a patchwork of 

communities, organizations, views and approaches. Art vas a 

useful rallying point for a variety of reasons. First, it was 

perceived as essentially apolitical in nature, hence it was not 

threatening. Second, it brought people sympathetically 

predisposed to First Nations peoples to meetings where the more 

pressing problems of education and health could then be 

discussed. Together these attitudes bridged political alignments 

and lent the cause of 'Indian' reform a sense of righteousness. 

A direct assessment of the role of arts in this varied program 

came from Walsh, who summarized the fundamental social reformist 

interest in First Nations arts: "This group wouldnlt be meeting 

today if it weren't for the art of the Indian. It has been the 

one approach for interpreting the culture of the Indian people to 

the public. "'' 
The session on arts and crafts perhaps presented the best 

microcosm of the uncertain status of First Nations people in 

Canadian society, of the division of positions regarding this cut 

along racial lines, and of the basic economic problems faced by 

First  Nations throughout the province - issues that were at the 
foundation of the problems discussed in the other three sessions. 

Tullis opened the proceedings, citing a myriad of telegram 

greetings from around both the province and the country: 

including those from W. T. Straith, the provincial minister of 

Report of Conference, p.16. 
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education, £rom the Edmonton-based Cornmittee of Friends of the 

Indians, from Bryon Johnson, premier of the province, and f rom 

the deputy ministers of welfare and health. Following Manuel's 

reference to a growing body of concerned, sophisticated, and 

primarily urban voters, politicians were being forced to at least 

pay l i p  service to issues surrounding First Nations affairs. 

Tullis then set the tone for the arts and crafts session with 

comments on the accompanying exhibition, calling it "a galaxy, an 

in~piration"~~ and quoting a promise made by UBC president, 

Norman MacKenzie, "that this isnlt the last time we are going to 

have an exhibition of this sort i n  this seat of learning. . .'r61 

For Tullis, th i s  provided "...hope that an ever increasing number 

of people will corne to know of this 

The first and most academic of the speakers was A. E. 

Pickford, an anthropologist with the Provincial Museum in 

Victoria. Anthropology had been a relatively new university 

discipline only a generation earlier and there was a public 

debate f l a r i n g  oves the relevance of universities and other 

cultural institutions to everyday l i f e  in Canada. To this end, 

she tied the separate discourses of social work and anthropology 

together with her assertion that "social service is now a 

science, and, in common with al1 other sciences, it cannot be 

conducted without a proper understanding of the basic material 

involved . ''= 
Pickford implied that institutions l i k e  the museum were to 

Ibid, 
Ibid, 
Ibid, 
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take the responsibility for the provision of this understanding. 

Here, she sought to legitimize the museum as a knowledge- 

producinq institution through the ideas of professional, 

scientific inquiry and thus align the state through the museum to 

the cause of reform. This, however, was associated with the 

power of the state and the maintenance of its hegemony through 

the museum and its anthropologists, an extremely important issue 

at a t h e  when state officials were seeking to regulate and 

professionalize the arts in Canada. She suggested that efforts 

from Andrew Paul1 and the North American Indian Brotherhood, the 

Native Brotherhood, and, "more humbly," the BCIAWS, were 

preparing a new page in Canadian history, one "turned ready for 

inscription. M64 

But we want that inscription to be written in 
the most powerful hand, and 1 am here to 
argue that the full power of that 
accomplishment cannot be achieved unless we 
transmute public opinion and gain an 
increasingly insistent demand, from the voice 
of the people, for fair play for the Indian. 
In order to do this most effectively, we must 
be able to show convincingly that we know the 
subject wherewith we deal; we must show an 
understanding of the psychology of the human 
m i n d  as expressed in elementary t e m .  
Further we must understand the racial origin 
and cultural levels of the aboriginal 
ancestors of the Indians with whom we have to 
deal. We must see, and fully sympathize 
with, the effect on the early culture of the 
lack of iron, pottery, agriculture and of a 
written literature. Then we must see the 
powerful force of transition which, after the 
impact of European culture and civilization, 
was accelerated to bring the problem we have 
in hand to an almost indescribable 
complexity. After this we must be conversant 
with the history of the past and seek, in 



this, a most important factor in our present 
studies, namely the effect of the early 
attitude~~of our own people upon the 
Indians, 

Pickford then followed this cal1 for a historical 

consciousness with a summary of First Nations peoples in British 

Columbia: "the artistic, and, one the, warlike Haida. ,.; the 
rich traders and highly cultured Tsimshian; ... the dramatic 
Kwakiut 1. . . "66 While she strove for a sense of variation and 

difference in conjuring up a complex image of cultural diversity 

rnodified by historical contingencies, in the end, much of what 

she said came out as a shopping list of reductive, albeit 

localized, evolutionary stereotypes. That Pickford and many of 

the other speakers felt obliged to state the high standard of 

intelligence of contemporary First Nations children sadly 

indicates how entrenched negative stereotypes seemed to form both 

public opinion and public policy. The strategy of many of the 

conference speakers was thus to reinforce positive 

characteristics even within the framework of these reductive 

evolutionary stereotypes. 

This was evident in Mildred Valley Thorntonls address. 

Thornton, a painter and illustrator with the Vancouver Sun who 

also wrote art criticism, directed her comments to the positive 

role art held for the education of First Nations children, Her 

opening anecdote covered her experiences painting portraits of 

Blood school children in southern Alberta. "The children came up 

and looked. They had been taught not to touch things. One 

6 5 .  Ibid, p. 6. 
6 6 . Ibid, D - 7 .  
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wouldnlt dare leave some children with paints. 1 have never seen 

them sa animated. They are usually shy and quiet, but became 

just as noisy and interested as any group of white children. We 

had touched a hidden spring. They were really in their native 

element and able to express themselves. 8867 Here was the miracle 

key to reaching and thereby controlling First Nations school 

children and to instilling a sense of self-worth. "Al1 the 

children need is the guidance from others to set this spirit, 

this enthusiasm alight. To create pride, to kindle self-respect, 

and to present a whole new creative experience in art is the 

tinder ready, waiting, for someone to apply the torch. The 

use of art in schools to civilize and pacify, as an instrument 

that would allow non-Native teachers to exert guidance and 

authority over the children, was central to the legacy of the 

Arts and Crafts movement. 

Godman followed Pickford and Thorntonws solutions to the 

"Indian problem" with a summary of BCIAWS marketing activities. 

Godman stated that 'if every third person in B.C. bought one 

small piece of Indian craft a year, there would not be enough to 

go around. "69 The craft industry held a viable response to 

economic dire straits. She then outlined her thoughts on how the 

industry should be structured. '1 feel that that will be the 

answer to our problem: CO-operatives for the Indians, and a 

general market held once or twice a year."" 

Kwakwakarwakw carver Ellen Neel (figure 22) spoke last. 

67 . Ibid, p.9 .  
68. Ibidt ~ . 9 .  
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Ellen May Neel (KaKaso - -  las) , a Kwagiulth Kwakwaka 'wakw, w a s  barn 

in 1916 at Alert Bay. She attended St. Michael's Residential 

School in Alert Bay and learned to came from her grandfather 

Charlie James. In 1939 she married Ted Neel and moved to 

Vancouver in 1943. In 1946, Ted Neel suffered a serious stroke 

and Ellen turned to the production and sale of objects for the 

tourist trade on a full-the basis. She worked at restoring 

poles at the University of British Columbia in the late 1940s 

before introducing university curators to her uncle, Mungo 

Martin, and returning her full-time attention to the tourist 

business. She continued as a well known carver throughout the 

1950s and died in 1966." Although she showed a willingness 

throughout her career to experiment with totem pole fo=sr 

including non-traditional figures in her carvings and producinq 

poles in a range of sizes for the tourist market, her work was 

conceptually much closer to that of her teacher, James, than the 

work of either George Clutesi or Judith Morgan was to that of 

previous Nuu-chah-nulth or Gitxsan generations. Neelrs painting 

was most often two-dimensional decoration for her carvings and 

followed conventional Kwakwaka'wakw colour schemes, relying 

primarily on black, red and white. Her carving as well typically 

echoed the shapes and compositions of conventional Kwakwakarwakw 

monumental pole carving from earlier in the century (figure 23). 

In her address to the 1948 conference, she rebuked the 

artistic limitations of a temporally located market demand for 

authenticity and belittled the assumption that First Nations 

- - 

'O. Ibid, p.11. 
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"culture" had died. Her use of Kwakwaka8wakw conventions related 

to her training under James and certainly helped contribute to a 

sense of artistic and thus social continuity. She clearly, 

however, also accepted the notion of formal and technical 

innovation in the field of First Nations8 art: 

To me, this idea is one of the great 
fallacies where the art of rny people is 
concerned. For if our art is dead, then it 
is fit only to be mummified, packed into 
mortuary boxes and tucked away into museums. 
Whereas to me it is  a living symbol of the 
gaiety, the laughter and love of colour of my 
people, a day to day reminder to us that even 
we had something ~f,~glory and honour before 
the white man came. 

She then stressed that this matter of "glory and honour 

before the white manN still held currency in her own the. "And 

art must continue live, for not part and 

of us, but it can be a powerful factor in combining the best part 

of the Indian culture into the fabric of a truly Canadian art 

form. While establishing her position as one that saw a place 

for First Nations peoples within the Canadian whole, she demanded 

the right to extend beyond the parameters of past production. 

. . .if the art of rny people is to take its 
rightful place alongside other Canadian art, 
it must be a living medium of expression. 
We, the Indian art is ts  must be allowed to 
create! We must be allowed to use new and 
modern techniques; new and modern tools; new 
and modern rnaterials. For in every instance' 
creative capacity has followed the discovery 
and use of better material. 1 do not mean 
that we should discard the old, only that we 
be allowed to use the new. 7 4 

71 . Nuytten, The Totem Carvers, pp.43-73. 
72. Report of Conf erence, p. 12. 



The general discussion following the more formal 

presentations further highlights problems arising from the 

economic situation of First Nations arts and the discrepancy in 

attitude between the two ethnie camps. Godman points out that in 

order to maintain a level of quality, (read 'authenticity'), the 

BCIAWS had developed a trade mark. In order to qualify for this 

mark, Godman noted that the work had to '. . .have a true Indian 

design and must be truly Indian. If it cornes in with a rose or a 

butterfly, or sorne bird I've never seen, 1 do not put the trade 

mark on i t . "" In response, Nanaimo carver Leslie John detailed 

the tough economic situation faced by most First Nations artists: 

The price of totem pole, 1 make less than 
$1.00 a day. If lucky make $1.25. The more 
cheap ones -35 cents- m a k e  $2.50 a day. 
Fishing on the coast was on three weeks last 
year. Don't make enough money in 
fishing .... I am not feeling well, and my 
mother is in the hospital. My father is not 
well. My older brother has a broken back 
when small. Just rny younger brother - 
seventeen years- who is in the woods, and me, 
to make a living. You can't make much on 
totem poles. On good poles you can't m a k e  a 
living and that is the reaso: we do not make 
any for the Welfare Society. 

Ibid, p. 15. This idea had been implemented by the Indian 
Arts and-fts Board in the United States. (Schrader, The Indian 
Arts -and Craf ts Board, p. 133 . ) ". Ibid, p.18. Ellen Neel took up carving full-the after 
her husband suffered from a stroke and could no longer work. Mungo 
Martin shot himself by accident as a boy and had an-injured leg. 

- 

Charlie James had a mutilated hand. Full-tirne art production was 
for those 
demanding 
or fishing 

individuals unable 
and more financial . Curiously, this 

to participate in more- phys 
.y rewarding employment li ke 
corresponds to what Graburn 

.cally 
f orest 
report 

among theÏnuit during the s a m e  t h e  period upon i n t e ~ i e w i n ~  
"...most of the adult men about their carving activities and al1 
but one of them.. .said they loathed the activity as an occupation 
and that they only carved for the money it brought th-, which was 
very little in te- of the long hours needed to make a carving. 
Most of the men would rather go hunting even with a smaller return 
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A second, related point was brought up by Ruth Smith, editor 

of The Native Voice, when she noted the lack of protection for 

First Nations art designs. This is a particular concern among 

Northwest Coast peoples because of the ownership of social 

prerogatives relating to the display and performance of crests, 

ob j ects, songs, stories, and performances, although in this 

context the issue of ownership became additionally significant 

because of economic cornpetition in the curio trade. While Godman 

expressed concern over the "authenticity" of designs in the Euro- 

Canadian field of consumption, Smith was concerned over the 

ownership of the designs in the indigenous field of production. 

The two solutions emerging from the brief discussion were 

copyrighting, in the end seen as ineffective since images could 

be changed slightly thus negating the legality of the copyright, 

and the stamp of authenticity or trademark. No thought was given 

to who would establish the criteria for this authenticity. 7 7 If 

such a burden fell to the BCIAWS, the criteria, it se-, would 

be set by museums and implemented by craft societies. Control 

over knowledge, its distribution and application, would 

necessarily rest with state officiais and public institutions, 

leaving indigenous modes of authority and leadership out of the 

loop. 

whenever the weather was good. Carving has become the activity of 
the disabled and infirm and in times of bad weather. " (Nelson H. H. . .-- 

Graburn, Eskimos Without Iqloos : Social and Economic Lkvelopment in 
Sugluk, Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1969, pp.158-159) . 
While these are two vastly different societies, there appears to be 
a cogrespondence based on a shared economic situation. . Report of Conference, p. 19. 
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There was an age difference of only five years between 

George Raley and Alice Ravenhill. Although both were English, 

they were born into different classes. Both became involved in 

the promotion of First Nations art after retirement, but where 

Raley theorized, Ravenhill networked and organized. Both 

operated within the conceptual limitations of their social 

positions and sought to reproduce the class-centred social reform 

models first pioneered at home in Britain, although from 

different points of v i e w .  Both fixed on the arts as the most 

positive attributes of First Nations peoples as an entrance 

strategy for the promotion of a place for First Nations peoples 

first within an Anglo-Celtic Canada and second within the British 

Empire. Art may have been the bait, but assimilation under a 

gentle paternalism was the ultimate prize. While Raley tried to 

use his status as former principal of Coqualeetza Indian School 

to wrangle funding for his plan through the Department of Indian 

Affairs, Ravenhill formed an initially self-sufficient volunteer 

organization, which, while f omed around her central vision, not 

only outlived her, but also followed a path both independent from 

and more ambitious than her founding intentions. 

What would eventually ensure this organization's success was 

its relationship with the province's burgeoning public arts 

institutions - particularly the Provincial Museum under the 
direction of the Ministry of Education - a circumstance denied 
for Raley by the economic realities of the Great Depression and 

by Raley's own involvement in the provincial museum's more 
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financially strapped municipal equivalent in Vancouver: the Art, 

Historical and Scientific Association of Vancouver. While 

Vancouver had grown into its position as the province1s 

industrial and commercial urban centre, Victoria retained its 

status as the administrative heart of the province. 

The structural re-organization that saw the Provincial 

Museum assigned as the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education 

drew the BCIAWS and the Provincial Museum closer together, 

especially since Ravenhill had developed both public lectures and 

text books through the museum for grade school students and 

participated in training teachers to present the newly developed 

curriculum on First Nations history in the schools. This 

established First Nations "culture" as the almost exclusive 

preserve of officials with the provincial government since 

education was a provincial responsibility. When greater funding 

became available after the Second World War, the re-assignment 

ensured that projects directed towards the promotion of First 

Nations ar t  would corne f rom Victoria, and not Ottawa, as had been 

the case prior to the Great Depression. 

E'urthermore, the B C I A W S s  emphasis on promoting contemporary 

artistic expression set a path taken up by individuals at both 

the University of British Columbia and the Provincial Museum in 

the late 1940s in their use of museum collections as the basis 

for training and quality control. The strategies of the BCIAWS, 

along with those suggested by Raley, served as a mode1 for the 

intensifying role provincial institutions would play in marketing 

contemporary art and defining what would be a First Nations 
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artist through the later "museum- and government-supported 

projects'' identified as a "revival" by Jonaitis and Suttles. 78 

". Suttles and Jonaitis, "History of Research, p. 82. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Mathias Joe, Mungo Martin and George C l u t e s i :  nArtw as Resistance 

While Ravenhill and Raley advocated change through the 

promotion of First Nations art as Canadian, First Nations 

individuals and groups cultivated the resulting public interest 

to promote political change from a First Nations perspective. In 

this chapter, 1 discuss the more public activities of individual 

artists Mathias Joe, Mungo Martin and George Clutesi between 1936 

and 1949. Although Clutesi exhibited with the BCïAWS and this 

period overlaps with the two previous chapters and the one 

following, 1 am focusing here on the public uses of First Nations 

art in developments related, but parallel to the campaigns of the 

nonoNative social reiorm movement . Joe, Martin, and Clutesi were 

among the First Nations artists who used their art to assert 

claims to aboriginal rights, gathex non-Native support for 

legislative reform, and instill a sense of pride in First Nations 

youth. The result of these activities was both an additional 

pressure for the restructuring of the Indian Act and a higher 

public profile for individual First Nations artists. First 

Nations use of art as a lobbying tool was a contributing factor 

in the re-involvement of the government in art-related 

promotional programmes at the end of the 1940s and encouraged the 

1949 provincial enfranchisement of First Nations peoples. 

1. Mathias Joe and the Thunderbird Dynasty Pole 
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Ironically, the potlatch ban and the ùraconian Indian Act 

amendments that followed the Cranmer prosecutions in the 1920s 

partially fuelled the political manipulation of First Nations 

monuments and the commemorative events around them. Even though 

the indigenous ceremonies that conventionally empowered the 

objects were banned, as 1 have demonstrated many Euro-Canadians 

were intent on constructing the objects as integral to national 

identity. This opened up possibilities overlooked by Euro- 

Canadian authorities. There were moments when feasts, speeches 

and other ritual activities, "Indian festivities" in the language 

of the Indian Act, could simultaneously incorporate Euro- 

Canadians, assert First Nations identity and political aims. 

After the 1927 prohibition of organized land claims activities, 

this further opened the potential for "artm and its accompanying 

rituals as valuable public vehicles for such expression. The use 

of public cultural performances within museums and other 

institutional sites as a stratagem to push forward indigenous 

political agendas has been termed "ethnodrama" by Robert Paine 

and Noel DYC~.' It was between the conflicting spaces of the 

potlatch and land claims bans and the Euro-Canadian nostalgie 

thirst for the pomp and colour of First Nations ceremonies and 

their objects that such ethnodrama was born. 

I . Noel Dyck and James B. Waldram, "Anthropology in Public 
Policy and Native Peoples: An Introduction to the Issues," 
bthr6poloqy, Public - Policy and Native Peoples in canada, Eds . 
Noel Dyck and James B. Waldram, Montreal and Kingston: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1993, pp. 3-38, and ~obert Paine, 
wEthnodrama and the 'Fourth World': The Saami Action Group in 
Norway, Indiqenous Peoples and the Nation-State: Fourth ~ o r l d  
Politics in Canada, Australia, and Norway, Ed. Robert Paine, St. 
John's: Institute of Social and Economic Research, Memorial 
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The bangs acceptance itself was uneven in Euro-Canada. For 

example, when Governor-General Thomas Freeman, Earl of 

Willingdon, visited the Nuu-chah-nulth community of Yuquot (also 

sometimes referred to as Friendly Cove or Nootka) in 1929, " [hl e 

was welcomed and feted according ta West Coast traditions of 

hospitality"* and then presented a free-standing crest pole by 

Captain Jack (figure 24) "... following a parade of decorated 
warriors along the beach and a ceremony in the Indian language in 

one of the many halls in the ~illage."~ Since Lord Willingdon 

"engaged" in celebrating an "Indian festival ... of which the 
giving away. . . of money, goods or articles .. . is a f eature, '' he 
was, strictly speaking, ". . . guilty of an offense and. . . liable on 
summary conviction for a term not exceeding six months and not 

less than two months ."' Instead, Lord Willingdon immediately 

returned the pole to the village for safe-keeping, but planned 

for the arriva1 two months later of Canadian National Railway 

engineer, T . B. Campbell, " . . . known throughout the Dominion as 
"Totem Pole'' Campbell for his work in connection with the 

restoring of Canada's valuable and historic Indian relics . . . [ r ] ' ' 5  

to orchestrate the polers removal to Ottawa. 

Plans had been made for the pole to be shipped to Victoria 

University of Newfoundland, 1985, pp. 191-235. 
2 . Ron Hamilton, "Button Blankets on the West Coast?" Robes 

of Power: Totem Poles on Cloth, Vancouver: University of British 
Columbia Muserun of Anthropology Museum Note 17 1986, p.67. 

. The Daily Colonist, July 19, 1929, p.2 .  
4 . From the Revised Statues of Canada 1927, Vol. II, Chap. 

98, No . 140, p.2218, quoted in Sewid-Smith, Persecution or 
Prosecution, p. 1. ". "Totem Pole to Grace Rideau Hall Gardens: Ancient Relic 
to be Removed to Ottawa; gift to Gowernor-General from in di an^,^ 
Victoria Daily Times, June 24, 1929, p.18. 
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by way of the Canadian Pacific Railway% steamer Princess Norah 

and then from Victoria, presumably to Vancouver by boat and then 

to Ottawa on the Canadian National Railway. According to a 

report from the Daily Colonist dating July 19, 1929, no one had 

informed the people in Yuquot of this decision. The article's 

source, S. L. Howe, the Provincial Secretary, said: 'It appears 

from the story told me that the chief and the tribe did not 

expect His Excellency to accept the totem pole outright. In fact 

it was tendered in the old potlatch sense - a gift to be received 
and returned. I was told His Excellency so understood it and had 

in mind having a brass plate planted at the base to commemorate 

his visit and the good spirit shown by the Indians. n6 This was 

simply a press release. Departmental correspondence indicates 

that the final costs for the pole's transportation would reach 

$3000. There was a further split in the village between Muchalat 

and Moachat peoples and although Captain Jack did not object to 

the pole's removal, the Governor-General decided that the dispute 

provided a suitable excuse for backing out of the pole's proposed 

move to Rideau Hall in Ottawa and the expenses it would have 

entailed. 7 

It would not have been unusual for a guest to Nuu-chah-nulth 

territory of the Governor-General's stature to be treated with 

such respect. However, the presentation of a gift to the King's 

representative in Canada was also a highly potent, politically 

symbolic event. Part of the case for the enshrinement of 

6 .  Daily Colonist, July 19, 1929 '. Indian Affairs RG 10 Volume 4086, file 507, 787-2, D. C. 
Scott to W. E. Ditchburn, July 30, 1929 and Scott to ~ieville, 



aboriginal rights in British Columbia within the courts has 

rested traditionally on the Proclamation of 1763. The Royal 

Proclamation, sometimes referred to as the ''Indian" Magna Carta, 

extended British sovereignty and protection over First Nations 

west of the British colonies in the eastern continent, but 

acknowledged continuing First Nations ownership of land used and 

e occupied by First Nations people. For this reason, First 

Nations political organizations have sought to have their cases 

brought before the Privy Council in London in the hopes that the 

council would enshrine aboriginal land title, thereby denying the 

terms of British Columbia's entrance into Canadian confederation 

and the jurisdictional authority of both the provincial and 

federal governments over First Nations affairs. 

While correspondence from the Governor-General's office 

indicates that Lord Willingdon did indeed feel obligated by 

Captain Jack's gift, a photograph of Lord and Lady Willingdon 

a brass plate commemorating their visit was deemed sufficient 

repayment. When the Governor-General was informed of Captain 

Jack's disappointment with this, he threw in a watch for good 

9 diplomatic measure. The presentation, however, proved totem 

and 

poles and Euro-Canadian leaders together were a matter of public 

- - - - - - - - 

August 23, 1929. 
8 . The Royal Proclamation, as Brian Slattery has 

suggested, "...bas profound significance for modern Canada. 
Under its terms aboriginal peoples hold continuing rights to 
their lands except where those rights have been extinguished by 
voluntary cession...In technical terms, the Indian interest 
constitutes a legal burden on the Crownls ultimate title until 
surr~ndered." (~uoted in T e ~ a n t ,  Aboriginal Peoples, p.11.) . Indian Affairs RG 10 Volume 4086, file 507, 787-2, Ed. E. 
Frost, Indian Agent, Port Aïberni to W.E. ~itchburn July -10, 1929 
Mieville to Scott, August 30, 1929. 
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interest and therefore newsworthy. The af fair attracted both 

local and national media, setting a precedent for future events. 

Similar occasions occurred in Vancouver in 1936 and 1946, 

although each thne, contemporary artists raised or carved a new 

totem pole specifically for the event. 

The first of these was for a celebratory festival in 1936, 

the Golden Jubilee, which was aimed primarily at drumming up 

business : local, Dominion, international, or otherwise. American 

warships, industrial exhibitions, an aviation week, symphonies, 

choirs, strolling singers, military tattoos and the erection of 

four crest poles went together to highlight Vancouver as a city 

of exciting financial and cultural opportunity, "to make known to 

the world the natural beauty and advantages of Vancouver as a 

great city and a great port in the British Empire."'* 

Furthemore, according t o  the programme outline's telling 

assertion, "[tlhe women of the city are not behind in the march 

of programme progress. 8, 11 Tea shows and tea mugs, beach fashion 

shows and period costume balls thus jockeyed with professional 

baseball and box lacrosse fo r  public attention. Despite military 

pageants, the erection of a pole by a contemporary carver still 

made headlines in the Vancouver newspapers. Once again, 

Vancouver's business and "cultural8' communities sought to use 

totem poles in the construction of the city's modernity, a tactic 

well illustrated in the cornmittee's letterhead: an hourglass, the 

'O. VCA Vancouver Golden Jubilee Committee, VCA AM 177, 
Volume 1, File 6, G. G. McGeer, Mayor and Chairman, Vancouver 
Golden Jubilee Committee (VGJC), to Charles E. Thompson, Deputy 
Chairman, VG JC . ". "Detailed Outline of Programme for Vancouver Golden 
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top dated 1886 and showing a Northwest Coast village in a 

pastoral setting with sand bleeding into the bottom, dated 1936 

and depicting a modern city (figure 25). 

Not coincidentally, this meant the city Parks Board and 

individuals from AHSAV, in partnership under the bannes Indian 

Cornittee of the Golden Jubilee Committee, could respond to the 

concerns expressed by Andrew Paul1 and the Squamish band council 

in 1925. Although when the committee was first  formed in 1934 

the original proposal called again for the erection of an entire 

village in Stanley Park, by 1935 it had been scaled dom to the 

erection of a limited number of poles. 

Three poles for the 1936 celebration were erected at 

Lumberman's Arch. Two of the poles were Kwakwaka'wakw and one 

was Haida. The two Kwakwaka'wakw poles, obtained by AHSAV from 

Knight Inlet through Dr. Darby and Indian Agent C. C. Perry, 12 

were: the Dsookwa-dse pole (figure 25), originally erected at 

Rivers Inlet i n  1893 by Chief Kla-001-dso-lah (sometimes called 

the Yahk-dsi pole), and the Nhe-is-bik pole (figure 26) carved by 

See-wit of Blunden Harbour in 1892 and obtained from Wakius. The 

Haida monument was a mortuary pole from Skedans (figure 27) 

purchased from Ske-dans (Henry Moody) of Skidegate. l3 These 

three were touted as anonymous relics i n  the tradit ion of the 

AHSAV poies at Liimherman's -ch. 

In August 1935, although George Raley was on the executive 

committee, it was another executive, Leander Manley, who 

- -- 

Jubilee Committee," VCA AM 177, Volume 1, File 6. 
12. VCA AM 177, Volume 7. 
". G. H. Raley, Our Totem Poles: A Souvenir of Vancouver, 
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approached Squamish chief Mathias Joe for his participation in 

the progranmie, an important move for the ~onnnittee.~' Mathias 

Joe (1885-1966) was a Squamish carver from the Capilano Reserve 

on Vancouver's north shore. He was frequently photographed and 

featured in the local newspapers and used his status as local 

celebrity to draw attention ta First Nations issues, including, 

for example, what he considered an unsatisfactory payment 

($25,000) by the city of Vancouver for two acres of the Kitsilano 

Reserve lands on the south end of Burrard Bridge. Vancouver 

newspapers also reported that he was an official guest at two 

coronations and, along with his wife, Ellen, the first First 

Nations people to cast ballots in the 1949 election after 

provincial enfranchisement. 1s The fourth pole, (figure 2 8 ) ,  

intended to symbolize the Squamishls historical significance to 

the city, was newly carved by Joe and erected separately at 

Prospect Point (figure 29), also in Stanley Park. 

Moved by Demy Paull, the Council of the Squamish Band voted 

unanimously in April 1936 to accept Joe's pole as 

"...representing the Squamish Tribe, and commemorative of the 

meeting of the Squamish people with Captain Vancouver in Burrard 

Inlet off the Capilano River on June l3th, 1792."16 It was 

useful to the Squamish to reassert themselves on the city's 

landscape and maintain a historical l i n k  that surpassed a 

Vancouver: Lumberman, 1937, pp. 10-11, 16-17, and 20-21. 
14. VCA Vancouver Golden Jubilee Committee, VCA AM 177, 

Volume 1, File 3 .  
15 . Golden Jubilee Committee Clippings Book, VCA Add. Mss. 

177, Volume 6. 
16 . F. C. Ball, Indian Agent, to G. H. Raley, Indian 

Committee, Golden Jubilee Committee, Raley Papers P A X  MD R13 
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European presence, since a number of land claim issues were (and 

are still) unresolved, inciuding compensation for Stanley Park 

itself ." Perhaps for this reason, the Golden Jubilee 

Committee's Managing Board entertained Raleyls January 1936 

suggestion that the committee request the federal government to 

officially instruct the officers of the department of Indian 

Affairs to cooperate with the committee. 1 e 

The choice of Joe's pole for Prospect Point was significant 

to the Squamish for two more immediately tangible reasons. 

First, Prospect Point, like XwayXway, had been occupied by 

Squamish people. It was known as "rChay-thoos, ' (the clearing, 
(meaning 'high bankf ) ."lg According to J. S. Matthews, the City 

Archivist in 1938, Chief Haatsalanogh, Y r o m  whom ~itsilano" 

takes its name, "" had built a house there, which was shom on 

Royal Engineer field survey notes made in March 1863. His son, 

Haytulk, or 'Supplejack, demolished it and replaced with a 

cottage constructed from milled wood around 1870.~~ This house, 

like those at XwayXway, was demolished, when the "Park Road," 

which encompasses Stanley Park, was built in 1889." The 

recognition of Squamish claims to the point was thus asserted 

through Joe's pole. 

B77. 
17 . Stanley Park is subject to the over-lapping claims of 

the Squamish and Musqueam peoples. 
le.  VCA Vancouver Golden Jubilee ~o&ttee, VCA AM 177, 

Volume 1, File 1, Managing Board Meeting, January 16, 1936. 
19 . Major J. S. Matthews, Conversations with Khahtsahlano, 

1932-1954, Vancouver: Vancouver City Archives, 1955, p. 32. 
".~itsilano is the name of a neighbourhood in Vancouver 
located on the south side of the mouth-to False Creek. 

2 1 . Matthews, Conversations, p.32. 
22. Ibid, p.32. 
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Second, the point overlooked Lions Gate, the entrance into 

Burrard Narrows and the main port facilities and Vancouver 

harbour. A Squamish pole located there was also a symbolic 

statement of their historfc presence for al1 passenger and 

commercial boat traffic in and out of Vancouver. Joers pole at 

Prospect Point q u i c k l y  took on added significance with the 

construction of the Lions Gate bridge connecting Stanley Park and 

Vancouver through Squamish land to the Guinness-owned British 

Pacific Properties housing development on the cityrs north shore 

in 1938." Once again, any symbolic reminder of the Squamish 

claims to lands around Burrard Inlet might contribute to either 

control over valuable real estate or significant financial 

compensation. 

Despite Squamish interests, the Golden Jubilee was really 

intended to attract investment to Vancouver. In this context, it 

was further essential to assert First Nations' land ownership, 

especially since council member Andrew Paul1 had such intimate 

knowledge of the potential for land cut-offs through his 

participation with the Aïlied Tribes and their resistance to the 

McKenna-McBride Agreement. Joe's pole provided such an 

opportunity and was therefore endorsed by the Squamish band 

council . 
Barbeau, quoting Raley, describes the pole iconography as 

follows: 

The topmost figure is Swi-ve-lus, whose highly 
-- 

23. Ibid, p.32. 
24 - . Raymond Hull, Gordon Soules, and Christine Soules, 

Vancouver's Past, Vancouver: Gordon Soules Economic and Marketing 
Research, 1974, p. 81.  



ornamented body depicts many things. For instance, on 
his chest is the creator of the world, the wide open 
eye signifying daylight and work, - the sightless 
eye,night, moon, stars, rest and sleep. The wing 
feathers symbolize rain, snow, hail and wind, while 
fire is seen under the great beak. 

The right leg shows the eye of the sea monster, who is 
both father and mother of al1 the sea people, or f i sh ,  
while the eye on the left is that leg of the land 
monster, who produces human beings, animals and birds. 

The left side of the t a i l  shows the water marks of the 
high and low tides, while the right side symbolizes the 
flow and drip of mountain water which makes l a k e s  and 
rivers. 

The second figure, Kah-mi ,  controls the storms of rain, 
snow, sleet, hail and wind, 

The third figure, Tsa-itch, concerns herself especially 
with the season's growth of grass, herbs and trees. 

The fourth, Great Thunderbird, hiding in the clouds, 
blinks his eye and shoots forth lightning; a gentle 
shaking of his feathers produces little disturbance, 
but when he f laps his wings there is violent thunder 
and forked lightning. When he is angry with the people 
of the earth he makes the lightning and sets fire to 
the forests, and at times w a n s  his own crest people of 
approaching death , 

The fifth figure on the pole is somewhat shrouded in 
rnystery. He is called the great dragon or the giant 
lizard, Tchain-koo. This amphibian is supposed to be 
the principal food of the Thunderbird. He is of a 
bright colour and his fins and scales are of gold. The 
scales are worn as a charm by anybody whg has the good 
fortune to find them when they are shed. 

According to Gum, the pole, which he calls the "Thunderbird 

Dynasty Totem, "26 tells the "story of the Creation by 

Thunderbird. "*' Gunn, " [a 1 s explained. . . by the carver, Chief 
Mathias Joe cap il an^,"^^ also provides other names for some of 

2 5 

26 
, Barbeau, Totem Poles, p.163. 

27 
Gunn, Totem P o l e s  in Stanley Park, p.22. . Ibid, p.22, ". - Ibid, p.22. 
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the figures identif  ied for him by Joe: Swivelus becomes "the Son 

of ~hunderbird."~' Kahmi ,  Waughter of Thunderbird, also hown as 

Qolus, Tza-itch, "Mother Thunderbird, m31 Sho-yuh-wa, 

"Thunderbird the Great, Father of the Great Family and Lord of 

Creation. Kwing-kwankulegyi in the Kwakiutl tongue, El-Anga in 

Haida. . . , "32 Together [tlhese honoured personalities rule the 

universe, control the elements and create l i f e -  They are 

supernaturals, but like mortals, they live and eat."33 In Gunnvs 

version, Tzain-koo '.. .the Giant Dragon, sea monster and huge 

lizard in one, is the main food of Thunderbf rd. m34 Raley 

characterized the pole in similar romanticized terms as 

illustrating "...the striving of the primitive imagination to 

interpret the universe, to solve the problem of life, and to 

account for natural phenomena."35 

Gunn continued that '[il t is appropriate that this totem 

should tell the story of the Creation. For what it commemorates 

- the meeting of the Indians and the white man - opened an 
entirely new world for b ~ t h . " ~ ~  More to the point, " [u] nl ike  the 

other totem poles, this is an example of the art of the Indians 

in our immediate vicinity .... Crowning Prospect Point, it is the 
only pole that stands at the original site it was raised and 

appropriately constitutes one of the most memorable landmarks of 

Ibid, 
Ibid, - 
Ibid, - 
Ibid, 
Ibid ,  - 
Ibid, - 
Raley 
Gunn, 

- 
Our Totem Poles, p - 8 -  
Totem Poles in Stanley Park, p.23. 
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the City of Vancouver. m37 

It was also the first multi-figured, free-standing Squamish 

pole and therefore an extremely innovative example of Salish 

"art. " Joe' s pole immediately recalls the Charlie James house 

posts; it has avian figures with outstretched wings, and 

extensive two-dimensional patterns of repeated u-shapes over the 

flat surfaces. In order to construct a public Salish monument 

with suf ficient political currency, he adapted those 

Kwakwaka' wakw conventions already recognized as a pan- tribal 

"Indian" symbol. 

Innovative in content as well as form, the pole appeared to 

operate unconventionally as well. While origin myths of local 

kin groups or of secret societies frequently referred to 

ancestral encounters with spirit beings, the depiction of 

multiple figuresr presumably references to the different villages 

amalgamated after contact and settled on the Squamish reserve 

(following the explanation that these figures represent the 

Squamish peoples),  did not occur in one composition since they 

represented distinct social groups. The idea of representing the 

various origins of the Squamish peoples in one object, like the 

concept of the Squamish as a united nation, was an innovation 

partly the result of the external pressures of European and Euro- 

Canadian assimilationist colonialism. 

Wayne Suttles argues that '...while some Central Coast 

Salish art may have been purely decorative, much of it can be 

related to four sources of power and prestige - the vision, the 

37 . Ibid, p.22. - 
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ritual word, the ancestors and ~ealth."~' In response to  Bill 

R e i d ' s  suggestion that the aesthetic accomplishments of the Coast 

Salish were u n e ~ e n , ~ ~  Suttles countered that the representations 

of visions or guardian spirits were constrained by the notion 

that " . . . it was dangerous to reveal too much about it, "'O that 

with "art related to the power of the ritual word, ... its efficacy 
depends not on the private experience of a vision but the private 

knowledge of ritual words that have inherent power,"" and that 

ambiguity in "the portrayal of ancestors"'* may have been 

motivated by "f ear of ridicule. 8f43 

Suttlest characterization of the Central Coast Salish 

approach to representation in objects as cautious might explain 

the vagueness in the iconography of Joets pole. Joe, and the 

Squamish through him, implied a historical legitimacy to their 

claims to Stanley Park by referencing a body of stories that were 

never explicitly explained in the public press. How these 

"origin" myths may have delineated Squamish history was perhaps 

tangential to the pole's role as a reminder to visitors and 

residents alike of the historical Squamish presence in Vancouver 

and thus to their c l a i m s  to land, water, and othes resources. 

Joevs pole is not a reconfigured ceremonial object, l i k e  the 

- 

38 . Wayne Suttles, "Productivity and its Constraints: A 
Coast sa l i sh  Case, Coast Salish ~ s i a y s ,  Vancouver: Talonbooks 
and Seattle and London: University of Washington Press 1987, 
L 

3 9 . Bill Holm and Bill Reid, Form and Freedorn: A D i a l o q u e  on 
Northwest Coast Indian Art, Houston: Rice University Press, 1975, 
pp. 58-61. 

q LJ . Suttles, "Productivity and its Constraint~,~ p.131. 

". Ibid, p. 132. 
42.  Ibid, p.  132. 
43.  ., - p.132. 
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Kwakwakalwakw poles at Lumbermanls Arch, but rather a monument 

intended to Say something of the Squamish directly and 

specifically to Vancouver% non-Native population. Aïthough the 

thunderbird is indeed a personage appearing in Salish mythology, 

Joels choice of it for the subject of his pole may be, once 

again, a reference to the popular relocated house posts carved by 

Charlie James in order to reinforce through formal and 

iconographic familiarity the Euro-Canadian acceptance of the pole 

at Prospect Point. 

The press releases were predictably filled with fictional 

references to the erection of the pole as 'ancient tribal customr 

with Joe only using lprimitive tools. '44 "The mighty thunderbird 

totem whose outstretched wings welcome shipping through the Lions 

Gate.. .,"" went the dramatic description in one of the local 

papers, calling the pole "...this famous symbolic emblem of the 

Squamish nation, forerumers of the white man on Burrard 

inlet. "46 Andrew Paull, speaking again for the Squamish nation, 

used this historicist reference to counter the notion that the 

land was surrendered and to make a specific justification of the 

Squamish possession of reserve land on the city's north shore: 

"In the early days the Indians and British made a joint agreement 

to defend Burrard Inlet. The British were to defend the south 

side of the Narrows, which later became Stanley Park. The 

Indians promised to defend the north side, which became the 

. Golden Jubilee C o d t t e e  Clippings Book, VCA M d .  Mss. 
177, Volume 6. 

45.  Ibid. 
46 . Ibid. - 
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Capilano Reser~e."'~ As for Joe, sometimes referred to in the 

local press as Joe Capilano or Mathias Capilano, he declared, '1 

believe that when my totem pole is standing there, 1'11 be 

standing with it al1 the time.''48 

The commLssion also partly accomplished for him many of the 

things that Raley had envisioned on paper for other unnamed 

artists in his revival scheme. The pole commanded attention by 

virtue of its location in the city's most important tourist site 

and was almost immediately seen as a significant city landmark, 

further identifying totem poles as an aspect of Vancouver's 

cultural identity. A thunderbird pole in combination with Joe's 

colourful tendency to dress up for public events in full feather 

bonnet and buckskin captured the local public imagination. And 

although he made it into the local newspapers as an expert in 

'Indian lore' and carver of mode1 poles as early as 1932, Joe 

received a number of significant commissions through the 1940s 

and early 1950s in direct response to the Stanley Park pole. 

Many of these commissions were from companies cashing in on the 

post-war natural resource boom that sought publicity evocative of 

their connection to the natural environment. Joe carved: a 

thirty-foot pole for a resort in Princess Louise Inlet at the 

head of Jervis Inlet in 1941; a thirty-foot copy of the Stanley 

Park pole for presentation to the Governor of Texas plus several 

more carved during a six-week carving demonstration tour of the 

state in 1948; twenty poles at $200 each for the distributor of 

British Columbia shingles in Texas and sponsor of Joe's 

4 7 . Ibid. 
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demonstration tour, Maurice Angly; a twenty-foot pole for Dr. 

Gerhard Fisher in West Vancouver in 1954; a thirty-foot pole for 

Davis Lumber Company in St- Catherine's, Ontario in 1955; and an 

assortment of mode1 poles for various visiting luminaries, 

including one in 1951 for the then Princess ~lizabeth." 

E'urthermore, Joe used the spotlight in part created by the 

Stanley Park pole (and in part by his own performances for the 

media), in a way probably not envisioned by Raley. 50 Joe 

announced in 1953 that he was setting up a tipi on Marine Drive 

in North Vancouver to protest the cityfs offer to purchase more 

Squamish land for the construction of a second bridge connecting 

the city centre to its North Vancouver suburb. '1'11 build a 

fire there, do my cooking and the traffic will flow past on 

either side of rnefM51 he was reported as saying in an article 

accompanied by a photograph of Joe and his tipi with the Lion's 

Gate Bridge in the background. "From my teepee [sic] 

headquarters 1 shall pass out leaflets t e l l i n g  al1 about the big 

4 8 . Ibid.  
4 9  - . Ibid.  - - 

'O. An example of what now seems as Joels campy yet 
subversive sense of humour appears i n  a newspaper report dated 
July 11, 1936 found in a Vancouver City Archives clippings book: 
"Those who conducted the ceremonles which inducted Mavor G.G. 
McGeer as a chief of the Squamish tribe may have conmikted a 
linguistfc faux pas, it was revealed at the city hall this 
morningmW The mayor was given the name Tlassala, translated at 
the time to "Sun Rising in the East." Typed in the margin next 
to the clipping by J. S. Matthews, City Archivist and dated Oct. 
1936 is: "August Jack Haatsalano [sic] says the name given 
'Tlassala' means in the Squamish tongue, ' a  cloud, ' and in the 
language of the Fort Rupert Indians a *minkf (small, furred 
animal). In narrating the details of the incident of making his 
Worship a chief, he (August Jack Khatsahlano, a member of the 
Musqueam nation) was very much amused and said 'donlt tell 
anybgdy, or it will spoil it ail.'" (VCA Add. Mss. 177, Volume 6) . Ibid. 
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steal. We are offered the ridiculous price of $750 an acre when 

we should be getting at least $ 5 0 0 0 . " ~ ~  

Raley's ideas about the promotion of First Nations art were 

intended as a way of further integrating First Nations people 

into the Euro-Canadian economic and social systems. Joe's 

public protests added an extra dimension, demonstrating that 

object producers from within First Nations communities were not 

always simply seeking economic independence. Both written and 

oral First Nations discourses around the objects were often 

related to more controversial issues, specifically land, its 

value, and its ownership. While Raley did recognize the 

political imbalance inherent  in the  Indian Act and the Department 

of Indian Affairs, he was careful not to directly criticize the 

founding ideals of this line of state policy. From Raley's point 

of view, the "assimilation" and therefore "modernization" of the 

First Nations had to be a priority for members of both church and 

state as part of their moral obligation. His solution for the 

political displacement of First Nations people was their 

absorption into the displacing system. Art, his own passion, 

would be the absorbing agent. 

On the other hand, it was clear that Euro-Canadians 

expressed a rare interest in First Nations people through the 

imagined poetic history of progress towards the modern state. It 

was here then that Euro-Canadians might be spoken to. Paull, Joe 

and others participated in the discourse about art because the 

discourse opened up the possibility for asserting a historically- 

". Ibid. 
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recognized presence, in part countering the more overt racism of 

everyday life in Canada, and certainly developing a useful public 

relations outlet. 

II. The N a t i v e  Brotherhood o f  B.C.: 'Indian' Culture, 'Indian' 
Rights 

The use of the media to press for reform accelerated after 

the Second World War, especially in conjunction with the Native 

Brotherhood of British Columbia, who followed Captain Jack's 

example and presented a pole to the new Governor-General, 

Viscount Alexander, in Vancouver's Diamond Jubilee celebrations, 

ten years after the raising of Mathias Joe's pole. This 

presentation was part of a larger lobbying campaign whose 

attention-grabbing tactics were well illustrated in January 1947, 

when Chief William Scow, president of the Brotherhood, issued the 

following proclamation to John Hart, Premier of British Colirmbia: 

Whereas the present government of the coast has been 
established by voting white settlers resident in Indian 
territory; and 
Whereas legal title of the Indian lands has never 
passed from our hand; and 
Whereas the present white chiefs in the village of 
Victoria have seen fit to deny residents of thousands 
of years ancestry the right to take part in governing 
their lands; 
We, in the name of al1 Pacific Coast bands, do 
hereby declare the white chieftains to immediately 
surrender their false authority to an all-Indian 
committee which we will form shortly- 
This proclamation will inform you that your government 
which has not seen fit to permit the owners of P a c i f i c  
Coast lands a voice in their control, namely by voting, 
has no longer any standing. 5 3 

53. Quoted in Jacqueline P. O'Donnell, The Native 
Brotherhood of British Columbia 1931-1950: A New Phase in Native 
Political Orqanization, Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Master of Arts Thesis, 1985, p-114 
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the collapse of the Allied Tribes of 

implementation of the federal ban on 
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formed in 1931 shortly after 

British Columbia and the 

land claims. The 

Brotherhood-was modelled after the Native Brotherhood of Alaska. 

It was essentially a 'pan-Indian1 political organization, 

although in the beginning its constituency was primarily Haida 

and Tsimshian. Organized similarly to Euro-Canadian unions and 

political parties with a paying membership and an executive 

leadership codttee, it sought to address the whole range of 

inequalities enshrined in the Indian Act. During the Second 

World War the Brotherhood began to forge close ties with labour 

unions, which were enjoying a major expansion. " The Brotherhood 

amalgamated in 1942 with the Pacific Coast Native Fishermenls 

Association (PCNFA) , appointed Andrew Paul1 (formerly of the 
Ailied Tribes) as business agent, and presented a petition to the 

federal government in Ottawa opposing the implementation of an 

incorne tax on First Nations people. "No taxation without 

representation, " it asserted, noting that British Columbian First 

Nations individuals were still denied the right ta vote either 

provincially or f ederally . 55 

In 1945, the Brotherhood incorporated itself under the 

British Columbia Societies Act, a move that established it as a 

legally chartered organization with specific rights and 

56 obligations. Jacqueline OIDonnell suggests that "..,the 

5 4  . Rae Murphy, The Essentials of Canadian History: Canada 
Since 1867: The Post-Confederate Nation, Piscataway, New Jersey:; Rese~trch and Education Association, 1993, pp. 70-71. 

. OIDonnell, Native Brotherhood, p.46, 
5 6 -  Ibid. 
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organization was utilizing the methods of the majority society 

for good public relations and to attain recognition as well as 

respect for its aims and goals from industry and Government 

officials . "57 Both government and industry officiais had indeed 

moved ta recognize the Native Brotherhood as a legitimate and 

powerful bargaining agent from the mid-1940s on. Cannery 

officials acknowledged it as a stabilizing force in the industry, 

an important consideration during the Second World War. 58 Diane 

Newell points out that the First Nations fishing fleet was more 

unionized than its Euro-Canadian counterpart at the outbreak of 

the war and then gained further prominence after 1942 when 

Japanese-Canadian fishers and cannery workers were interned away 

from the coast. 5 9 

After the formation of the Special Joint Committee on the 

Indian Act in 1946, which sat until 1949 and ultimately led to 

the passing of a new Indian Act in 1951, the Brotherhood was 

selected by the federal government as the sole representative of 

British Columbian First Nations, presenting its brief before the 

cornmittee on May 1, 1947. A second British Columbian political 

organization, the Confederacy of Interior Tribes, quickly wrote a 

petition protesting the preference shown 

commission and its apparent ignorance of 

within First Nations communities and the 

the Brotherhood by the 

the political diversity 

differing social 

- - -  

". Ibid. 
58 - ~ a u l  Tennant states . . . the Brotherhood came to play a 

major role in keeping officials and Indians informeci about one 
another's concerns and in maintaining an atmosphere of some 
cordiality between the two groups." (Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples 
and Politics, p.118,) ". Newell, Tangled Webs of History, pp. 115-120. 



circumstances of the coastal and interior peoples. 60 

Nonetheless, the privileging of the Brotherhood at the expense of 

other First Nations political associations was a measure of its 

political ascendancy in the eyes of the Euro-Canadian status quo. 

George Manuel and Michael Postums state that the three years 

in which the Joint Committee sat saw a severe and multi-pronged 

attack on the Department of Indian Afiairs. 

Local and provincial organizations were 
beginning to find their feet. The Canadian 
Association for Adult Education had given 
rise some years before to the Indian-Eskimo 
association as an urban-based, nonoIndian 
support group. The anti-poverty craze 
produced spokesmen of every political stripe 
within the non-Indian community who were 
labelling Indian reserves, based on last 
summerls visit or a canoe trip in their 
camping days, as Canada's Apartheid Policy. 
Indians had always been complaining. Now 
there were sophisticated, organized urban 
voters, whose view of the matter may have 
been entirely different from ours, but who 
were, nonetheless, pointing at the syle 
problems and the same administration. 

This was important to the First Nations reform cause 

because, as sociologist Nancy Fraser argues, change in state 

policy hinges on the pressure created through the discursive 

resources members of government recognize - officially recognized 

idioms , vocabularies , narrative conventions, paradigms of 
argumentation, and modes of subjectification. 6 2 In addition, 

because of social stratification and its extension to political 

60 . Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, p. 121. 
61. Manuel and Postuns, The Fourth World, p. 129. 
62 . Nancy Fraser, "Struggle over Needs: Outline of a 

Socialist-Feminist Critical Theory of Late Capitalist Political 
Culture, " Unruly Practices : Power, Discourse, and Gender in 
Contemporary Social Theory, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
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groups and associations it was clear that First Nations mices 

alone were not enough to sway bureaucratie and political opinion. 

Despite the efforts of the Native Brotherhood and other 

organizations to legitimize themselves within the Canadian 

political system, First Nations issues were ail too frequently 

greeted with inertia and indifference in the state bureaucracy. 63 

The question for organizations like the Brotherhood was not only 

how to affect change in state policy, but first how to galvanize 

public attention and focus it intently enough on the government 

to stimulate any sort of movement at all, particularly during 

this t h e  of conunissions. 64 

What the activities of the Native Brotherhood and other 

organizations ultimately did was encourage the increased 

recognition of First Nations citizenship rights and the promotion 

of First Nations arts in the late 1940s and early 1950s. These 

were a partial appeasement essential to maintaining public 

confidence in state policy and promoting a positive investment 

Press, 1989, pp. 164-165. 
6 3 . As early as 1899, Clifford Sifton, in his capacity as 

Minister of Interior, advised that "while the Department of 
Indian Affairs would consider Indian views as far as possible. 
the right of Indians to control the action of the Department 
would not be recognized 'under any circumstances.'" (Quoted in 
J. Rick Ponting and Roger Gibbons, Out of Irrelevance: A Socio- 
Political Introduction to Indian Affairs in Canada, Toronto: 
Butterworths, 1980, p. 17. ) This pattern was critical to the 
maintenance of government authority . 

64 . Mackenzie King was cautiously introducing state 
intervention along the lines of Roosevelt's American New Deal. 
Commissions were the main vehicle for enlisting bath individual 
support and input from the vast network of industry, voluntary 
organizations, and non-govermental interest groups. This led 
poet Frank Scott to write of King in 1954, "the height of his 
ambition/ was to pile a Parliamentary C o d t t e e  on a Royal 
Commission, " (quoted in Bliss, ~ight- ono ou rab le Men, p.i25. ) a 
rather unfortunate jibe that even in 1947 seemed to aptly 
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atmosphere, both important conditions for a province hinging its 

economic development on natural resource exploitation and 

resource-based industries in the coastal and northern regions 

dependent on First Nations labour. 65 

Additionally, the lesson of Ravenhill and the BCIAWS for the 

First Nations political organizations was that pressure groups 

had to attach themselves to the most powerful of the informal and 

constantly shifting circles of the social elite in that network 

of voluntary organizations that made up Canadian community, and 

therefore political, life. It was not enough to rail against the 

system from the outside, as had the Allied Tribes, despite the 

pretension of a sympathetic ear emanating from the conmiittees in 

Ottawa or Victoria, Wartime and post-war economic circumstances 

xaised the value of F i r s t  Nations labour. The rise in the 

importance of the First Nations commercial fishery during the 

war, including an increase in First Nations-owned boats, and the 

amalgamation of the two strongest organizations provided the 

Native Brotherhood with enough resources and economic clout to 

lobby resource industry officials. 66 Furthemore, Harney reports 

that representatives from industries such as mining, agriculture 

and forestry had approached the goverment for help in finding 

new sources of cheap and pliable workers in 1947. The same year 

desc$be state ambitions in general. . In 1950, Masset was the home of a large and largely 
Haida-owned seine boat fleet. (Mary Lee Stearns, "Haida Since 
1960," Handbook, p.263.) Important logging operations commenceci 
in the Nass Valley in the late 1940s, long after the impact of 
World War One had impeded non-Nisga'a settlement in the valley. 
(Gordon B. Inglis, Douglas R. Hudson, Barbara R. Rigsby and Bruce 
Rigsby, "The Tsimshian of British Columbia Since 1900," Handbook, 
p.289,) 



King announced a renewal of Canaàian growth through mass 

immigration, declaring ' [il t would be dangerous for a small 

population to hold so great a heritage as ours."" Al1 this 

added to the value of First Nations labour, already settled and, 

in many cases, trained, 

In a post-war British Columbia set for a natural resources- 

based economic boom, many in First Nations communities thus felt 

that the t h e  was ripe for sustained economic growth on the 

reserves fueled by high labour wages, political enfranchisement 

for al1 First Nations people, and perhaps even the complete 

abolition of the Indian Act, leading to the entrenchent of 

aboriginal rights as well as to greater control over educational 

curriculum and other matters. In the end, industry and state 

officials accepted limited reform as means of placating one of 

their important labour pools, but the Indian Act revisions fell 

far short of realizing their initial promise. 

The legitimizing role of the Indian Act committee and of an 

increasingly vocal discourse of a multicultural and inclusive 

Canada became important to the federal goverment in the late 

1940s. The parliamentary committees and Royal Commissions 

addressed crucial issues about both the business of govemment 

and the constitution of Canadian society at a t h e  when people 

were particularly sensitive about the issue of a moral state. 

Canada, fully engaged in the post-war, United Nations rhetoric of 

66 

67 
. Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, p, 121 . 

Robert F, Harney, "'So Great a Heritage as Ours': 
Immigration and the Survival of the Canadian Polity," If One Were 
to Write a History: Selected Writings by Robert F. Harney, Eds. 
Pierre Anctil and Bruno Ramirez, Toronto : Multicultural History 
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universal huxuan rights and the humanitarian obligation of those 

nations left relatively unscathed by the war itself, was 

pressured internationally to accept waves of non-Anglo-Celtic 

68 refugees, termed displaced persons (DPs). The acceptance of 

the DPs was matched by domestic pressure for 'humanitarian' 

solutions to the existing problem of Canada's impoverished and 

marginalized communities . 
In 1946, the government passed the Canadian Citizenship Act 

that for the first time created a Canadian citizenship distinct 

from British subject status. In addition ta the issuing of 

Canada's first passports, awareness of Canadian independence from 

the Empire heightened privately among government members with the 

realization of the extent of Britainvs financial bankruptcy and 

publicly in the efforts of authorities in public institutions in 

constructing a unique identity for itself internationally. 6 9 The 

shifting post-war political alignments and the need for massive 

reconstruction in both Europe and Asia created new markets for 

Canadian resource products.'* The pressures brought on by this 

Society of Ontario, 1991, p.228. 
68 . Even here, despite the pretense of an open door policy, 

Canadian officials continued an informal hierarchical immigration 
policy. Robert F. Harney writes: "Canadian Jews and Ukrainians 
lobbied the government to help their kinsmen who either survived 
the death camps or were in displaced-person camps. Such lobbies 
would prove that in a democracy, existing groups must be heard, 
but immigration officials were often more interested in 
developing systematic recruitment in Holiand, Scandinavia and the 
United Kingdom. " (Ibid, p. 232) . 

6 9 . Robert ~ o t h x l ,  Ian Drummond, and John English, Canada 
Since 1945, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987, pp.117- 
131. 

7 0 .  Canada tried to secure access to these markets through 
the attempted formation of the International Trading 
Organization. The Marshall Plan of 1947 eventually established 
the capital necessary for European reconstruction and contributed 



new international image for Canada as well as by the now 

burgeoning export markets created a demand for adjustments i n  

domestic policies, particularly with regards to race, national 

wculture" and a common, lingering national self-image as a 

British derivative. 

Canada did indeed overturn laws prohibiting Asian 

immigration and a ban on the Asian-Canadian vote in 1947, 

although this was not extended to First Nations peoples because 

of the on-going dispute oves the extinguishment of aboriginal 

7 1 rights through enfranchisement. Yet, the social reform 

movement aided the cause for First Nations emancipation through 

working the accepted network of pressure groups and voluntary 

organizations and through the early use of media. Social 

refotmers, by the end of the Second World War, had managed as 

well to form cross-discipline relationships through meetings and 

conferences, like the B C m S  conference at UBC in 1948. The on- 

going professionalization of the social welfare movement had 

given it a sense of legitimacy in the eyes of state officials and 

associations such as the BCIAWS, whose interests cut across a 

number of professional boundaries anyways, sought to extend their 

organizational contacts. In this respect, the Native Brotherhood 

was no longer a lone voice in the wilderness. 

Although it had forged contacts within First Nations 

communities and organizations, the social reform movement was 

still primarily Euro-Canadian. Individuals within the movement 

- - -- 

to a boom in the export of Canadian raw rnaterials. (Ibid, pp.65, 
71-72. ) 

'l. T e ~ a n t ,  Aboriqinal Peopîes and Politics, p. 121. 



were limited by a continued acceptance of First Nations 

helplessness as delineated in the mythology of the 'Vanishing 

American.' This continued to entrench support for Euro-Canadian 

paternalism. Even when it was seen and accepted that First 

Nations-based associations like the Native Brotherhood had the 

skills, resources, and organization to attain the same goals, the 

news media and therefore the public in general had trouble 

accepting an updated vision of the place of First Nations peoples 

in Canadian society. 

The Native Brotherhood saw this and sought to correct the 

situation. The proclamation against Hart and his provincial 

government was symüolic, but it nonetheless jolted the media, 

confused and panicked the premier's office, and raised the public 

profile of Scow and the Brotherhood. Rirthermbre, it provoked 

crucial public debate at a tirne when the more serious business of 

letters and petitions was failing to sway the provincial 

government on the issue of provincial enfranchisement. In the 

era of post-war reconstruction, any number of causes competed for 

public attention. The Brotherhood sought out ways of attracting 

that attention through manipulating the media. 

It was by and large a successful strategy, at least at a 

provincial level where the Brotherhood's influence was strongest. 

R o m  1947 on, enough pressure was brought to bear on the 

provincial government by both social reform and First Nations 

political activism that it was forced to acknowledge the 

provincial importance of First Nations. Harry Hawthorn was hired 

at UBC "...with the understanding that the progress of the Native 
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people would be one of his concerns...m72 Two yeaar latte, in 

1949, the First Nations of British Columbia were granted the 

provincial vote. Nisgata chief Frank Calder, formerly secretary 

of the Greenville branch of the Native Brotherhood and president 

of the Nishga Tribal Council, was elected the Co-operative 

Commonwealth Federation (CCF) Member of the Legislative Assembly 

for Atlin in the 1949 e lec t iod3  The provincial government 

celebrated the provincial enfranchisement by buying six paintings 

by the young Gitxsan artist, Judith Morgan. 74 From this t h e  on, 

goverment patronage of First Nations arts, along with the 

restructuring of the Department of Indian Affairs and the 

revision of the Indian Act, became part of a legitimizing 

strategy. 

The purchase of Morgan's paintings was a fitting 

acknowledgement of the social reform movementrs emphasis on 

youth, education and art as the vehicles of inclusion for First 

Nations in contemporary Canadian society. Youth, education and 

art were also emphasized by the Brotherhood, especially through 

its own newspaper, The Native Voice. In addition to George 

Clutesils editorials extolling the virtues of forma1 education, 

students from the residential and day schools were regular 

contributors. The Native Voice tracked Morgan's early career, 

I L .  Audrey Hawthorn, A Labour of Love: The Makinq of the 
Museum of Anthropoloqy, UBC; The First Three Decades 1947-1976, 
Vancouver: University of British Columbia Museum of Anthro~oloav - d * 

Musegn Note 33, 1993, p . 4 .  . Ibid, p.122. 
74 - . "Indian Girl's Paintings Have Been Purchased by the 

British Columbia Goverment," The Native Voice, August 1949, 
pp. 1-2. 
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several times publishing her works on the papes's front cover. 7 s 

It regularly reported on the activities of George Clutesi, who 

also painted in a more 'westernized," illusionistic style, and 

the BCIAWS, but the Brotherhood was also aware of the hold more 

"traditional" art forms had on the public imagination and sought 

ways of establishing a sense of continuity with tradition while 

stressing the participation of its membership in the contemporary 

realms of industry and politics. The best example of this was 

three years previous to provincial enfranchisement, during 

Vancouver's Diarnond Jubilee of 1946- 

For this event, Scow, and Ralph Hiltz, a Vancouver show 

producer and former reservation teacher, created a temporary 

"Indian village" in the Kitsilano neighbourhood. The Kitsilano 

Indian Village featured Kwakwaka'wakw dance performances and an 

arts and crafts fair during the Diamand Jubileels two week 

celebrations beginning in July. The local media appeared ready 

to follow a predictable pattern in promoting the village, but 

were led instead by Scow and others associated with the 

Brotherhood. Thus, while Scow tantalized the public with his 

statement that "1 can assure you the things our people will be 

bringing down with them have never been seen by white pe~ple,"'~ 

he alsa made sure band names like Owakalagalis, Pilnaquwilwakwas, 

Humchitt, Owad, and Nagaeselaq received top print billing. Scow, 

as part of the leadership of the Native Brotherhood, was 

determined to make and control the First Nations presence at the 

". Ibid, and "Portland Art Museum Displays Young Native 
Art, ~he-tive Voice, October 1947, p.11. 

7 6 . Quotes and other material on the Kitsilano Village and 
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jubilee fair and its public representation. 

References t o  contemporary First Nations reality tempered by 

the rather colourful language of the newspapers indicated a 

change in journalistic attitude in part stimulated by the 

Brotherhood's activities as well as by a growing awareness of 

First Nations issues brought on by the federal joint codttee. 

No longer were non-Natives described as the rightful succeeders 

to a First Nations past. "At the Indian village now being 

prepared for them at kits il an^,"^^ the New Herald wrote of the 

Kwakwaka ' wakw performers, "they will spend two weeks under the 

scrutiny of the pale-face race that jockeyed them off Kitsilano 

lands . "78 The Vancouver Sun, reporting on their arrival, 

described the perf ormers as an "urbane, well-mannered 

fraternity. "" Scow, waiting to brief them on their arriva1 from 

Alert Bay, was "...wearing a fedora at a rakish angle and a natty 

herringbone suit. "'O The resulting impression, the - Sun reporter 

remarked dryly, was that "their only acquaintanceship with a 

tomahawk or pipe of peace is what theylve seen in a movie horse 

opera. '*" This ironic newspaper play between Hollywood 

stereotype and apparent contemporary reality in conjunction with 

the suggestion that Vancouver's acquisition of Kitsilano lands 

was less than rightful marked a promising beginning to the 

Kwakwaka'wakw entourage's stay. The 1946 federal policy shift ta 

the conception of Canada as a multiethnic state engendered in the 

the  Diamond Jubilee -- 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. - 
Ibid. 

are from 
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Canadian Citizenship Bill was alluded to by the head of the 

Vancouver branch president of the Canadian Folk Society, L. H. 

Thorlaksson as a reason for this apparent tolerance, and the 

significance of the celebrations' multicultural components. "We 

are al1 Canadians," said Thorlaksson, reciting a now familiar 

refrain, "but should still foster and preserve the great cultures 

of our home1 ands . ''" 
Mungo Martin accompanied the entourage and was billed by 

Hiltz as "...one of the province's last great totem pole 

carvers. . . "83 demonstrating ". . . his vanishing art. . . "e4 in the 

village's arts and crafts section. Scow and the others then 

invited Viscount Alexander, British war hero and Governor-General 

of Canada, who was to visit the celebrations as part of his first 

tour of western Canada, to receive an honourary chieftainship and 

an eleven-foot pole carved by Martin at the Kitsilano site. 8 5 

However, Kwakwaka'wakw dissatisfaction almost shut down the 

village immediately after their arrival, much to the 

embarrassrnent of the city and most particularly the organizing 

committee. Kwakwaka'wakw complaints included ". ..that the 
Indians were taken to Vancouver from coastal points in second 

class accommodation, that no arrangements were made in advance 

for their transportation in the city, that a private citizen had 

to provide a truck for them to take part .in Mondayls Jubilee 

parade ..., They also charged that totem poles decorating Vancouver 

Ibid.  - 
Ibid. - 
Ibid. - ". CVA M6141. 

85 . The presentation is illustrated in The Native Voice, 
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streets are what they tenn 'cheap caricaturesw and 'an insult to 

OUT people. * w86 Other newspapers reported that al1 37 performers 

were stranded without pay. 87 

The group threatened to withdraw from the Jubilee 

celebrations and the story was picked up by newspapers nationally 

by July 9. Within a day an agreement had been reached and 

although no specific details were made public, it included the 

paid return of 17 of the dancers north in thne for the fishing 

season and presumably some variation on the cityls previous offer  

of room and board, an allowance of one dollar a day for 

incidental expenses and the sharing of some $2000 in profits 

earned through the village show. 88 

With the settlement, al1 returned to the next task at hand, 

namely preparations for the presentations to Viscount Alexander. 

According to the inaugural issue of The Native Voice, Alexander 

was greeted by Coast Salish representative Chief August Jack 

Khatsolano and then made honourary president of the Native 

Brotherhood of British Columbia at the J u l y  ceremony. 8 9 In 

addition to accepting the Governor-General into chieftainship, 

the Native Brotherhood also conferred upon him the name Chief 

Napapunkim. The name was traced back "...about 150 years ... when 

the original Napapunkim was an outstanding leader of the Coast 

Indians, not only for his ability as a warrior but as a serious 

thinker of his time that made him the jealous guardian of the 

December 1946, p. 1. 
86 

07 
. CVA M6141. . Zbid. 

08. Ibid. 
". The~ative Voice, December 1946, p.1. 



rights of the Native people in a day when the early white 

companies and settlers were aggressively encroaching upon the 

lands of the original in habitant^,"^^ The physical reminder of 

the chieftainship and the name was a pole carved by Martin and 

presented at the ceremony (figure 31). In addition, the name 

itself was Martin's own prerogative. 91 

Like Joers pole, Martin's pole was visually reminiscent of 

the Jamesr house posts. It is even closer fonnally - not 
surprising given that Martin was trained under James' tutelage. 

Similar in size and proportion, the general composition consists 

of three main figures. The top figure is a thunderbird with 

outstretched wings. By this tirne, it had become conventional for 

totem pole carving for public monuments and curio carvings 

outside the potlatch cycle. The choice of this composition was 

perhaps an intentional connection to the older carvings, once 

again implying a sense of artistic and therefore social 

continuity. 

The dance performances utilized what was increasingly termed 

Ibid. 
91 - . In a speech at the 1953 opening of Martin's 

reconstructed house at the British Columbia Provincial Museum 
(translated by Helen Hunt and transcribed by Wilson Duff), Tony 
ûmhid identifies 'naqa'penklemf as the owner of the original 
house Martin copied for the museum. Audrey Hawthorn also 
identified Martin as "Chief Nakapenkem of Fort Rupert of the 
Ma'mtagila clanu in 1967. (~awthorn, Art of the Kwakiutl, 
p.vii.) Phi1 Nuytten, following the orthography developed by the 
U'mista Cultural Center in Aiert Bay, spells this Naka'pankam. 
(Nuytten, Totem Carvers, p.11) Ironically, the previous-horder 
of the prerogative was Mungols brother, Spruce, who was 
imprisoned after the ~ram&r potlatch of i921. (See "Potlatch 
Transcript: Mungo Martin's Thunderbird Park Potlatch, December 
13-15, 1953,' in the Duff F i l e s  at RBCM). The story of the name 
was recorded by George Hunt and published in Franz Boas, 
Contributions to the Ethnology of the Kwakiutl, New York: 
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art by non-Native Canadians in a decidedly First Nations fashion. 

This in itself was an expression of power on behalf of the 

Kwakwaka'wakw participants, particularly since the Indian Act 

still maintained the potlatch ban and in theory prohibited First 

Nations people from dancing off their own reservations. 

Ethnodrama as an activity in itself then was in direct reaction, 

at least in the case of Northwest Coast dancing, to the shackles 

of the Indian Act. Secondly, along with the newspaper reports on 

the dancers ' 'modern1 and ' urbane ' apparel, the performances 
pointedly asserted both continuity with the traditions of the 

past and the full participation of First Nations people in 

"modern8' British Columbia lif e. Through their presence, the 

dancers suggested that modernity and First Nations integrity were 

not mutually exclusive and that First Nations identities were 

more than touristic. 

The Native Brotherhoodls commission of Martin's pole as part 

of the presentation ceremony seems to be Martin's first 

commission outside of the Kwakwaka'wakw communities. While not 

the central focus of the presentation, the pole was nonetheless 

part of a carefully manipulated public event intended to raise 

public awareness and, at least at a symbolic level, obligate an 

important public figure, indeed the King's representative in 

Canada, in the same year as the instigation of the federal joint 

committee on Indian Affairs to live up to a name historically 

associated with the defense of First Nations rights. The pole 

also commanded media attention. Newspapers speculated on whether 

Columbia University Contributions to Ethnology 3, 1925. 



this might be Martin's last pole, perhaps even the last 

'authentic' pole from anywhere on the coast. 

The political subtlety may have been outshone by the 

pageantry of the event for most Vancouverites. It was not 

missed, however, by The Native Voicels target audience and 

illustrates the use of First Nations "culture, " including art, 

for the promotion of First Nations political concerns. The cal1 

for the preservation of the totem pole, as manipulated by the 

Brotherhood's press releases, was an implicit cal1 for the 

preservation of First Nations arts, perhaps including traditional 

leadership structures. Certainly, the local media seemed to 

position Martin as an adjunct to the Native Brotherhood and its 

leaders. 92 

The Brotherhood repeatedly demonstrated that First Nations 

arts as public access points were not the sole property of the 

BCIAWS and other non-Native interest groups. In fact, Scow 

commissioned one of the BCIAWS1s emerging stars, Ellen Neel, to 

carve a large pole for a similar presentation in 1947 to the 

University of British Columbia, where Scow's son was attending 

93 classes. Intended in part to sanction the university athletic 

programme ' s use of the thunderbird moniker, Scow' s ceremony and 
its targeting of a large body of non-Native youth at a university 

92 . "As the eyes of hundreds of citizens at Kitsilano Indian 
Village Saturday night were fixed on the robed figure of 
Governor-General Alexander on the chief's dais or the garish 
masks of native dancers on the giant tom-tom stage," went one 
report, "a craftsman of a dying art was working within a few 
yards of them unnoticed .... Peering through an ancient pair of 
wire-rimmed glasses, he worked until gathering darkness called a 
halt, then he took a mild interest in-the proceedings. As usual, 
he said little. " (CVA M 6 l c i l .  ) 



(a university intensifying its role in First Nations social 

issues) was also intended to dispel stereotypes and allow access 

to ' real ' First Nations "culture. " 

The Native Brotherhood had implied this kind of activity as 

part of general strategy aimed at the media in an opening 

editorial for the first issue of The Native Voice: "We are 

prisoners of a controlling power in our own country - a country 
that has stood under the chaos of two world wars, beneath the 

guise of democracy and freedom, yet keeping enslaved a Native 

people in their own home land.. ..The Native Voice, while invading 

the privileged sanction of the press, heretofore not occupied by 

our people, does not find it necessary to apologize for its 

efforts, which will be a long awaited stimulant leading toward a 

better way of life for al1 the Native people in CanadamMg4 The 

Native Brotherhood's own newspaper was not the only method for 

manipulating public opinion. The disastrous conditions at the 

Vancouver jubilee led to the communication of a range of 

significant issues, including, at a fundamental level, the second 

class status of First Nations people. The Native Brotherhood, 

through its focusing of media attention, was also able to address 

the liberties taken for granted by non-Natives with First Nations 

peoples and the city's disempowering use of totem poles 

characterized by Scow and others as crude, insulting caricatures. 

The disagreement further resulted in sympathetic, albeit at 

times condescending, editorials in the main-stream press. An 

unidentified editorial contained in the AHSAV files on the 1946 

93 . Nuytten, Totem Carvers, p. 51. 
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diversity of forms as a response to the changing social 

conditions resulting from intensive nonoNative immigration and 

consolidation of economic and social control in British Columbia 

by Euro-Canadian institutional authorities. There were a variety 

of artistic expressions continuing and emerging in First Nations 

communities which served different functions, not the least of 

which was contributing to the fight for land and the entrenchment 

of aboriginal rights. These different genres of art were 

infonued by different social practices. Some sought to reinforce 

the social positions validated in the underground potlatches; 

others reinforced the validity of First Nations identities 

outside the reservations themselves; still others were intended 

to speak directly to a dislocated sense of pride among the Young. 

George clutesig7 used the wider post-war access to mass 

media afforded by the establishment of the Native Voice and by 

the growing, more positive public interest in First Nations 

affairs to speak specifically to this latter audience. While 

stressing the importance of tradition, he also advocated the 

embrace of the opportunities potentially available in 

contemporary Canada to build for the future. Acknowledging the 

new pan-Indian political leadership, he wrote in January 1947 : 

9 6 

97 
. Macnair, "Trends in Northwest Coast Indian Art." 
. George Clutesi was born into the Wolf Clan of the Tse- 

shaht near Port Alberni in 1905. Active as a writer, radio 
broadcaster, artist, dancer and actor, Clutesi was best known as 
a painter for his work on the Indian Pavillion at Expo867 in 
Montreal. He published a series of childrenls books, including 
Son of Raven, Son of Deer (19671, Potlatch (1969), and Stand 
Tall, My Son (1990) . He received an honourary doctorate from the 
University of Victoria in 1971, the Order of Canada in 1973, and . - - - -  

ACTRA award for Best Actor in 1975 for his ro l e  in the film 
Dreamspeaker. He died in 1988.  (from George Clutesi, Stand 



The ashes of his past have been gathered 
together, rekinàïed and they have begun to 
burn anew. Keep up the fight you brave 
leaders. In this young hour you have shown 
your wisdom. With your guidance have we 
broken the surface of the tide that so nearly 
engulfed us to its entirety. The under-tow 
is weakening. The straw that you grabbed 
proved to be a strong helping and 
understanding hgnd. Hang on, f ight, your job 
has j u s t  begun. 

His choice of words, "that we have broken the surface of the tide 

that so nearly engulfed us," reflects a general feeling of 

optimism sweeping First Nations communities that the Special 

Joint Cornittee would scrap the Indian Act and finally address 

issues around land, self-government and the reservation system. 

The inclusion of Clutesirs work here complicates the 

restrictive modern/traditional (primi tive) paradigm of the 

parallel First Nations art history that emerged after 1950. 

Clutesi was widely known in British Columbia in the late 1940s 

and yet his paintings, like the carvings of Mathias Joe, rarely, 

if ever, show up in contemporary catalogues on Northwest Coast 

art. His founding of a travelling Nuu-chah-nulth exhibition 

dance group in the 1940s broke the terms of the Indian Act. 

First Nations peoples were not to dance off their own reserves, 

something Clutesi was quick to point out. Like his dance group, 

Clutesits articles and radio broadcasts had a dual intention: 

first, to establish pride in First Nations youth in their 

heritage and history, and second, to instill respect in a white 

audience. 

Tal1,- My Son, Victoria: Newport Bay, 1990, p. 6. ) 
'O. George Clutesi, "The Force of Propaganda," The Native 

Voice, November 1947 . 
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His paintings were distinctly 'westernizedN in their implied 

narrative and illusionis tic three-dimensional space . Yet, 

neither Morgan nor Clutesi veered from the essentially 

traditional practice of using painting to refer to the corpus of 

stories, songs, dances and ceremonies of their particular people. 

They both appropriated European illusionism to update their 

manner of depicting this corpus. With Clutesi especially this 

may have been a conscious decision to make these seem still 

relevant in what must have seemed to be an increasingly European 

world. Their work is the coalescence of t w o  visual traditions 

into a new cultural current. 

The paintings clearly served the double intention of 

instilling pride and respect through the accessibility of the 

images themselves and the consistent aboriginal content. Much of 

Clutesils work illustrates various Nuu-chah-nulth Tse-shaht 

stories and ceremonies. He said in 1949 that "Irve been 

interested al1 my life in reviving the past life of my own people 

on Vancouver Island. 1 have tried to put on canvas what my 

people lived for, what they accomplished, the dances they 

created. In short, Clutesi's work was an important complement 

to the efforts of bands, like the Squamish, and of the political 

organizations like the Native Brotherhood. 

"To live and to survive in this new era," wrote Clutesi, 

"we must store up for the future."loO Thus, Clutesifs target 

audience tended to be children or young adults, and in 1947-48 he 

9 9 . G. E. Mortimore, "Indian Artist Makes Eloquent Pleatn 
The Native Voice, December 1949, p. 9. '"". George C. Clutesi, "The Urge to Create, The Native 
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a number of inspirational articles for the Native Voice in 

he outlined his persona1 idea of what it would take for 

Nations to survive in post-war Canada. On the surface, 

many of his ideas, and certainly his art, seem to belong to the 

progressive era of pan-Indianism in the United States, which 

advocated education, hard work, and the adaptation of attitudes, 

values and habits of l i fe  to those of the larger American 

society. 101 However, as Tennant points out, ' [t] he pattern of 

politics which emerged among British Columbia Indians was the 

opposite of the early asslinilationist pan-Indianism of the United 

States. British Columbia Indian leaders dedicated themselves to 

ensuring a distinct and continuinq Indian existence. "'O2 

Civilization is an awe-inspiring and soul- 
tearing culture. It brings wonderful 
rniraculous wonders.,,but in its very wake, it 
also brings destruction! ... The sooner we 
realize this the better we shall be prepared 
to cope with what has engulfed us so 
efficiently and so completely, the sooner we 
realize that we must as individuals prepare 
ourselves to do our bit to meet this 
overwhelming onslaught of civilization. The 
only logical solution, I believe, is to learn 
as quickly  and as efficiently as possible the 
concepts of this new culture. Reach for and 
acquire higher education. Without it we are 
iost, we are like chattels. As long as we 
are useful we are tolerated; become weak, 
then we are cast aside. 

Therefore thirst after wisdom. Reawaken the 
desire to administer unto your own in this 
new culture, prepare yourselves to become 
doctors, nurses, nursesr aids, teachers, 
rninisters of the Gospel, etc. and when you 
have accomplished these corne back to us. We 

- -- - - 

Vaice, June 1947, p.14. "'. Hazel W. Hertzberg, The Search for an American Indian 
Identity: Modern Pan-Indian Movements, Syracuse: Syracuse 
University Press, p.31. 

l o t .  Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, p. 69. 



are in need of you most urgently ... 
Yes, it is good ta adopt Our white brothers' 
mode of life, but 1 repeat, remain the Native 
North American Indian that you are, the Great 
Spirit made you. Be proud of his creation. 103 

Of course, much of the concern of the BCIAWS centred on the 

promotion and acceptance of "Indianness." Their objectives in 

this respect were arguably part good intentions and part 

imperialist nostalgia. Although BCIAWS members were often 

outspoken in their cal1 for pride in First Nations societies and 

the primary if unspoken objective of the association was the 

integration of First Nations people into the Canadian mainstream, 

their insistence on what constituted these societies was often 

affected by the persistence of the modem/primitive paradigm. 

Clutesi would later write in a not-so-veiled reference to the 

kind of social reformist spirit at the heart of the BCIAWS: "What 

can be done to really help the Indian at this t h e ?  One w a y  

would be to look for his better qualities. He has some. Meet 

him halfway. Try harder to become a sincere friend. You cannot 

fool an Indian with the gushing displays of hypocritical prying 

of a would-be do-gooder . "'O4 

Although Clutesi may have had objections to the eurocentric 

perspective of some of its members, there is no doubt that 

BCIAWSws promotion of his work furthered both his artistic career 

and his political agenda. Through its exhibitions, conferences, 

publications and marketing, it opened doors to a wider audience 

for Clutesi. In 1947, just after the University of British 

1 O 3  

1 0 4  
. Clutesi, "The Urge to Create." . George Clutesi, Son of Raven, Son of Deer, Sidney, B.C. : 
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Columbia had hired anthropologist and curator Barry Hawthorn, who 

purchased seven of Clutesi's paintings for the newly opened 

university museum. This signaled the progress the dual paths of 

Native and non-Native reform efforts had achieved. A major 

public institution had acknowledged a contemporary Northwest 

Coast artist, an illusionist p a i n t e r  no less. The university, if 

only briefly, recognized both the existence of contemporary First 

Nations art and a diversity of creative expression beyond the so- 

called authentic carvings and paintings of the last century. 

Along with such recognition went provincial enfranchisement and 

the optimistic potential of a major overhaul of "Indian" policy 

under the Joint Commission. In the last years of the 1940s, 

paternalism seemed to be weakening. 

s-ry 

Joe, Martin, and Clutesi received considerable media 

attention between 1936 and 1949. Al1 were participating in the 

public debate over the reform of the Indian Act or in the 

enshrinement of aboriginal rights. Despite the little (with the 

exception of Martin) recognition they receive today, 

collectively, their work indicates a mid-twentieth century 

adaptability, innovation and a willingness to use tradition ta 

forward their political agenda and to forge an identity for First 

Nations peoples in modern Canadian society.  

Within the context of the post-war rhetoric of universal 

human rights and the rejection of racism, Native and non-Native 

- -- 

Grayr s Publishing, 1967, p. 13. 
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political agitation together contributed to a re-examination of 

the role of public institutions and their members in First 

Nations affairs. Government action at the end of the 1940s was 

provoked by the interest in First Nations societies created 

through the representational projects of the 1920s and 1930s and 

by the public campaigns of both the Brotherhood and the BCIAWS 

through the 1940s. Objects, because of their attraction ta the 

non-Native public, played an important role in these campaigns by 

galvanizing the attention necessary for stimulating govermental 

reform. The best known artists of the time were Joe, because of 

the Thunderbird Dynasty pole, Ellen Neel and Clutesi, because of 

their independent activities and their involvement with both the 

BCIAWS and the Native Brotherhood, and Mungo Martin, because of 

the Diamond Jubilee presentation. Ironically, only Martin1 s 

public reputation has endured the post-war emergence of the 

museums in British Columbia. 

Clutesils paintings, then, like Joels free-standing Coast 

Salish totem pole and Martin's 1946 gift of pole and name to the 

Governor-General, illustrate the innovative range of form and use 

objects could hold in British Columbia between the advent of the 

Great Depression and the re-involvement of state institutions in 

representing First Nations "culture," Far from "substitute 

" . . .not culturally relevant to the present societ~, "'O6 

Clutesivs paintings spoke simultaneously of a pride in heritage, 

of a respect for the past, a contribution to the present, and a 

direction for the future. Northwest Coast art was alive and 

105 . Macnair, "Trends in Northwest Coast Indian Art," p.51. 
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106 . Reid, "In Search of Things P a s t ,  " p.76. 



UBC, the BCPM, and the Tot= Pole Carver T r a i n i n g  Progranme 

As the Great Depression had interrupted the 

institutionalization of national "culture" in Canada in the 

1920s, it had been two decades since any major activity on behalf 

of Canadian public museums in representing Northwest Coast 

objects as part of the national fabric had occurred. Reform 

groups like the BCIAWS had tried to bridge the gap, but they 

lacked the funding to do anything on a large scale. The 

partnership between the BCIAWS and the British Columbia 

Provincial Museum (BCPM) had been productive in some respects, 

but the post-war management trend was towards professionalization 

and away from a reliance on voluntary arts organizations. 

Wartime commissions stressed the need for training and the growth 

of a supportive government infrastructure in order to transform 

the underdeveloped arts into a viable component of the national 

economy.' This trend translated into a lessening role for the 

BCiAWS and a growth in state institutions like the BCPM and the 

University of British Columbia (UBC) . 
The federal government founded the Massey Commission in 1949 

to chart the transformation of the arts into a professional 

industry. This chapter reviews the motivation for the Massey 

Commission and its effect on institutions in British Columbia. 

Central to British Columbia's regional contribution to national 

'culture,' the objects of the Northwest Coast would once again 

receive institutional attention in the late 1940s. On one hand, 
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the resulting programmes appeared ta answer the calls for change 

and the recognition of the contemporary contributions of living 

First Nations artists s t d n g  from both Native and nonoNative 

lobbying campaigns discussed in previous chapters. O n  the other 

hand, the privileging of professionally trained museum and 

university authorities over indigenous assertions of meanings for 

the objects created a discursive tension played out in the 

promotional programmes. While the catchword for post-war 

Canadian saciety was integration, which in theory allowed for the 

maintenance of the traditions of non-British Canadians, this 

entailed a role for First Nations objects as touristic 

commodities in the national and provincial economies. Such a 

role for the objects failed to allow for the symbolic role they 

played within the potlatch system and represented a s h i f t  closer 

to what Halliday had suggested in his Cranmer post-trial display 

in 1922. 

1. The Massey Corrimission: AIndian Cult~re,~ Wanadian CultureH 

In response to the on-going post-war debate over Canadian 

identity and the role of public instiutions in its promotion, the 

Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and 

Sciences (the Massey Commission) was formed in 1949,~ the same 

year the Commission's British Columbia representative, Norman 

MacKenzie, opened the University of British Columbia's Museum of 

1 . Schafer and Fortier, Review of Federal Policies. 
2 . For a more detailed discussion, see Albert A. Shea, editor, 

Culture in Canada: A Study of the Findings of the Royal Commission 
on National Development in the Arts, Letters, and Sciences, (1949- 
1951), Toronto: Core, 1952, and Litt, The Muses. 



Anthropology in his capacity as university president. 3 

Paul Schafer and Andre Fortier report that the roots of the 

Massey Commission lay in  the 1945 Canadian Arts Council (CAC) 

brief to the House of Commons Special Committee on Reconstruction 

and Re-establishment (sornetimes referred to as the Turgeon 

Committee) which sat during the later stages of the Second World 

War "...to uncover the trouble spots in the Canadian economy and 

prescribe remedies that the government should adopt."' The CAC, 

itself a national umbrella organization hastily made up of a 

number of community arts groups, called for state patronage in 

the arts. This cal1 became extremely influential in conjunction 

with the national perception of a crisis in the universities and 

their post-war role and direction. Exnotions of patriotism 

stimulated by the war itself and the ongoing concern with a 

Canadian identity independent from both Britain and the United 

States sensitized the Canadian public to question of public arts 

funding . 5 

Paul Litt traces the commissionls development more precisely 

to an emerging embarrassrnent within the ruling Liberal party at 

Canada's shoddy reputation abroad. Libera l  cabinet members like 

Lester Pearson and Brooke Claxton argued that if Canada was to 

fulfil its new international political role, it was in the 

goverment's interest to promote Canadian identity both 

domestically and internationally. This al1 conveniently fit the 

popular belief that the war and the post-war reconstruction 

Hawthorn, Labour of Love, p. 1. 
Bothwell et al, Canada Since 1945, p.46, 
Schafer and Fortier, Review of Federal Policies. 
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constituted a post-colonial climax in Canadian history. L i t t  

writes : 

National confidence was expressed and 
reinforced by developments ranging from the 
admission of Newfoundland to Confederation to 
legislation making the Supreme Court of 
Canada the court of final appeal in the land. 
For a generation weaned on the 'colony to 
nationf theme of progressive national 
independence, it seemed that Canada had corne 
of age constitutionally, diplomatically, and 
rnilitarily. A cultural nationalisrn that 
cultivated a unique cultural identity was an 
appropriate capstone for the nation-building 
process ,... Postwar nationalisrn gave 
goverment cultural initiatives a broader 
base of pogular support and a new political 
relevance. 

The commissionfs final report was made public in June 1951. 

It issued 146 recommendations on a broad range of inter-related 

issues, including radio broadcasting, television, the National 

Film Board, galleries, museums, libraries, archives, historic 

si tes and monuments, univers ities , the Canadian image abroad and 
an annfs length granting agency termed the Canada Council but not 

realized until 1957. While it emphasized a federal structure for 

the arts, it qualified this in its recognition of provincial 

authority, particularly in the field of education. Education, 

defined in the report as "the progressive development of the 

individual in al1 his [sic] f aculties, physical and intellectual, 

aesthetic and moral, "' was central to its vision of Canadian 
"culture," further defined as 'that part of education which 

enriches the mind and refines the taste. It is the development 

6 .  Litt, TheMuses, p.17. 
7 . Shea, Culture in Canada, p.13. 
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of the intelligence through the arts, letters, and sciences."* 

While it suggested that formal education ' . . . is def initely a 
provincial  natter"^ and that "...the life-long process of 

education which the culture of a society, is a matter of national 

and international interest,"" any formal promotion was 

guaranteed as provincial jurisdiction if it was generated through 

the provincial ministries of education. Since the BCPM had been 

shuffled into the Ministry of Education, Northwest Coast "art" 

became a provincial matter. 

Following the release of the 1928 Meriam Report during the 

Hoover administration in the United States, the Roosevelt Indian 

New Deal hinged much of its reform on over-hauling the Native 

American educational system. Canadian Department of Indian 

Affairs Director Robert Hoeyls citation of the Meriam Report as 

the "most comprehensive and one of the most informative available 

on the question'"' of 'Indian' administration in his opening 

presentation to Canada's Joint Commîttee on the Indian Act in 

1946 foreshadowed the division of wardship responsibility between 

federal and provincial states through education. In British 

Columbia, for example, the most important programmes on First 

Nations arts in the 1950s were instigated by the Massey 

Commission's own Norman MacKenzie at the University of British 

Columbia and at the provincial museum under the auspices of the 

Ministry of Education. The central objective for their 

Ibid* 
Ibid* 
Ibid. 

11 - . Quoted in Canada, Special Joint C o d t t e e  of the Indian 
Act,  Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, Nrnnber One, May 28-May 
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cooperative efforts was promoting the reception of First Nations 

arts and thus implicitly the recognition of their contribution to 

Canadian society. An important secondary goal was the 

stimulation of the contemporary arts market and the strengthening 

of the arts as employment. These desires had also been at the 

heart of Collier's efforts in the United States and conveniently 

intersected with the interests of the Massey Commission. They 

were both part of a general North American trend towards state 

regulation and management and the professionalization of the 

arts. 

Despite its initially limited implementation, the Massey 

Commissionls report provided a blueprint for solving the problems 

faced by the individuals and groups involved with the various 

aspects of the arts in Canada. It garnered positive attention 

through popular media and had a broad impact on Canadian 

identity. Although it stressed the expansion of museum 

facilities as prevention for the on-going loss of national 

heritage, it also had a separate section devoted to "Indian arts 

and crafts . "12 Noting that indifference on behalf of both First 

Nations and non-Native Canadians was resulting in the loss of the 

"traditional skills and arts of the 1ndians,"13 the commission 

went as far as suggesting a council for First Nations art 

parallel to the Canada Council. But the popular hierarchy of the 

arts privileging the primarily male, Euro-Canadian pursuits of 

painting and sculpture as art and other forms of production as 

- 

30, 1946, Ottawa: King's Printer, 1950, p.25. 
12. Ibid, p.55. 
13 - . Ibid, p.55. 
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Folklore or handicrafts meant that the promotion of these other 

fonas would remain a local and not a national matter. 

First Nations art was an issue that the commission had to 

grapple with for a number of reasons. First, First Nations art, 

particularly of the Northwest Coast, was perceived as a powerful 

Canadian symbol, and was deeply associated with British Columbia 

tourism. This association was made more formal through its 

promotion by the National Museum and the National Gallery in  the 

1920s, and by its paraphrasing in the paintings of major British 

Columbian modernist painters, notably Emily Carr and, beginning 

in the 1940s, Jack ~hadbo1t.l' 

Secondly, both solicited and unsolicited briefs during the 

commission's hearings in western Canada sought to bring the art 

to the forefront. In 1950, the Massey Commission called on newly 

appointed professor, Harry Hawthorn, to complete a report "...on 

whatever measures could be taken to increase a wide Canadian 

knowledge of Indian Arts and Crafts, and to make more effective 

the present somewhat casual arrangements for the marketing of 

these native product~."'~ As Litt suggests, the "Massey 

Commissionls hearings ... showed that Canadian cultural development 

would have to corne to terms not just with biculturalism, but 

multiculturalism as well."16 This was what Crosby identifies as 

the recognition of First Nations arts as "part of a larger 

14 . See, for example, 
the Coastal Indian Image, 
Press, 1986. 

15. Archibald A. Day, 
Hawthorn, March 20, 1950, 

Marjorie M. Halpin, Jack Shadbolt and 
Vancouver: University of British Columbia 

Secretary of the CoImnission, to Harry 
UBC Archives, Norman Mackenzie Papess Box 

194, file 3. 
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strategy to focus on culture as the means for creating a 

federalist ideology that both contained and encouraged regional 

di~ersity."~' In this sense then, Northwest Coast art as a symbol 

of British Columbia had become a regionalist assertion within the 

fabric of Canadian nationalisme le 

Thirdly, there was the perennial problem of extending the 

logic of the concept of two founding nations to somehow include 

an acknowledgement of the historical presence of the First 

Nations. In British Columbia, where treaties were non-existent 

and the post-war economy centred on natural resources, this 

historical presence held a problematic and dis~ptive potential. 

II. UBC and the Institutionalization of Contemporary Northwest 
Coast Art, Vancouver 

The war years saw a more integrated, state-managed economy, 

paralleling the American move away from its more liberal or 

laissez-faire capitalism to the Keynesian collectivism favoured 

by Roosevelt earlier in the 1930s. In this Canadian 'New Deal,' 

Mackenzie King and the federal Liberal goverment introduced its 

vision of a post-war 'welfaret state, beginning with national 

unemployment insurance in 1940 and including through the 

remainder of the war, an extended old age pension plan, plans for 

veteran housing, education grants, fana assistance programs, and 

re-training provisions. l9 Goverment members were keen to 

Title, D,SO, 17 
, Crosby, 1 ndian Art/Aboriginal 

18. Even in 1927, Brown and Barbeaut s  sib bit ion of West Coast 
Art Native and Modem was partly a response to the accusation that 
the National Gallery did not speak for al1 of Canada, but rather 
was instead dominated by Ontario and Quebec. 

19 Bothwell et al, Canada Since 1945, pp.3-105. 
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maintain a controlled economic growth and avoid the problems of 

resettlement suffered after the B i r s t  World War. Money was 

therefore funnelled towards giving veterans affordable housing 

and either employment or professional, career-path education. 20 

Hand in hand with this was the concern for  

professionalization, not only of those producing arts, but also 

of those producing knowledge about the arts. This meant an 

increased role for the universities in the training of "cultural" 

professionals for the museums and led directly to the hiring of 

Harry Hawthorn at the UBC in 1947~' and of his student, Wilson 

Duf f, at the BCPM in 1949.~' By creating a cadre of 

professionals responsible for the management of provincial 

"culture," Northwest Coast "art" was institutionalized within the 

structure of the state, thereby reinforcing the authority of 

goverment officiais. Control over the distribution of knowledge 

about First Nations objects by this professional cadre was thus 

emphasized over the potlatch system, where it rested in First 

Nations communities. In this way, the Provincial Museum became 

the center for the preservation and management of First Nations 

material and the University of British Columbia the centre for 

its study. With the preservation, study, and, eventually, 

replication of First Nations objects through this growing state 

bureaucracy, governments in Canada continued the 1920s 

assimilationist project of exerting authority over the 

construction of meaning for First Nations objects. UBC took on a 

2 O . Ibid. 
21 - . Hawthorn, Labour of Love, p. 1. 
22. Report of the Provincial Museum for the Year 1949, 
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larger role as the promoter of British Columbian "culture" within 

this context. Between 1947 and 1950, university officials 

submitted a brief on the marketing of First Nations arts to the 

Massey Commission, funded a totem pole salvage project, and hired 

Mungo Martin to renovate old poles and c a m e  new poles for the 

university's collection. 

Harry Hawthorn had enlisted the help of his wife, Audrey 

Hawthorn, the museum's honourary curator, to complete the Massey 

brief . 23 Ironically, both Hawthorns were recent immigrants ta 

Canada and their connections to First Nations communities still 

developing. "We knew of the peoples of the Northwest Coast, 

whose great creativity and outstanding arts had been extensively 

reported," writes Audrey Hawthorn. "We looked forward to further 

acquaintance with them in their daily li~es."~' She further 

reports her initial impression that markets for craft products 

from the Great Plains and Eastern Woodlands areas were strong. 

She then developed an acquisition agenda for assembling '...as 

representative a Canadian collection.. ."25 as possible at the UBC 

Museum of Anthropology after completing the survey. 

Consequently, both Hawthorns became increasingiy interested in 

using the museum to stimulate what they saw as an unsatisfactory 

contemporary arts market in British Columbia. 

Victoria: King's Printer, 1950, p.Bl6. 
23. Audrey Hawthorn outlines her methodology for the 

preparation of this brief as follows: " W i t h  etGographic atlases 1 
was able to establish the locations of several linguistic groups in 
what had been the major ethnographie areas....I mailed out lists of 
items of material culture and 1 appenàed questionnaires to find out 
what was still being made. " (Hawthorn, Labour of Love, p. 7. ) 

". Ibid, p.1. *=. m. 
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In 1947, English professor Hunter Lewis completed a six-week 

survey of village sites on the central coast, reporting on his 

return of a number of salvageable, if decomposing, poles. Hunter 

was president of the Canadian Federation of Artists and likely 

contributed the section on First Nations art to the federation's 

Massey brieLa6 He also chaired the Committee on Indian 

Citizenship of the Vancouver Civil Liberties Union during the 

years of the federal joint committee on the Indian Act. 27 His 

survey ultimately led MacKenzie to appoint the UBC President's 

Committee on Totem Pole Preservation. In 1947, the committee 

made the decision to purchase poles for UBC and then to create a 

'Totem Pole Parkv on the Point Grey campus. 

No one at the university at that time had the expertise to 

actually retrieve the poles and so Lewis and the university 

administration turned to the most experienced person in the 

field, namely Marius Barbeau of the National Museum. Barbeau, of 

course, had been instrumental in the acquisition of poles by 

foreign and domestic museums through the Great Depression. As 

Cole notes, Barbeau had received permission from the National 

Museum to collect in a persona1 capacity and had frequently taken 

advantage of his position to improve his own financial standing 

through dealing in Northwest Coast objects as well as in Quebec 

rhurch s i l v e r  and sculpture.2B He was a1s.o careful enaugh to 

shield price discrepancies from the institutions paying his way. 

Barbeau contracted an in-law, Arthur Price, to purchase the 

2 6 . The brief is contained in UBC Archives, Lewis Family 
Papers, Box 7, File 9. 

2 7 . UBC Archives, Lewis Family Papers, Box 1, files 7-8 .  
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poles for UBC while both he and Price travelled at National 

Museum expense. In addition, Price receiwed expenses from the 

university through Hunter Lewis. In return, Price and Barbeau 

provided the university with eight poles, two carved thunder 

birds, a house post (originally owned by Spnice Martin), and a 

food bowl for a total of $3200.~~ Price collected the objects 

from the Nass Valley and Alert Bay between September 8 and 

October 14, 1947, keeping a detailed record of who the objects 

were bought f rom as well as the cost per object . 30 In addition, 

Price also detailed how much the two charged the university for 

each of the objects, conveniently totalling the difference in a 

separate column labeled "total profit." The final profit was 

just over $1700, with a gouging of up to $300 per objectO3' If 

Price and Barbeau had not overcharged the university, they could 

have purchased an additional 60 foot pole that was deemed too 

expensive for the projectls budget. 32 

Pricels correspondence to Barbeau further indicates a high 

level of self-consciousness. "My conscience bothers me a bit," 

he writes on October 14, 1 9 4 7 . ~ ~  Writing three days later from 

Vancouver, Price reports to Barbeau on his meeting with 

university administration: "Yesterday I was very worried that I 

might run into serious difficulty with the committee here as one 

of the Publicity made the crack about the fact that U.B.C. might 

2 8 

2 9 
. Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.278. . Arthur Price to Marius Barbeau, October 14 and 17, 1947, 

CMC Marius Barbeau's Correspondence, folder: Price, Arthur, Temp. 
Box: 45. 

30 . Ibid. 
IbTd. 

32 - . Ibid. 





local culture. 

Ellen Neel worked part t h e  on the restoration project 

during the summer of 1948. Nuytten reports that the objectives 

of the restoration programme expanded under the influence of 

Hawthorn, suggesting that it was his idea to adàress the 

perennial problem of the ownersl reluctance to sel1 given the 

"...ever-growing awareness of the fragility of their 

heritage..."39 through commissioning contemporary artists to 

replicate the poles instead of continuing with the patchwork 

repair of the older polesl rot begun under Neel. The pay was 

unfortunately even poorer than the curio business, so the 

following summer when Neel was approached again, she introduced 

the university committee instead to her uncle, Mungo Martin. 

Martin worked for the university over the next two years. 

Although Martin and Neel were both trained by Charlie James, 

Martin turned out to be both a public relations bonanza and an 

academic dream for the university (figure 33). Mungo Martin 

(Naka'pankam) - was born in Fort Rupert in the early 1880s. His - - 
step-father was Charlie James, with whom he carved in the first 

three decades of the twentieth century. He married Sarah 

Constance (Abaya'a), - who accompanied him to Vancouver when he 

took over as carver for the University of British Columbia's 

early totem pole restoration program in 1948-49.  He became chief 

carver at the British Columbia Provincial Museum in 1952, where 

he worked with his son, David Martin, and his son-in-law, Henry 

Hunt, until shortly after David died in a boating accident in 

38 . - Ibid, pp. 45-52. 



1959.40 His recognition would eclipse al1 other contemporary 

artists prior to Bill Reid. Peter Macnair described him in 1980 

as "...almost singularly responsible for the revival of Northwest 

Coast Indian art.,.. n4l According to the museum officials he 

worked with, Martin was keen on using the university and the 

museums as storehouses of knowledge on Kwakwaka'wakw culture, a 

kind of resource that educated non-Natives and yet could still 

42 safeguard information for the Kwakwakalwakw themselves. Harry 

and Audrey Hawthorn both relied heavily on Martin for 

ethnographie information on the collection. Audrey Hawthorn's 

two important books on Kwakwaka'wakw art published in 1967 and 

1979 are based in part on information provided by Martin and his 

wife, Abaya. 4 3  

Martin was, in addition, an older man, which fit well with 

the public image of the "last of the old-time totem pole 

carvers." The university needed such a figure to attract public 

attention and justify the necessary funding allocations. While 

Martin was interested in recording First Nations tradition and 

promoting it widely through the museum, Neel thought of her work 

in more modernist terms, and therefore saw herself as an artist 

creating unique works for sale and circulation outside of the 

First Nations communities, Martin recorded songs, transcribed 

stories, explained the meaning of the university's collections 

3 9 

4 O 
. Ibid, 

4 1 
, - Ibid, pp.75-116, . Peter L. Macnair, Man L. Hoover, and Kevin Neary, The - 

Legacy: Continuing Traditions of Canadian Northwest Coast Indian 
Art, - Victoria : British Columbia Provincial Museum, 1980, p. 73. ''. Hawthorn, Art of the Kwakiutl, p.vii. 

4 3 , - Ibid, and Audrey Hawthorn, Kwakiutl Art, Seattle: 
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within the context of the potlatch, and demonstrated carving and 

construction techniques on film and in person. Neel took greater 

liberties with the forms she incorporated in her work. She 

became more associated with tourist, rather than wtraditionalv 

art, although during the summer of 1949 Neel did assist Martin 

with his restoration of the poles at UBC. Martin also re-carved 

sections of two poles, one carved by himself almost forty years 

earlier, and the other by Charlie c am es" in preparation for the 

erection of the Barbeau-purchased poles to simulate an 

'authentic' village on the UBC campus. The university planned 

the village park to showcase the different regional artistic 

styles of the coastal peoples. 

In addition to the historical legacy of tourism and 

Northwest Coast art, by the time of the Massey Commission, First 

Nations art seemed increasingly important as a physical part of 

Vancouver and of British Columbia. The Native Brotherhoodfs 

Kitsilano Indian Village had garnered local and national 

attention through both the problems and the presentation to the 

Governor-General. The Totem Pole Park at UBC was well under way, 

supplementing the poles standing already in Stanley Park. The 

Scow-sponsored Ellen Neel pole presented to the UBC studentsw 

Society was now standing outside Brock Hall in the centre of the 

university and Neel was visible both in the workshop at Stanley 

Park and at the Pacific National Exhibition grounds in east 

University of Washington Press, 1979. - . Ellen Neel, "Ancient Art Being Preserved, " The Native 
Voice, September 1949, p.1. 
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Vancouver's Hastings Park during the summer tourist months. 4 s 

Within a year, the premier himself was appointed honourary 

president of the Totemland ~ociety'~ - a public relations ploy by 

the society to be sure, but one that nonetheless indicated the 

widespread acceptance of the importance of First Nations art to 

British Columbia's identity and touristic economy. Also, in 

Victoria, the BCPM's Thunderbird Park had become a major tourist 

destination, located barely a block from the city's inner harbour 

and across the street from the Canadian Pacific Railway's massive 

Empress Hotel. Victoria was the main port of cal1 for American 

and other tourists heading north on the inside passage route to 

Alaska . The CNR had opened its own totem pole park in Prince 

Rupert, another port on the way to Alaska, in the mid-1930s. 4 7  

New poles were also beginning to filter out through North America 

through Neelrs series of Totemland poles as well as through 

Mathias Joe's corporate commissions in Texas and eastern Canada. 

A major canning Company, BC Packers, had begun making enquiries 

into the possibility of purchasing and removing old poles to 

4 8 their canneries. The poles represented a unique and memorable 

evocation of the province, its geography, its history and, 

through the oppositional paradigm of primitivism giving way to 

urban modernity, of its current industrial success. 

4 5 

4 6 
. Nuytten, Totem Carvers, pp , SI-52. . The society also included the attorney-general, the mayor 

of Vancouver, the provincial minister of trade and industry, the 
commissioner of the Victoria and Island Publicity Bureau, various 
well-known local businessmen, and Native Brotherhood president 
William Scow. (Ibid, p . 4 8 . )  

4 7 - 
48 
. Barbeau, Totem Poles. . H.R. Macmillan to K. F. Fraser, August 23, 1949, UBC MOA 

Hawthorn Papers Box 12, Series 5, File 1 , 



III. The BCPM and the Inatitutionalization of Contemporary 
Northwest Coast Art, Victoria 

In 1949, the same year as provincial enfranchisement, the 

provincial government responded to growing public, institutional, 

and commercial interest in totem poles. Minister of Education W. 

T. Straith announced that "both the Provincial and Federal 

governments were interested in the advancement of fndian crafts, 

not only to preserve their culture, but also to help the natives 

make a livelih~od."'~ The f irst  step was to hire Wilson Duff, 

who immediately joined with Hawthorn to complete an ethnographic 

survey of the Nass and Skeena Rivers. The same year, the BCPM 

launched its "Anthropology in B.C." series. 50 In 1951, Duff 

prepared an influential report for Straith, on the possibility of 

the "permanent preservation" of poles in British Columbia. 5 1 

When Thunderbird Park was opened in Victoria in 1940, one of 

the project's goals was to preserve the poles in the museumvs 

collection. A decade of exposure had not achieved this goal, and 

although e f f o r t s  had been made in the early 1950s to slow the 

decay, it was clear that their storage outside was not conducive 

to preservation. Taking advantage of the politicians' interest 

in the Totemland Society and its efforts, Duf f warned, " [u] nless 

vigorous steps are taken soon, we'll have a 'Totem Land' with no 

totem poles. "s2 Duff then proposed t o  follow and expand on 

Hawthornrs example at UBC and have the old poles stored inside 

4 9 

50 
. Provincial Museum Annual Report 1949, p. 7. 

5 1 
- Ibid. 
. Wilson Duff to W. T. Straith, August 16, 1951, RBCM Duff 

Papers , 



and replaced in the park itself with new copies. "Newly-carved 

wooden pales,## wrote Duff, "could last at least a century 

outdoors if given the proper care . The choice that Duff 

offered Straith was preservation through copies made from 

concrete casts and plastic molds or through "having the poles 

copied by an Indian who is without a doubt the f ines t  carver 

still alive on the coast, " namely Mungo Martin. Duf f, unable to 

hide his enthusiasm for his second option, wrote W...what an 

unparalleled tourist attraction it would be to have him working 

in Thunderbird Park! "'' 
Of course, Duff1s Martin option fulfilled the provincial 

governmentls professed desire of "the advancement of Indian 

crafts...to help the natives make a li~elihood."~~ It was with 

this interest in promoting First Nations-specific employment and 

in professionalizing the production end of the market that the 

museum announced the following year a three-year totem pole 

restoration programme and appointed Mungo Martin head carver. 

"The primary purpose of the progranmie," announced the museum, "is 

to replace the present badly decaying exhibits in the park with a 

permanent and more representative collection - in part n e w  poles, 

i n  part exact replicas of old ones - so that the fine original 
carvings can be preserved indef initely indoors. By employing 

native carvers and having its operations in the park itself, the 

programme accomplishes two important secondary aims: to preserve 

- - 

52 . Ibid. - - -- - 
53 - 
54 
. Ibid. 
. Ibid. - 

5 5 .  Provincial Museum Annual Report for the year 1951, 
Victoria: King's Printer, 1952, p.7. 
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the art of totem-carving and to serve as a unique tourist and 

educational attraction. The museum also hired Martin s son, 

David Martin, as his assistant, and his granddaughter, Mildred 

57 Hunt, as an apprentice carver. The inaugural projects included 

a memorial figure, two poles, and, most importantly, the 

construction of a Kwakwaka'wakw house that would be completed and 

dedicated the following year? 1953.'' 

The museum built a workshop with construction materials 

donated by British Columbia Forest Products (figure 34) . H.R. 
MacMillan's MacMillan-Bloedel donated and delivered cedar logs 

for the poles. One of the significant suggestions made by the 

Massey Commission in the 1951 publication of its findings was the 

CO-operation of industry and government in supporting Canadian 

"culture," a suggestion apparently well received in British 

Columbia. The promotional benefits of such projects were 

obviously not missed by either MacMillan-Bloedel or BC Forest 

Products. Indeed, the museum almost gleefully reported that in 

Y w o  eight-hour days during the tourist season.. .2,375 persons 

watched the carvers at work. Nine hundred and sixty-two of them 

took pictures, including 196 with movie cameras."59 These were 

numbers that advertised the museum, its programmes, its sponsors, 

its employee-artists, and the art itself. The museumf s 

functionalist approach equated community good with economic 

promotion . 

- - -  

Ibid, 
Ibid. - 
Ibid. 



W. Wamwaditla: Reapp~:opriation and Resistance 

Within less than a decade, First Nations art in British 

Columbia had gone f r o m  the publication of Tale of the Nativity to 

the Native Brotherhood's g i f t  of Martin's pole to Viscount 

Alexander to an integrated salvage programme that included both 

restoration and carver training. No longer was this art the 

preserve of an f ractured and obscure social reform movement, 

destined by the reformerd own estimations to a slow suffocation 

from lack of interest. Nor was it seen as the exclusive property 

of the Northwest Coast peoples. Government officiais had 

gathered corporate support and invested in the institutional 

promotion of indigenous art through the university and the 

museum. The carver training prograinme was designed to ensure the 

continued manufacture of a quality, monumental product, an 

objective that at l eas t  on the surface contradicted the thrust of 

seventy years of assimilationsist policy. In these new 

programmes, the contemporary resurgence of the totem pole was 

projected as something the province could be proud of as a whole. 

In this way, provincial authorities simultaneously attempted to 

depoliticize the meaning behind its use by First Nations at 

contemporary political events while finding a symbol that could 

be used to market British Columbia, its businesses, its products, 

and its investment opportunities. 

And yet, for al1 the discussion of First Nations affairs and 

the emergent programmes aimed at both restoring museum 

collections and revitalizing First Nations arts as an exuployment 

". Ibid. 
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option, the various levels of governments failed to address, let 

alone settle the problems of land and aboriginal rights. The 

findings and proposals of the joint committee on the Indian Act 

were released in 1950 and the government tried to push through 

its new act inmiediately. While promising to consult with First 

Nations leaders and political organizations, the government was 

soundly criticized for not providing enough time for consultation 

and the passing of the act was delayed a year. 60 

The Indian Act, when it was finally passed, was a bitter 

disappointment to First Nations peoples and many others. Apart 

from some administrative restructuring, including the 

reassignment of Indian Affairs to the Department of Citizenship 

and Immigration, essentially nothing changed. The Vancouver News 

Herald announced during the preliminary patliamentary debates on 

the act t ha t  "[tlhe mountain has laboured and brought forth a 

mouse. What was ta have been the 'Magna Carta1 of the Indians 

turns out to be little more than a revamping of administrative 

regulations. The cornmittee's long hours of work have been a 

waste of tirne."61 No aboriginal rights were guaranteed. 

Enfranchisement was not granted. The bans on land da ims ,  

dancing off the reserve, and the potlatch were quietly dropped, 

but not repealed as many had hoped. 

In terms of First Nations 'handicrafts,' a small subsection 

was devised within the department's Welfare section created by 

the administrative restructuring of Indian Affairs. I t  was given 

60 .  Vancouver News Herald, June 13, 1950, contained in UBC 
Archkves, Lewis Family Papers, Box 7, File 9. 

. Ibid. 



a small annual budget of about $750, most of which w e n t  to 

encouraging basketry in eastern Canada in the Pierreville, St. 

Regis, Manitoulin, Lorette and Maniwaki agencies . 62 The 

provincial goverment in British Columbia came out of the years 

following the war looking much more progressive than its federal 

counterpart . It had granted enf ranchisement in 1949, appointed 

the Indian Inquiry Conunittee within the Department of Labour in 

1951, and had by 1952 begun its totem pole restoration and carver 

training programme. 

If this delegation was meant to appease anyone, it failed. 

The provincial right to vote, a token codttee, and a 

refurbishing programme for historic objects did not buy favour, 

nor did it erase the last hundred years of state policy. First 

Nations groups and individuals continued to press for recognition 

of aboriginal rights and claims to land and to assert themselves, 

their identities and their histories in defiant and celebratory 

terrns. The dropping of the potlatch ban from the Indian Act, 

however, did provide for the Yegal l  opportunity to the return of 

the public celebration of First Nations ethnicity. 

Alrnost thirty years after the Cranmer potlatch and with a 

new wave of efforts by state officials to control the production 

and marketing of First Nations art, the first public potlatch 

since the imprisonment of the Cranmer potlatch participants was 

held in, of al1 places,  a state institution. Gloria Cranmer 

Webster writes that although 'clandestine potlatches were held 

62 . Canada, Department of Mines and Resources, Report of 
Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year ended March 1950, Ottawa: 
King's Printer ,1951, p.73. 
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before the revision of the Indian Act, it was not until 1953 that 

the first public 'legal' potlatch was held. It was held in Coast 

Salish territory, a long way from the homes of the 

~wakwaka'wakw."~~ It took place in Victoria in celebration of 

the opening and naming of Mungo Martin's BCPM house in 

Thunderbird Park (figure 35). 

Martin imposed demands on the museum intended to keep the 

event within the traditional rules of potlatching as much as 

possible and therefore limiting the input of museum officials. 

The potlatch was held on three consecutive days, one for family 

and friends only, one for the museum and other officials, and one 

open to the general public. Helen Hunt translated and Duff was 

responsible for recording and transcribing the rehearsal and the 

first day of potlatching. That al1  three days were important 

events for its Kwakwaka'wakw participants caught the curatorial 

staff off-guard and indicates how little they understood about 

the Kwakwaka'wakw in 1953, their relationship to the museum, and 

the power the museum had in representing First Nations peoples. 

Up until that point, it seems that Wilson Duff believed his and 

the museum's own rhetoric that they were indeed resuscitating 

something that had already died. Diane MacEachern Barwick 

recalls that the 'formal presentation ceremony. . ." was "one of 
the few occasions on which Wilson [Duff] failed his own exacting 

standards as historian and ethnographer. He told me not to  

bother arranging for a recording and was chagrined when Mungo's 

6 3 . Gloria Cranmer Webster, "The Cont~lmnorarv Potlatch." 
Chief 1 y Feasts : The Enduring ~wakiutl ~otlakh, Ëd. Aïdona ' 
Jonaitis, New York: American Museum of Natural History, 1991, 
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magnificent oratory, ably translated by Helen Hunt, transformed 

the gathering into a kind of Kwakiutl potlatch .... Wilson 
ruefully admitted that he had expected a perfunctory handing-over 

to the Minister; 'but 1 ought to have lmown that Mungo would make 

it real, would make it history. The presentation ceremony, 

occurring on the second day, was important to transferring the 

maintenance of the house to the museum and was not simply a photo 

opportunity, as Bamickfs description indicates it was for the 

various nonoNative museum and government off ic ia ls  present. 

Indeed, Cranmer-Webster credits Martin's potlatch at the 

museum with encouraging similar public demonstrations of pride 

back at home in Alert Bay. "In al1 probability," Cranmer-Webster 

writes, 'the success of Mungo Martin's potlatch encouraged people 

in Alert Bay to think about building their own big house. 

Various tribes contributed to the design and construction. The 

big house was completed in 1963 and was opened with a potlatch 

hosted by Chief James Knox of Fort  Rupert. H e  was one of twenty 

people who had been imprisoned for two months in 1922, for 

potlatching. "65 While not the founder of the "renaissance" so 

often cited, following the revision of the Indian Act Martin was 

integral to the Kwakwakavwakw community stepping beyond the 

limitations of the potlatch ban. The efforts of Scow, Martin and 

others contributed to an important sense of identity and pride in 

the face of overwhelming economic and social marginalization. In 

this sense, Martin's rigorous use of conventional early twentieth 

p.227. 
64 . Diane MacEachern Barwick, "'A Grand Old Man at 35': Wilson 

Duf f as Curator, The World 1s As Sharp as a Knife, p.25. 
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century Kwakwakaf wakw two- and three-dimensional f orm, although a 

product once again of his training with Charlie James, played an 

important public role by suggesting a unswerving sense of 

continuity, 

The Wa'waditla potlatch served as a powerful reaffinnation 

of Kwakwaka'wakw culture both to the Kwakwaka'wakw themselves as 

well as to the government officials and general public who 

attended. During one of the rehearsals, ûmhid addressed the 

Kwakwakalwakw crowd, "1 wish to remind our young people to keep 

away from Mschief during these ceremonies . . .Any wrong move w e  

might make, and these people here might make fun of 

Entitled Walwaditla, the house, as Tony Omhid described, was 

not an imaginary reconstruction. -id owned the right to the 

name and then 'soldg or transferred the right to Martin during 

the potlatch. Referring to Martin, ûmhid said, 

You al1 recognize this house, chiefs. This 
house is not just a made up house. Take a 
look at this, and that and that (the carved 
house posts) . It is a copy of the first 
house that al1 you tribes used to gather in; 
the house that belonged to my chief; the 
house that belonged naqa'penk'em. That is 
the reason he can't take j u s t  anything up. 
After all, this house was planned long t h e  
ago. This house has a story. 67 

Through the potlatch speeches, the pride f o r  who the 

Kwakwaka'wakw were and conformity to Kwakwakalwakw ways emerge as 

consistent thernes. Omhid addressed the rehearsal audience, "We 

should be proud of the people that we represent," while warning 

- - 

65 
, Cranmer-Webster, wContemparary Potlatch, " p. 227. 

"Potlatch Transcript : Mungo Martin1 s Thunderbird Park 
Potlatch, December 12-15, 1953, &CM Duff Papers, p. 6. 

67. Ibid, p.6. 
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M m g o  Martin, [b] e careful for the few days that are coming. 

Sot  you will respect our gathering here, as it is well respected 

by Our forefathers. . . .This 1 Say because you are al1 trying out 

tonight. You are al1 trying out tonight, my children, so that 1 

will see how you do; to see if there should be any faults in your 

actions . 'm 
With regards to this, George Scow asked: "why should we try 

to put a different dance from what we are supposed to do? We have 

to follow the rules of our dances, j u s t  as we talk our language, 

so that we will al1 understand one another. Because it has been 

told by our old people that we must never forget. 8869 Through the 

speeches and dances, prerogatives were demonstrated, the house 

was named. Linking the past with the future, many of Martin1 s 

relatives were given names, notably his grandchilàren, Ellen 

Neel, her children and Wilson Duffrs daughter.'' A ceremony of 

healing and reaffirmation in light of the potlatch ban, the 

Wa'waditla potlatch became one of hospitality and sharing when 

the doors were opened on the third night to the blocks-long line 

of curious Victorians. 

An impression of Kwakwaka'wakw strength and solidarity shone 

through the proceedings. As M i d  said at one point, "We have 

been successful now, al1 you tribes.. .le are the right tribes ta 

perform this. Al1 these dances we would never have seen if our 

68 . Ibid, p.1. 
69 - . Ibid, pp.1-2. 
70 - . "And now to this, " said Martin. "The child of my brother, 

the child of Wilson Duf f. 1 am going to give a name, as 1 don't 
consider us to be two men (rather, as one or related) ." (Ibid, 
n-p. 
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children had been weak."" Neither reduced to a simple cononodity 

or set simplistically within some European historicist tableau, 

at least for three nights the dances and speeches activated 

Walwaditla and Martin's renovated poles. Within a stoners t h r o w  

f rom the provincial legislature, Martin appropriated the space of 

the museum and pushed forward his agenda of maintaining the 

Kwakwakavwakw way, despite some seventy years of enforced and 

systematic assimilation. 'You have put strength into me. for I 

was very weak al1 by myself away from home.. .," he said to his 

Kwakwaka'wakw audience. "And you have corne to help, you with 

your famous names, you chiefs. You have strengthened me. Your 

fame will spread because you are dom here, and brought your big 

names along with you. So you will finish what 1 want to do. You 

have strength, for you know everything . "72 "Kinship solidari ty 

and sociability pervade al1 of life and are the bedrock upon 

which everything else is built," writes Marjorie Halpin of 

potlatching on the coast. "Meaning is coeval with memory, or 

history, and an objectw s meaning is, so to speak, the sediments 

of memory that accumulate everytime it is 'brought out1 in a 

potlatch and money distributed to 'rnemorizer and mark the 

legitimacy of the e~ent."'~ Ironically, given the location of 

both Watwaditla and its dedicatory potlatch, this was memory 

accumulated beyond the grasp of the museum. Despite the intent 

of the Indian Act and the professionalization of academic 

71 . Ibid, p.2.  
'*. m a ,  p.4.  
73. m o r i e  Halpin, nA Politics of Indian Art, " Keynote 

Address to the Native American Art Studies Association Conference, 
Vancouver, August 1989, p.6.  
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expertise in public institutions, the knowledge of First Nations 

ob j ects, their histories and functions, still thrived in their 

communities of origin. 

s-ry 

With a twenty-year lapse in the representation of Northwest 

Coast objects as Canadian, the Massey Commission called once 

again in 1949 for state intervention. This t h e  the paradigm for 

national "culture" emphasized integration over assimilation and 

called for government support for a market served by contemporary 

art producers. Whereas the representation of Northwest Coast 

objects had been dominated by the federal National Museum in the 

1920s, with the negotiation of governmental jurisdiction in the 

Great Depression and the re-location of the BCPM to the 

provincial Department of Education, this task would fa11 to the 

provincial government in the 1950s. From the point of view of 

post-war politics, this responsibility would allow for the 

impression that the provincial government was responding to the 

concerns of both Native and nonoNative lobbyists and realizing 

the support network the BCIAWS and others had advocated. 

While jurisdiction may have shifted from one governmental 

level to another, discursively the provincial authorities picked 

up where the federal authorities had left off, the connection 

between the two systems emphasized physically with the UBC hiring 

Barbeau to assemble its representative collection of totem poles 

in 1947. What did distinguish the projects of UBC and the BCPM 

was the involvement of Ellen Neel, and, more influentially, Mungo 
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Martin, who subverted continuity in the Vanishing Americanm 

mythology by demonstrating an active working knowledge of the 

potlatch system and the ways in which meaning was constructed for 

objects within it. Martin continued the agenda of William Scow 

and the Native Brotherhood by publicizing Kwakwakarwakw art and 

using the museum to educate its curators, and through th-, the 

general public, about Kwakwakatwakw society. 

In his move to the BCPM in Victoria in 1951, Martin became 

the central figure in a carver-training programme, part of the 

government support for the professionalization of the arts. 

Martin then made an extraordinary symbolic gesture, holding the 

first public Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch since the Cranmer 

prosecutions at the BCPM in 1953, using not only the resources of 

the museum but also the funding and materials made available by 

local lumber and logging companies. The Wavwaditla potlatch 

demonstrated the continuing vitality of Kwakwaka'wakw ways and 

sought to affirm First Nations identity in the eyes of Victoria's 

non-Native public. 

Martin was the central figure in a goverment-funded program 

aimed at "resurrectingn the production of "traditional" totem 

poles. He personally attended the London presentation ceremony 

of a pole commissioned by the provincial government as a g i f t  to 

Queen Elizabeth II in 1958 and when Martin died in 1962, his body 

was piped aboard the HMCS Ottawa and transferred with a military 

honour guard to Alert Bay for burial. He was posthumousiy 

awarded the Canada Council Medal for his "contribution to 



Canadav s artistic, cultural and intellectual lif e. "" 

7 4 . Nuytten, The Totem Carvers, pp.75-116. 



T h e  Totem P o l e  Preservation Camüt tee  and the Case of the 
Gitnayow 

The political significance of Mungo Martin's assertion of 

the continuity of Kwakwakalwakw authority through the Wa'waditla 

potlatch was paralleled at the museum by the realization that 

Martin, as a carver willing to share his deep knowledge of the 

potlatch system, could aïmost single-handedly legitimize the 

museum and its activities. With Martin, the museum in Victoria 

had something to offer the general public other than weekend and 

evening lectures and an empty repository space filled with 

historical odds and ends. Martin's potlatch, the active presence 

of Martin and the other carvers, enlivened what was otherwise a 

tomb. The opportunity had existed before since the production of 

objects associated with the potlatch system had never actually 

ceased completely. Martin, for one, had been involved with this 

production. On the other hand, museum involvement was limited by 

a lack of resources and curatorial interest (or, perhaps even 

awareness ) , assimilationist ideology, and the ceremonial 
restrictions imposed by the Indian Act. Because the museum was a 

public institution, it would have been difficult for curators to 

celebrate objects associated with a practice outlawed under 

Canadian federal l a w  as something that still persisted. 

The growth of museum and university-based First Nations 

studies i n  British Columbia in the 1950s thus seemed to satisfy a 

diversity of needs as interpreted by provincial government 

officials, superficially acknowledging First Nations identities 



and addressing the issues of poverty and employment while 

advertising the activities of the industrial sector and re- 

affirming the basis of govenimental authority through knowledge- 

producing public institutions. Central to the govemmentvs 

actions in the 1950s, and the focus of this chapter, was the 

Totem Pole Preservation Committee project, in which older poles 

were removed from their villages of origin, copied by Martin and 

his assistants, and re-erected in strategic touristic locations 

throughout the province. However, M u n g o  Martin and his 

Kwakwaka'wakw relations were not alone in their interest in using 

the professionalizing "western expertise'' as a means of 

enshrining the totem pole symbolism informed by the potlatch 

system. A more explicit re-appropriation of the spaces of Euro- 

Canadian authority occurred in the Totem Pole Preservation 

Committeeqs activities at the end of the 1950s, this t h e  

instigated from within another "totem pole group" who had been 

the focus of federal attention in the 1920s: the Gitxsan. 

1. Industrial Development and the Tot- P o l e  Restoration 
Programme 

After provincial First Nations enfranchisement and the 

poorly-received Indian Act revisions, provincial public arts 

institutions concentrated their promotional efforts on Martin, 

stressing the conformity to 'tradition' evident in his work and 

therefore the 'authenticityr of both Martin and the institutionsv 

programmes. Ultirnately, this led to the marginalization of more 

"modern" First Nations artistic expression within the discourses 

around First Nations art. Usurping the BCIAWS with the museum in 
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the public eye, institutional authorities like Duff and Hawthorn 

abandoned the residential school cultivation of the easel 

painting styles pioneered in the Southwest. Judith Morgan went 

1 to Cottey College in Missouri, never again to enjoy the public 

attention in British Columbia she had received as a high school 

student. Francois Batiste also disappeared from the public 

realm, and although George Clutesi shared a 1967 commission for 

the exterior mural at the Indian Pavilion in Montreal's world 

exposition, his work was not bought by either the museum or the 

University after the 1940s. A "renaissancen demanded "authentic" 

f o m r  not the "western-style'' illusionistic narratives of these 

artists. Part of this preference was rooted in the economics of 

the art market, but it also contributed to the erasure of the era 

of assimilation from social memory. While it may have not been 

the intention of either Hawthorn or Duff or of any of the 

anthropologists and art historians who followed them to 

contribute to this erasure, the marginalization of Clutesi, 

Morgan and some of the other modernist painters within the 

discourses around First Nations objects supports Blundell's 

assertion that "...anthropologists [and art historians] can 

u n i n t e n t i o n a l l y  reproduce presumptions by employing rhetorical 

devices and modes of speaking and writing that they have 

inherited from an earlier generation of disciplinary 

practitioners . "' (emphasis Blundell) 
Echoing the management procedures in the restructured forest 

1 . "She'll Make the Team," The Native Voice, January 1952, 
A 7 y. r .  *. Blundell, "Speaking the Art of Canadar s Native Peoples, " 
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industry after the provincial Royal Commission Inquiry into 

Forest Resources in 1944, the Provincial Museum became a 

centralized processing plant in a new programme of sustained 

yield for totem poles. It was part of the new economic cycle of 

harvest and renewal. its spin-off benefits included production 

regulation, a growing private market, growing employment 

opportunities, and an altruistic appearance that obscured the on- 

going denial of treaty negotiation and the parceling off of 

traditional First Nations lands through Forest Management 

Licenses and Public Working Circles. 3 

In 1952, W. A. C. Bennett and the Social Credit party began 

its twenty years of government in British Columbia. Under 

Bennett, the province set out ta provide "the necessary physical 

and economic infrastructure for profitable enterprise."' It 

built "an infrastructure of railways, roads, and electricity 

through government ~pending."~ It also provided "a fiscal 

policy, a tax structure, and a legal framework which encouraged 

p.38. . Walter Hardwick explains the provincial government's 
regulation of the forest industry during the 1950s as follows: 
"A series of Forest Management Licenses were issued through which 
the major companies agreed to administer their private land, 
timber licenses, and crown land in particular areas. In other 
areas the Provincial Forest Service administered Public Working 
Circles on a perpetual yield basis. The result of the sustained- 
yield programme, insofar as size, numbers, and location of 
production sites is concerned, was that the large logging 
operations, whose cut was in excess of the annual increment in 
forest growth, had to decrease production which would ensure a 
sustained yield of timber. New sources were tapped in more 
peripheral regions extending to al1 sections of Vancouver Island, 
Queen Charlotte Islands and the northern mainland coasteW 
(Hardwick, 

4 .  John 
pp.349-50. 

Geography of the Forest Industry, p.22) , 
Bradbury, "British Columbia," A Geoqraphy of Canada, 
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multinational corporations to invest in the forest and mining 

~ectors."~ The relationship between industry and the provincial 

government was close: up to 95% of the forest was on Crown land, 

which the government in turn allocated to companies on long-term 

tenure arrangements, including almost 13% alone to MacMillan- 

7 Bloedel. Forestry itself was responsible for 40% of the value 

of production in British Columbia during the 1950s.~ Such 

industries then aided the totem pole programmes through public 

donations of materials and transportation facilities, and funding 

through the private philanthropie endeavours of their C.E.0.s. 

Technological improvements following the war also changed 

the range and scope of resource exploitation in the province. 

Areas previously inaccessible were now open to fishers or to the 

forestry and mining companies. It became easier as well for both 

museums to extend their reach to previously 'unharvested' areas, 

and the curators began to salvage more systematically the older, 

mostly abandoned villages off the main transportation routes. 

Museum collections were no longer restricted to the major rail 

lines or to the occasional opportunistic forage of Barbeau or 

Heye. Curators like Duff further felt that the poles from these 

villages were in greater danger as well with the Mning and, most 

particularly, the forest companies dispersing their harvesting 

operations farther and farther into the provincial hinterlands. 

In addition to the advancing age and, consequently, advanced 

deterioration of the poles, many historic objectç were more 

6.  Ibid. 
7 . Ibid, p.351, 
B - . ~ardwikk, Geoqraphy, p.2. 



vulnerable to unsanctioned removals by private collectors. 

Greater accessibility and localized state-industry co- 

operation also meant that public institutions in British Columbia 

could for the first t h e  realistically assemble a collection of 

monumental First Nations sculpture that would dazzle in scale, if 

not m a t c h  in quantity, the collections of the eastern American 

museums. In this way, they also anticipated the federal 

aspirations of the Massey Commission by first housing and then 

reproducing a category, perhaps at the tirne the only category, of 

Canadian heritage acclaimed internationally. 

A provincial T o t e m  Pole Preservation Committee was fonned in 

1954 around the partnership of UBC's Harry Hawthorn and the 

BCPM's Wilson Duff. It consisted of former Massey Conmllssioner 

and current present of UBC, Nonnan MacKenzie, as Honourary 

Chairman, officiais from the university and the provincial 

museum, and representatives from the Department of Indian Affairs 

and the "general public." Hawthorn chaired the committee and 

Duff was its field director and secretary. In the preamble to a 

brief from May 1954, Duff defined for the committee the 

promotional touristic importance of the totem pole to nonoNative 

British Columbians: "Totem poles are the m o s t  distinctive 

syrnbols of Our coast, extensively used to convey the atmosphere 

of this region."' In addition, Duff noted, "[tlhe best totem 

poles are also outstanding w o r k s  of primitive art .  "'O The 

corporate community, especially the forest industry, provided 

9 . Wilson Duff, =Totem Pole Preservation in British 
Columbia, " unpublished manuscript, p. 1, in RBCM Duff Papers. 

10 . Ibid. 
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extensive support for the committee, as Duff said, ".--in the 

interests of public relations and for the general good of the 

province .... r r l l  

Although the museum and the university had been making their 

own tentative first steps towards an expanded totem pole 

replacement programme, the more widely-based provincial 

restoration programme seems to have got its start with inquiries 

to Hawthorn from H. R. MacMillan in January 1952. MacMillan, who 

coincidentally cited Barbeau's 1950 book, Totem Polesr wrote that 

he '...was really upset to see how many of them had been taken by 

Canadians to various other countries at a time when good ones 

could be obtained, and also to note that practically none had 

been saved for British ~olumbia."'~ As provincial chief forester 

prior to the First World War and president of the largest forest 

Company in the province, MacMillan had traveled the coast 

extensively. He recalled that "1 used to see many of them in 

1907 to 1918 from about Comox north to the Queen Charlottes....I 

was at Skidegate last year for the first time since 1918 and 

noticed that none was in sight ... If it is not too late to rescue 

a few more, and a little money would help you do it," he 

continued, '1 would make a contribution. "13 

In Hawthornts response, he outlined the carver training 

programme at the museum in Victoria, noting that it was the 

intention of the programme to branch out "into the training of 

several younger carvers in the various tribal traditions, who can 

". Ibid, p.12. 
12. n. MacMillan to H. B. Hawthorn, January 10, 1952, in 

UBC MOA Archives, Hawthorn Papers, 
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then replace poles in Alert Bay, Skidegate, and other places.m14 

Hawthorn then coolly promised to take MacMillan's proposition 

into consideration. MacMillan% inquiry ultimately resulted in 

the combination of the carver training programme with four 

salvage expeditions to outlying settlements over the next four 

years. MacMillan's contribution only partly funded the project, 

although he did provide the committee a profitable funding lead 

in suggesting they contact a number of forestry companies and 

sawmills, including Flavelle Cedar who provided the replication 

programme with materials. British Columbia Forest Products and 

the Powell River Company also donated materials. MacMillan- 

Bloedel continued to donate logs for replication and Union 

Steamships contributed boats for transportation. MacMillan 

himself remained more or less a silent partner, contributing 

major portions of the funding while remaining anonymous in the 

cornmittee's promotional literature. 

Since MacMillan approached the university first, the poles 

were salvaged cooperatively by the university and the provincial 

museum. Using the resources of both, the committee then divided 

the poles evenly between the institutions. This led to the 

expansion of collections for both Totem Pole Park at UBC in 

Vancouver and Thunderbird Park in Victoria as well as the hiring 

of a third full-tirne artist, Henry Hunt, at the BCPM. 

a. Tanu and Ske- 

. Ibid. 
1 4  . H. B. Hawthorn to H. R. MacMillan, January 16, 1952, UBC 

MOA Archives, Hawthorn Papers . 



With the assistance of Dr. Peter Kelly, United Church 

minister, graduate of Raley's Coqualeetza school, and an 

important leader in both the ALlied Tribes and the Native 

Brotherhood, the conmittee first targeted the abandoned villages 

of Tanu (sometimes spelt Tanoo) and Skedans on Haida Gwaii 

(figures 36 to 38), which had been the sources for Newcombef s 

collecting for the BCPM prior to the First World War and the CPR 

park in Prince Rupert during the 1930d5 Duff and Hawthorn 

traced the pole owners through Solomon Wilson and the committee 

paid a nominal $50 fee per pole section, dramatically less than 

the peak price of $1000 per pole demanded by Gitxsan and Nisgawa 

chiefs from Barbeau and Smith in the 1920s. S i x  poles were 

collected and delivered south to their new urban destinations, 

The expedition also received national attention through the 

Canadian Broadcast Corporation (CBC), who sent an announcer of 

Haida descent, Bill Reid. 

The hiring of Hunt and the programme's unsuccessful gamble 

on additional private funding taxed the programme's budget the 

following year. When no additional funding was found, the museum 

laid off al1 three carvers from mid-December to the beginning of 

the next fiscal year in April 1956. However, the museum~s octive 

encouragement of corporate interest in totem poles allowed the 

carvers to remain working in Victoria for the rest of the winter. 

From Januaxy to April, a l 1  three carvers were commissioned to 

carve the world's tallest totem pole for the city of Victoria, 

- 

'ress and University of Washington Press, 1983, 
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The touristic publicity stunt was sponsored by a local newspaper, 

the Victoria Daily Times, who sold public shares and solicited 

corporate and individual donations. The museum donated space for 

the carving. Completed by mid-April, the pole was erected in 

July in another of Victoria's popular tourist spots, Beacon Hill 

park,16 only a few blocks southwest from Thunderbird Park and the 

museum. Like the Mathias Joe pole in Stanley Park, the lworldls 

tallest totem pole1 (figure 39) spun off a number of private copy 

commLssions for the Martins and Hunt, including a s i x  foot 

replica for the Victoria and Island Publicity Bureau for $150 in 

1956. l7 

In general, 1956 was a busy year for both the carvers and 

the BCPM officials. Radio announcer and soon-to-turn 

internationally acclaimed 'Indian' artist, Reid was hired for six 

weeks to work in the training programme at Thunderbird Park with 

Mungo  arti in." Already an accomplished jeweler, Reid got his 

first chance to work on the old monumental Haida poles with Mungo 

Martin, replicating a pole from the Skedans-Tanu expedition of 

1954. 19 

Following on the heels of the very popular 'worldls tailest 

totem pole1 and reiterating Totemland's tourist agenda, the 

pp.79-100. 
16. Provincial Museum Annual Report for the year 1956, 

Victoria: Queen's Printer 1957, p.20. ". Duff intervened when the Bureau questioned whether or not 
the pole was worth the price, admonishing the Bureau that "1 
think it would be unfair to compare a pole of such quality and 
significance with small poles carved for sale to tourists, and 
establish a price on that basis." (Wilson Duff to Victoria and 
Island ~ublicity Bureau, August 14, 1956, RBCM Duff Papers) . 

18 . BCPM Annual Report, 1956, p.D21. 
19. Shadbolt, Bill Reid, p.30 .  
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museum programme also set a precedent for re-distributing poles 

at key tourist sites throughout British Columbia in 1 9 ~ 6 . ~ ~  T h e  

replicated pole in part carved by Reid was set up at the tourist 

bureau at Peace Arch Park, which straddles the international 

boundary at the busy White Rock-Blaine, Canada4J.S. border 

crossing (figure 40). Since then, one of the first sights 

greeting tourists driving up from Washington state has been Reid 

and Martin's Haida pole. While many may have missed this pole as 

they followed the main highway into Vancouver, the totem pole in 

general now continued to loom large as the primary symbol of 

British Columbia. 

A second pole replicated from the Tanu-Skedans salvage was 

erected at Exhibition Park (previously called Hastings Park) in 

Vancouver and two poles were carved for Riley Park in Comox. 2 1 

As replicated poles were erected in these various sites, the 

museum retained title to the works to guarantee their 'proper 

display and maintenance. "" As the museum's annual report for 

1956 indicates, one of the objectives of this part of the 

programme was to promote and maintain quality control in the open 

market. Using a refrain common since the height of the late 

nineteenth century museum collecting phase, they wrote: "We hope 

that this programme of putting excellent poles on display in 

various parts of the Province will increase the public 

appreciation of native art and counteract the effects of the 

2 O 

21 
. BCPM Annual Report, 1956, p.D21. 
. Copies of these posts replaced the Spence posts in the 

Thunderbird Arch erected in 1940. (See Ibid, p.D21) . 
22. Ibid, p.D21 



atrocious totems so frequently ~ e e n . " ~  

b. &ope and G i l f o r d  Islands, Rivers M e t  

The replication aspect of the programme was also extended 

during bad weather to include a number of masks in the museum 

collection. Mungo Martin completed a series of eight, two- 

dimensional paintings for the museum in 1956 as well. His son 

David, in acknowledgment of the preservation conmittee's emphasis 

on promoting poles through their erection in city public parks, 

attended the American Institute of Park Executives conference in 

Seattle. David Martin also went on loan to UBC for a month in 

the spring to help restore some of the poles in its collection 

and was involved in the annual salvage expedition as he 

accompanied the museumt s recent hiring, Michael Kew, a future 

professor in the University of British Columbia's Department of 

Anthropology and Sociology, to Hope Island for a weeke2' 

In addition to Hope Island, the museum used a $3000 donation 

from H. R. MacMillan to send Kew to other Kwakwakavwakw sites on 

Gilford Island and at Rivers Inlet. During the salvage 

expedition, Kew supervised the purchase and removal of fourteen 

poles. Of the fourteen poles, eight house posts from two houses 

came from G i l f o x d  Island and five more house posts came from two 

houses on Hope Island. The final pole w a s  a house frontal pole 

from Rivers Inlet. 25 

Early on in the planning for the expedition, Duff had been 

2 3 . Ibid. 
24. m. 
25. m. - 
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approached by Charlie Clair of Quatsino about the purchase of 

some house posts and four small figures. Duff was interested 

even though initially they hadntt been targeted for purchase by 

the committee. In January, 1956, he wrote Hawthorn about the 

possibility of d d n g  up additional funding. By the t h e  Kew 

had been sent to the central coast, Clair had not contacted 

either the museum or the university. The matter had been 

forgotten until Mardi 1957 when the house posts arrived in 

Vancouver, sent by Clair via Union Steamships, which he 

understood would not charge shipping costs due to the 

"educational purposes" of the pro j ect . 26 The budget already 

stretched from a $600 overdraft on the Kwakwakalwakw salvage 

expedition (paid by MacMillan) , 27 Duf f and Hawthorn were lef t 

scrambling to cover the additional cost of $1600 for Clair's 

poles, figures and a transportation bill f r o m  Union Steamships . 
The private and anonymous financier for the codtteels 

unexpected and unsolicited purchase was Czech immigrant lumber 

baron, art collector, and philanthropist, Walter Koerner. 28 

Koernerls anonymous contributions would ensure the next two 

seasons of salvage as well. (His patronage of Bill Reid and 

various donations to the university eventually stimulated the 

construction of the new, Arthur Erickson-designed Museum of 

Anthropology, opened in 1976. ) 29 

26 . Charlie Clair to Wilson Duff, February 28, 1957, UBC MOA 
Archives, Hawthorn Papers, Box 12, Series 5, F i l e  5-9. 

2 7 . H. R. MacMillan to H. B. Hawthorn, September 10, 1956, UBC 
MOA Archives, Hawthorn Papers, Box 12, Series 5, File 5-7. 

Wilson Duff to Walter C. Koerner, April 3, 1957, UBC MQA 
Archives, Hawthorn Papers, Box 12, Series 5 ,  File 5-9, 

2 9 . See Hawthorn, Kwakiutl Art. 
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mer the next two seasons, business continued as usual for 

the Totem Pole Preservation Committee. The Martins and Hunt went 

on loan in 1957 to the municipality of Courtenay in Kwakwaka'wakw 

territory on northern Vancouver Island, carving a pair of poles 

for the entrance to the city's Lewis ParkO3* While the city paid 

$1000 to the British Columbia Totem Preservation Committee for 

the poles and their erection, the opening ceremony itself was 

turned over to local Kwakwakarwakw First Nations. Under the 

direction of Chief Andrew Frank, the pole-raising shared 

similarities with Martin's Walwaditla opening. Both followed a 

basic potlatch pattern, with the performance of traditional 

dances and songs, and Frank giving and receiving ceremonial 

na me^.^' Once again, First Nations control over the ceremonial 

proceedings led to an opening exotic and colourful to non-Native 

eyes and demonstrated a vital historically continuous presence 

for First Nations peoples. With the Courtenay ceremony 

favourably covered by both the local mainstream press and the 

Native Voice, the preservation committee seemed one step closer 

to its earlier goal of spreading the restoration programme out 

through the 'old' centres of First Nations society. 

Also in 1957, the salvage expedition returned to Haida 

Gwaii, again it seems on the suggestion of ~acMillan,~~ although 

30 . BCPM Annual Report 1956, p.D21. . W. B. McPhee to Wilson Duff, May 1, 1957, RBCM Duff Files, 
and The Native Voice, 11: 5 (May 1957), pp.1-4. 

32 . H. R. MacMillan ta H. B. Hawthorn, September 10, 1956, UBC 
MOA Archives, Hawthorn Papers, Box 12, Series 5, File 5-7 .  
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that he has a collection of primitive artifacts 

thinking of giving to the Provincial Museum," wrote 

did not seem to be aware of Our range of interests 

and this is one reason why 1 want him to visit the museum and see 

for himself our range of inter est^."^^ 

The committee also displayed a greater urgency in its 

negotiations with the pole owners, especially when it came to the 

'legalr ownership of the poles. The committee's assertiveness 

was the direct result of Haida uneasiness at the museumvs survey 

expedition to Ninstints in the summer of 1956. In December of the 

same year, the Skidegate Council issued a resolution to W. S,  

Arneil, Indian Commissioner for British Columbia with the 

Department of Indian Affairs: 

... having read of the discovery by an 
expedition from the Provincial Museum of an 
ancient Indian village known as Ninstints, . on 
Anthony Island, and of the finding of totem- 
poles and grave-poles here, we view with 
alarm the proposa1 to remove these grave- 
poles and other objects of Our past culture 
from their present sites, and do request the 
Indian Department to have any further action 
in removing such objects immediately stopped. 
Descendants of the original inhabitants of 
this village are still living, and we ask 
that no further action be taken by the 
Provincial Museum or others3,until permission 
is granted by these people, 

The preservation cornmittee's access to the poles was no 

longer a foregone conclusion. Previous salvage expeditions had 

called for careful negotiation, although there never seemed a 

Archives, Hawthorn Papers, Box 12, Series 5, File 5-9. 
3 6 Ibid. 
37 - . P. P. Henson, Queen Charlotte Agency Superintendent, to W. 

S . Arneil, December 4, 1956, in RBCM Duff Files. 
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great urgency to these negotiations. Some pole owners saw 

payment for these unused objects as an unexpected bonus. As 

before the war, for some First Nations the ownership of the 

crests and names themselves was much more important than the 

ownership of their material manifestation in the frontal poles 

and house posts. Others, like Charlie Clair who dismantled the 

old house himself and delivered the four small figures to 

Vancouver on his own seiner, seemed almost anxious to get the 

objects off their land so they could re-build. In short, there 

had not been any organized opposition to the codttee's salvage 

efforts. 

Nonetheless, the Skidegate resolution may not have been 

unexpected for Duff and Hawthorn. In November 1956, they had 

received via Arneil a letter from Molly Stewart in Ketchikan, 

Alaska, who claimed a connection to the site and some of the 

poles through her great, great grandfather, Elijah Ninstints. 

While she professed a willingness to reach 'some rnutual 

satisfactory agreementN3' with the museum, she also derided the 

museum for having '...no authority, according to our custom, and 

what I understand of the law, to go and take things that do not 

belong to the Museum. There was a lot of hard work involved in 

making the poles, and they were and are very sacred to rny~elf."~~ 

In wording that echoed Harlan Smith's problems on the Skeena 

thirty years earlier, Stewart continued: "This matter is of great 

concern to myself, and my children, and 1 would appreciate it 

". Molly Stewart to Indian Agent Anfield, October 30, 1956, 
in RBCM Duff Files. 

39 . Ibid. 
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very much if you would contact the Museum and advise me if it is 

going to recognize my right and title to these poles, because if 

not, 1 will have to place the matter with legal coun~el.~'~ 

While Duff continued to follow the cormitteers policy of 

acknowledging individual ownership of tb.e poles and the payment 

of a token price per pole unit as symbolic recognition of this 

ownership, Arneil questioned the legal right of the Skidegate 

band council to administer payments for the poles. Anthony Island 

was not on official reserve land so technically the museum held 

legal title to the poles as an organ of the provincial 

goverment. On Arneil's suggestion, Duff contacted the Attorney- 

Generalrs office, which presented him with some leverage in the 

negotiations. "We could rephrase the Anthony Island situation as 

follows, '' Duff wrote Arneil in May 1957: 

Anything fixed or attached to the land becomes part of 
the land and the property of the owners of the land. 
Therefore legally the totem poles are now the property 
of the Provincial Goverment. We are under no legal 
obligation to either the Skidegate band or the 
individuals who claim ownership of the poles. However 
we do wish to recognize the Indian ownership. Several 
individuals have some claim, but not al1 the claims are 
equally valid. The best body to judge the validity of 
the claims is the Skidegate band, acting through its 
council, and they have consented to do this. 4 I 

With Duff and the conmittee symbolically acknowledging 

individual title to the poles, they managed to appease the 

Skidegate council. They also slipped out of assuming 

responsibility for deciding validity of title claims and avoided 

any legal dispute with individual claimants, including Molly 

4 0  . Ibid.  
4 1  - . Wilson Duff to W. S. Arneil, UBC MOAArchives, Hawthorn 

Papers, Box 12, Series 5, File 5-9. 
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Stewart. The final purchase price vas $800 for al1 eleven poles, 

4 2 at $50 per section. The money went into trust while the 

Skidegate Band council sorted out the individual claims. For the 

first time, the committee was pressed to solve the jurisdictional 

problem of ownership creatively while satisfying both the 

individuals as well as the band as a whole. The Skidegate 

resolution and the uncertainty it rnomentarily created served as 

good preparation for Duff and Hawthorn for their next salvage 

expedition. 

d. Bill Reid and Totem Pole P a r k  

The year 1958 was a climax of sorts for the promotion of 

First Nations art. The centennial of British Columbials 

colonization, it coincided with the federal goverment's decision 

to fund universities without infringing on provincial 

jurisdiction over education. In 1956, the federal government had 

received $100 million dollars from the estates of Izaak Walton 

Killam and Sir James Dunn, which it used the following year to 

finally realize the Massey Commission's mast important 

recommendation - the am's length federal granting agency, the 
Canada Council. Under Canada Council structure, significant 

moneys were freed up for funding university building programmes 

without dictating any more directly the destination of the grants 

to the provincial government. 

As J. L. Granatstein reports, regionalism has been a fact of 

Canada Council life (and Canadian political life in general) 
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si  nce i ts inception. Coincidentally, Norman HacKenzie complained 

as early as 1957 that " [tlhe fact that Toronto has been given the 

bulk of our grants to date - while not a cent goes west of 
Winnipeg is well designed to develop instant bitterness and 

criticism, "43 To this end, MacKenzie's University of British 

Columbia received approval for a Canada Council grant for 

$700,000 in December 1957.'' A small part of this was used to 

supplement MacMillan's funding of the 1958 hiring of Bill Reid 

and Doug Cranmer f o r  the construction of a replica Haida village 

(figure 411, consisting of seven poles and two houses, in the 

4 5  campus's Totem Pole Park (figure 42). With the Canada Council 

funding the bulk of the university's physical expansion, private 

donations could then be used to pursue secondary projects, like 

the reconstructed Haida village, which in turn re-affirmed the 

position of First Nations objects as one of the primary symbols 

of British Columbia and thus an important symbol of Canada in 

general . 
The historicist references that placed First Nations arts 

within the metaphorical social memory of modern industrialism 

displacing a 'primitive' past continued in the Reid-Cramer 

4 3  . J. L m  Granatstein, "Culture and Scholarship: The First Ten 
Years of the Canada Council," Canadian Historical Review 65:4 
(19841, p.449. 

4 4 . - Ibid, pp.449-450; and University of British Columbia 
interna1 memrandum t o  Dean Ge F. Curtis and Professor J. 
Deutsch, December 9, 1957, UBC Archives, Norman Mackenzie Papers 
Box 137, File 3. 

45 . Audrey Hawthorn, 'H. R. MacMillan: An Appreciation, " 
Northwest Coast Indian Artifacts from the Hm R e  MacMillan 
Collections in the Museum of Anthropoloqy, UBC, Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press 1975; see also Karen Erica 
Duffek, The Contemporary Northwest Coast Indian Market, 
Vancouver: University of British Columbia Master of Arts Thesis, 



village, especially because 1958 was British Columbials 

centennial year. The village became additionally important in 

establishing Reidg s reputation as a contemporary artist . Reid, 

who was non-status, grew up only vaguely aware of his Haida 

heritage and had neither the facility nor interest in potlatching 

the monuments he carved, was nonetheless well versed in the 

language of modern art and spoke of Haida art in ahost purely 

aesthetic tenns? The modernist concept of the universality of 

human genius reflected in the aesthetic beauty of the object 

appealed to a generation of scholars who were interested in First 

Nations art from this perspective and who, with the public and 

private backing that social reformers like Raley and Ravenhill 

had earlier lacked, sought to use this as the major access point 

to Northwest Coast objects for the museum-going and art-buying 

public. Doris Shadbolt, who worked with Reid, Duff and 

University of Washington art historian Bill Holm on the 1967 Arts 

of the Raven exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery, wrote of 

Reid: 

Reid was becoming known in scholarly and journalistic 
circles as an unusual person, sorneone who had a root by 
blood in the Haida culture, but also a critical 
distance from it; someone knowledgeable, thoughtful, 
responsible, who could write and speak precise, poetic 
and eloquent English ... 4 7 

In other words, Reid had the pedigree to legitimize his art 

and the attitude that endeared him to museum and gallery curators 

1983, p.27, 
4 6  . See, for example, Bill Reid, "The Art - A n  AppreciationrW 

Arts of the Raven: Masterworks by the Northwest Coast Indian, 
Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery, 1965, written only seven years 
after the implementation of the UBC Haida village project. 
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and, through th-, to the non-Native art-buying public. Reid's 

most lasting contribution, then, may have been to personify the 

realization of three generations of institutional activity; that 

is, to be a "modern artist" using a technical mastery of 

Northwest Coast form to create "authentic" looking objects that 

functioned not as indicators of social status xithin Northwest 

Coast societies, but rather as luxury commodities primarily for 

circulation within non-Native Canada. Furthermare, apart from 

the village he and Cranmer produced for UBC, the bulk of his 

early work took the touristic curio production of people like 

Charles Edenshaw from the 1890s as the basis for its 

inspiration. 48 In short, Reid, following a trail already blazed 

in part by Ellen Neel and Mungo Martin, was the first of a new 

generation of professional artists recognized and promoted by 

Duf f, Hawthorn and their institutions. 

Crosby suggests that "...Reid could be described as the 

perfect mode1 for the successful integration of the Indian. The 

western values for which he was praised - his education, 
articulate speech, and successful career - signal the possibility 
of the successful assimilation of other Canadian Indians into the 

progressive space of ~nodernity."'~ However, First Nations 

ob j ects have historically fulfilled a diverse range of functions . 

. Shadbolt, Bill Reid, p.40. 
4 8 . Shadbolt writes: "In the mid-sixties he did a series of 

black-and-white illustrations for Christie Harris's Raven's 
Cry ... a sentimental fictionalized account of the Edenshaw 
family's journey through acculturation....In a revealing self- 
view at the time, Reid in the book's last illustration pictures 
himself in the lower foreground at work on a pole .... Lined up 
behind him loom the gigantic silent ghosts of his ancestors - 
Wncle Charlie' directly at his back. " (Ibid. ) - 



The transformation of these objects, through R e i d  and some of the 

subsequent generations of artists, into mid-twentieth century 

modern art is not as much a break with tradition as it i s  simply 

an additional facet to an already complex and diverse artistic 

continuum. The UBC village was the first monumental commission 

for the artist who would replace Mungo Martin as a public metonym 

for the Northwest Coast, taking the non-Native reception of 

Northwest Coast objects yet another step into the mainstream 

artistic directions of the 1960s and 1970s. Crosby summarizes; 

.. . despite the way in which Reid privileged 
western values, form and aesthetics in 
relation to Northwest Coast cultures, his 
presence as a contemporary Haida artist of 
masterworks did open up some discourse on 
contemporary socio-political concerns - 
albeit in a limited way. At the same time, 
the experiences of Reid's historical 
displacement and his position as an 'urbanV 
Haida artist and curator point out the 
multiplicity of aboriginal communities that 
were formed not only through acts of 
colonialism, but through the invisibility of 
Canadian ideology. Today, Reid's position of 
cultural authority is not only located in 
western institutions and knowledge, but 
supported by representatives of the Haida 
nation -especially since his involvement in 
the land question in Haida Gwaii. The public 
image of him as an aboriginal artist of Haida 
descent has taken on new meanings according 
to the circumstances and contexts of various 
historical moments, blurring the boundaries 
of what constitutes Haida culture and 
politics. 50 

Many have cited the Arts of the Raven show as the birth of 

Northwest Coast art? The catalogue for the exhibition 

4 9 . Crosby, Indian Art/Aboriqinal Title, p.109. 
Ibid, p.114. 

51 - . See, for example,  Halpin, "The Uses of collections," Coast 
Indian Artifacts, p.43.  
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suggested that contemporary Northwest Coast objects "...are arts 

in a different sense. Though truly enough of Indian descent, 

they are now Canadian art, modern art, fine art. "" Essentially, 

it was restating what Raley, Ravenhill and even Eric Brown had 

said thirty and forty years earlier. Shadbolt may have thought 

that the exhibition was a shift, that it was new to make "an 

explicit and emphatic  tat te ment"'^ that Northwest Coast objects 

are 'high art, not ethn~logy,"'~ but to paraphrase George Manuel, 

the "renaissance" of Reid and ShadboltVs day was the fruit of the 

accumulated labour of earlier generations. 

And while Bill Reid began his ascent to the heights of 

artistic recognition, Mungo Martin himself further enhanced his 

reputation as the totem pole carver in British Columbia in 1957 

when he was asked by the provincial Centennial Committee to c a m e  

a 100 foot pole as a gift to Queen Elizabeth from the people of 

British Columbia as part of the centennial celebration. Every 

step of the process was ritualized by the Centennial Committee. 

With 300 witnesses, Lieutenant-Governor Frank Ross cut the first 

chip from the log for the pole and was presented with the name 

Gwiutalas ("Man of Great Hospitality") and a ceremonial blanket 
55 by Martin. Various promotional organizations also used the 

pole ta promote the province in general. Centennial C o d t t e e  

chaiman, S. L. Wallace, presented the city of San Francisco with 

a Mungo Martin pole at a Lions International Meeting in August 

- 

s e  "The Art Today," Arts of the Raven. 
53. Doris Shadbolt, nForward, Arts of the Raven. 
54 . Ibid. 

"Ceremony Marks Start of Totem Pole for Queen," The Native 
Voice, April 1957, p.7. 



1957. The Vancouver branch of the Centennial C o d t t e e  out 

muscled competing municipalities in acquiring a 100 foot 

duplicate by Martin of the royal pole and erected it along s ide 

the historic Royal Canadian Mounted Police ice breaker, the St. 

Roch, to qualify for the federal funding necessary for the pole's 

acquisition. The municipal competition building over the poles 

even resulted in newspaper reports questioning the authenticity 

of rival poles. "Indian experts8' in one Vancouver story suggested 

that Mungo Martin's pole in Beacon Hill Park was not "the largest 

authentic pole in Canada," but was rather ',..a 'gimmick' 

pole,. . .and not a genuine Indian pole."56 

e. G i t a n y o r  (Kitwapcool) 

While Martin's contemporary pole was enshrined as the 

official symbol of the province in the imperial heart at the 

London presentation cerernony and Martin himself heralded as "the 

proud Indian who revived world-wide intesest in the native crafts 

of the west coast . . . ", " the preservation c o d t t e e  continued 

with its harvest of historic poles back in British Columbia. The 

Skeena River had long been seen by Euro-Canadians as the most 

important pole area in British Columbia. Sorne of this 

recognition was the resuit of the National Museum's programme in 

the 1920s. In addition, Barbeau had already carefully documented 

the poles and published the information in Totem Poles of the 

Gitksan, Upper Skeena River, British Columbia (1929) and, more 

- - 

5 6 .  "Canada ' s Tallest Totem Pole Erected at Haddon Park, " 
unidentified newspaper clipping date October 16, 1958 in CAV. 

57 . "Totem Carver to See Queen," The Province, April 28, 1958. 



recently, again in Totem Poles (1950). Their tempting 

accessibility in conjunction with the Gitxsanls defiance of Euro- 

Canadian authority further teased the committee. Duff and 

Hawthorn had surveyed the Gitxsan villages of the upper Skeena on 

their earliest cooperative venture in 1949 and w e r e  particularly 

interested in the poles at Gitanyow (most frequently referred to 

in anthropological and art historical texts prior to 1990 as 

Kitwancool), a village just north of the Skeena River and 

therefore away f r o m  the main CNR line and out of the range of the 

federal preservation programme of the 1920s. Subsequent visits 

by Duff in 1952 and 1958 convinced him of the necessity of 

purchasing and rernoving poles before they al1 fell and completely 

disappeared. 

In 1952, Duff wrote that Gitanyow "contains the largest and 

by far the finest group of old totem poles to be found in their 

native setting any~here,"~~ and although he recommended 

purchasing any poles or pole parts available for indoor storage 

in Victoria and Vancouver, he also for the first t h e  suggested 

that "where the natives refuse to part with . . . p  oles, they be 

encouraged and assisted to find or construct adequate storage 

warehouse for them in the villages."59 Duf f preferred to have 

the poles housed in the southern museums, ostensibly because of 

rot and weather erosion. 

In 1952, Duff met with Albert and Walter Douse to discuss 

the possible purchase of their poles. Sornetimes referred to as a 

58 . Wilson Duff, nKitwancool," unpublished manuscript, 1952, 
p. l.Z RBCM Duff Papers. . Wilson Duff, "Digest of Recommendati~ns,~ unpublished, 
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tribe, the Gitanyow are, as Duff would later note, "an 

amalgamation of several groups of people of dlfferent origins ... 
[el ssentially . . .made up of two matrilineal exogamous phratries - 
the Wolves and the Frogs Lacking a unifying leadership due 

to the village's structure of phratries and houses, the Gitanyow 

created the office of president in 1938 to provide a unified 

front against outside encroachment, swearing "to protect al1  the 

lands and natural resources belonging ta the people of 

Ki twancool . "'l While Peter Williams was the president in 1958, 

Walter Douse was the primary chief of the Gwass-lam house of the 

Wolf phratry and he and his brother Aibert were, at that point, 

representing general Gitanyow views towards the poles in their 

discussions with museum officiais. 

According to Albert Douse, what was at issue with the 

release of the poles was the lands and natural resources of the 

Gitanyow people. They categorically refused to sel1 their poles 

to Duff and the preservation cornmittee because of the poles' 

connections to house territories and hunting grounds. Duff 

countered with an explanation of "...the importance of these 

things as - art by telling of books, shows, etc. on NWC (Northwest 

Coast) art. 0062 But, as Duff noted in his field notes, 

articulating the sharp split in the objects' understanding that 

characterizes the history of British Columbia, "[tlhey seemed 

August 26, 1952, 
60 . Wilson Du 

the Kitwancool, 
Anthropology in 

6 1 . Ibid, p.3 
62. Wilson DU 

Papers Box 3, Fi 

RBCM Duff Papers. 
f f, editor, Histories, Territories, and Laws 
Victoria: British Columbia Provincial Museum 
British Columbia Memoir Number 4, 1959, p.12 
7 
1 r 

f f, 1952 Fieldnotes, UBC MOA Archives, Duf f 
.le 3-6. 
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unable to divorce the concept of art from its social context. 

The only meaning of poles to them seems to be as a symbol of 

social position. "63 (emphasis Duf f) According to Duf f s notes, 

Douse responded to Duffrs proposal: "Since your plan was not to 

preserve the poles in the village but to take them away, we have 

decided that we are unable to sell any poles. If we let one pole 

go it would be like letting go of everything that is ours."" 

Meanwhile for Duff, the only meaning of the poles seemed to 

be that they were art. Here Duffls use of modernist aesthetic 

theory, even if unintentionally, severed the objects from their 

First Nations ownership, justifying the Conmittee's expropriation 

of the poles in the greater interest of the province. 

Duff noted six main points for the refusa1 to sell the crest 

poles. First, the Gitanyow outlined a "history of resistance to 

white encroa~hment"~~ and then noted that this was continuing, 

citing specif ically the "taking of timber licenses . 'm He 
suggested t h a t  the Kitwancool were "still [the] most 

conservative, isolated, proud group in the areaJf6' and that 

'here, more than elsewhere, totem poles are symbols of [the] 

whole Indian way of life.'86e With no elaboration, he also cited 

the "personality and background"69 of Albert Douse as a factor in 

the Gitanyow refusal. Finally, reiterating his earlier point, he 

noted the Gitanyow's "inability to divorce totem poles as art 

63 

6 4 
. Ibid. - . Ibid. 

65 - . Wilson Duff, 1952 Fieldnotes, üBC MOA Archives, Duf f 
Papers Box 3, File 3-6. 

66 . Ibid. 
67. m. 
68. Ibid. 
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objects from their social background enough to let us take away 

the object of art. That would be taking away their crests, n70 

and then questioned "whether they have the concept of art as 

art .  "'l Later, i n  the more formal field report, Duff wrote of 

Albert Douse: "He agreed that it would be a good thing to 

preserve the poles, but interprets this as a preservation of the 

crests, traditions, privileges, rather than as a preservation of 

an object of art. "72 

Douse also brought up the question of money in a manner that 

surprised Duff. Douse asked, " [ i ] f  a clan had gained prestige by 

giving out large amounts of money when the pole was erected, 

could it receive money back for the pole without negating some of 

that pre~tige?"'~ While Mungo Martin and the Kwakwaka'wakw had 

had little problem with this, feeling that the prerogatives 

symbolized in the carvings mattered more than the carvings 

themselves, clearly the connection between meaning and material 

was more pronounced among the Gitanyow. The symbolic 

acknowledgment proffered to the Haida during the Ninstints 

expedition would not accomplish the preservation cornmittee's 

objectives; nor would the legal argument that the totem poles off 

reserve land were provincial crown property. Not only were the 

poles on reserve land, there was additional sensitivity towards 

the issue of reserves as the Gitanyow insisted "that they have 

never been party to any agreement to relinqufsh any of their 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

72  - . Duff, wKitwancool,w n.p. 
73. Ibid. 
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rights over their territories. They have never made a treaty, 

nor have they been conquered. They have never admitted that the 

Govêrnment has any right to set aside plots of land for them as 

Indian reserves. In their view, al1 of their former territories 

still rightfully belong to themM7' In short, Duff found himself 

acting as goverment representative in discussions with people 

who did not acknowledge the authority of state officials over any 

of their affairs. This was an unfortunate position. As Halpin 

notes, this is a common situation for many museum ethnologists 

who face contradictions between their own research interests and 

their institution's administrative needs and are thus forced to 

adopt a "professional attitude of disloyalty to their employing 

institutions . "75 
Duff persevered. In Duff and Kewls April 1958 visit to 

Gitanyow, they suggested that the copies made from poles removed 

to Victoria would be returned to Gitanyow and re-erected. In the 

wording of a later museum press release, the Gitanyow could 

"...trade copies for the ~ri~inals."'~ After a general meeting, 

the Gitanyow accepted the offer with one additional condition: 

"...that their histories, territories, and laws were to be 

written dom, published, and made available to the University for 

teaching purposes."77 In short, the Gitanyow had decided to use 

' . Duff, Histories, Territories, p. 12. 
75. Marjorie Halpin, "Anthropology as Artifact, '' 

Consciousness and Inquiry: Ethnology and Canadian Realities, 
Ottawa: National Museum of Man Mercury Series, CES Paper Number 
89E, 1983, p.262. 

7 6 .  British Columbia Provincial Museum Press Release n.d. 
(probably ca. 1959-GO), contained in PABC 86045, File 64, TS1-W- 
OO2A. 

77 . Duff, Histories, Territories, p.3. 
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the Euro-Canadian educational system as an outlet for their 

sesistance to nonoNative control. As asserted in the same press 

release, " [ t 1 hrough the years the Kitwancool . . . have f ought to 

keep their territories intact, using al1 means short of force. 

In 1927 and even earlier, they even occasionally resorted to 

force to keep surveyors and other intruders away. Now they have 

turned their faith to education - to educate white men by having 
their history published. The museum is delighted to help out in 

this because it is exactly our job."" 

Museum officials were also delighted that they might finally 

obtain important Gitxsan poles for their collection, A contract 

was quickly drawn up for the removal of three poles: "(a) Chief 

Wihafs pole now lying beside the house of Mr. Walter Douse. (b) 

Chief Wiha's pole now standing in the old village. (c) Chief 

Gunofs pole showing three frogs and now fallen in the old 

village. "" Confusingly, three poles were actually removed and 

replicated in 1958, a fourth was removed in 1961, and another was 

removed in 1962. A mistake in rank-related etiquette was made in 

removing pole C, Gwen-nue's (also spelt G u o )  Nee-gamks pole, and 

not the pole of Chief Gam-lak-yeltqu (Solomon Marsden) (variously 

spelt Gamlakyetlque, Gam-lak-yeltk, or Sam-lak-yelth), the senior 

chief of another house within the Frog phratry. 80 This four th  

pole was the Ha-ne-lal-gag polea' (figure 43-45), one of a 

78 . BCPM Press Release, RBCM Duf f Papers. - - ". Duff, Histories, Territories, p.3'. 
8 O . Michael Kew to Peter Williams, May 8, 1959, Peter Williams 

to Michael Kew, March 26, 1959, ~ e t e r  ~ i l 1 i - w ~  to- Wilson Duff, 
May 2, 1960 and May 4, 1960, PABC Duff Papers. 

81 . To complicate matters even further, it was incorrectly 
identified in a photograph caption published in Histories, 



grouping of three poles and considered ". . .one of the most 
important in the village &the pole that ties the other poles 

together. It holds the power for the other two poles ...; in 
other words, it represents al1 three poles, and is the pole of 

the  aven. "*' Although stories concerning Ha-ne-la1 -gag and Gam- 

lak-yeltqu had been included in the final text, this oversight 

delayed the erection of the pole replicas from 1959 to 1961. As 

Gitanyow president Peter Williams indicated, "the honour of the 

Great head Chief ~amlakyelt~ue'"~ was at stake. N o t  wanting t o  

contribute to a split in the community and happy to get the 

opportunity to gain access to more poles, the preservation 

committee made arrangements for Ha-ne-la1 -gag' s removal and 

replication. A fifth pole, another in the Ha-ne-lal-gag grouping 

and named Thga-belathgm-gak ("Raven Soaring") , was also removed, 
with a copy going to the new University of Victoria in 1966.'' 

Constance Cox, a former resident of Hazelton fluent in the 

Gitanyow language, was hired to record and translate the 

appropriate stories in October 1 9 5 8 . ~ ~  The manuscript for the 

subsequent publication, Histories, Territories, and Laws of the 

Kitwancool (1959), was prepared in typewritten form and re- 

Territories (plate  6, page 2 2 ) .  "'. Ibid, p.23. 
83 - . Peter Williams to Wilson Duf f, May 2 ,  1960, PABC Duff 

Papers. 
8 4 . Anonymous Department of Recreation and Conservation 

Mernorandum, n-d., (after 1969) , contained in RBCM Duff Papers . 
85 . Cox was given a cash advance of $175 to cover expenses. 

Despite Coxls apparent understanding that she was to receive 
remuneration for her work, no wages were paid, Michael Kew, 
writing on behalf of Duff, stated bluntly, "Our finances were not 
sufficient to pay more than the expenses of an interpreter." She 
received the $40.85 left over from the expense advance as "token 
paymentw for her ten days' recording i n  1958. (See Michael Kew 



submitted to the Gitanyow chief s in November 1959, who asked that 

passages omitted from the recorded histories be incorporated into 

the final text. They also asked that the provincial coat of arms 

be printed on the outside cover. 8 6 

The three poles covered in the agreement were removed in 

1958. The museum paid the costs of replicating the poles and 

Koerner funded their handling, transportation and erection. The 

Canadian Navy was enlisted to transport them to Victoria. 

Koerner, as a condition of his donation, demanded that the poles 

go to UBC, 

The stories of the two Wolf ( G i l t - w i n t h )  poles, the S k i m - s i m  

and Will-a-daugh pole and the Gaa-quk-dik-giat pole, (figure 461, 

"which belong to the same crest and have the same ~tories,~~" 

were told by the then holder of the Wee-kha title, Ernest Smith, 

and detail the Wee-kha house's "...early home on the sea-coast at 

the site of the present Prince Rupert, of their travels up the 

to Constance Cox, D e c h e r  1, 1958, BCPA Duff Papers) 
06 . Peter Williams to Wilson Duff, November 19, 1959, BCPA 

Duf f Papers. According to a letter from Duf f to Peter Macnair 
written in 1976, this pole "Aelonged to the house of G u o -  At 
that time the chieftainship of this house was split: old Johnson 
Williams living at Kispiox had the name, while yourig Godfrey Good 
living at Kitwancool had the seat. 1 [Duff] arranged a straight 
purchase, and payments were accepted by both Johnson Williams and 
Godfrey Good." (Quoted in Aïan Hoover to Ronald W . Hawker, 
personal correspondence, January 22, 1998. ) The 1966 copy of 
this pole was made for the University of Victoria without the 
consent of either Williams or Good, In 1990, Godfrey Good, Chief 
Guno, approached the Royal British Columbia Museum and claimed 
that the museum had failed to follow through on an agreement to 
replicate the pole for re-erection in Gitanyow. The museum's 
position was that although it had not agreed to this pole's 
replication as condition for its removal, since a replica had 
been made for Victoria without the familyrs consent, the museum 
should also fund the erection of a pole replica for Gitanyow as 
well. This pole was completed and raised in 1996. (Ibid.) 

8 7 - . Duff, Histories, Territories, p. 17. 



Nass River, and their establishment in their present 

territory. "" The poles relate closely to the political 

structure of the house, and the accompanying narrative makes note 

that "[tlhis house, unlike other houses, has two seats for the 

chiefs with the two heads on the pole."89 The poles also were 

indicators of the history of the house's existence at Gitanyow, 

and thus, presumably, of their rights to house territories and 

resources in the vicinity. Wee-kha emphasized that the first of 

the two poles was "...the first erected in Kitwancool by the clan 

of the ~olves. He further clarif ied the social structure 

these poles alluded to: 

When a pole decays (a pole lasts about 200 
years) , or at the death of a chief, a new 
pole is always erected in the same place. 
When these people migrated, they took along 
duplicates of their totem-poles and esected 
them in their new permanent villages, When a 
pole is erected or changed, it is erected at 
the same place. A feast is always given and 
the territories are discussed. They tell the 
people the size of their village, the 
mountains they own, their hunting and fishing 
grounds. They tell this so that each 
generation will know what they own, The new 
chief and his council divide the land. They 
tell each clan which mountains they can have, 
and what areas they cari hunt and fish in. 9 1 

The story of ~ee-gamks pole of the Frog clan (figure 4 7 ) ,  of 

which another copy was made and erected in front of a tourist 

bureau office in Victoria (figure 481,  was told by Chief Gwen-nue 

(Godrey Good). It also traces a house origin, telling of how 

88 ..,, Gwen-nue and his people tried to find t h e i r  way back to 

89 - . 1bid; b.18. 
90 - . Ibid, D-18. 
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their ancestral home of Dam-la-am on the Skeena after the flood 

had carried them west to Alaska, and of their adventures along 

the way."92 The figure holding a frog on her chest at the top of 

the pole is an ancestral figure, Nee-gamks, who married the chief 

of the frogs and who, when rising from the lake at the behest of 

her brother Gwen-nue, Sung a funerary Song. This Song was re- 

Sung each t h e  the pole was re-erected. Below this figure are 

three smaller frogs representing Nee-gamks's children. According 

to Gwen-nue's narrative, the house valued "...the pole very 

highly, as it represents the lost sister and the nieces and 

nephews of the clan. 't93 

Ha-ne-la1 -gag ("On Sleeps the Raven" or "Where the Raven 

Sleeps with Its Young,") illustrated in the text, but not 

initially removed, was erected by the Frog phratry in 1910. Part 

of the lineage history of the house of Shen-dil, the right to 

discuss the history of the pole in 1958 belonged to Chief Less- 
94 say-gu (Mrs. Fred Good). Ha-ne-lal-gaghas on its top the nest 

of the Raven referred to in its name. The pole's story tells of 

an ancestral chief, Shen-dil, and traces the travels of the chief 

and his family from their original village to Kitwancool. The 

story niakes very specific reference to where they came from, 

where they passed, and includes the names of specif ic places, 

like Lak-wee-yep, the top of a mountain with a timber stand.95 

The reason they were traveling so much was that they 
were making their map, and on each piece of land when 

Ibid, - 
Ibid, - 
Ibid, 
Ibid, - 
Ibid. 



they stopped they had left their mark and their power, 
making it theirs ..... The poles gave them their 
power ... and gave them the right of ownership of al1 the 
lands, mauntairis, lakes, and streams they had passed 
through or over and camped or built villages in. The 
power of these poles goes unto the lands they had 
discovered and taken as their own.... The pgwer of the 
pole still goes an and belongs to Shen-dil. 

The location-of the pole is also important. It stood in 

in front of the house of Albert Douse, the primary chief of 

the G w a s s - l m  house of the Gitanyow Wolf phratry, along with the 

two other poles originally not to be collected by the Totem Pole 

Preservation Committee. A t  the foot of the pole is the mountain 

eagle, a crest loaned from chiefs Wee-kha and Gwass-lam of the 

Wolf clan and carved on this particular Frog clan pole to give 

honour to these chiefs. If the house were to be rebuilt or the 

pole re-carved, these crests would not be allowed to be 

represented on the new pole. 97 

Also included in the museum booklet was the story of the 

house of Mah-ley, tracing when and how the house had arrived and 

been accepted at Gitanyow. The story made specific references to 

a grizzly bear pole not included the museumrs removal plans and 

not illustrated in the t ex t .  As with the other stories, this too 

referred specifically to hunting grounds and other house lands. 

The final text was published in 1959, It is divided into 

three main parts: Histories of the Kitwancool, consisting of 

transcriptions from Cox's recordings of the histories of the 

poles, the main houçes, the founding of the village of Git-an- 

yow, related wars  with the Tse-taut and the subsequent peace that 
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transformed Git-an-yow to Kitwancool; Territories of the 

Kitwancool, which outlines the territories and hunting grounds of 

the Gitanyow houses; and Laws and Customs of the Kitwancool, 

which chronicles Gitanyow social structure, and its relevant 

customs and life passages. 98 

Disputes between the provincial museum, renamed the Royal 

British Columbia Museum in the 1980s, and the University of 

British Columbia over the ownership of the poles continued 

through at least to the late 1960s. At one point, Walter Koerner 

asked for the replication of the Gitnayow poles by carver Gaylord 

Morrison for presentation to UBC on the basis that Koerner had 

paid the shipping costs. Although this issue was sidestepped by 

museum officials in Victoria, Wilson Duff acknowledged the debt 

owed Koerner for the project funding and addressed Koernerls 

desire for the polesl display in Vancouver in a letter to Cyril 

Belshaw of the universityls Department of Anthropology in April 

1960. Duff states explicitly: 

The idea of preserving the old poles at the University 
was not part of the original agreement with the 
Kitwancool and is therefore not mentioned in the 
memoir. It was stated by Mr. Koerner, and in view of 
his contribution and our shortage of storage space, 1 
agreed. 1 have carried on correspondence with Neil 
Harlow about a suitable place to put them (since 1 
insist that they have proper indoor display space) ... 1 
shall hold on to the poles until it become clear 
whether or not our carving progrme is to be 
continued... , 9 9 

Duff, for his part, did use the Gitanyow histories as the 

basis for a course, Anthropology 301 in 1970, after he had 

90 

9 9 
. See Duf f, Histories, Territories, 
. Wilson Duff to Cyril S. Belshaw, April 21, 1960, RBCM Duff 

Papers . 



obtained a teaching position at UBC in the mid-1960s. His 

lecture notes tied the preservation committeers Gitanyow project 

with the continuing Gitanyow struggle to maintain their 

territories in the face of land expropriation, tracing the 

history back to the 1880s and placing their protest within a 

contemporary context . 100 Duff understood the Gitanyow strategy of 

using the Euro-Canadian institutions, in this case Duff himself 

in his capacities as museum curator and university professor, to 

publish the case through the museum and disseminate it further 

through the university. WAre you learning?" he asked his 

students . 101 

100 . Crosby argues that this contradicted his textual stance, 
which tends rather to refute indigenous authority and legitimize 
that of the state cultural institutions (see Crosby, Indian 
Art/Aboriginal Title, pp. 61-64) . This argument is-based partly 
on Duff's later discussion of Northwest Coast art and, in 
particular, on his assertion that n...we donr t have any way of 
'knowing' what the-sculptures really \meantr to their makers and 
users. We have not observed them in use. or known anybody who 
has. Nor do the present generation of Indian people, their more 
rightful inheritors, have any better way of knowing their deeper 
meanings. The best we can do is make surmises, based upon what 
we know from archaeology, ethnography, and mythology, upon 
parallels with other objects of better known use and meaning, and 
upon Our own perceptions of the images themselves." (Wilson Duff, 
Images Stone B.C.: Thirty Centuries of Northwest Coast Indian 
Sculpture, Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1975, pp. 14-15. ) 
Others might argue that Duff's professional relationship with 
First Nations people evolved over his career to the point that he 
was actively collaborating as a representative of the museum with 
First Nations groupç. George Clutesi wrote: "Wilson Duff 
encouraged al1 those who would listen by simply declaring that 
the Indian decline is over; that Indian leadership is indeed 
strengthening and that the present situation should not be used 
to judge either past Indian cultures or their capabilities for 
the future . " (George Clutesi, "Wilson Duf f :A Tribute, " The World 
As Sharp as Knife, p. 43.) Peter Williams also eulogized Duff on 
his death, stating on behalf of the Gitanyow people that 
"Professor Duffr s honour and his faithful work will remin in our 
memory and go down in our history." (Peter Williams, "Tribute of 
The Kitwancool, " Ibid, p. 4 7 ,  ) 

101 . "Lecture N ~ S  Anthropology 301, 1970," UBC MOA Archives 
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The three replicated poles included in the contract and the 

fourth collected and replicated later were se-erected and grouped 

together (figure 4 9 ) .  The completion of this phase of the 

project in 1961 coincided with, finally, the federal 

enfranchisement of First Nations. Breaking the virtual deadlock 

King and St. Laurent's Liberal Party had maintained over the 

federal government since the mid-1930s, Prime Minister John 

Diefenbaker and his Conservative Party had corne to power in 1957 

at the height of 'totemr fever in British Columbia and its 

enshrinement as a provincial symbol under the auspices of the 

provincial government. With rhetorical references to MacDonald's 

National Policy of almost a century earlier, Diefenbaker offered 

a program of northern development and 'unhyphenated Canadianism.' 

In addition to energy commissions and a federal interest in 

Arctic oil and gas, Diefenbaker took steps towards a more 

pluralistic Canada through introducing the Bill for the 

Recognition and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms in 1960, an act which off icially rejected discrimination 

by reason of race, colour, national origin, religion or sex. 

This led to another revision of the Indian Act, passed in 1961, 

which provided federal voting rights to First Nations 

individuals. The Charter of Rights also contributed to the 

elirnination of racial discrimination as a major feature of 

Canada's immigration policy in early 1962. The era of 

assimilation, at least in theory, was officially over. 102 T h e  

Duf f Papers, Box 8, File 8-24. 
lo2. As Crosby points out, Canadian legislation coincided 

with the United Nation's General Assernblyvs mDeclaration on the 
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post-war growth of the museum and the university and their role 

in promoting First Nations culture was part of the policy shift 

from assimilation to integration. In reality, it was a 

continuation of the depoliticization of First Nations objects and 

the enclaving of First Nations claims. On an optimistic note, in 

the face of persistent attempts at erasing or re-working the 

histories of subjugated classes in Canada, the people of 

Gitanyow, like Mungo Martin in his Walwaditla house opening, 

demonstrated an ability to retake spaces within the system of 

government institutions in order to reiterate an oppositional 

discourse. 

s-ry 

In 1954, public institutions expanded their activities 

around First Nations objects in British Columbia. Following the 

management models popular in the resources industries, the BCPM 

in particular became a site of renewal, Martin and the others 

replicated poles harvested through the Totem Pole Preservation 

Cornmittee's salvage expeditions and the BCPM redistributed the 

copies to strategic tourist sites throughout the province, like 

Riley Park in Courtenay and the Peace Arch border crossing 

between White Rock and Blaine, Washington. Predicated on using 

Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoplesw aimed 
at ending colonialism internationally. She further documents 
throughout her thesis a range of social inequities that continued 
despite Diefenbaker's public assertions to the contrary. Seen in 
this context, Crosby suggests, "[wlhile the federal vote would 
ostensibly provide registered Indians with equal opportunity and 
access to democratic process, it also provided the Canadian 
government with an ideal (abstract) international profile in 
ternis of law and policy that did not exist in fact." (Crosby, 
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the objects of the past as the basis for contemporary production, 

this renewal cycle displaced the work of non-traditional artists, 

like that of Clutesi and Morgan, in the public eye. It also 

suggested that the museums were indeed resurrecting a lost art 

and implied the necessity of government paternalism in order to 

ensure artistic authenticity. 

The notion that traditional meanings for totem poles were no 

longer important to the communities who owned the rights to the 

poles was disrupted on two different occasions. The first was at 

Ninstints when the Skidegate Council expressed its alarm at the 

Committeefs proposed activities and Molly Stewart of Ketchikan 

questioned the right of the BCPM to remove Haida poles, T h e  

second, which ultimately required the most negotiation, was at 

Gitanyow and resulted in the publication of the Histories, 

Territories, and Laws of the Kitwancool (1959), an attempt to 

legitimize Gitanyow laws and legal title to land within an 

institution of the state at a time when the state distribution of 

timber licenses threatened Gitanyow territory. The Gitanyow 

cited the sarne complaints offered by the other Gitkxsan groups 

involved in the federally-sponsored preservation project of the 

1920s: that the sale of the poles meant a denial of the 

privileges symbolized by them. Since the project offered the 

chance to re-erect quality copies and publish and disseminate 

information on Gitanyow laws and territories through a govenunent 

organ, the proposa1 was eventually accepted. 

The re-erection of the first four poles coincided with the 

-. - - . . - .- - 

Indian Art/Aboriqinal Title, p.47). 
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end of assimilation as an of f ic ia l  pol icy i n  Canada. Four decades 

separated the Cranmer potlatch seizures from the publication of 

the laws of the Gitanyow. Within this span, F i r s t  Nations 

objects played diverse roles i n  the various representations and 

counter-representations of F i r s t  Nations culture. T h e  conflict 

over control of this multiplicity of meaning, however, remained 

constant. 



CûNCLüSION 

For many scholars, Franz Boas was 

Northwest Coast art systematically."' 
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"...the first to analyze 

Wayne Suttles and Aldona 

Jonaitis state that in his 1927 publication Primitive Art, Boas 

"...net only provided a key for recognizing the creatures 

portrayed in al1 but the most abstract ways, ... he also provided 
alternatives to evolutionist theories of art development, 

described the psychological dimensions of artistic creativity, 

and proposed a reconstruction of art history on the Northwest 

~oast."' Boas did not so much propose a reconstruction as define 

Northwest Coast objects as "art" for the first t h e  academically. 

He thus contributed to the initial insertion of Northwest Coast 

masks, totem pales, and other textiles, carvings and paintings 

within the epistemological framework that informed Western 

practices of connoisseurship, curating and art history. 

Primitive Art was the basis for the forxnalist analysis of later 

writers like Bill Holm, who popularized the discussion of 

northern Northwest Coast composition and forma1 design in the 

1965 publication Northwest Coast Indian Art: An Analysis of Form. 
- - - - - - - - - 

Suttles and Jonaitis cal1 Northwest Coast Indian Art '.,,a 
- - - - - - - - 

major advance beyond Boas ' s treatment . . . "3 and claim that 

'...Holm rediscovered the manner in which the northern two- 

dimensional style was rendered - the folmline sy~tem - making it 
possible to recreate Northwest Coast art in traditional 

fashion. For this reason, Northwest Coast Indian Art has been 

1 . Suttles and Jonaitis, "History of Resear~h,~ p.82. 
2 .  Ibid. 
3 

4 
. Ibid, p.82. . Ibid. 
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called " [t] he single most inf luential book on Northwest Coast 

Indian art, . . . jokingly refer [red] to as the Bible. ' "' 
The growth of an informal commercial infrastructure for 

Northwest Coast objects coincided with Boas's fieldwork in 

British Columbia as early as the 1880s. Jonaitis has also 

recently demonstrated that Primitive Art was the culmination of 

over two decades of research and writing Boas had done about the 

6 Northwest Coast- However, Boas was not alone in his contention 

that the objects of the Northwest Coast deserved the appellation 

"art." Three years prior to Boas's publication of "The 

Decorative Art of the Indians of the North P a c i f i c  Coast" in 

1897, which served as the basis for the sections on the Northwest 

Coast in Primitive Art, curio dealer John J. Hart had already 

strategically compared totem poles and other carved and painted 

objects to the "art" of ancient Egypt and other 1ocal.e~ popularly 

understood by Europeans as part of their own past. 7 

While Boas's understanding of Northwest Coast objects as art 

may have been in part stimulated by the curio dealers and their 

sales rhetoric, Holm's work was based on the accumulated 

curatorial labours of previous generations. Drawing on 

collections assembled by Boas and his contemporaries, Holm was 

preceded by four decades of museum programmes intended to 

communicate the aesthetic value of Northwest Coast visual 

. Duf f e k ,  The Contemporary Market, p. 51. 
6 . Aldona Jonaitis, "Introduction: The Development of Franz 

Boas's Theories on primitive Art," A Wealth of ~houqht: Franz 
Boas on Native American Art, Ed. Aïdona Jonaitis, Seattle: 
University of Washington Press and Vancouver: Douglas and 
McInfyre, 1995, pp.3-37. 

John J. Hart, Indian Bazaar, Victoria: Hart and Company, 
1894, p.40. (PABC, Newcombe Files, Volume 5, File 136.) 
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production, From the 1940s on, there was a concerted effort in 

British Columbia to develop a commercial market for Northwest 

Coast art through the use of objects from museum collections as 

the criteria for aesthetic judgment and product quality control. 

In 1990, H o l m  called Northwest Coast Art: An Analysis of Form "a 

turning point ... which became the primer for the artists 
struggling for an understanding of their ancestors ' art. "' This 
overstatement belied the continuing production of objects in 

First Nations communities and the institutional history of which 

Holm himself was a part. 

Anthropologist Marjorie Halpin recently critiqued the 

Boasian paradigm for Northwest Coast art and the basis for post- 

World War II constructions of First Nations art. First, she 

argues that ",the Boasian Northwest Coast art discourse assumes 

that Native images are in-accurate attempts to re-present or 

double the reality of the natural ~orld."~ Based on the Platonic 

or representationalist tradition of Western thought, Halpin 

suggests that the Boasian current in Northwest Coast art 

discourses "...bas the effect of enhancing both the expertise of 

the scholar and the 'genius' of the artist."1° Second, she 

asserts that "...in contrast to the Boasian rule-based 

paradigm-Northwest Coast Native art is ambiguous, imaginative, 

unstable, poetic, endlessly variable, changing, and productive of 

the new, the unexpected. "" 

Furthemore, the use of museum collections as the basis for 

8 

9 
. Bill Holm, "Art,  Handbook, p,  630. . Marjorie Halpin, 'A Critique of the Boasian Paradigm for - 

Northwest Coast Art,-" Culture, 14: 1 (l994), p.7.  
10 . Ibid. - 
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a canon for contemporary objects led generations of scholars to 

reject visual production not conforming to what has corne to be 

known as the "classic formline" design system. Halpin points to 

the periphery status of traditional Nuu-chah-nulth and Coast 

12 Salish objects within the Boasian paradigm. By using the visual 

vocabularies discussed specifically by Boas and later Holm, 

contemporary scholars have privileged, first, nineteenth century 

ob j ects specif ically f rom the central and northern coasts that 

reside now almost exclusively in museum collections and, second, 

the contemporary arts that are based stylistically on these 

models . 
Joan Vastokas, summarizing the thrust of most of the texts 

on Northwest Coast object production prior to 1990, argued in 

1977 that " [dl ecline in general quality as well as quantity may 

be attributed in large part to the loss of cultural meaning 

attached to the art works, since, for the most part, they came to 

serve no interna1 social purpose.. ."13 If this discursive trend 

is to be believed, the Northwest Coast peoples and their arts 

suffered from the 'fatal impactr of European colonialism. 

"A 'fatal impact' has...been detected in European 

historiography far more frequently than it actually occurred, " 

counters anthropologist Nicholas Thomas, noting that extinction 

of "primitive" peoples have been reported worldwide. Thomas 

11 . Ibid, p .  6. 
12 . Ibid, p. 8. See also: Aldona Jonaitis, "The Boasian 

Legacy in-rthwest Coast Art Studies, " A Wealth of Thought, 
pp-306-335. 

13 . Joan Vastokas, "Bill Reid and the Native Renaissance, " 
Stone, Bones, and Skin: Ritual and Shamanic Art, E d s ,  Anne 
Trueblood Bordzky, Rose Danesewich, and Nick Johnson, Toronto : 
Society for Art Publications, 1977, p.158. 
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pinpoints one of the dangers of this construction: "Though 

generally sympathetic to the plight of the colonized, such 

perceptions frequently exaggerate colonial power, diminishing the 

extent to which colonial histories were shaped by indigenous 

resistance and accommodation."" Such a construction undermines 

the recognition of resistance, but also contributes to the 

temporal distancing and enclosure of the achievements of 

colonized subjects as something of the past and not of the 

present . 
The notion that indigenous traditions could no longer 

continue was at the heart of goverment policies of assimilation 

for First Nations peoples in the 1920s. The intersection between 

the concept of the 'fatal impact, ' assimilationist policies, the 
governmentVs exercise of disciplinary control, and the expansion 

of public museum collections was most explicitly ilhstrated in 

the 1922 Cranmer persecutions when the Lekwiltok of Quadra 

Island, the Mamalillikulla of Village Island and the Nimpkish of 

Alert Bay surrendered over seventeen cases of masks, dance 

paraphernalia and coppers to Indian Agent William Halliday in 

exchange for suspended sentences for violating the Indian Act's 

potlatch ban, The masks and dance accoutrements were assessed 

based on curio market prices and the Kwakwaka'wakw owners were 

awarded a total of $1456, No compensation was paid for the 

coppers. Halliday sold thirty-five pieces to American collector 

George Heye before displaying the rest in the Alert Bay church 

hall and then shipping them to the National Museum in Ottawa. In 

Ottawa, the head of ethnology, Edward Sapir, selected a number 

". Thomas, Colonialism's Culture, p.16. 
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for display in Deputy Superintendent Scott's Department of Indian 

Aff airs office . 
This sequence of events added urgency to the control over 

the meaning for Northwest Coast objects housed in increasing 

nimibers in the American, European, and Canadian museums. It was 

a pivota1 point in the public negotiation of the position of 

First Nations peoples in Canadian society and its national 

"culture." As Paul Connerton argues, "...the control of a 

society's memory largely conditions the hierarchy of power.'15 By 

constructing a narrative of displacement in museum displays, the 

traditional roles of the totem pales, masks, coppers and dance 

gear in legitimizing lineage and individual uses of terrestrial 

and spiritual resources, and fixing relations of inheritance and 

hierarchy in material form were threatened. Displacement through 

display was a means of affirming governmental authority in the 

distribution and economic development of land and natural 

resources and was part of the larger strategy of transforming 

First Nations peoples into colonial subjects. 

Within this general Anglo-Canadian ideological understanding 

of displacement, of social evolution from "primitive" to 

"modern," emerged display projects that were further conflicting. 

The history of institutional displays of Northwest Coast objectç 

affirms Nicholas Thomas' notion that "...rneanings engendered by 

hegemonic codes and narratives do not exist in hermetic domains 

but are placed at risk, re-valued and distorted through being 

enacted and experienced."16 Local institutions, for example, 

15 . Connerton, How Societies Remernber, p. 1. 
16 . Thomas, Colonialismls Culture, pp.4-5.- 
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conflicted with the interests of federal institutions. In the 

Art, Historical and Scientific Association of Vancouver~s (AHSAV) 

1921 plan to promote an image of the city's progress by 

reconstructing a Kwakwakalwakw village in Vancouver's Stanley 

Park, association members obtained poles without the consent of 

the Department of Indian Affairs. Their "incongruous appearance" 

in "public or private parks" was cited in governmental 

correspondence as justification for later federal intervention in 

17 the preservation of totem poles. AHSAV also conflated ethnic 

divisions on the coast, utilizing Kwakwakwarwakw poles as 

metonyms for the coastal peoples in their entirety. In 1924, 

they then raised four free-standing Kwakwakalwakw poles on a 

historic village site, XwayXway, claimed by the Squamish people. 

This provoked Squamish intervention and cut the project short of 

realizing its final objectives. It also raised the issue of 

Squamish daims to the park in the local media. The value of 

this attention was demonstrated by the purchase of land at 

XwayXway acknowledged by the court as belonging to a Squamish 

member popularly known as "Aunt Sally" for $15,500 in 1929. 

By the 1920s, totem poles were popular tourist attractions 

on the Inside Passage steamship routes from Washington state  to 

Alaska and were increasingly seen as metonymic symbols of Canada. 

The federal goverment hoped to utilize the polesl attraction to 

promote railway tourism on the newly nationalized Canadian 

National Railway ( C m )  line through the Skeena River Valley in 

northwestern British Columbia beginning in 1924. To this end, a 

17 . Charles Stewart to Arthur Conan Doyle, August 29, 1924, 
£rom Indian Affairs Black Series, Reel # C-10185, Volume 4086, 



conmittee was formed of members of the Department of Indian 

Affairs, the CNR, Canadian National Parks, the Ministry of Mines, 

and the National Museum to supervise the in s i t u  preservation of 

poles in Gitxsan villages adjacent to the CNR line. Dogged by 

Gitxsan resistance and market gamesmanship over the prices of 

poles (in part provoked by the collecting activities of National 

Museum ethnologist Marius Barbeau), the pro j ect nonetheless 

sought to give the sensation of t h e  travel in its construction 

of Gitxsan and Tsimshian l i f e  as part of the past. The Gitxsan 

in turn frequently refused to allow project members to touch 

their poles . Pro j ect correspondence explicitly cites the 

unsettled land question as one major impediment to cooperation. 18 

"A few years ago," wrote National Museum anthropologist Harlan 

Smith, smarizing Gitxsan uneasiness with the museum's 

activities, "[the white men] had prohibited the erection of 

totem-poles; why did they wish now to preserve them?"lg 

Frustrated by Gitxsan resistance and unable to control the 

sale of poles to American museums and collectors, private 

commercial companies, and municipal parks, Deputy Superintendent 

Scott of Indian Affairs and Sapir's replacement at the National 

Museum, Diamond Jenness, drew up a 1926 amendment to the Indian 

Act to prevent tampering with any "Indian grave-house, carved 

grave-pole, totem pole, carved house-post or large rock 

embellished with paintings or carvings. A measure of the 

File 507787. 
18 . Quoted in Cole, Captured Heritaqe, p.275. 
19. Smith. "Restoration of Totem Poles." 
2 0 .  ~iamond Jenness to Duncan Campbell Scott, April 28, 

1926; Duncan Campbell Scott to Diamond Jenness, April 26, 1926 
and May 5, 1926, from Canadian Museum of Civilization, Sapir 
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value these "heritage" ob j ects held for off icials in O t t a w a ,  the 

amendment complemented other Indian Act amendments of the period 

that sought to suppress the potlatch and limit the ability of 

First Nations to file land daims. 

In conjunction with the preservation project, Barbeau and 

the National Museum along with curator Eric Brown and the 

National Gallery held the traveling 1927-28 exhibition, 

Exhibition of Canadian West Coast Art - Native and Modern in 
Ottawa, Toronto, and Montreal. The exhibit drew affinities 

between the paintings of First Nations subjects by Emily Carr, A. 

Y. Jackson, Langdon Kihn, and a number of other non-Native 

modernist artists and the "ancient" traditional arts of the 

Northwest Coast. Further entrenching First Nations artistic 

expression as something of Canadats past in the general public's 

imagination and constructing an evolutionary narrative 

culminating in the accomplishments of the modern, Euro-Canadian 

artistic community, the inclusion of two named First Nations 

artists, Frederick Alexie, who was still living, and Charles 

Edenshaw, who had passed away only seven years earlier, signaled 

a discursive instability. The inclusion of Alexie in particular 

legitimized the idea of contemporary First Nations production. 

It also provided the opportunity for a new category of producer: 

the living "Indian" artist. 

However, federal museum and gallery activities on Pacific 

Coast collapsed with the global economy in 1929. The sevexe 

impact of the Great Depression began a transitionai phase in the 

representation and promotion of Northwest Coast objects. Social 

Correspondence, Box 432, File 34. 
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reformers, like Reverend George Raley in Vancouver and Alice 

Ravenhill in Victoria, advocated the systematic support of 

conternporary First Nations artists as a means of providing 

employment during the 1930s. The arts also became a focal point 

for organizations lobbying for changes to the Indian Act and the 

Department of Indian Affairs. "If it is an untrodden path we 

have to travel, - if there is the ghost of a chance of it leading 

somewhere, - we British pride ourselves upon the spirit of 
adventure. .." wrote Raley in the early 1930s. "[SJurely with our 

knowledge now is a t h e  we should make it manifest and break away 

from any past accepted notions and policies which have not led us 

to a satisfactory condition or as Tennyson says we should 'leap 

the rotten poles of prejudicel and do something new, adventuring 

in reviving primitive crafts for the welfare of our own primitive 

people.'r21 Raley modeled his proposais after similar 

developments in the United States under the Roosevelt 

presidential administration and the "New Deal" policy, but had 

little direct organizational impact because of his isolation from 

provincial authorities and the lack of funding available in the 

first half of the 1930s. 

Raley represented as well a new attitude towards Northwest 

Coast objects, one that conformed to the narratives of the 

earlier displays, but that had a distinctive agenda. He also saw 

the objects as metonyms for the people who produced them and 

valued them partly because of the way in which he understood they 

contributed to '...our understanding of our own historical 

2 1 . George Raley, "Important Considerations Involved in the 
Treatise on 'Canadian Indian Art and Industries, n-d, (PABC 
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trajectory-- but he saw this metonymic value as the basis 

for their exchange value in a contemporary context. In this way, 

the art of the past was valuable in the present, as a 

contemporary production. He saw this connection between past and 

present as the basis for a commodity market in First Nations arts 

production and advocated the development of programmes that would 

create a demand through education and marketing and regulate 

production quality through training. These recommendations 

became important aspects of later, better-known marketing 

programmes sponsored by state institutions in the 1950s. 

Ravenhill was more directly influential than Raley. She 

helped develop curriculum materials and training on First Nations 

issues for the public school system, in the process forming a 

growing partnership with the British Columbia Provincial Museum 

(BCPM) . In 1939, Ravenhill founded the British Columbia Indian 

Arts and Welfare Society, which worked closely with the BCPM, 

holding exhibitions of student art and promoting a number of 

individual artists, including teenaged Gitxsan painter Judith 

Morgan, Nuu-chah-nulth writer, actor and painter George Clutesi, 

and Kwakwaka'wakw carver Ellen Neel. 

The strategies of the BCIAWS were paternalistic as well. 

After the Second World War, they advocated "authenticity" as the 

basis for quality control in the burgeoning post-war "Indian art" 

market, suggesting that the museuni establish the criteria and the 

BCIAWS issue a "stamp of authenticity" in order to regulate the 

fluctuating quality in objects available for sale. Control oves 

Raleyz Papers . ) 
. Dominguez, "The Marketing of Heritage," p.548. 
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knowledge, its distribution, and application would in this view 

rest with government off icials and associated or government- 

recognized organizations, and certainly not with First Nations 

leaders or artists. 

However, the BCIAWS complemented the individual and 

organized lobbying efforts  of political organizations like the 

Native Brotherhood of British Columbia, who were also pressuring 

the provincial and federal governments to acknowledge and respond 

to First Nations issues in the 1930s and 1940s. In the variety 

of efforts for asserting indigenous histories and claims and 

affirming pride in First Nations accomplishments, art played a 

significant role. Since these arts can be perceived as 

acculturated, or objects resulting from social interaction 

between non-Native and Native societies, they do not comfortably 

fa11 within the Boasian paradigm. 'One of the challenges of 

contemporary anthropology and art history," concludes Jonaitis, 

'is to seek understanding of the active and affirmative responses 

that cultures make to their historical conditions in the modern 

world, and to deconstruct consciously our past biases which 

blinded us to those Native initiatives ."23 

In 1936, Squamish member Mathias Joe carved the first 

freestanding Coast Salish pole as a way of publicizing the 

historical Squamish presence in Vancouver generally and Prospect 

Point (or "Chay-thoos) specifically. Located on a high point on 

the Stanley Park side of the entrance to Burrard Narrows, the 

Thunderbird Dynasty pole also overlooked the site of the new 

Lion's Gate Bridge connecting the city to the British Properties, 
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Guinness-owned subdivision developed in the late 1930s on land in 

proximity to the Capilano reserve. As the 1929 "Aunt Sally" case 

had demonstrated, any affirmation of historical presence could 

potentially contribute to valuable compensation. 

The Native Brotherhood also carried on the practice of using 

art publicly a s  a symbol of a historical indigenous presence, 

thereby implying legitimacy to claims to land and aboriginal 

rights. They followed the earlier 1929 example of Captain Jack 

in Yuquot on Vancouver Island and presented the Governor-General 

of Canada with a pole and ceremonial name frorn Kwakwaka'wakw 

carver Mungo Martin. William Scow and the Brotherhood used art 

in educational contexts, presenting a pole carved by 

Kwakwaka'wakw carver and Martin's niece, Ellen Neel, to the Alma 

Mater Society of the University of British Columbia (UBC) in 

1947. And George Clutesi, who exhibited his illusionary 

paintings with the BCIAWS and wrote articles for the 

Brotherhoodls newspaper, The Native Voice, addressed First 

Nations youth, calling simultaneously for pride in heritage and 

professional training for greater participation in the control 

over First Nations education and health. 

These efforts, Native and non-Native together, were 

important to pressuring the different levels of goverment at a 

tirne of state restructuring through parliamentary committees and 

commissions. George Manuel and Michael Postuns wrote in 1974: 

"Indians had always been complaining. Now there were 

sophisticated, organized urban voters, whose view of the matter 

may have been entirely dif ferent from ours, but who were, 

2 3 . Jonaitis, "Traders of Traditions,'' p.14.. 



nonetheless, pointing at the same problems and the same 

administration. m24 The movement culminated in the Conference on 

Native Indian Affairs at UBC in April 1948, where teacher and 

former BCIAWS d e r  Anthony Walsh stimm;rrized the powerful role 

of art in the movement: "This group wouldnft be meeting today if 

it weren't for the  art of the Indian. It has been the one 

approach for interpreting the culture of the Indian people to the 

public. m25 

But here once again the direction this interpretation should 

take was an issue of conflict. At the same conference, Neel 

delivered a mernorable speech in which she contradicted the notion 

that Northwest Coast art needed reviving: "For if our art is 

dead, then it is fit only to be m d f i e d ,  packed into mortuary 

boxes and tucked away into m ~ s e u m s . ~ ~ ~  She also disagreed with 

the  cal1 for a reliance on the collections of the past. " [Il f 

the art of people is to take its rightful place alongside other 

Canadian art," she stated, 'it must be a living medium of 

expression. We, the Indian artists must be allowed to c~eate!"~' 

Clutesi and the social reform movement were acknowledged in 

the first govermental steps back into the representation and 

promotion of First Nations arts in 1947 when seven of Clutesils 

paintings were purchased in commemoration of the opening of UBC1s 

Museum of Anthropology. In 1949, paintings by Judith Morgan were 

bought by the provincial goverment in commemoration of 

provincial enfranchisement. By the end of the  1940s, the 

2 4 

2 5 
. Manuel and Postuns, The Fourth World, p.129. . Hawthorn, Report of Conference, p. 16. 

26 . Ibid, p. 12. 
27 - . - Ibid, p.14. 
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research phase of state restructuring had been completad and 

officials with the federal government began to implement a new 

vision of Canada, based in part on the Keynesian economics of 

Roosevelt's New Deal, but anxious as well to present a Canadian 

identity independent from its colonial past. Education and 

professional training, the expansion of a supportive government 

infrastructure, and the promotion of regional contributions to 

national "culture" al1 led to provincial programmes aimed at 

preserving " traditional" indigenous "culture" as a source of 

employment in the expanding Canadian economy. These programmes 

in turn led directly to the hiring of contemporary First Nations 

artists at public institutions in the province; first, Ellen Neel 

and then Mungo Martin at UBC, and then Mungo Martin, his son 

David, and Henry Hunt at the BCPM in Victoria. 

By the early 1950s, there was an unprecedented excitement 

about totem poles in British Columbia. The totem pole was 

increasingly promoted in Euro-Canada as an abbreviated and 

encapsulating metonym for the province; their evocation of place 

and the "primitive" paradoxical counterpoints to the booming 

industrial expansion of post-war British Columbia. The mythical 

progress of history still informed the totem pole's symbolism for 

Euro-Canadians. With public officials openly expressing interest 

in a resurgence of First Nations 'arts and craftsl as a source of 

employment, the false and rather wishful suggestion that First 

Nations societies had expired could no longer be prolonged. The 

'Vanishing Americanv myth clearly was not true d e m ~ ~ r a ~ h i c a l l ~ ~  

28 . Duff, for example, reported 1963 population levels 
exceeding the 1885 census counts for the Haida, Tsimshian, 
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and the public acceptance of Neel and Martin suggested that it 

was not true artistically. The social reform movement and First 

Nations political associations made concerted efforts to ensure 

the public recognition of this through the media. Given the 

wealth of. academic and popular literature attesting to the 

reality of the %anishing Indian' and its long-the acceptance by 

the Euro-Canadian public, the presence of Martin and the other 

carvers within the museumç thus implied or were read as a rebirth 

of First Nations society within the a m  of the new post-war 

Canadian state. In short, since state officials had told the 

Canadian public repeatedly that the First Nations people and 

their "culturer' had disappeared, the only logical way of 

explaining the new institutional interest was to proclaim a 

renaissance. 

Marcia Crosby argues that the decision to issue this 

proclamation was not so much a directional shift in goverment 

policy as it was a way of consolidating state authority and 

undermining the seemingly new political power of the 'pan-Indian1 

associations like the Native Brotherhood. "The position of 

anthropologists, art historians, curators, and the like was not 

simply one of supplying an academic analysis," writes Crosby, 

'but was linked to the authority of western expertise that 

Kwakwaka'wakw, Nwtalk, Coast Salish, Interior Salish, and 
Athapaskan peoples. The total aboriginal population for British 
Columbia had almost doubled from 22,605 in 1929 to 40,800 in 
1963. (Wilson Duff, The Indian History of British Columbia: 
Volume 1: The Impact of the White Man, Victoria: Provincial 
Museum of British Columbia Anthropology in British Columbia, 
Memoir Number 5, 1964, p.39.) Robert T. Boyd reports a total 
population increase on the Northwest Coast between 1928 and 1986 
as close to 75,000. (Robert T. Boyd, "Demographic History, 1774- 
1874, " Handbook, p. 136. ) 
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continues to be used in the courts of Canada both to establish 

and extinguish aboriginal land title."*' While this may have 

been a view at least partly embraced by the new generation of 

museum anthropologists in the 1950s, it seems the relationship 

between Duff and his colleagues on one side and the Haida and 

Gitanyow on the other may have reshaped anthropology in British 

Columbia. Thomas Berger of the Supreme Court of Canada, for oner 

wrote: "Wilson Duff played an important role in the development 

of native c l a m  in British Columbia and in Canada in the 1960s 

and 1970s [and]-was a key witness in two very important cases 

that were brought before the courts in support of aboriginal 

rightsmMgO This initiative has recently been replicated in a 

number of high profile court cases related to land claims and 

aboriginal rights. The cohesiveness and sanctity of the western 

expertise Crosby describes was and is not secure. 

Martin's participation became the basis for a carver 

training programme. Objects from the BCPM or totem poles 

salvaged cooperatively by üBC and the BCPM under the auspices of 

the Totem Pole Preservation Committee were models for replica 

poles, redistributed by the Committee to tourist sites throughout 

the province. Martin was constructed as the "last great totem 

pole carver" in museum promotional materials, responsible for the 

passing on of traditional carving skills through the museum to 

the next generation of carvers. This has given the impression 

that the museum was directly responsible for the continuation of 

the fragile art of monumental carving in British Columbia, an 

Crosby, Indian Art/Aboriqinal Title, p. 113. 
30 . Thomas R. Berger, "Wilson Duff and Native Land Claims, " 
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impression disrupted in the Totem Pole Preservation Conmittee's 

programmes on two important occasions. 

First, Mungo Martin and his kin demonstrated the continuing 

vitality of Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch practices in 1953, only two 

years after the dropping of the potlatch ban from the newly 

revised Indian Act. Commissioned to reconstruct a traditional 

house for the BCPM, Martin illustrated that despite the 

assimilationist intent of the Indian Act prior to its revision, 

Kwakwaka' wakw ways persisted. Despite the move towards 

professionalising First Nations art and emphasizing the academic 

expertise of institutional authorities, the knowledge of First 

Nations objects, their histories and functions, still thrived 

first in their communities of origin. The house was given a 

ceremonial name and celebrated with three consecutive nights of 

potlatching, first for Martin's family and invited guests, then 

for museum and public officiais, and finally for the general 

public. Dan Cranmer's daughter, Gloria Cranmer Webster, retired 

director of the U'mista Cultural Centre in Alert Bay, states that 

Martin's Wa'waditla potlatch was the inspiration for the first 

public potlatch held in Alert Bay since the Cranmer prosecutions 

in 1963.~' 

Second, the Totem Pole Preservation Committee approached the 

Gitxsan community of Gitanyow (Kitwancool) for permission to 

remove poles for inclusion in the salvage and replication 

programme. The negotiations between curator Duff and the 

community illustrated the on-going conflicting understandings of 

The World As Sharp as a Knife, p.49. ". Cranmer Webster, "The Contemporary Potlatch," p.227. 
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why the poles were significant. Part of Duff's argument in 

favour of their removal was that they were outstanding examples 

of "primitive art." Gitanyow negotiator Albert Douse saw the sale 

of poles as linked to the relinquishment of traditional 

territories and stated that selling the poles would negate the 

prestige associated with their original erection. The final 

compromise saw the poles go to the Conmittee for "permanent 

preservation," replication and then re-erection i n  Gitanyow. In 

return, the Committee paid for the recording, transcription, 

translation, and publication of Gitanyow histories, laws and 

territories, which implied an official endorsement of the 

legitimacy of Gitanyow claims. Furthemore, these laws and 

histories were to be taught at university, which Duff la ter  did 

as an anthropology professor at üBC. 

The removal of the first four Gitanyow poles coincided with 

the end of assimilation as an officiai policy in Canada. The four 

decades that separated the most intrusive attempt at 

assimilation, namely the 1922 Cranmer potlatch prosecutions and 

the 1961 federal enfranchisement had seen a growth in political 

infrastructures and the implementation of a range of strategies 

for asserting political agendas on both Native and non-Native 

sides. Art played a significant role in many of these strategies 

and articulated different historical perspectives according to 

the context of display and the individuals and groups involved. 

The conflict over control of this multiplicity of meaning, 

however, remained constant, 

The project of encouraging contemporary expression further 

affected the discourse of Northwest Coast art in a ntlmher of 
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ways. One of the most important was the emphasis on individual 

artists. The potlatch ban had encouraged caution and distrust in 

many First Nations individuals. Since museum officiais initially 

only professed interest in the past and lacked the financial and 

political backing of the government to support and promote the 

arts as a source of employment, individual First Nations arts 

practitioners had not been celebrated as individual artists with 

the same enthusiasm their Euro-Canadian counterparts received 

prior to the Second World War. Even Euro-Canadian artists felt 

isolated and unappreciated prior to the CAC brief to the Turgeon 

Cornmittee, but it is unlikely that they would have been as 

quickly forgotten as Haida carver Mark Spence. Spence, as an 

example of the indifference faced by First Nations artists, was a 

Haida from New Masset commissioned in 1940 to came entrance 

posts for the new Thunderbird Park in Victoria. The posts were 

replaced with carvings by Martin and Hunt in 1956 (figure 50). 

By the time the Spence posts were removed to the officers' mess 

at the Naden naval base in Esquimalt in 1963, Wilson Duff had no 

information on Spence, not even his name, Save that he was "an 

old Haida Indian.. .living in Victoria."'* Now a photograph of 

Spence exists in the visual records department of the Royal 

British Columbia Museum. However, the negative for this has been 

transferred to either the Public Archives of British Columbia or 

the Vancouver Tourism Board, neither of which have any record of 

Spence in their computerized files. This says something of the 

low status allotted First Nations carvers prior to the 1950s. 

3 2 . Wilson Duff to Cdr. J. W. McDowell, June 14, 1963, in 
RBCM D u f  f Files. 
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hiff was not aware of Spence because the museum's mandate in 

1940, the era of his predecessors, was not the promotion of 

individual artists . Information on Spence has consequently 
become difficult to find. 

The emphasis on describing formal design systems and the 

achievements of individual artists in Euro-American terms 

contributed to a post-war tension between the discourses of 

anthropology and art history. An important discursive question 

is, to quote Wilson D u f f ,  "whether they have the concept of art 

as art."33 Some objects do, as Halpin and many others note, 

"...have as their referents the beaches, rivers, mountains, and 

other properties whose ownership or transfer is being 

witnessed[, 1"  that "[wlhat you and I have labeled art not only 2 

property, it is about property."" While cognizant of the 

difficulties of applying Boas's and Holm's universalist, and 

wholly modernist, formal approaches to Northwest Coast objects, 

many artists have intentionally made objects to fit within non- 

Native categorizations of art. The paintings of George Clutesi 

and Judith Morgan are good examples and should not be dismissed 

as "inauthentic." To do so is to deny their resonance not only 

for the times in which they were produced but also for the vast 

network of kin relations through which property is inherited, 

asserted, and defended. With the growth in state intervention and 

industrial development, "fighting with property," as Helen Codere 

termed it in 1950,~' took on new meaning. The network and the 

33 . Wilson Duf f, 1952 Fieldnotes, UBC MOA Archives, Duff 
Papey Box 3, File 3-6. 

35 
. Halpin, "Politics of Indian Art, " p.5. . Codere, Fiqhtinq With Property. 
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properties it contains had to be spoken about in new languages. 

Therefore, Joe adapted the Kwakwaka'wakw carving style to his 

1936 multi-figure pole to reinforce a connection between 

monuments accepted and celebrated by non-Native Canadians and his 

claims to the Squamish ownership of park lands. This is also why 

Morgan and Clutesi may have appropriated European illusionistic 

painting techniques to the depiction of First Nations stories, as 

a way of updating the imagery and making it relevant to current 

issues. Since the legitimacy of the potlatch system was called 

into question with its legislative ban in the last quartes of the 

nineteenth century, First Nations people found it necessary to 

expand the audiences for their claims. The recognition and 

promotion of Northwest Coast visual production, its 

insti tutionalization as "art" in Canada's new public spaces, 

provided one avenue for doing so, an avenue in which individuals 

with such diverse interests and intentions as Clutesi, Morgan, 

Joe, Charlie James, the Martins, Hunt, Neel and a host of others 

al1 actively participated. 

In response to the dismissal of objects that do not conform 

to the definitions of "classic" art proffered by the Boasian 

paradigm, 1 have offered a different narrative and a canon to 

illustrate it, arguing for an analysis of the political use of 

objects rather than aesthetic or authenticity judgements. This 

dissertation demonstrates the need for a more inclusive 

understanding of First Nations visual production as a method for 

examining the profound entanglement of First Nations and non- 

Native Canadian societies and the consequent range of meaning 

formulated around objects at specific historical moments in 
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specif ic  contexts. Far from Duncan Campbell Scott's notion of 

'tales of ghosts that hang in the world l i k e  fading smoke," these 

objects and images and the ideas they represent continue to exert 

a strong influence i n  the world we share. Our motivation for 

discussing them should not be s t r i c t l y  promotional, nor to enact 

some sense of closure, but rather to understand the processes 

that inform the conflicting, and constantly shifting, discourses 

that speak through and around them. 
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Appendix 1: Chronology 

1921: Potlatch hosted by Dan Cranmer held at Village Island 

1922: Indian Agent William Halliday from the Kwawkewlth Agency 
charged participants in the Cranmer potlatch with violating the 
Indian Act. 

The Lekwiltok of Quadra Island, the Mamalillikulla of Village 
Island, and the Nimpkish of Alert Bay agreed to an informai plea 
bargain and surrendered their coppers and dancing gear to 
Halliday in Alert Bay in return for suspended sentences. 
Halliday organized a display of this material in the Alert Bay 
church hall, 

Halliday subsequently sold thirty-five pieces to American 
collecter George Heye for $291 and received an official reprimand 
from his superiors for sending such valuable material to the 
United States . 
Twenty-one potlatchers who had not agreed to the exchange were 
imprisoned at Oakalla Prison in Burnaby. Twenty served two month 
sentences. Charlie Hunt, on his second conviction, served s ix  
months. The Cranmer Potlatch has now corne to epitomize the 
draconian enforcement of the federal potlatch ban during the 
period of assimilation. 

1923: The Cranmer material was catalogued by ethnologist Edward 
Sapir of the National Museum of Canada and sent to the National 
Museum and the Royal Ontario Museum. A selection of masks was 
also put aside for display in the office of Deputy Superintendent 
of Indian Affairs Duncan Campbell Scott. 

The Art, Historical and Scientific Association of Vancouver 
(AHSAV) acquired two freestanding crest poles from Alert Bay and 
two houseposts carved by Charlie James for Tsaweenok of Kingcombe 
Inlet. The association relocated them to Stanley Park in 
Vancouver as part of a plan to recreate an original First Nations 
village and a Hudson's Bay Trading Post. 

The first recorded sale of a Gitxsan totem pole from the upper 
Skeena Valley was to New York's American Museum of Natural 
History. 

1924: AHSAV expanded their plan for the touristic village in 
Stanley Park to include the-possibility of buying and relocating 
the entire village of Alert Bay. 

A federal Totem Pole Preservation Committee was formed of 
representatives of the Department of Indian Affairs, Ministry of 
Mines, Canadian National Parks, and the National Museum. 

Ruided by the Department of Indian Affairs and the Canadian 
National Railway, the cornmittee's preservation work began with 
National Museum ethnologist Marius Barbeau's survey of totem 



poles in Gitxsan villages adjacent to the Canadian National 
Railway line in the upper Skeena Valley. 

1925: Protests by the Coast Salish Squamish people prevented 
AHSAV from continuing with their plans to reconstruct a First 
Nations village at Stanley Parkf s Lumbermanf s Arch site, 
previously a Squamish village site known as XwayXway. 

1926: Wallis A. Olen of Clintonville, Wisconsin contacted Harlan 
Smith and then Diamond Jenness, Sapirfs replacement at the 
National Museum, about the possibility of purchasing a totem 
pole. 

Chief Seamadaks of Kitwanga attempted to sel1 a pole and ten 
masks to the North West Biscuit Company of Edmonton. 

These two incidents alerted Jenness and Deputy Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs Scott to the need for protective government 
control over the sale of totem poles. Together Jenness and Scott 
drafted legislation that made it illegal to sel1 poles and other 
"heritage" objects without the permission of the Department of 
Indian Aff airs. 

1927 : Canadaf s Silver Jubilee year. 

A show of Canadian modernist paintings curated by National 
Gallery director Eric Brown opened at the Jeu de Paume museum in 
Paris and included a selection of Northwest Coast carvings and 
f abrics . 
A domestic version of the Paris exhibition, entitled Canadian 
West Coast Exhibition Native and Modern, opened at the National 
Gallery of Canada in Ottawa. It included paintings by Langdon 
Kihn, Emily Carr and A.Y. Jackson, traditional Northwest Coast 
carvings and textiles, and works by named First Nations artists 
Frederick Alexie and Charles Edenshaw. The inclusion of Alexie 
paintings rnarked the first t h e  a named, living First Nations 
artist had been exhibited at the National Gallery. 

Marius Barbeau began collecting privately for other institutions, 
including the Royal Ontario Museum. His negotiations in the Nass 
River to purchase a pole for $1000 forced an increase in prices 
in Kitsegukla, where the Totem Pole Preservation Cornmittee was 
negotiating to preserve poles in situ. The bidding war that 
Barbeau set off effectively ended the Totem Pole Preservation 
programmefs success in eliciting the cooperation of Gitxsan 
residents. 

Franz Boas published Primitive Art. 

1928: The Canadian West Coast Exhibition Native and Modern 
opened in Toronto and Montreal. 

The National Museum published Barbeau's The Downfall of Temlaham, 

The Hoover Administration in the United States released the 



Meriam Report, which called for a reform of the Native American 
education system. 

1929: The Great Depression began. 

Squamish resident of the XwayXway or Linnbermanrs Arch site in 
Stanley Park, "Aunt Sally, " was the only resident able to 
establish a legal right to live in the park after parks 
authorities sought eviction notices to clean the park of 
"unwanted" residents. Her property was then purchased on behalf 
of the Parks Board by philanthropist W.C. Shelley for $15,500. 

Chief Seamadaks of Kitwanga sold a pole to the Hudson's Bay 
Company without the consent of the Department of Indian Affairs 
for $300. Seamadaks was assisted in the pole's removal by an 
engineer with the Canadian National Railway assigned to the Totem 
Pole Preservation Committee, T. B. Campbell. 

Governor-General Lord Willingdon traveled to the Nuu-chah-nulth 
community of Yuquot on the west coast of Vancouver Island. Chief 
Captain Jack presented Lord Willingdon with a rare free-standing 
monumental Nuu-chah-nulth crest pole. T. B. Campbell went to 
Yuquot to supervise the pole's removal. After the costs for 
removing the pole to the Governor-Generalrs residence, Rideau 
Hall, in Ottawa proved prohibitive, Lord Willingdon ceremoniously 
returned the pole to the village of Yuquot for 'safe-keeping.' 

1931: Native Brotherhood of British Columbia founded, 

1933: Dernocrat Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected president of 
the United States on his influential New Deal policy platform. 

Roosevelt appointed leading social reformer and campaigner for 
Native rights, John Collier, to the position of Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs 

1934: The Roosevelt administration announced the repeal of the 
assimilationist 1887 Dawes Act with the Wheeler-Howard Indian 
Rights Bill, also known as the Indian Re-organization Act or the 
Indian New Deal. One objective of the bill was to promote Native 
American culture in the United States, 

Vancouver resident and collector of Northwest Coast art, Reverend 
George Raley, began campaigning for an First Nations arts 
programne supported by the federal government. 

While initially negotiating to sel1 his collection to George 
Heye, Raley sold his collection to the city of Vancouver through 
local businessman, Victor Spencer. This collection later served 
as the basis fox  Vancouver's two important museums, the Vancouver 
Museum and the University of British Columbiars Museum of 
Anthropology. 

The Provincial Museum obtained a Carnegie Fund grant to finance 
public lectures run by Alice Ravenhill. 



1935: The Bureau of Indian Affairs in the United States created 
the Indian Arts and Crafts Board to promote Native American art. 

1936: The Vancouver Golden Jubilee Committee commissioned a 
free-standing monumental crest pole by Squamish carver Mathias 
Joe and erected it at Prospect Point in Stanley Park. They also 
erected three older, anonymous poles at the Lumberman's Arch 
site. 

1938: The Provincial Museum published Aiice Ravenhill's The - 
Native Tribes of British Columbia prMarily for use in the 
province8 s grade schools . 
1939: The Indian Arts and Crafts Board sponsored the exhibition 
of Native American objects as fine art at the Golden Gate 
Exposition in San Francisco. The exhibition was curated by 
Indian Arts and Crafts Board General Manager Rene d8Hanoncourt 
and Denver Art Museum Curator Frederic Douglas. 

The Second World War began. 

Victoria resident and educational reformer, Alice Ravenhill, 
founded the British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare Society 
(BCIAWS) , which simultaneously campaigned for the reform of the 
Indian Act, First Nations education and goverment-supported 
social programmes while advocating the promotion of First Nations 
arts as a source of employment. 

1940: The Provincial Museum opened Thunderbird Park, an open air 
totem pole park in the heart of downtown Victoria. 

1941: D'Hanoncourt and Douglas organized the influential Indian 
Art of the United States exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York.  

The British Columbia Indian Arts and Welfare Society published 
The Tale of the Nativity and Meet Mr. Coyote. 

1942: The BCIAWS submitted a brief to the Department of Indian 
Affairs entitled: Suggestions on the Encouragement of Arts and 
Crafts in the Indian Schools of British Columbia. 

The Native Brotherhood of British Columbia amalgamated with the 
Pacif ic Coast Fishermen' s Association. 

1943: An annual exhibition of First Nations student art at the 
Provincial Museum in Victoria began. It sometimes included as 
well the work of mature artists like George Clutesi and Ellen 
Neel. 

The Okanag-an Society for the Revival of Indian Arts and Crafts 
submitted a brief to the federal Committee on Reconstruction and 
Re-establishment entitled Native Canadians: A Plan for the 
Rehabilitation of Indians. 



1944 : The Provincial Museum published Aïice Ravenhill' s A 
Cornerstone of Canadian culture: An ûutline of the Arts G d  
Crafts of the Indian T r i b e s  of British Columbia "20 provide 
teachers and students with a record of former tribal decorative 
arts and crafts which have possibilities of further development 
and utilization in modern life." 

1945: The Second World War ended, 

The Native Brotherhood of British Columbia incorporated itself 
under the British Columbia Societies Act. 

1946: The Native Brotherhood of British Columbia commissioned a 
pole from carver Mungo Martin for presentation to the Governor- 
General Viscount Alexander at the Kitsilano Indian Village as 
part of the city's Diamond Jubilee celebrations, 

The Native Brotherhood of British Columbia launched its own 
newspaper, The Native Voice . 
Federal government created a Canadian citizenship distinct from 
British subject status for the first time in the passing of the 
Canadian Citizenship Act. 

1946-49: The federal government appointed the Special Joint 
Cornmittee on Revision of Indian Act. 

The federal government selected the Native Brotherhood of British 
Columbia as the sole representative of British Columbian First 
Nations, 

1947: Harry Hawthorn became the first anthropologist hired at the 
University of British Columbia. 

University of British Columbia (UBC) president and Massey 
Commissioner Norman Mackenzie appointed a committee to purchase 
totem poles for UBC. The c o d t t e e  contracted Marius Barbeau and 
Arthur Price to purchase eight freestanding poles and a house 
post . 
The Native Brotherhood of British Columbia proclaimed the 
provincial government illegal in not allowing First Nations 
people to vote. 

Federal laws prohibiting Asian immigration and banning Asian- 
Canadian voting rights were over-turned. 

At a collegiate football game, William Scow, president of the 
Native Brotherhood of British Columbia, presented the Aima Mater 
Society of the University of British Columbia with a monumental 
pole carved by Ellen Neel. This presentation was part of a 
ceremony legitimizing the university sports teams' use of the 
moniker Thunderbirds. 

1948: The United Nations issued the Declaration of Human Rights. 



UBC/BCIAWS CO-sponsored a conference on Native Indian Affairs. 
Ellen Neel delivered the keynote address in the section on the 
arts . 
Josephine Godman prepared a formal marketing strategy for First 
Nations arts for the BCIAWS. 

Hunter Lewis, UBC English professor and national president of the 
Federation of Canadian Artists, undertook a 6 week research trip 
along the B.C. coast under a grant from the University Research 
Codttee. He called for governxnent cooperation in pole 
restoration and copying 

The university hired Mungo Martin to restore the Barbeau poles 
for re-erection in UBC Totem Pole Park. 

In commemoration of the opening of the university's Museum of 
Anthropology, UBC bought seven paintings by George Clutesi 

1949: The federal government established the Royal Commiission on 
National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences (Massey 
Commission) to chart the post-war government role in the 
promotion and support of post-secondary education, research and 
the arts in Canada. Its final report was released in 1951. 

First Nations peoples won provincial enfranchisement and 
participated in a provincial election for the first the. From 
this point on, the provincial government, primarily through the 
Provincial Museum, but with the cooperation of UBC, dominated the 
promotion of First Nations arts in the 1950s. 

Nisgar a chief Frank Calder, formerly secretary of the Greenville 
branch of the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia and 
president of the Nishga Tribal Council, was elected the 
Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) member of the 
Legislative Assembly for the Atlin riding. 

In celebration of provincial enfranchisement, the provincial 
government purchased five paintings by the young ~itxsan artist 
Judith Morgan. 

BC Packers made inquiries into purchasing Haida crest poles for 
removal to BC Packers Plants. 

Forester H. R. Macmillan was sirnilarly interested in acquiring 
old crest poles. The W C  Presidentrs cornmittee contacted 
Macmillan for financial/logistical help in recovering and 
restoring crest poles. 

The provincial government announced that "both the Provincial and 
Federal Governments wexe interested in the advancement of Indian 
crafts, not only to preserve their culture, but also to help the 
natives make a liveliho~d.~ 

Wilson Duff of the Provincial Museum and Hawthorn of UBC traveled 



on an ethnographie survey of the Nass and Skeena valleys. 

The Provincial Museum began its wAnthropology in B.Cew 
publication series. 

1950: The National Museum published Barbeau's Totem Poles. 

The Massey Commission called on Hawthorn to prepare a report 
on the status of First Nations arts in Canada. 

The Totem-Land Society was launched, adopting the Thunderbird 
totem pole as its insignia and the slogan 'totem landw to 
advertise the province. Totem-Land Society of ficers included 
Premier Johnson, the attorney-general, the mayor of Vancouver, 
the Minster of Trade and Industry, William Scow, and the 
Commissioner of the Victoria and Island Publicity Bureau 

Mayor Thompson of Vancouver gave an Ellen Neel pole to the mayor 
of Sydney on promotional visit to Australia. 

WC's Totem Pole Park opened in October. 

1951: A revised Indian Act that dropped the prohibitions of the 
potlatch and land claim activities was passed in Parliament. 

The Massey Commission released its recoimnendations, including a 
need for "armts length" government funding of both First Nations 
and mainstream Canadian artistic production. 

A totem pole insignia was added to B.C.'s automobile license 
plates. 

1952: W. A. C. Bennett and the Social Credit party began twenty 
years of government in British Columbia. This administration 
sought to expand the province's physical infrastructure through 
large-scale construction projects and to encourage multinational 
investment in forestry and mining. 

Education Minister and Provincial Secretary WeT. Straith 
announced a totem pole preservation program in the provincial 
legislature. The plan included totem pole carving taught by 
Martin through the Ministry of Education in a workshop in 
Thunderbird Park. Cedar was provided by H. R. Macmillan. 

Martin began working on restoration of poles at Thunderbird Park. 
His wife gave daily weaving demonstrations during the summer. 

Duff and University of Washington graduate student George A. 
Cheney travel to the Gixsan totem pole villages in the upper 
Skeena to study poles and examine potential problems in 
preserving them. 

1953: Wa'waditla completed and opened in Thunderbird Park with 
the first open, public potlatch since the Cranmer prosecutions. 
The event was hosted by Martin. 



1954 : The j oint provincial Totem Pole Preservation Committee 
formed. The cornmittee immediately purchased and removed six 
poles from the Haida villages of Skedans and Tanu; 3 each went to 
the Provincial Museum and UBC. 

The poles were reproduced by Martin and his apprentices for 
erection in Thunderbird Park. 

Henry Hunt was hired as apprentice carver 

1955: Funded by H.R. Macmillan, the Preservation Cownittee 
surveyed Kwakwaka'wakw villages on the central coast. 

Financial restrictions meant the carvers were laid off from 
December 15 until the beginning of the following fiscal year. 

1956: Financed by Macmillan, the Preservation Committee removed 
14 poles from the Kwakwaka'wakw villages surveyed in the previous 
year 

The Preservation Committee also surveyed the Haida village of 
Ninstints on Anthony Island in Haida Gwaii. 

Duff arranged for the carving of the "worldfs largest totem pole" 
through a local newspaper to keep Martin and his helpers at work 
in Victoria during the winter. 

Bill Reid spent ten days replicating poles salvaged from 
Ninstints with Martin in Victoria. 

Under 'a special financial arrangement," the carvers carved a 
pair of poles for the entrance to Riley Park in Courtenay. This 
was the beginning of the project expanding pole copies to areas 
outside the rnuseum. They also completed poles at the Pacific 
National Exhibition in Vancouver and at the Tourist Bureau office 
at Peace Arch park Canada/United States border crossing. 

1957: The Preservation Conmittee removed eleven poles from 
Ninstints. 

Martin and his helpers began work on the centennial pole for 
presentation to Queen Elizabeth. 

Godfrey Hunt was brought on as another apprentice carver. 

John Diefenbaker elected Prime Minister of Canada, 

The Canada Council was established. 

Bill Reid and Doug Cranmer were hired by UBC to reconstruct a 
Haida village on the university campus. 

1958: B.C.'s centennial year. The federal government issued a 
commemorative silver dollar bearing the likeness of a Haida pole 
taken from a photograph in the Provincial Museum. 



Martin and his helpers completed the 100 foot pole presented to 
the Queen. A copy was erected in Vancouver at the site of the 
St. Roch. 

The Preservation Codttee removed three poles from Gitanyow in 
an agreement that resulted in the publication of the Histories, 
Territories, and Laws of the Kitwancool the following year. 

Martin and Hunt carved an eight foot pole for the Canadian 
Tourist Association Convention in Quebec City. 

1960: Diefenbaker administration passed the Bill for the 
Recognition and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms in Parliament, an act which official rejected 
discrimination by reason of race, colour, national origin, 
religion or sex, 

1961: A revised Indian Act that gave F i r s t  Nations peoples 
federal voting rights was passed in Parliament. 

The fourth pole from Gitanyow was removed for replication in  
Victoria. 



Illustrations 



Figure I The two Charlie James houseposts flank the 
freestanding poles at Lumbermants Arch in Stanley 
Park, Vancouver. (CVA ST . PK. P. 196, N. 284) 



Figure 2 A participant from the Cranmer potlatch stands 
showing his ceremonial regalia for the photograph. 
(RBCM PN 12195) 



Figure 3 Potlatch paraphernalia exchanged for suspended 
sentences displayed in the church hall, Alert 
Bay, 1922. (=CM PN 11637) 



Figure 4 Kwakwaka'wakw coppers on display in the church 
hall, Alert Bay, 1922. (RBCM PN 11645) 



Figure 5 Lumbermanrs Arch relocated to Stanley Park. (CVA 
ARCH.P.62, N.69) 



Figure 6 Lumberrnanrs Arch in its o r i  
ARCH.P.12, N.28) 



Figure 7 The Kwakwaka'wakw poles and houseposts erected 
opposite Lumbermanr s Arch, Stanley P a r k .  (CVA 
506.35) 



Figure  8 Charlie James and family. (CVA IN,P,122, N.134) 



Figure 9 Sisaxor las pole, Stanley Park. (CVA IN. P. 192, 
~.103, #5) 



Figure 10 Wakius pole, Stanley Park. (CVA IN.103 # 3 )  



Figure 11 View of A l e r t  Bay, ca. 1925. (CVA IN.P-183, N.160) 



Figure 12 Labourers repainting Gitxsan poles fo r  
preservation in the Skeena Valley, ca.1925 (CMC 
No. 65328) 



Figure 13 Gitxsan pole re-raised as par t  of preservation 
pro j ect . (CMC No. 64327) 



Figure 14 Poles repainted and re-set in the preservation 
project .  (CMC No.68068) 



Figure 15 C h i e f  Seamadaks. (CMC No. 59726) 



Figure 16 P o r t r a i t  of Tom Campbell by Langdon Kihn. (CMC No. 
63033) 



Figure 17 Harlan Smith filming poles .  (CMC No. 65450) 



Figure 18 Painting by Frederick Alexie. (VMPA 1064) 



Figure 19 Reverend George Raley and Chief Sepass, 1934. (CVA 
IN.5, N . 9 )  



The Arriva! of the Threc Claicfs 

Figure 20 The Arriva1 of the Three Chiefs by S i s - h u - l k  
(Francois Batiste), f r o m  The Tale of t h e  Nativity. 



Figure 2 1  The Origin of the  W o l f  Society ,  by J u d i t h  
Morgan, 1 9 4 7 .  (BC Archives and Records Service 



Figure  22 Ellen Neel and family carving a totem pole at 
the P a c i f  ic National Exhibition, Vancouver, Ca. 
1950. (CVA 180-1849) 
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Figure 24 Captain Jack pole, Yuquot, 1929. (CVA IN.P.38, 
N. El) 
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Figure 25 Vancouver Golden Jubilee letterhead showing 
hourglass motif, 1936. (CVA City Clerk's 
Department Fonds, Series 20, Sub j ec t  Files 188 6- 
1976, Loc. 16-F-2, File 8) 



Figure 26 The Dssookwa-dse or Yahk-dsi pole, Lumbermanf s 
Arch, Stanley Park, 1936. (CVA IN.P.192, N.103, 
#4 1 



Figure 27 The Nhe-is-bik poler Lumberrnan's Arch, Stanley  
P a r k ,  1936. (CVA IN.P.192, N.103, #7) 



Figure 28 Ths Skedans pole, Lumbermanrs Arch, S t a n l e y  
ParkJ936 .  (CVA IN.P.192, N.103, #6) 



Figure 29 The  Mathias Joe pole, Prospect Point ,  Stanley 
Park, 1936. (CVA IN.P.192, N.103, #1) 



Figure 30 General view of Prospect Point,  1936. (CVA 260- 
974)  



Figure 31 Mungo Martin pole  presented to Governor-General 
Viscount Alexander, 1946, and now standing a t  
Rideau H a l l ,  Ottawa. (National Capital Commission) 



Figure  32 Painting by George C h t e s i ,  1948. (UBC MOA) 



Figure  33 Mungo Mar t in ,  standing, and Norman Mackenzie, 
seated at right, at the opening of the University 
of B r i t i s h  Columbia's Totem Pole P a r k .  (UBC MOA) 





Figure 35 Wa' waditla, Thunderbird Park, Victoria. (RBCM PN 
13195-10) 



Figure 36 T o t e m  Pole Preservation C o r n m i t t e e  m e m b e r s  
survey poles  a t  Tanu, Ca. 1955. (RBCM PN 7500) 



Figure 37 Tanu pole sawed in sections for removal. (RBCM PN 
5817) 



Figure 38 Tanu poles sectioned and crated for shipment on 
a seiner. (RBCM PN 7515) 



Figure 39 World's Tallest Totem Pole, Beacon Hill Park, 
Victoria .  (BC Archives and Records Service Photo 
#1-26586) 



Figure 40 R e p l i c a  Skedans pole carved by Mungo Martin and 
B i l l  Reid at the White Rock-Blaine border 
crossing. (=CM PN 15850) 



Figure 41 Bill R e i d  and Doug Cranmer, UBC, 1957. (UBC MOA) 



Figure 42  Replica Haida village by Reid and Cranmer, 
UBC. (UBC MOA) 



Figure 43 Ha-ne-lal-gag pole, Gitanyow, Ca. 1958. (RBCM PN 
7031) 



Figure 4 4  Ha-ne-lal-gag,  Gitanyow. (RBCM PN 7103) 



Figure 45 Detail of Ha-ne-lal-gag, Gitanyow. (RBCM PN 
7086) 



Figure 46 The two Wolf poles, Gitanyow. (RBCM PN 3995) 



Figure 47 T h e  Nee-gamks pole, Gitanyow. (RBCM PN 7075) 



Figure 48 A replica of the Nee-gamks pole, Victoria. 
(RBCM PN 15840) 



Figure 49 The four  poles replicated f o r  Gitanyow, Ca. 1961. 
(RBCM PN 12985-3) 



Figure 50 The Thunderbird Park sign posts by Mungo Martin. 
(BC Archives and Records Service Photo #1-21002) 
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Map of Northwest Coast groups and communities, 
(from Peter Macnair, Robert Joseph, and Bruce 
Grenville, Down from the Shimmering Sky: Masks 
the Northwest Coast, Vancouver and Toronto: 
Douglas and McIntyre 1998, p . 1 3 . )  
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